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USING RADIO TO FIGHT RACISM
Chapel Hill, NC—In aworld increasingly structured by electronic media, it is difficult to
imagine the sense of awe that national radio inspired in the 1930s and 1940s. Not only did radio
present messages and music simultaneously to millions of people in their own homes, but it did so
in acompellingly intimate, evocative way.
A new book explains that the mystique of radio made it an important conduit for political
activism. Broadcasting Freedom: Radio, War, and the Politics of Race, 1938-1948 by Barbara
Dianne Savage ($18.95 paperback, $45 hardcover) details how African Americans sought to use
radio to fight racism. She argues that an unprecedented discussion of race relations took place on
the radio in the 1940s, and that this discussion marked an important transition in the crusade for
African-American civil rights, sowing the seeds for the movement to come.
Savage argues that the issue of race was central to radio programming from its earliest days.
Amos `71' Andy, the first radio serial, featured white actors playing black characters in amodern
version of nineteenth-century minstrel shows. The show was enormously successful, attracting as
many as forty million listeners daily. Its appeal rested on long-standing popular obsessions with
derogatory images of African Americans.
The success of Amos

Andy made clear to many how powerful radio could be. As they

organized protests against the program, African American activists also sought to harness that
power—the power to present politically charged images repeatedly and simultaneously to millions
of listeners—to their own ends. To accomplish their goal, they had to forge partnerships with
certain segments of the federal government as well as with the radio networks, both of which were
controlled by white elites.
[more]
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Luckily the relationship between the federal government and the radio networks was
changing. The networks were under pressure from the government to provide more educational
and public affairs programs. This changing relationship finally gave African Americans an opening
to use radio to influence anational debate about racial inequality.
In 1935, Interior Secretary Harold Ickes, former president of the Chicago NAACP, created
the Radio Education Project. Now activists could use the administration's access to radio to talk
about the increasing diversity of the American people and the persistence of ethnic, racial, and
religious hostilities.
The Project made possible Freedom's People, aradio show broadcast by NBC in 1941 and
1942. The show was produced by the federal government in response to rising concerns about the

potential for racial unrest. African American intellectuals and performing artists including Paul
Robeson, Alain Locke, and Sterling Brown used the show to talk about black history and culture
and to argue against continued attempts to deny them the rights due all Americans.
Broadcasting Freedom also looks at other radio programs about African Americans that
had no explicit state involvement. These programs were designed and produced by the radio
networks themselves or by nonprofit or educational organizations such as the National Urban
League.
In the end, Broadcasting Freedom shows that the discussion of race relations that took
place through the medium of radio helped mark an important transition in the crusade for African
American civil rights. The next battleground would be in the South and on television. But the
roots of the movement to come, Savage argues, were embedded in the radio programming of the
1940s, which broadcast atruer notion of freedom and helped nurture the growth of anew
tolerance.
[more]
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Barbara Dianne Savage is assistant professor of history at the University of Pennsylvania.
Broadcasting Freedom: Radio, War, and the Politics of Race, 1938-1948 ($18.95 paperback, $45
hardcover) is included in the University of North Carolina Press's John Hope Franklin Series in
African American History and Culture. Available at bookstores or from the University of North
Carolina Press. Toll-free credit card orders: 1-800-848-6224.
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BROADCASTING Freedom

INTRODUCTION

If you were listening to my words rather than reading them, you
would hear by the inflections in my voice that in this book's title,
Broadcasting Freedom, I intend to emphasize the use of the word
"broadcasting" as a verb. This book examines how coalitions of
African American activists, public officials, intellectuals, and artists
struggled in the World War II era to use the mass medium of national
radio to advocate abrand of American freedom that called for an end
to racial segregation and discrimination. Despite radio's appropriation of the term, the word "broadcasting" still brings to my mind's
eye aset of images of African American men and women rooted in
the rural world of southern Virginia where Igrew up. There, broadcasting was the patient, stooped work of scattering seeds by hand
over apatch of garden. That is ameaning Ialso intend, for although
African Americans in this period broke new ground for this genus of
freedom, they also saw it return to dormancy, only coming to partial
yield in the decades that followed.
African American activists, intellectuals, and artists in this period
tried to manipulate two formidable ideological forces controlled by
white elites: the U.S. government and the national radio networks.
The federal government of the 194os redirected the powers amassed
during the crisis of economic depression toward the more consuming
project of fighting aworld war. During the New Deal, the Roosevelt administration directed political attention to African Americans to an extent not seen since Reconstruction. African American
leaders persisted in their long-standing appeals for federal intervention against discrimination and segregation, pleas that were strengthened by the new crisis of war. The patriotic rhetoric of unity necessary
for war, especially awar to save democracy from fascism and Hitler,
was perfect for ironic recasting by African Americans who exploited
the political paradox of waging asegregated fight for freedom.
National radio reached full maturity as apolitical medium in the
19305 and 194os, drawing its strength in part from the eager embrace of the medium by the Roosevelt administration. As aresult,
national radio created anew aural public sphere, adiscursive political
forum for acommunity of millions of listeners spanning the boundaries of region, class, race, and ethnicity. With its extensive official
use during the war, radio recast its own image from that of asource

of inexpensive entertainment to that of a civic voice of immediate importance, whether delivering breaking news from the front or
carrying politically unifying appeals. The emergence of anewly empowered national government and of the nation's first truly national
mass political medium are not coincidental or parallel narratives but
stories that converge and reinforce each other. One consequence
was that popular culture and politics, including the politics of race,
also became inextricably linked and intertwined in more complicated ways.
African Americans, who were vilified or rendered invisible by
radio, fought to make their voices and their political claims heard in
that influential new political space. In the broadest terms, then, this
book is about the evolution of the dependent relationships between
the state, the mass media, and the politics of social change, in this
case, the struggle for African American freedom and rights during
the World War II era. Radio was one battlefield in adomestic mind
war about race and asite of adiscursive contest between the ideals of
white supremacy and racial equality.
My work owes its life to arich and previously unexamined body of
national public affairs radio programming about race and ethnicity,
African Americans and their history, and the political issue alternatively referred to as the "Negro problem," the "race issue," or the
"Negro question." Taken together, these cultural productions amplified anational debate on racial equality that was stoked by African
American activism. The archival trail for these shows wanders, but
it is deep and wide and includes not only the scripts and often the
recordings of the broadcasts but also extensive records of the internal political and planning processes as well as letters and responses
from listeners. My study of the history, content, and reactions to
these programs demonstrates that the World War II era was apivotal
period in the political history of American race relations; that African American activism created important shifts in racial ideology
and federal policies that were necessary precursors to the modern
civil rights movement; and that the mass medium of radio served as
anewly important public forum for ideological debate about racial
equality and racial injustices.
Iwrite about aperiod in African American political and cultural
history and American history generally that has been neglected and
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demands far greater attention than Iam able to give it. The fervor
and ubiquity of African American political activism vexed and unnerved most white Americans throughout the war era. That activism
ranged from the unrelenting vigilance of the black press, to sitins in public places, to the threatened mass appeals of labor leader
A. Philip Randolph, to the everyday acts of resistance deployed in
public spaces by black working-class people, to mention but afew
expressions of the more aggressive political stance many African
Americans embraced in this period. In whatever form or forum,
these very visible manifestations of African American opposition
to the policies of segregation and racial discrimination preoccupied
white federal officials who saw these claims as abarrier to wartime
unity and as adirect challenge to the racial ordering of American
society—which they were. Demographic and political shifts bolstered the urgency of African American claims. The emergence of
black voting blocks was one political consequence of the wartime migration of African Americans to northern and western urban areas.
Another repercussion was the nationalization of the race issue itself
as growing numbers of African Americans outside the South clamored for jobs, housing, and fair treatment. The legal challenge to segregation had already begun, and the U.S. Supreme Court was emerging as apotentially hospitable forum for African American claims. In
1944, the Court would outlaw white primaries, and in 1946, it barred
racial segregation in interstate travel. The slow trickle of precedents
that would culminate in the Brown v. Board of Education decision also
began its course through the federal court system in this era.'
This was not only atime of increased mobility and political visibility for African Americans but also an era of greater intellectual attention to them, as reflected by aproliferation of works by and about
them.' The radio programs Istudy are apart of that larger development. Iargue that because they were presented on anational mass
communications medium, these broadcasts help us understand how
the political issue of race was constructed for alarge, diffuse audience
and how that construction evolved into asearch for anational language of consensus on the question of racial equality. All of this reinforces my belief that this is arich period that demands and deserves
closer study and conceptualization by historians and other scholars
of African American culture and politics and indeed by Americanists
in general.

Introduction :3

If the importance of this era is not fully appreciated, the political
and cultural events of the late 195os and early 196os tend to be cast
as if they erupted spontaneously. That approach risks oversimplification of the political trajectory of African American history and the
nature of the process of social change, especially in the area of race
relations. The most obvious consequence of the minimal attention
given to the political struggles of African Americans in the late 193os
and 194os is reflected in latter-day civil rights historiography itself. To
confine the history of the civil rights movement to the narrow frame
of 1955 to 1965 and to build its narratives around compelling national
figures imposes atraditional structure on aprocess that by its very
complexity absolutely defies that tradition. This has fed atendency to
write and teach about the civil rights movement as if it were atotality
that could be confined to asingle decade of struggle, resistance, and
resolution. Individual works of history must confine themselves to
segmented treatments, as this work certainly does, but imposing a
too narrow narrative on such along and complicated process obfuscates its larger implications. Fortunately, some scholars have broadened the periodization of the movement, developed diverse local
histories, or explored the work of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and other national organizations by looking at their activities at the state level.' These studies
reveal not asingle decade of toil but many decades of tedious, persistent, courageous work by groups of men and women who adopted
or abandoned different strategies as the shifting times required.
Politically isolated treatments of the civil rights movement also
have had the effect of closing off important questions about the fate
of competing ideologies such as black nationalism and other more
radical leftist structural critiques in the period between the 193os and
the 196os. But abroader political perspective is also emerging as important links have been made, for example, between the legacy of
New Deal activism, various forms of African American claims for
racial equality, the limitations of racial liberalism, the emergence of
the Cold War, and the contours of later struggles.' These approaches
bring amore complex and realistic view of the decades before the
1950s, and paradoxically, they help us understand why the period between 1955 and 1965 cannot stand alone as asingular moment or a
new movement. This book pursues that broader view by looking
back and forth, as history requires us to do, for continuities and dis-
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continuities, precedents and precursors, and strategies old and new
in arenas new and old.
This, then, brings us to radio. Despite its ubiquitous presence in
American life for over half acentury, radio is amedium whose political and cultural power and influence are not yet reflected in American
historiography, American studies, works on American race relations,
or studies of the media and popular culture. Studies of the media in
general are dominated by film and television, as are the theoretical
approaches to media explored in cultural studies critiques.' Theories about the ideological significance of images and representations
have virtually ignored radio, limiting their analytical models and textual readings largely to literary, print, or visual imagery. Historical
scholarship has been particularly slow to recognize the importance
of the mass media to the twentieth century as a defining aspect
of American political and cultural life, which Ibelieve it to be.
Although few would disagree with that assessment, there has been
relatively little scholarly exploration of its full dimensions and implications. The world of radio in particular remains largely unexplored
territory for which models of historical inquiry are relatively few.'
Most significant by omission, in my view, is the braided relationship between the media, the political struggles of African Americans, and the continued necessity for interventionist media strategies
as part of the work of advancing the race. Indeed, the bounty of
attention paid to the racial aspects of the media coverage of sensationalized contemporary events and issues such as the O. J. Simpson
trial, the Rodney King case, and the Anita Hill—Clarence Thomas
hearings only whets the appetite for scholarly treatment of the potent
historical relationship between media, race, and politics in the many
decades preceding the 198os and 199os. Disciplinary divisions among
historians and scholars of popular culture and of the mass media
have mitigated against creating the integrated models of inquiry necessary for considering that complicated historical relationship. The
narrative of African American history has yet to incorporate the centrality of the modern mass media to how African Americans conceive
of themselves as apeople, how they communicate with one another,
and how they preserve, transmit, and transform their music, culture,
politics, and religion. This is all to say that there is much work to
be done, and this book is an attempt to enter this historiographic
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void and bridge the analytical fissures caused by these disciplinary
boundaries.
Much is assumed about radio and its history, but perceptions of
the medium tend to be dominated by nostalgia or contemporary impressions rather than by historical perspective. Since we live today
in aworld literally structured by electronic media, it is difficult to
imagine the sense of awe that national radio inspired in the 193os and
194os. Radio was the first medium capable of simultaneously presenting identical messages and music to millions of people in their
own homes. Not only did it bring alarger, external world directly
into the home, but it did so in acompellingly intimate and evocative
way. Radio ownership reached near saturation levels in urban areas
in the 193os, where less than one household in ten was without a
radio. Nationally, 83 percent of all residences, rural or urban, had a
radio by 1940. Indeed, Americans of all classes and races had access
to radio.' Access to aradio receiver quickly became adefining feature
of life in the 193os. Radio challenged phonograph records, film, and
newspapers as asource of entertainment and news. In 1938, aFortune magazine poll found that listening to the radio was the nation's
favorite leisure activity.' In 1939, 70 percent of Americans reported
that radio was their first choice for news coverage; perhaps more
significantly, 58 percent stated that radio was also the most accurate
news medium.'
This rapid rise in radio's ability to draw millions of listeners was
no accident. In the early stages of national radio's development, two
corporate networks, NBC and CBS, competed fiercely to develop
programming and strategies that would build the mass audiences advertisers envisioned for this new medium. In August 1929, network
radio broadcast its first serial, aprogramming innovation that introduced the concept of using aset of recurring characters to draw and
keep anational audience and launched radio's rise to ubiquity. That
show was Amos 'n' Andy, aprogram in which two white men, Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll, pretended to be the two black title
characters. In four months' time, it was the most popular broadcast
on the air, attracting an estimated 6o percent of all listeners or as
many as 40 million people daily. The show's popularity created arush
on sales of radio receivers and led listeners to structure their daily
routines around the show's schedule. Indeed, Amos 'n' Andy became
so popular that President Herbert Hoover invited Gosden and Correll to the White House for aperformance."
6 :Introduction

Why was the show so popular? Aside from its regularity and frequency, Amos 'n' Andy had to have something to keep millions of
listeners coming back for more, to make them take it on as ahabit.
In the search for acommon denominator with mass appeal in the
193os, the show's creators located it in shared stereotypes of black
men and women. But this comedy by white men in aural blackface —
if sounding" black by spouting their version of black dialect—was
more than simple radio minstrelsy. The novelty of the show was that
it constructed acontemporary black world held harmless under the
reassuring surveillance of unseen listeners. Amos 'n' Andy parodied
blacks for emulating the white middle class, in effect chiding them
for aspiring to be more than whites thought they were or ever could
be—financially independent, successful, virtuous. It did this by relying on aset of unstated beliefs that African American character
was permeated by slyness, ignorance, and incompetence. The show's
enormous appeal rested on long-standing popular obsessions with
derogatory and denigrating images of African Americans."
Amos 'n' Andy functioned for whites in much the same way that
minstrelsy and other popular depictions of racial stereotypes had in
the nineteenth century. It worked to reinforce asense of whiteness by
its contrivance of blackness, delivered by radio to alistening community of millions. The show's theme of "cultural incompetence" was
used to cast blacks as the "ultimate outsider" against which whites
could find aunifying sense of privilege and superiority.' To overlook
the significance of the show's racialized content, as some scholars
have done, is to ignore the source of its easy popularity with whites
and the ambivalent reception it received from African Americans.'
Negative critiques of the show's political implications came from
several sources, including Bishop W. J. Walls of the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church. In 1931, Walls called the show "an insidious piece of negative propaganda" linked to earlier uses of popular
images for political purposes: "The fact is, these clowns of the air
are of the same kind as those who blackened their faces and took
off black people on the stage through all the years that false philosophers and pseudo scientists were trying to make our ancestors
out as those tropical animals who jumped down out of the trees."'
That same year, the Pittsburgh Courier organized anational protest
against the show, garnering as many as 275,000 signatures on petitions." Like Walls, the Courier employed the term "propaganda" in
its attack on the show, arguing that it was far from simple, harmless
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entertainment but that the portrayals on the show had very specific political implications. The Courier criticized the show's insulting
portrayals of African American women, businesses, and fraternal
organizations. Letters from readers echoed these concerns, including objections to the show for "telling the world that Negro women
are more loose than other women." 17 Black businessmen complained
that white bankers and businessmen repeatedly ridiculed their businesses as being run in abungling manner like Amos and Andy's
Fresh Air Taxicab Company.' The letters also reflected the effect
of the pervasive penetration of these radio images into public consciousness. One woman wrote, "I have clashed with my employers,
and their children have made my heart ache with their Amos 'n' Andy
lingo." 19 Another writer asked, "I would like to know why Negroes
are being called Amos and Andy in public places by white people?""
When radio had first arrived, some African Americans had hoped
that the medium would be an ally by broadcasting constructive racial
propaganda. Instead, radio followed the course blazed by other
popular media, adapting and creating virulent racial stereotyping
of its own as part of making popular, commercial appeals to white
Americans. Letters to the editor of the Pittsburgh Courier about Amos
'n' Andy reflected aprofound sense of disappointment with the use
of radio for this purpose. "It is apity that such agreat educational
agency as the radio should be desecrated to such abase purpose, or
end," one writer complained.' This sense of general frustration also
was reflected in aletter that stated in part, "They are giving afalse
impression of the Negro, which is just as bad as the K.K.K."" "If
Amos 'n' Andy and the rest would spend alittle of their time broadcasting about the lynching and burning of Negroes in the South,"
another reader wrote, "I am sure we would get some benefit from
their talk and America could hold her head up."" These letters may
not represent the totality of the African American response to this
show, but they do document the presence of acritical media analysis
linking aset of popular images with their larger political meanings.
To conclude that early black ambivalence about Amos 'n' Andy merely
reflected an internal debate about which images to "display in public"
and which images to "keep among themselves" misses this broader
picture." The impetus for these reactions was the lack of equalizing
access for African Americans to national radio and the political disadvantages of having no control over the images and representations
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of the race and its concerns, now so effectively transmitted over the
nation's first truly mass medium.
This was amodern manifestation of an old problem since the
relationship between African Americans and the public media had
always been acontentious one. The creation of the black press in
the nineteenth century was aresponse of African Americans to the
political problem of having their race and racial issues represented in
white-controlled newspapers that refused them access. In 1827, when
the country's first black newspaper, Freedom's Journal, was founded
in New York City, its first issue proclaimed, "Too long others have
spoken for us. Too long has the publick been deceived by misrepresentations." As one contemporary recalled, African Americans were
especially frustrated that their protests against colonization proposals were ignored in the white press: "They could not gain access to
the public mind: for the press would not communicate the facts of
the case — it was silent. ...[T]here was not asingle journal in the
city, secular or religious, which would publish the views of the people
of color on the subject." But competing against the well-capitalized
white press would prove daunting for African Americans in the nineteenth century since the mass dissemination of written discourse
proved more effective as apurveyor of ideas than speaking before
public audiences. Looking back at the antebellum period, the African
American librarian Daniel Murray recalled that although many effective African American lecturers argued against ideas of racial inferiority and ethnology, "the high cost of printing ...[restricted] their
reputation to the oral tradition."" Encapsulated here are the persistent themes that have driven African American political thought
about the relationship between media and racial politics: arecognition of the sheer ideological force of public media, astruggle for
access to that marketplace of political ideas, and, ultimately, afight
for the power of self-representation in all forms of public culture.
With the emergence of each new communications medium, African Americans have had to fight the same fight that stimulated the
founders of Freedom's Journal as the public forums for racial representations and argument shifted, expanded, and became even more
‘`mass" in distribution and reach. When the film Birth of aNation was
released in 1915, the NAACP organized African American protests
in its first national campaign. The film, which was based on Thomas
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Dixon's racist interpretation of the Civil War and Reconstruction,
benefited from the technical virtuosity of D. W. Griffith and the
political reception it received, including being the first film screened
at the White House, where President Woodrow Wilson praised its
historical accuracy. In its fictionalized account of racial history, the
film brought to life on the big screen grotesque images of African
American inferiority and brutality. As the film premiered in cities
across the nation, African Americans protested each screening, first
in Los Angeles and San Francisco, then in New York City, Boston,
Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and elsewhere." With its mass distribution and its powerful use of visual imagery and music, the film
created anew discursive forum for the politics of race in which African Americans were disadvantaged once again as they struggled to
find ways to meet anew challenge from an expensive, highly capitalized industry in aforum they could not enter.
These are all examples of the enduring and unrecognized strand
of African American political thought that focuses on the political
power of the popular media, on interventionist strategies to gain
access to those media, and on the development of politically compelling images to advance black political and economic interests. As
such, protests about media depictions or attempts to gain access to
mass media should not be dismissed as simply efforts to find ways
of presenting idealized positive racial imagery. Rather, proactive
strategies aimed at influencing the representations of African Americans reveal akeen and sophisticated appreciation of the relationship
between popular images, political symbolism, public opinion, and
public policy. Nowhere is this set of connections more volatile than
in the area of race, where notions of image and ideology rely on and
reinforce each other, regardless of the medium of transmission.
Race and racial stereotyping are adeeply implicated part of radio's
history, as was the case with earlier media forms. It took aconscious effort to make race visible on amedium where color could not
be seen but only imagined or constructed. A fascination with African Americans and African American culture permeated radio's early
programming and spurred the medium's popularity, coloring it with
race like all American institutions and media forms. Black musicians,
singers, and bandleaders were aprominent feature of popular radio
programming in the 19zos and early 193os. Radio comedies of many
kinds, including the enormously popular Jack Benny Show, featured
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caricatured black butlers and maids. Dramatic roles for blacks were
rare, as were technical or production jobs. Ironically, when the serialization and syndication model pioneered by Amos 'n' Andy encouraged network broadcasters in the 193os to expand their repertoire
beyond music and comedy to include soap operas, dramatic series,
detective shows, westerns, quiz shows, and amateur hours, African
Americans on the radio were left stranded in adeclining number
of comedic roles. The black bands and orchestras that had helped
build radio's popularity were replaced by white bands that claimed
the music as their own, imitating and redubbing it "swing." As advertisers began to rely on the identification of products with a"star"
to sell their wares, they concluded that white listeners would not find
black affiliation or product endorsement appealing. The overall effect
was that when the medium began to reach the apex of its popularity
during the period covered by this book, radio relegated most blacks
on it, as one writer commented, to that "`stereotypical conception of
the Negro as asimpleton, or a"bad actor," or adoglike creature with
unbounded devotion to his master or mistress.'" 27
African Americans were especially astute to radio's unique power,
reach, and influence, an awareness that emerged in the protests
against Amos 'n' Andy and grew as the medium matured through the
19305 and 194os. They realized that the medium's ability to present
politically charged aural images repeatedly and simultaneously to
millions of listeners moved what we now call "the politics of representation" into awhole new realm. Attempts to manage and influence those representations would have to become apart of ongoing
strategies for African American political and economic advancement. This book offers plenty of evidence of that struggle in the
19405 as black men and women took advantage of the rare openings
national radio offered them to enter this new realm of mass communications— through educational broadcasting and special programming designed in response to World War II. It remained virtually
impossible for African Americans to intervene in commercial radio
during this period, when national radio networks dominated and
controlled the medium to the detriment of local independent stations. This arrangement only served to reinforce the capital-intensive
nature of the medium, limiting access through ownership to afew
large corporations. African Americans could not buy their way onto
the national airwaves or influence their content through their power
either as performers or as consumers. The proliferation of advertiserIntroduction :it

supported black-oriented programming or of what would come to be
called "black radio" was apostwar development that rested on the enduring appeal of African American music among white and black listeners alike." Most radio programming designed primarily to reach
black listeners came only after advertisers discovered the economic
potency of the new urban concentrations of recently migrated African Americans." By then, the radio industry itself was being transformed from amodel of network dominance into alocal medium as
the arrival of national television advertising usurped radio's principal
source of funding and forced it to depend on more locally oriented,
segmented appeals— the model of radio that persists today. But those
shifts had not yet occurred in the 193os and 1940s, and national
network radio remained virtually inaccessible to African American
influence and control. This, then, was the predicament of African
Americans as commercial radio entered its golden age in the war era.
The relationship between the radio networks and the federal government during the 193os and 19405 was fluid and complicated.
Concerns about the domination and control of the public airwaves
by private capital were not limited to African Americans. A small
broadcast-reform movement had been unable to stop the emergence
of acorporate- and advertiser-centered model for radio that was
codified in federal law in 1934. The federal government regulated
"ownership"

of the public airways, but critics of that model succeeded

in establishing the concept that radio stations had to broadcast some
amount of noncommercial educational or civic programming in the
public interest. In their bid for legitimacy and recognition, radio industry officials embraced noncommercial programming as an opportunity to build their own prestige and to attract more elite audiences
not normally interested in their popular entertainment offerings. As
aresult, the networks regularly provided free airtime for "sustaining
programming," which included live performances of classical music
and awide variety of educational and public affairs programs. Proclaiming radio's commitment to public service, the networks also actively encouraged President Franklin Roosevelt's use of the medium
as soon as he was elected. This was an offer he did not refuse since he
and other members of his administration were eager to use radio to
advance their programs and policies. The invitation opened the way
for the Roosevelt administration's expert employ of the medium as
apowerful new public forum that functioned at times as the official
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voice of the national government, often under the rubric of public service or educational programming. In turn, the radio networks
watched their own powers grow as they recast themselves as indispensable to communications in amodern democracy, not only for
news delivery but for public information broadcasts as well."
Although the president's use of radio for his "fireside chats" was
extremely significant politically, other administration officials used
radio extensively to speak directly to the American people about
New Deal initiatives, in part to avoid interference from reporters
or editors.' So blatant and prevalent — and effective—was this practice that it repeatedly drew fire from newspaper editors and those
who opposed the administration's policies." Implicit in this criticism
was the recognition of radio's growing political power. As early as
1936, both national political parties placed radio at the center of their
strategies for winning the presidency, once again reinforcing the
medium's national civic stature." Roosevelt also recognized that his
victory would depend on reaching beyond the traditional membership of the Democratic Party to unite and mobilize groups of people
who ordinarily would have acknowledged no common social affiliation or shared political interests: urban ethnics, African Americans,
and members of the white working class. By using the power of both
radio's national range and its local targeted reach, Roosevelt was able
to fashion anew urban political coalition that would remain largely
invisible to itself."
The cooperation between the radio networks and the federal government during the New Deal grew stronger and more intertwined
during the crisis of war. Radio's strengths as aunifying medium had
no better proof than its use as asource of war news and updates, including dramatic live reports from abroad and from the front. World
War II was aradio war, and radio's aura of indispensability continued
to expand as aresult. Federal agencies also made extensive use of
the medium to broadcast civilian preparedness and morale-building
messages. The extent of the merger of functions between the state
and radio is hard to imagine today, but at that time, the distinctions
between radio's journalistic functions and its role as amedium with
special public responsibilities were blurred and overlapping. In the
period under study here, radio was more than apolitical medium; it
was apolitical force.
Even before the war, some administration officials had concluded
that radio had aunique role to play in aworld of escalating racial,
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religious, and national divisions. In a1936 speech at aconference
on educational broadcasting, Interior Secretary Harold Ickes argued
that radio's most pressing educational challenge was to eliminate
racial intolerance at home." As aformer president of the Chicago
NAACP, he was sympathetic to African American protests against
segregation and discrimination. This was also aperiod of shifting
intellectual conceptions of cultural pluralism and race and of afledging intercultural education movement aimed at including the contributions of immigrants and people of color in the teaching of
American history. At the same time, German and Russian radio propaganda was being used to divide and disparage people there, just
as Father Charles Coughlin's mean-spirited and anti-Semitic national
broadcasts would soon fill the airwaves in the United States. Ickes
worked to emphasize radio's potential as asource of "positive" propaganda, avision not unlike that imagined by African Americans at
national radio's inception. Ickes put his beliefs into action in 1935
when he created the Radio Education Project at the Office of Education." That project became an institutional home for those who
wanted to use the administration's access to radio to find new ways
to talk about the increasingly diverse nature of the American people
and the persistence of ethnic, racial, and religious hostilities. This
was one impetus for the creation of the public affairs radio programming studied in this book; the second, significantly, would be the
demands of the crisis of World War II.
The first half of the book tells the history of public affairs radio
programs about African Americans that were produced by the federal government and broadcast by the national radio networks, and
the second half looks at programming produced by organizations
other than the government. The Office of Education provided the
initial opening to national radio that African Americans used to construct apublic image of themselves different from that offered on
commercial radio and more consistent with their political claims for
racial equality. Although the agency's radio work was short-lived, it
did produce two extraordinary radio series, and Idevote the first
two chapters to them. Chapter iis ahistory of Americans
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grants All, atwenty-six-week radio series that presented anew statesanctioned narrative of American history that included immigrants
of all nationalities, African Americans, and Jewish Americans. The
show made it possible for African Americans to broadcast the argu14 :Introduction

ment that they deserved the title "American" and the freedom and
rights it entailed, an early example of the "politics of inclusion" that
would characterize their strategic appeals to the federal government
and white Americans for the duration of the World War II era.
In chapter 2, Idiscuss the Office of Education series Freedom's
People, broadcast by NBC in 1941 and 1942 in response to rising federal concerns about the potential for racial unrest. African American
intellectuals and performing artists on this program explored black
history and black culture to demonstrate the centrality of the African
American experience to the nation and to argue against continued
attempts to deny blacks the rights due all Americans. A dramatic
demonstration of the political use of African American history and
culture, the show was produced by an alliance between black federal officials, prominent black intellectuals such as Alain Locke and
Sterling Brown, black performing artists such as Paul Robeson, and
racially moderate whites.
As war approached, African Americans urged the Office of War
Information (OWI) and the War Department to broadcast patriotic
and morale-building radio messages that included them, as Idescribe
in chapter 3. Internal political paralysis plagued efforts at the OWI
and the War Department to mount even alimited public campaign to
lift "Negro morale" and build greater racial tolerance among Americans. At both of these agencies, disputes recurred about who could
speak for "the Negro" and who could best determine what image
of African Americans the federal government should endorse for its
own more limited political purposes.
The second part of the book focuses on public affairs radio
programs about African Americans that had no explicit state involvement. These shows were designed and produced by the radio
networks, nonprofit organizations, or educational organizations, in
some cases to follow federal leadership on the race issue and in others
to supplement its weaknesses.
In chapter 4, Iexplain how the National Urban League gained access to national radio at atime when apublic embrace of the NAACP
or other black political organizations by national radio was considered apolitical taboo. More conservative and less aggressive than the
NAACP, the league was able to turn its image and its programmatic
emphasis on acculturation and job counseling into apublic relations
boon during the war emergency. Its guest status on national radio
limited the political content of its messages, but its black entertainIntroduction :15

ment radio extravaganzas advanced arguments for equal opportunity
while demonstrating to the radio industry the shortsightedness of refusing to grant opportunities to black performing artists.
Two of radio's popular national political discussion forums,
America's Town Meeting of the Air and the University of Chicago Round
Table, are the subject of chapter 5. Because of their continuity
throughout the war era, these two shows are particularly valuable
sites for observing how the political subject of race, first deemed unspeakable, came to be aired and then rose to prominence as anational
issue. Iuse these broadcasts to chart, quite literally, the evolution of
apermissible political discourse about racial oppression, adevelopment that also provides insights into the fashioning and limitations
of the white liberal response to the emergence of civil rights claims.
These programs also served as showcases for the political and discursive skills of black intellectuals like Langston Hughes and Richard
Wright, who used their on-air appearances to challenge the boundaries of the implicit censorship surrounding discussions of the race
question.
The book closes with astudy in contrast in chapter 6, offering
a history of two exceptional local radio programs about African
American politics, culture, and history produced under the authorial control of black writers and actors for northern urban audiences:
New World A'Coming, which first aired in New York City in 1944,
and Destination Freedom, which ran from 1948 to 1950 in Chicago. On
national radio, the full force of African American political thought
rarely pierced the airwaves, but these local shows were far more consistent in tone and content with the claims and aspirations of African
Americans in this era. They also provide aglimpse of the politically creative ways African Americans could use the medium of radio
when they had freer rein over it.
African American political figures, intellectuals, and artists helped
determine the content of all of the nationally broadcast shows discussed in this book, although with varying degrees of influence and
control. The story of their successes and failures and their interactions with white officials in the federal government, at the national
radio networks, and in private organizations drives this history and
illuminates much broader political patterns. In the period covered by
this book, radio became apowerful ideological agent and not amere
messenger; it was anew institutional force that elevated the symbolic play of politics and imagery into an influential new art form
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performed for abody politic of millions of listeners. In this new,
expanded public sphere, the manipulation of language and political imagery became more important than ever. This book traces
one example of this aspect of modern politics: attempts by African
Americans to help mold apopularly accessible and politically acceptable discourse about themselves and their place in American history
and culture. This transition period in American race relations, with
all of its promise and its limitations, played itself out eloquently
and paradoxically on amedium where language did not yet compete
with visual imagery. These radio broadcasts also capture the shifting
dialectic between words and actions, symbolic politics and public
policies, as race riots, black migration, and black protests forced the
discursive and the political worlds to respond.
At the end of the 194os, even on apurely rhetorical level, the
nascent discourse of racial equality remained fiercely challenged by
adiscourse of white resistance. African Americans continued their
quest for anew public narrative of race that could accommodate their
claims. The next battleground would be in the South and on television. But the roots of that movement were embedded in the 1940s,
preserved in radio programming that broadcast atruer notion of
freedom and helped nurture its growth.
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PART I

FEDERAL CONSTRUCTIONS
OF "THE NECRO"

CHAPTER

I

AMERICANS ALL, IMMIGRANTS ALL

Cultural Pluralism and Americanness

tthe end of the 193os, officials in the U.S. government used radio to construct and popularize an expanded
narrative of American history that acknowledged the contributions of immigrants, African Americans, and Jews. The
possibility that the war in Europe would soon command
American participation fueled anxieties about national cohesiveness that had heightened during adecade of economic
depression. Increased fears of domestic demands and disturbances by immigrants, workers, and African Americans led
federal officials to conclude that it was politically necessary
to continue to foster abroader notion of acceptance and inclusiveness for the sake of national unity.
Separate streams of thought converged on the idea that
one way to alleviate growing fears of internal disunity was to
admit the hazards produced by prejudice and find concrete
ways of confronting racial and ethnic intolerance through
general public education. Federal officials at the Office of
Education in Harold Ickes's Department of the Interior put
radio's special powers to use for exactly that purpose when
in 1938 and 1939 they produced Americans All, Immigrants
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atwenty-six-week nationally broadcast series that sought to

create astate-sanctioned narrative of American history that made immigrants, African Americans, and Jews visible. This significant intellectual, cultural, and political project wrestled with the complexities
of creating anew paradigm about ethnicity and race and about the
place of immigrants, African Americans, and Jews in an AngloSaxon nation. Built around an all-encompassing myth of success,
this narrative construction ultimately failed to fit any of the groups
it sought to represent. However, the richly detailed internal conflicts
about the content of these broadcasts as well as public reaction to
them tell us much about the political tensions ethnicity and race generate and about the ideological importance of radio in national politics. Moreover, for African Americans, this series offered an opportunity to pursue apolitics of inclusion, astrategic choice that evolved
during the New Deal and would characterize their relationship with
the federal government for the duration of the World War II era and
the 195os and 196os as well. For them, this show offered privileged access to national radio and an opening to broadcast the argument that
they too deserved the title "American" and the freedom and rights it
entailed.
The idea for anational radio program about immigrant contributions had several sources, both inside and outside the federal government, but the most significant was Rachel Davis DuBois, an energetic innovator in intercultural education. A white Quaker woman
from New Jersey, DuBois was ayoung high school teacher who had
developed materials to teach tolerance through school assembly programs dedicated to the history, culture, and contributions of various
ethnic and racial groups in fifteen schools in New York City. In 1934,
DuBois had established what was to become the Service Bureau for
Intercultural Education, aclearinghouse to help other teachers set up
their own programs for intercultural education. During this period,
DuBois also met journalist Louis Adamic, whom she credited with
reinforcing her belief that the public schools needed to address the
feelings of shame that second-generation immigrant children and
racial minorities harbored about their parents and their cultures.'
In this same period, DuBois also worked on political issues affecting African Americans. She developed friendships and organized
study groups with prominent black and white intellectuals and activists in New York City and elsewhere, including W. E. B. Du Bois,
whose writings had led her to take on race relations as her Quaker
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Rachel Danis DuBois.
(Records of the Women:r International League for Peace and Freedom,
Swarthmore College Peace Collection)

Concern and dedicate her life's work to it. She also became amember of the National Board of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). All of these experiences
and contacts led DuBois to adopt an intellectual approach to intercultural relations that was based on her study of and close relations
with both immigrant ethnic groups and African Americans, acombination that was as rare then as it is now.'
DuBois's idea of a dramatic radio program incorporating her
approach to intercultural education had a specific catalyst: Father
Charles Coughlin's controversial national radio broadcasts, which
were deeply troubling to her and the teachers with whom she was
working. She remembered that Coughlin "kept yelling, 'This is a
country for white Christians.' You know who's left out. He yelled it
everyday over the radio."' Coughlin's appearances and his popularity
also taught her about radio's innate powers to influence millions of
listeners. She began to search for ways to counter his popular message on his medium of choice and took those ideas to the federal
commissioner of education, John Studebaker."
Not only did Studebaker respond enthusiastically to her idea, but
he envisioned the proposed radio series as the beginning of the
Office of Education's permanent involvement in the field of intercultural education. The rising tensions in Europe clearly increased
the probability that dwindling federal funds would be allocated to
programs that aimed to prevent domestic disturbances among immigrant groups.' Apparently, Studebaker saw DuBois as uniquely qualified to help him achieve his goal of institutionalizing in his agency
the newly politically valuable field of intercultural education.
Concerns about the social and political implications of large concentrations of second-generation immigrants were not limited to
New York City but emerged in cities like Chicago, which faced some
of the same issues. These concerns were amotivating factor for Avinere Toigo of the Illinois Governor's Committee on Citizenship and
Naturalization, who, at about the same time that DuBois was talking to the Office of Education, approached NBC directly with the
idea of aradio program about immigrants. His request eventually
made its way to the network's prominent new educational counselor,
James R. Angell, who had been hired by the network after he retired
as president of Yale University.' Angell was unimpressed by Toigo's
idea and advised against it, warning his colleagues at NBC that such
ashow could not draw anational audience and would carry agreat
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risk of "deeply offending one national group as aconsequence of
magnifying the achievements of another."'
Undaunted, Toigo met with Studebaker, who received him and his
idea warmly since it reinforced his sense that such aseries was timely
and needed.' When Studebaker expressed his support for the series
to NBC officials, Angell responded to the appeal tersely, advising
his colleagues at the network: "I think Ishould let this dog sleep.
Certainly Iam not disposed to stir up the menagerie just at the moment."' Angell's superiors would later deeply regret and criticize his
decision when the show found ahome and great acclaim at CBS instead.
Officials at CBS apparently were less concerned than Angell was
about any attendant political risks of carrying the series.'" Also, CBS
was just concluding its broadcast of a twenty-six-week Office of
Education series on Latin America. That meant that anexus of relationships already existed between the agency and the network and
that the concept of along-running series was quite familiar. Agreeing to use the same model for the immigrant series, CBS offered its
production studios in New York City and gave the series afavored
public affairs slot of two o'clock on Sunday afternoons. CBS assigned
the scriptwriting for the series to the prominent writer and cultural
critic Gilbert Seldes, who had recently joined the network as its first
director of television programming." Both CBS and the Office of
Education portrayed the Seldes affiliation as symbolic of the project's
prestige and high quality.
Seldes based his scripts on the research provided by DuBois and
her associates at the Service Bureau, an arrangement that would have
been acomplicated collaborative effort under even the best of circumstances. But in this case, the differences in their political orientations gave Seldes and DuBois very different points of view about the
goals and contours of the project. DuBois envisioned two general
aims for the series: "to reduce intergroup prejudice in this country
and to develop more appreciative attitudes among America's culture
groups by dramatizing the contributions of these groups." She argued that each script's dramatic theme should focus on one group's
contribution, based in part on studies of the "most common misconceptions held toward each specific group.,,12
Seldes took the opposite approach. He had areverence for American history and national culture that emphasized the unifying rather
than the differentiating historical experiences of groups of AmeriAmericans All, Immigrants Ail :25

cans." His conception of the series was more nuanced yet more
conservative. Seldes wanted to demonstrate the layered effect of immigration as atotality and, ultimately, to stress the primary importance of Americanization— to the immigrant and to the country.
DuBois wanted the individual immigrant to be the star of the series,
but Seldes was more interested in casting the political and historical
process of immigration itself as the central figure. He argued vehemently against driving the programs "in the direction of destroying
prejudice," proposing instead "to let anew attitude toward the immigrant transpire from the broadcasts themselves."' DuBois wanted to
show the separate streams, Seldes the eventual confluence. DuBois
believed that America was grounded by its diverse people and saw no
conflict between celebrating difference and embracing unity.
This inherent philosophical difference mirrored the divide in intellectual and political debates then occurring about cultural pluralism.
Divergent opinions about the forces that shaped American history
were also prevalent among historians of the day as the progressive
and consensus approach to American history began to unravel, in
part over questions of race.' But in this case, Studebaker accepted
acompromise, following DuBois's approach in agreeing to separate
shows on individual groups but allowing Seldes to include episodes
concerned more generally with the cumulative process of immigration itself.'
Talking openly about immigrants was apolitically sensitive matter, as is most clearly revealed in the lengthy and heated debate
about the title of the show. The Advisory Committee for the series,
made up of amixture of federal officials and representatives of private organizations, convened for the first time in September 1938 at
CBS's offices in New York City. At the beginning of the meeting,
Studebaker reported that the proposed title, Immigrants All, was inspired by an April 1938 speech by President Franklin Roosevelt to the
Daughters of the American Revolution in which he stressed that "we
are all immigrants." To counter complaints that the proposed title
was too "backward looking," Studebaker changed it to Immigrants
All—Americans All in order to stress unity. Putting it more bluntly,
DuBois later wrote that the title change was necessary "so that the
D. A.R. type of mind would not feel aloss of social security by being
identified with the immigrant." 17 Some committee members agreed
that the mere use of the word "immigrant" would alienate audiences,
especially in the South. So Immigrants All—Americans All won out —
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that is, until two months later when, after publicity for the series
already had been prepared, CBS officials realized that radio guides
in newspapers would list the title in the shortened form Immigrants
All, which they believed was "depressing" and too limited. For that
reason, the title was changed to Americans All, Immigrants All in the
belief that the short title Americans All would have abroad patriotic
appeal.' The sensitivity concerning the title of the show and the dispute over the use of the words "immigrants" and "Americans" were
harbingers of the quarrels about purpose and goals that would plague
the series and that characterized political discussions of ethnicity and
immigrant peoples in general.
Of everyone involved, officials at the Office of Education had
the most to lose if the series faltered or created controversy because Studebaker and his staff hoped that Americans All would be a
tremendous political opportunity for their struggling agency. Studebaker predicted that the series and related follow-up activities would
‘`constitute one of the outstanding contributions of this century to
American education and to the course of democracy in general."
To achieve the greatest impact, the series would be accompanied by
aprofessionally written and published booldet. For the first time,
phonograph recordings of the broadcasts would be sold at nominal
cost to the public, thereby increasing the life span and the potential
usefulness of Americans All for schools, libraries, and civic groups.
More than the future of educational radio was at stake for Studebaker, who secretly hoped that the series would become "a huge success" so that his plan for anew permanent division of intercultural
education would "encounter the least possible opposition."'
Opportunistic department officials hoped that growing public attention to the worsening conditions in Europe in 1938 increased the
likelihood of wider notice for the series and thus for the Radio
Education Project itself. CBS was the network leader in the early
coverage of the war, having assigned Edward R. Murrow and H. V.
Kaltenborn to provide in-depth coverage of events in Europe. In a
September letter to aCBS executive, Studebaker's deputy William
Boutwell congratulated the network on its overseas broadcasts, adding that "from the events in Europe, it would appear that this series
may be especially appropriate and appealing this year." He made
asimilar reference in anote to Murrow in London, emphasizing
that tolerance would be the program's objective. Undoubtedly, Boutwell understood that aCBS-sponsored Americans All would stand
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to benefit from the network's increasing popularity as the authoritative voice of on-the-spot news coverage from Europe. In November,
Boutwell sent another round of letters to CBS executives reiterating
that the recent developments in Europe gave the series "a timely appeal" that "should attract abroad audience." In abolder assessment,
he wrote that "events in Europe have certainly given us abeautiful
build-up for 'Americans All.' "20
The final structure of the radio series blended many of the ideas
proposed by DuBois, Seldes, and other members of the Advisory
Committee, which of course meant that it was marked by compromise, inconsistency, and duplication. 2'Rachel DuBois remained
deeply disturbed that Seldes refused to make explicit in the scripts
the pleas for tolerance that she believed to be so badly needed. 22 The
process of developing the scripts, publicizing the show, broadcasting
the series, and creating listener aids would be complicated not only
by basic philosophical disagreements but also by the involvement of
three very different institutions: the Office of Education, the Service
Bureau, and CBS.' Ironically, the rush of the schedule of broadcasts left little time for internal bickering. Once it was announced,
the show had to go on, and everyone involved managed to make that
happen for twenty-six weeks running—under the circumstances, a
remarkable feat in and of itself.
The series as awhole sketched out aconflicted narrative of immigration, contribution, and acculturation. Each broadcast began with
astandard lead-in that best captures Seldes's simple narrative vision
for the series: "Americans All—Immigrants All. This is the story of
how you, the people of the United States, made America—you and
your neighbors, your parents and theirs. It is the story of the most
spectacular movement of humanity in all recorded time— the movement of millions of men, women, and children from other lands to
the land they made their own. It is the story of what they endured
and accomplished—and it is also the story of what this country did
for them. Americans All—Immigrants All."
Seldes wanted the series to make the argument that the economic,
technological, and political progress of the nation was aproject of
cumulative effort. By keeping this as his focus, he sought to avoid
confronting the hostilities that met many immigrant groups and the
public resistance and government policies that fettered their broader
participation in the political and economic life of the country. But
when he turned to the stories of individual groups, it would be
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harder to maintain this focus on the ultimate designation without acknowledging the individual paths and the frequent obstacles.
Immigrants All
As adramatic device, the paradigm of immigrant achievers did
not work very well for the English and the French, two groups
whose members possessed the greatest amount of power and freedom and were the least likely to embrace the term "immigrant" as a
part of their self-identity. Portrayed as arriving early, facing no hosAmericans All, Immigrants All :29

tilities, and, in the show's most shimmering silence, finding no native
inhabitants, these "old-stock" immigrant groups needed the least
amount of historical explanation. The myths of their coming were
already intertwined with the prevailing myth of nation building."
Rather than promoting tolerance of the English and the French,
DuBois and others hoped that the series would promote tolerance
among these groups whose "immigrant" identities had long ago
been shed."
Stark realities were more difficult to avoid in the series of scripts
about the histories of particular national or racial groups. The often
conflictual and "silenced" aspects of these narratives illuminate the
caution exercised by the show's producers and sponsors in airing the
less celebratory experiences of ethnic and racial groups—and of U.S.
history.
Slavic immigrants were then on the minds of many Americans.
The shows about them had their own special political mission. Rather
than simply examining how they had earned aplace in this country,
the scripts sought to comfort Americans who feared, at atime of
an approaching European war, that Slavic people harbored stronger
allegiances to their homelands than to the United States. Two shows
were dedicated to Slavic immigrants, the first on more recent arrivals from Russia, Ukraine, and Yugoslavia and the second on earlier
Polish, Czechoslovakian, and Slovak immigrants. Both of these
shows raised the question of loyalty directly and answered it bluntly.
The first reassured listeners that Slavic people had quickly assumed an
American identity: "[W]hile national memories remain, the second
generation becomes American, and their importance to this country lies not in continuing ancient quarrels, but in becoming part of
the unity of life here." With even greater emphasis, the second show
argued that these immigrants "became deeply grateful to the country of their adoption, became fused with it like so many wholesome
grafts on ahealthy virile tree and became, within less than ageneration, true, loyal Americans!"" Overall, Slavic immigrants were
represented primarily as men and women who were willing, strong,
and able workers.
Although Seldes wanted the series to stress that many immigrant
workers were in fact invited and welcomed, the shows on the Irish
and the Italians acknowledged that these two groups had encountered what the scripts referred to as "unfriendly" receptions. The expansion of the immigrant paradigm to include oppression and nativ3o :Federal
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ist resistance created amuch more realistic and compelling narrative,
but in the series, it remained the exception rather than the rule.
Hostility against the Irish was diagnosed simply as areaction to
their large numbers. An essentialist claim in the script designed to
allay fears about this group of immigrants both countered and reinforced apopular stereotype. The Irish were portrayed as happy and
hot tempered and as contributing to the nation "a light laughter, and
agay spirit."" In this way, the script extended to the Irish akind
of romantic racialism that assigned "gifts" by race, anot altogether
surprising approach considering that the Irish had historically been
regarded as adistinct, "dark" race in many quarters."
Although the show on Italian immigrants tried much more aggressively to provide acorrective to the prejudice against Italians, the
confusion about the difference between ethnicity and race continued.
Using an interesting rhetorical device, the show described the arrival
of Italian immigrants in terms unmistakably and eerily evocative of a
slave ship: "[Macked in filthy quarters, without sufficient air, the sick
and the well together, the immigrants were hardly treated as human
beings and yet their good spirits held out." According to the show's
narrative, an "unfriendly spirit" was directed toward the Italians not
only because of their large numbers and their late arrival but also,
ultimately, because of their perceived racial difference. Although the
show credited Italians with building the physical infrastructure of
the great cities, they, unlike most other European groups, were portrayed as victims, "huddled in the tenements, forming little Italies,"
and preyed on by "sharp and dishonest bosses." Without arguing
directly for less prejudicial treatment of Italians, the script made a
clear plea for amore sympathetic understanding of their history and
plight in the United States."
The episodes about other immigrant groups were characterized
by glaring omissions and other clumsy efforts to make subtle distinctions among popular stereotypes. This is nowhere more apparent
than in the show "Our Hispanic Heritage." Two curious narrative
interludes mark the script. The first acknowledged the existence of
preconquest native peoples in Mexico and South America but excluded them in the story of the settling of the western and southwestern United States. The second attempted to treat Mexican farmworkers, then aconcern because of their growing numbers, as typical
immigrants, starting at the very bottom at the time but destined to
rise to economic prosperity. As in the Irish script, the attempt to
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expose stereotypes was negated by essentialist and romantic claims,
such as the comment that Mexicans possessed a"temperament [that]
is acorrective to the terrific pace of the American living in big cities
with their heritage of pleasurable work and many holidays, religious
devotion, inner sense of beauty in everyday life." The caricatured
assertions simply recast prevalent stereotypical images as harmless
positives."
Attempts to construct aunifying theme could not overcome the
reality of the historical oppression of certain groups. The episode
on Asian Americans especially lacked a coherent narrative, again
because the history of Chinese and Japanese persecution and exclusion made acelebratory story aparticularly dishonest, artificial, and
flawed construction. The Gold Rush West provided the setting for
the opening scenes of the show about Asian American immigrant
workers. "It was in the 185o's that the Chinese began to come—lured
by stories of California's goldfields," the narrator explained, concluding simply that soon "they were taking the place of women" by
taking on jobs that traditionally were done by women. The script did
not make clear, as Office of Education official Laura Vitray pointed
out, that the Chinese were barred from mining gold and thus had
no choice but to work as cooks, servants, and laundry workers. The
script's consideration of the plight of the Chinese in the urban East
took on adifferent cast; there, the Chinese were portrayed as "scapegoats," caught "in the struggle between Capital and Labor."' As
in its treatment of the Chinese, the script portrayed the Japanese
as patient, innocent, almost childlike people who became unwitting
pawns in strikes. Because of this, the narrative argued, Japanese immigration also had been drastically restricted. It was very difficult to
tell this history without acknowledging contemporary federal policies that excluded Asian Americans, so the script admitted that these
policies made it "hard for them to enter completely into many phases
of American life.""
The episodes on the Irish, Italians, Mexican Americans, and Asian
Americans had to acknowledge that despite their hard work and persistence, many immigrants suffered when they came to this country.
But the shows presented these difficulties as an exception to the more
common experience of finding welcoming shores and easy economic
ascent. Indeed, all of the scripts ended on anote of triumph and
achievement, praising each group for its members' contributions as
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workers or as constellations of working families responsible for settling the nation's frontier and constructing its urban infrastructure.
Although frequently calling attention to the importance of hard
physical labor as akey immigrant contribution, the paradigm nonetheless stressed the centrality of families working together. Often immigrants were referred to as "men, women, and children" engaged in
the collective effort of contributing to the nation and making it—and
themselves—stronger as aresult. Significantly, "immigrants all" was
not amale paradigm but acommunal one in which women and families were prominent. This image of immigrants as living in close-knit
familial groups was aless threatening and more reassuring image for
public consumption. This approach also softened and romanticized
the immigrant experience, casting it as shielded by nurturing family
units while denying the isolation and alienation that faced large numbers of immigrants who had in fact weathered the experience alone.
In reality, the immigrant success model did not fit most immigrants; it applied best to those who no longer considered themselves
immigrants, those already resting under the banner of Americanness —namely, white Anglo-Saxon Protestants. But this seeming incongruity between reality and representation did not seem to bother
listeners; in fact, the shows about specific immigrant groups met
with much popularity among immigrants and their families as well as
the broader listening public.
Many people were deeply moved by the broadcasts. One wrote:
"I have yet to listen to aprogram that vibrated my very being as
did your program." Even more emphatic was aletter from Ohio: "I
feel all choked up and want to cry, yet Iam so happy inside that I
could shout and sing, and laugh, thanking God that Ilive in America
founded and built by Immigrants All, who have become Americans
All." A family from Wisconsin wrote that it had become "not only
acustom, but aritual" for the entire family to listen to the program
because "it gives us athrill and atingling sensation up and down our
spine, afeeling of elation and exhilaration that cannot be matched
by anything any other country of the world offers.""
It was not unusual for people to listen to the show in study groups,
social clubs, or especially local organizations serving ethnic communities. Indeed, hundreds of organizations responded to the show
and requested additional information, including fraternal organizations, foreign-language newspapers, immigrant social and religious
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groups, labor unions, patriotic organizations (such as the American Legion, Daughters of the American Revolution, and Veterans of
Foreign Wars), religious and service organizations, groups devoted
to the pursuit of tolerance and brotherhood, women's organizations,
and youth groups."
Many people who wrote letters and cards about the show expressed their joy in listening to the episode about their particular
ethnic or immigrant group and their appreciation for aprogram
that bolstered their self-image and self-esteem. A newspaper serving
awestern Norwegian community expressed "sincere gratitude" that
the Scandinavian episode had written "a little-known but immensely
important page in the history of the United States." Others thought
the series provided evidence of how difficult the immigrant experience had been for some groups. For instance, one writer thanked the
series for its "magnificent dramatization" of the struggles of Italians,
who "must contend with low wages, unfit labor, and thus alower
standard of living.""
Elementary and secondary school teachers were among the most
enthusiastic listeners. The series struck achord with those who daily
confronted the task of providing civic education to an increasingly
multicultural populace through amass medium of adifferent sort:
the public schools. Schools made extensive and creative use of the
broadcasts, recordings, scripts, and other written materials. Many
teachers assigned listening to the broadcasts as homework and used
the portrayal of various immigrant groups as the basis for term
paper assignments, speeches, debates, assembly programs, plays, and
pageants. Most praised the show for providing much-needed information about the immigrant heritages of their students, especially
those who were second-generation Americans. A Minnesota teacher
who taught in acommunity made up primarily of second-generation
southern European immigrants explained that the program helped
them "regain their pride of race and at the same time develop an
understanding and toleration of other nationalities." One teacher
from Michigan praised the "inestimable" value of the radio program
"to the children of foreign born parents who must learn to appreciate their background before they can fit into American life wholly.""
These comments were typical in their praise of the educational usefulness of the series and, more important, in their recognition of
the urgent need for materials to teach students about themselves and
about racial and ethnic minorities in general.
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Many others also were very appreciative of the educational aspect
of the broadcasts. One writer from Kentucky thanked the Office of
Education for clearing up "misconceptions in my mind about groups
of immigrants in this country." Some listeners thought the broadcasts were so valuable that they advocated compulsory listening. One
listener commented: "If this nation were atotalitarian state, which
praise be it is not, and if Iwere the dictator, which thank heaven I
am not, Iwould command my subjects to listen.""
Some listeners reported that the series had changed their opinions
about immigrants in general or about specific groups, although this
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response appears to have been the exception rather than the rule.
One listener explained that "it has taught me how much Iowe the
people called 'Immigrants.' ""
One note of discord in the chorus of acclaim for the series came
from the American League of Christian Women in Colorado, whose
members wrote to complain that the series "sounded so similar to
the Communist type of propaganda staged under the guise of modern social trends" that they found it difficult to reconcile the content
with the show's government sponsorship." But this comment was an
anomaly for aseries that by all measures drew overwhelmingly positive and enthusiastic support from awide range of listeners.
The fact that this radio broadcast was sponsored by the federal
government reinforced the sense among immigrant listeners that
they were being claimed and publicly brought under the umbrella of
Americanness. The show also worked to uplift the word "immigrant"
and the people it symbolized and offered them asense of inclusion
as "Americans," something that many yearned for and embraced enthusiastically without asking for more.
"The Negro"
The yearning for official acceptance and inclusion was not limited to immigrant groups. African Americans had long struggled for
more meaningful political recognition, but they also demanded the
rights and privileges attendant to being called Americans. The decision to include separate shows on individual groups had the paradoxical effect of allowing for parallel, segregated presentations of
each group's historical experiences as Americans. For African Americans, the inclusion of an episode on their history provided arare opportunity to present anew image of "the Negro" to amass audience,
black and white, that had been fed asteady diet of black buffoons
and mimics in the media, especially on radio. African Americans
had often protested popular depictions of blacks, ranging from the
NAACP's crusade against the film Birth of aNation to black press
campaigns against derogatory portrayals of blacks on radio, including the Amos 'n' Andy radio show." Having been stung by radio's
negative and constricted images, African Americans were extremely
sensitive to the medium's influence on public attitudes. From the
time of radio's inception, black organizations had been aware of
radio's potential as an ally that could broadcast "constructive racial
propaganda" to whites and blacks.' But at the time Americans All was
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aired, African Americans and their organizations had virtually no access to this powerful, centralized, highly capitalized medium.
No African Americans were among those asked to serve as advisers to the series. However, Rachel DuBois pleaded with Commissioner of Education John Studebaker to appoint "one Negro leader,
not only because that is our largest minority group, but also because
Iconsider it our most important problem, since our democracy, after
all, will rise or fall according to the way we treat that group." Studebaker rejected her request, but he did agree to ask "a number of
Negro leaders" to serve as "consultants" to the project, although
they did not serve as formal advisers to the series."
Soon thereafter, Studebaker invited prominent African Americans
Alain Locke at Howard University and W. E. B. Du Bois, then at
Atlanta University, to serve as unpaid consultants to the series."
Locke had established his reputation as an authority on African
American culture and letters with his acclaimed 1925 collection The
New Negro. His philosophical work in the 19305 and his later work in
the 19405 maintained afocus on race, but it also included asearch
for acoherent view of cultural pluralism, which Locke saw as the
key to an emerging new world order." Du Bois, who was seventy
years old when he agreed to help with Americans All, had produced
aprodigious body of historical, sociological, and political works,
including Black Reconstruction, published in 1935. In the two years preceding his work on the radio series, Du Bois had traveled widely in
Austria, Germany, Poland, the Soviet Union, and the Far East. In
columns written about his travels for the Pittsburgh Courier, he denounced Hitler's fascism and anti-Semitism and attributed his rise
in large part to his expert use of modern propaganda methods. In
a1938 speech, Du Bois warned that the "fascism of despair" threatened all democratic governments because the world had "entered the
period of propaganda" when people "cannot think freely nor clearly
because of falsehood forced on their eyes and ears.""
When Rachel DuBois received Gilbert Seldes's first draft of the
script for "The Negro" episode, her reaction was quick and negative.
She sent acopy to W. E. B. Du Bois and Locke, dashing off handwritten notes warning that the script was "pretty bad" and urging
them to suggest revisions. SeIdes agreed to use most of their suggestions, despite the fact that he stubbornly refused to revise scripts for
most other episodes. Seldes's reaction to Locke and W. E. B. Du Bois
also is somewhat surprising in view of his own conflicted beliefs
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about African Americans and their culture, which he had characterized as "inferior" in his writings in the 19zos." But he also professed
to be an ardent admirer of Locke and Du Bois and, in particular, of
Du Bois's Souls of Black Folk, which he called a"classic."
Du Bois's criticisms of Seldes's original script pointedly pushed
to the forefront politically sensitive issues Seldes had tried to avoid.
In askit about the auction of aslave family, Du Bois inserted material that depicted the reaction of the slaves, as opposed to showing
only the reaction of their owners. He was unable, however, to convince Seldes to mention slave revolts, but along and compelling
treatment of Frederick Douglass's life captured key aspects of slave
resistance and black involvement in the abolition movement. Du
Bois provided other thematic emphases, including the link between
black voting in the Reconstruction era and enduring social reforms,
particularly public education. Not surprisingly, Du Bois objected to
the script's focus on Tuskegee and Hampton Institutes as models of
black education, insisting that it was "falsifying history" to fail to
mention Fisk University, Lincoln University, Atlanta University, and
other black schools that had preceded and made industrial education
possible. He also argued against ending the script with adiscussion
of Booker T. Washington, suggesting instead that more information about contemporary black achievements in many fields close
the show."
Working independently, Locke reached some of the same conclusions. Unlike Du Bois, Locke rewrote portions of the script, and in
many cases, Seldes incorporated his changes verbatim. Locke wrote
sections on early black explorers and indentured servants who had
preceded slavery's introduction. Seldes adopted Locke's argument
that slavery's huge profits were shared by awide cross section of
Americans, implicating the nation as awhole. Along with Du Bois,
Locke saw the story of Douglass's life as avehicle for telling alarger
story, and he added to the script adiscussion of Douglass's role
in convincing President Abraham Lincoln to raise black regiments.
Arguing that literacy and education were preparing blacks for integration into modern urban life, Locke also urged that more emphasis
be placed on black achievements in the postslavery period. Here as
well, Seldes followed Locke's suggestions.'
The revised script straddled both sides of historical explanation
and delicately balanced its implicit political arguments. Its narrative
portrayed African Americans as the only immigrants who had not
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come of their own free will. Briefly tracing the history of black indentured servants, it blamed black slavery on the dearth of other
sources of labor but admitted that slaves were stolen from Africa, "a
continent with fine cultures of its own." It cast the black slave as initially patient but also as aprimary actor in securing an end to slavery,
citing as examples Harriet Tubman and Sojourner Truth as well as
black Civil War soldiers, affording them greater recognition than was
then reflected in the work of historians. However, despite Du Bois's
suggestions, the depiction of the Reconstruction period remained
weak and muddled. Freed blacks were portrayed as unprepared for
freedom and self-governance and abused politically by the war's victors, adepiction refuted by Du Bois's own monumental work on the
subject, Black Reconstruction."
The script did not shy away from acknowledging that African
Americans faced contemporary difficulties. It emphasized the importance of black workers in the South and the North and described the
tenements and poor conditions blacks encountered after the Great
Migration and during the depression, when they were "the last to be
hired and the first to be fired." The last part of the narrative highlighted contemporary black scientists, artists, architects, educators,
actors, poets, novelists, and intellectuals.
Although Seides adopted Locke's prose and followed most of
his suggestions, some of the overarching arguments were weakened
or obscured by Seldes's dramatizations of historical incidents and
figures. Because the more contemporary parts of the script relied
heavily on Locke's prose, these sections were better written, less
maudlin, and more effective overall." Compared to other scripts in
the series, the one on African Americans was more historical, perhaps because there was more history to explain or to explain away.
As in the other scripts, current problems were acknowledged, but the
show hinted only vaguely at the legal, social, and economic restrictions African Americans faced in 1938.
Locke and Du Bois worked with some success to improve the
worst aspects of the script rather than launching ageneral attack
on it. When Roy Wilkins and George Murphy of the New York
City offices of the NAACP reviewed the script, they responded differently. Even after revisions had been made, both men harshly
condemned the script for stressing "unduly the slave period and
the Negro as aworker" and, as aresult, making the narrative, in
their view, "not afair interpretation of the Negro's contributions to
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American life." The trope of immigrants as workers was of course
the unifying theme of the episodes on disparate groups in the series.
But the emphasis on blacks as workers, in the opinion of Wilkins
and Murphy, simply supported the idea that manual labor was the
only contribution African Americans could ever make to the nation:
"This script reads like ahistory of the progress of white people using
the labor and talents of Negroes. It does not read like the history
and progress of the Negro himself." Both men also challenged the
script for failing to "marshal the information necessary to overcome
the misconceptions, misunderstanding, myths and slanders which
have become an accepted part of American thinking." For them, the
script was misdirected and of limited political value in advancing the
cause of African Americans."
This view was not shared by other African American activists
who saw the episode as arare opportunity for avery different kind
of presentation about black people, even within the limitations of a
federally sponsored broadcast. The conflict played itself out in the
NAACP as its executive director, Walter White, believed that the
show was politically beneficial simply because it offered images that
were in dramatic contrast to the standard radio fare involving African Americans. Rather than objecting to the script's failings, White,
akeen publicist himself, worked to build as large and broad an audience as possible for the broadcast." At the last minute, he persuaded
Jules Bledsoe, ablack concert and stage singer who had starred in
Jerome Kern's Show Boat, to appear on the show for no fee. Apparently, White believed that Bledsoe would appeal to both black
and white listeners. The live performance was asignificant departure from earlier episodes, and as such, it was emphasized in the
prebroadcast releases and publicity." Bledsoe was to sing one song
illustrating African rhythms and another demonstrating an African
American style.
On radio, music can reinforce the spoken text, but the evocative
power of music also can drown out textual meaning. For that reason,
Locke and W. E. B. Du Bois had recommended that the show conclude with music by the black classical composer William Grant Still,
whose work had won the top award in ablind competition at the recent New York World's Fair. Seldes had decided instead to conclude
the show with the Negro National Anthem, James Weldon Johnson's "Lift Every Voice and Sing," an acceptable alternative. Rachel
DuBois was especially concerned about any further changes in the
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music for the program, fearing that it might detract from the dignified tone of the script itself." Earlier, she had told Rudolph Schram,
the music director for the show, privately that she opposed Seldes's
suggestion to use "Carry Me Back to 01' Virginia" in the show and
warned him that "Negroes are very sensitive about that song because it has in it the word `darkie.' "" The song was removed before
the broadcast. The fact that Seldes would favor the song shows how
deeply internalized were the traditional cultural depictions of African Americans, especially in music and song, and the racism they
implied. At the dress rehearsal for the show, DuBois also sensed the
potential for disaster in Bledsoe's last-minute appearance, but she
was unable to intervene at that point."
The Bledsoe performance illustrates the many perils of live radio.
The musical director found his proposed African song too difficult
and scratched it during the dress rehearsal, which ended thirty seconds before airtime. The song Bledsoe sang—for nine valuable minutes of the half-hour broadcast —was "Black Boy," which Locke later
characterized as a"mammy interpolation" coaching blacks to "trust
the Lord and don't worry like the bees." To make matters worse, to
compensate for the time lost to the lengthy song, the CBS producer
cut out the prized last part of the script on contemporary blacks."
Shock and disappointment were palpable after the broadcast
among those who had worked on the script. Locke wrote that he had
expected cuts but had hoped the broadcast would be constructive in
overall effect, an expectation that was dashed by Bledsoe's reversion
to astyle of song that conjured up exactly the negative images that
Locke and others had hoped the show would counter. Plaintively,
Locke asked Rachel DuBois, "[H]ow on earth did you let them put
that over on 'us'?" DuBois confided to Locke that she had been so depressed by the show that she had been unable to write him about it."
Locke and Rachel DuBois were most concerned about the residual
impact of the broadcast, which was to be preserved in phonograph
form for educational use. Locke wrote astrongly worded letter of
complaint to CBS officials, whom he blamed for the fiasco. He
pointed out that "the sentiment of the song was mis-representative of
contemporary Negro feeling and attitude." Locke argued that "this
sabotage of the positive tone and effect of the rest of the program"
could not be excused by the fact that ablack singer recommended by
ablack leader had done the deed. He warned the network that, unless
it revised and re-recorded the episode, it would receive a"volume of
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protests." 6°Fortunately, as DuBois soon learned, technical difficulties (a power failure) had ruined part of the original transcription,
making are-recording necessary if the episode on African Americans
was to be included in the phonograph series.' DuBois and others
continued to pressure the Office of Education to record the intended
version of the script, arequest that the Office of Education granted
soon thereafter." Officials took the extra precaution of having the
final script read and cleared by Ambrose Caliver, ablack member
of the Office of Education staff, whom they apparently had not included initially as an adviser on the episode."
The final recorded version of "The Negro" reinserted the contemporary portions of the script and eliminated Bledsoe's appearance.
Later, W. E. B. Du Bois offered some perspective on the whole experience by reminding Rachel DuBois: "[I]t is not so much what you
actually get in as what you keep out and Ithink in that respect we
were fairly successful.""
Indeed, when one listens to the recorded version of the script, the
most obvious characteristic is the virtual absence of the use of dialect
as asignifier of black people, even in depictions of slaves who speak
with southern accents but not with the exaggerated dialect traditionally used at the time in staged productions. Portrayals of Douglass
and more contemporary figures were represented by black voices
that were erudite and confident. The matter of the use of dialect had
received careful attention in this episode; for example, in asection
of the script on the Fisk Jubilee Singers, the stage direction specifically warned that "the following is spoken by Negroes with good
education approximate southern accent but not 'Stage Negro' type."
This concern about the use of dialect arose in an earlier episode in
the series that included an account of the presence of ablack man on
the Lewis and Clark Expedition. Rachel DuBois warned Seldes that
it was inconsistent to have that character speak in slave dialect and
then reveal that he was invaluable to the expedition because he spoke
French. "If he was cultured enough to speak French," she pointed
out, "he would not use the slave dialect. Negro listeners in would
resent that." Ultimately, these directions about dialect represented
broader decisions about what kind and what class of black people
would be presented on the show, and to that extent, as W. E. B. Du
Bois had concluded, the show was an exemplary divergence from
the usual radio depictions of black people. The overall tone of the
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recording was one of dignity, triumph, and achievement, even as
pressing political issues were left unaddressed."
The dispute over the musical representation of African Americans
also captures far more than the accidents and risks of live radio. It
clearly illustrates significant conflicts over how to change cultural
conventions involving African Americans that were often considered harmless, whether in song or dialect. These conventions supported and rationalized the subordination and disabling of awhole
people, some of whom inevitably deeply internalized and accepted
the contested image. Removing the blinders of past cultural expectations was not asimple process for sympathetic whites like Seldes
or for some blacks like Jules Bledsoe and Walter White. White, who
had secured Bledsoe's appearance on the show, stood by the original
broadcast, writing in aletter to Studebaker that he liked it "immensely" and that it was a"fine contribution."" This placed him
at odds over the use of Bledsoe with not only Locke and W. E. B.
Du Bois but also other NAACP officials George Murphy and Roy
Wilkins, who had complained bitterly about the script even before
the Bledsoe incident.
The conflict among African Americans about which image to
present obscured their implicit agreement about the political importance of media images and their frustration about their limited opportunities to exert control over their self-representation. The idea
that images carry and reinforce political meanings had been aconsistent strand of African American political thought beginning with
abolitionist strategies that relied on symbolic manipulations of the
image of the slave and of slavery, whether through visual images or
literary images in the genre of the slave narrative. The antilynching
campaigns of Ida B. Wells and the NAACP employed visual imagery
in similar ways. In addition to these attempts to use images of oppression and racial violence as apolitical strategy, African Americans
have campaigned repeatedly against the unending parade of stereotypical, derogatory, and one-dimensional portrayals of themselves in
every form of media, from print journalism to film and radio and
later to television. Indeed, the evolution of each new mass medium
has been marked by virulent racial stereotyping, requiring African
Americans to protest each new form in kind. Blacks had limited access to the highly capitalized white-controlled national media of film
and radio and therefore virtually no influence over the representa-
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tions of African Americans they offered and little if any opportunity
to counter them effectively via those communication forms. Radio
had the added dimension of being amedium capable of distributing
images simultaneously to millions across the nation, thus creating a
powerful new public arena of unprecedented proportions and penetration. The specific problem was the limited access that blacks had
to this influential mass medium, displayed here in disputes about
which image to present in taking advantage of this rare opportunity
to exercise some influence over aural presentations of black people.
Considering the financial and political constraints under which
the Radio Education Project operated, it is remarkable that federal
officials agreed to re-record "The Negro." It is important to recall,
however, that the project had staked its future on Americans All and
that Studebaker hoped that asuccessful series would enable him to
gain congressional funding for anew intercultural education division. "The Negro" was only the sixth episode in the twenty-six-week
series. It was much too early in the series for the office to become
entangled in public controversy of any kind. Perhaps Studebaker and
other federal officials also were coming to understand, as Rachel
DuBois had argued earlier, that African Americans were the nation's
largest minority group and that their poor treatment constituted its
most important problem —one that could be silenced no longer. As
the war neared and the urgency of at-home unity increased, the ability
to threaten and to create controversy would become an even more
potent tool for African Americans and one they would exploit fully.
Listener response to "The Negro" episode placed it about on par
with the response to earlier shows in the series." One of those who
expressed thanks for the show was aPhiladelphia teacher of African American children who wrote: "I have ...been very interested
in finding 'heroes' for them among their own people, and trying to
develop in them the feeling that their people too have contributed
in making our land the great country it is."" Although the number
of African American letter writers appears to have been quite small,
the enthusiasm in letters from African Americans was clear. A listener from New York City wrote: "As amember of the Negro race
Iwas extremely gratified at your fair and unbiased portrayal of the
parts my race have played in helping to make America abetter place
for all groups to live in, even though at times we were somewhat
discouraged by intolerant individuals who seem to enjoy asadistic
pleasure in denying us our inalienable rights. ...Ifeel that your
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program is aforerunner to the fulfillment of our dreams."" Another
writer used adifferent set of images in commending the series, suggesting that "no doubt Booker Washington turned over in his grave
with pride." Requests for further information on the series came
from local branches of the NAACP and the National Urban League,
as well as from the Chicago Defender." Despite the disputes among
African Americans associated with the broadcast about which set of
images to present and how, the broader political argument they had
intended made its way across the airwaves.
Significantly, the episode did not seem to generate negative responses from listeners, another indication that it had succeeded in
walking the narrow line of politically acceptable arguments about
"the Negro." African Americans involved with the broadcast had
relied on the politics of inclusion, astrategy grounded in making
claims for themselves based on their Americanness. This approach
of arguing for inclusion as opposed to amore nationalist strategy of
embracing exclusion characterized this period, atime when segregation and discrimination still reigned. Bolstered in part by New Deal
rhetoric, many African Americans at the beginning of the World
War II era were poised to demand not only inclusion but also, more
important, the full benefits of Americanness, astrategy pursued into
the 1950s and 196os.
"The Jews in the United States"
For African Americans, Americans All represented an opportunity
to make themselves an identifiable and visible part of American history, although there was internal conflict over how best to do that.
For Jewish Americans, the series raised adifferent set of questions
about the relative benefits of apolitics of visibility versus apolitics
of invisibility. Indeed, one of the most difficult issues that faced the
planners of the series was the conflict over whether to dedicate a
separate episode to the history of Jewish Americans. The discussions
of that question reflect differences at the time within the American
Jewish community concerning identity and strategies for group advancement, disagreements that often reflected the diverse national
origins and social classes within that community. Ultimately, this
conflict also illustrates similarities and differences between strategies
adopted by African Americans and those adopted by Jewish Americans during aperiod that saw the emergence of anew public discourse both about race prejudice and about anti-Semitism.
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Rachel DuBois's views on the question of Jewish identity were influenced by acourse she had taken under Rabbi Mordecai Kaplan,
the influential leader of the group of progressive Jewish thinkers who
eventually came to be known as the Reconstructionists. Kaplan and
his supporters believed that Jews were members of both areligious
and acultural group, or as he called it, a"civilization." Anti-assimilationist in orientation, Reconstructionists represented one side of a
division within the Jewish community reflecting differences in immigrant and economic status. On the other side, many Jews who were
third- and fourth-generation Americans, especially those of German
origin, opposed any movement toward ethnic separatism and favored
an assimilationist stance. Because Kaplan's position resonated with
her own approach to racial and ethnic identities, DuBois embraced
it, as did many people who worked with her. In 1935, DuBois incorporated her beliefs into abook, TheJews in American Life, designed for
use by classroom teachers and civic groups.'
When DuBois realized that her salary and the expenses of her
work on Americans All were being underwritten by the American
Jewish Committee (AJC) at the Office of Education's request, she
expected aserious conflict about whether the series would feature a
separate show on Jews. The AJC had helped fund her earlier work in
school assembly programs in New York City but had withdrawn its
support when, according to DuBois, it disagreed with her treatment
of Jews as aseparate ethnic and cultural group, preferring instead
that they be considered areligious group. DuBois recalled that an
AJC official had concluded his argument about that decision by asking her, "You don't have aseparate program on the Baptists, why on
the Jews?""
Considering their obvious difference of opinion, it seems puzzling
that the AJC agreed to pay DuBois's salary. Undoubtedly, the press of
events in Europe played arole. Frank Tager of the AJC later recalled
that concerns about the impending Jewish refugee crisis "probably"
motivated the decision to give financial support to the series. This
was not aconcern limited to the AJC; some members of the Advisory Committee also saw the series as away to foster greater public
support for the admission of European refugees, especially German
Jews. For example, James Houghteling, the commissioner of immigration and naturalization, commented at the first planning meeting
that he hoped the series would ease public hostilities toward alikely
new wave of refugees."
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Still, the series planners spent as much time debating the question of whether to air aseparate Jewish episode as they had spent
discussing the series title. Avinere Toigo, who had brought the idea
for the series to the Office of Education, argued that aJewish episode would do more harm than good and that Jews would be better
off if they were omitted from separate consideration, which would
place too much emphasis on the "Jewish question" and risk stirring
up more hostile attention. Philip Cohen of the Office of Education
disagreed because he believed the only way to break down prejudices
against Jews was to do so directly: "In general this thing is fixed as a
Jewish problem in the minds of most people and should be faced as
such." DuBois also argued vehemently that an individual show was
the only way to fight prejudice, reasoning that the Jew was already
separated negatively so it was necessary "to separate him positively in
the minds of the people."'
Ironically, it was Gilbert Seldes who most strongly defended the
need for a show about Jews, aposition at odds with his general
opposition to separate shows for various ethnic, racial, and national
groups. He explained that the existence of "most definite prejudices"
against Jews as Jews regardless of their immigrant status or nation
of origin required that they be given separate treatment. Studebaker
found Seldes's argument convincing and agreed that afrank acknowledgment of the "fact that there is aJewish problem" in an episode
devoted to Jews was necessary." Seldes's own relationship with Judaism has been called "paradoxical if not ironic" and was rooted in his
own experience as the child and grandchild of nonobservant Jews.
In the 19zos, Seldes "rejected Zionism because aJewish state would
'diminish the internationalism of the Jewish people.' "Yet Seldes had
not escaped the sting of anti-Semitic comments from other intellectuals and writers early in his career, amemory that undoubtedly
influenced his argument here."
Some external opposition to the idea of aseparate Jewish program remained, however. Objections to aseparate show were raised
by Mrs. Arthur Hays Sulzberger of the New York Times publishing
family, who warned that "there is agreat mistake being made at the
present time in regarding the Jews as arace, when they are merely a
religious group." Theresa Mayer Durlach, who was then serving as
vice chair of the Service Bureau, which was cosponsoring the series,
appealed directly to Studebaker, warning him of "the danger of a
false and inadequate handling of the Jewish problem." She agreed
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that public attitudes called for aseparate program, but she feared
that such aprogram would reinforce the notion that Jews were a
separate race. As asolution, she urged that the series also include
programs on the history of Catholics and Protestants or that one program be dedicated to all religious groups. "Parallelism of treatment,"
she believed, would make it possible to cast the "Jewish problem" as
{{ merely apart of the general suppression of all liberal and nonconformist elements in the present totalitarian states ...the difference
being one of degree rather than of kind.' Studebaker retained the
final plans for the series and did not accede to the pleas of either of
these prominent and influential women.
Prior hesitations concerning the issue of a separate program
seemed to dissipate as the time for the show's February 5, 1939, broadcast approached. Perhaps the worsening conditions in Europe or
Father Charles Coughlin's blatant attacks in the fall of 1938 convinced
many Jews that urgent steps were necessary to try to counter antiSemitic appeals. Once the decision to broadcast aseparate Jewish
program had been made, members of Jewish communities and organizations worked closely with the Office of Education to generate a
large listening audience for the broadcast." Publicity efforts for the
series as awhole benefited greatly from the work of Arthur Derounian, abrilliant publicist at the Service Bureau." He personalized the
publicity for each show, preparing special press releases that catered
not only to media outlets but also to civic, religious, educational, and
social organizations." Derounian's formula worked especially well
for the show about Jews, in part because of the cooperation of many
large organizations then serving the various needs of the American
Jewish community." Many of these national organizations also took
it upon themselves to spread the news about the broadcast among
their members. Hadassah, for example, sent aletter to all of its chapter presidents, urging them to organize listening parties, with each
member bringing a"non-Jew to listen to the program.""
Some members of the Jewish community cast the show as ahistoric opportunity for American Jews to use radio to help combat
anti-Semitism. An impassioned announcement of the show in the
Hebrew Union College Monthly ended with this plea:
Education by air is still in its infancy, but "Americans All, Immigrants All" gives us aglimpse of radio's tremendous potentialities
for good, as Germany and Italy are demonstrating what apower48 :Federal Constructions of "the Negro"

ful instrument for evil it can be in the hands of dictators. Indeed,
this radio series becomes all the more significant when we remember that, at the very same time that totalitarian governments
are cruelly suppressing their minority groups, our government is
making aspecial effort to show the assets of its minorities. ...
Never have the benefits of cultural pluralism been so widely heralded!"
The article also urged rabbis to notify their synagogue members
about the show, to use it as abasis for sermons, to sponsor "bring a
neighbor" listening parties, and to write the Office of Education to
thank it for the broadcast."
"The Jews in the United States" recounted the long history of
active Jewish participation in American life, focusing on historical
material provided by Rachel DuBois. The script pointed out that
Jews fought at Valley Forge, helped finance the Revolutionary War,
served in the War of thz, died on both sides of the Civil War, and
fought in World War I. One reenactment illustrated that when faced
with achoice between observing acentral tenet of Jewish faith and
serving the country, Jewish Americans chose patriotism. The show
credited Jews with introducing new forms of organized charity and
developing the notion of arbitration. Samuel Gompers was singled
out for his work as alabor organizer and Lillian Wald as asettlement
house founder. Jewish philanthropists, musicians, and entertainers
were featured, including Nathan Straus, Julius Rosenwald, George
Gershwin, Oscar Hammerstein, and Irving Berlin. Individual Jewish achievers in many other fields were noted, such as Louis Brandeis,
Benjamin Cardozo, and Felix Frankfurter in law and Joseph Pulitzer
in journalism."
The script held up the Jews in the United States as an example
of apeople composed of many nationalities who had learned to live
together without internal prejudice. This was at once adirect challenge to the notion that Jews were themselves asingle race and a
plea, although unstated, that others follow their example of coexisting with differences without bigotry. The concluding portions of the
script referred to the history of Jewish oppression elsewhere but not
in the United States: "More persecuted than most peoples before they
came to the United States, the Jews came to this country with abackground of sorrows. In many lands they have been barred from taking
part in the national life. They were able to make their contribution
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to American life, because the whole of American life was open to
them, as to all others, without discrimination of race or creed. They
have helped to build the United States, because the United States
has welcomed them as Americans all."" By broadcasting the myth
that Jewish achievements resulted from their being accepted in the
United States without prejudice or bigotry, the script simultaneously
extolled the virtues of this country and diminished any true measure
of Jewish success (since it assumed that no barriers to it had existed).
The characterization also walked the fine line of highlighting Jewish
contributions without praising them to such adegree that they would
engender greater public resentment.
Overall, the script presented Jews as old-stock middle-class Americans, more like the English and the French than the recent immigrants who could offer only their huddled laboring bodies, as the
Irish, Slays, Italians, and many others were depicted in the series. As
aconsequence, the show had aclearer narrative line than many of the
other shows. With its emphasis on individual actors rather than on a
mass of Jews, it made acase for their acceptance and support based
simply on their status as long-settled and deserving Americans, delicately balanced between claiming group status and avoiding it. Internal disagreements on that question had permeated broadcast planning, just as questions about which image to present had plagued the
episode on African Americans.
It is hard to imagine amore politically cautious script than the one
on Jewish Americans. Although American Jews were made visible, a
listener unaware of anti-Semitism, Hitler, the encroaching European
war, or the flood of Jewish refugees would have gleaned nothing
of any "Jewish problem" from this broadcast. Certainly none of the
shows in the series openly addressed contemporary concerns, but in
many instances, they confronted stereotypical beliefs, however clumsily. No attempt was made to do that in this script. Education and
CBS network officials probably feared that adirect attack on antiSemitism would have been perceived in the administration, in Congress, and elsewhere as apolitical pitch regarding the Jewish refugee
issue or perhaps even the question of U.S. intervention in the war.
However subtle amessage the show intended, the overwhelming
public response to it revealed that the prepublicity activities had been
successful and, more important, that it had met acurrent need for
some discussion about Jews. The level of public response to it exceeded that of any previous broadcast." A study of the mail received
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for the series as awhole revealed that Jews were the most vocal group
in expressing appreciation for the program dealing with their own
group. A writer from Kansas called the episode "educational, beautiful, and touching, in view of the raw deal we Jews are getting at
the hands of various ignorant, bestial tyrants." Thanks for the show
came from Texas "in the name of the Orthodox Jewish Community of Beaumont ...for representing the Jewish contributions to
the building up of this dear land of ours." Many non-Jews expressed
similar sentiments, such as aCalifornia listener who commended the
usefulness of the episode "in times like these to check the rising tide
of anti-semitism in this country." Others also remarked on the timeliness of the series and the episode on Jews in particular. "God only
knows how much your work is needed at this time," wrote one listener; another said that no words could "express its value and greatness, especially at this troublesome time."" Although some listeners
made specific references to anti-Semitism and Nazism in Europe,
others were concerned about anti-Semitic sentiment in the United
States, including awriter from Maryland who said the series "will
go along way in combating the evil influence of Father Coughlin's
broadcasts."" Whatever fears the show's planners harbored about
the political expediency of aseparate broadcast, many Jewish listeners and others attuned to the presence of anti-Semitism heard the
show's implicit pleas for an end to such prejudice.
Although officials at the Office of Education were extremely
pleased by the level of response to the show, some of the initial concerns of others about the risks of spotlighting Jews re-emerged in
the show's wake." Edward Bayne of the Service Bureau worried that
the separate broadcast might have done more harm than good. In a
letter to Jeanette Sayre, astaff member on the respected NBC radio
discussion show America's Town Meeting of the Air, Bayne explained that
‘`some of us have felt that the emphasis on the Jew made by giving
him aspecial program, and constantly referring to him as anational
group although he may be aGerman Jew, Russian Jew or what not,
has added fuel to the conception that we are pro-Jew and the whole
series is designed as pro-refugee propaganda." Sayre responded that
in her informal surveys among her radio colleagues she had found
some negative reaction but not because of the separate broadcast on
Jews. Rather, and more interesting, conclusions were being drawn
based on the fact that CBS sponsored and broadcast the series, as
she wrote in her response: "The comments Iheard were that since
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the personnel of the Columbia Broadcasting System is largely Jewish, it is likely that they were putting on the program in order to
arouse opinion in this country in favor of letting in the refugees. Two
people seemed to regard this as arather Machiavellian attempt to
build up this attitude subtley [sic] by bringing in the attitude toward
the Swedes, Irish, etc. in which Columbia Broadcasting was not
really interested."" The initial sensitivity concerning the question of
aseparate episode about Jewish Americans had been complicated by
this unstated fear among CBS officials that Jewish involvement at the
network and with the series made the company more vulnerable to
such claims. While African Americans were struggling to gain some
power over their own images on the medium of radio, Jewish Americans were fearful that perceptions about their influence within the
industry placed them in apolitically vulnerable position.
Apparently, this was not an unjustified fear since the episode also
attracted the attention of Father Coughlin, who used evidence from
the show to make explicit claims about Jewish wealth and influence.
In an article about the broadcast, he highlighted only one aspect
of the script: "It lauded the Jews in the making of America, declaring that they were responsible even for Columbus' discovery of
America. According to United States Commissioner of Education,
Studebaker, who spoke for the Jews on this program, Columbus
would never have discovered America if it were not for Jewish financial background."" Whether these views were widespread or not,
their existence demonstrates that the separate broadcast on Jews had
not escaped the prejudices and resentments some feared it would
raise and others intended it to remedy.
Intercultural Education
The level of public response to the entire series of Americans All
broadcasts exceeded all expectations. The monthly mail totals for the
show exceeded those for all of the network's educational programs.
Over 8o,000 pieces of mail were received by the Office of Education in response to the broadcasts. Even after the series concluded
in May, for months the Office of Education continued to receive 300
to 400 pieces of mail amonth about the series." The response to
the series was so great that the Office of Education and the Service
Bureau, both of which were facing dwindling funds, were unable to
satisfy the requests for printed materials that were promised at the
end of each broadcast. Agency officials reported that the office was
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receiving "very angry protests" from people who had not received
promised leaflets and other materials, some of which had not yet
been produced."
Americans All also received awards and critical acclaim from within
the radio industry for being an innovative and important achievement. It was granted the highest annual award of the influential
Women's National Radio Committee, making it the first governmentsponsored program to be selected for that distinction. The citation
described the series as "the most original and informative program
introduced on the airwaves" that year. This and other awards especially pleased officials at CBS, coming at atime when its European
news coverage had also brought it increased respect and attention."
Perhaps the best measure of the show's success was the consternation generated among top-level NBC officials after the year's radio
awards were announced. Earlier, after CBS had agreed to broadcast
the series, David Sarnoff, president of RCA, which owned NBC,
had demanded to know why NBC had refused it. At that point, Vice
President John Royal had assured Sarnoff that the quality of the show
was low and that "we have not lost anything." Once the radio awards
were announced, Royal mounted afeverish campaign to defend the
earlier decision and to minimize the value of the awards. But aNew
York Post radio columnist fueled Sarnoff's anger when he wrote that
CBS, as evidenced by its awards, was "so far ahead in the field of
educational radio that the race isn't even close.""
Called to make an accounting for refusing the show, James Angell,
NBC's educational adviser, disparaged the Post radio columnist, describing him as being of a "somewhat pinkish complexion" and
interested only in "radical" radio programming. But attempts to diminish the significance of the series and its awards failed. When NBC
vice president Niles Trammell erroneously concluded that CBS was
discontinuing Americans All, he inquired whether the series could be
brought to NBC, arguing that having an educational show "that was
rated as the No. 1show would be arather good prestige builder for
the company."" NBC had recognized too late the appeal and importance of an examination of the history and contributions of immigrant groups to the listening public. This series had the ironic effect
of making immigrants, Jews, and African Americans more visible to
network officials who had given little thought to the idea that they
might be interested in "high-brow" educational and public service
broadcasts.
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Office of Education commissioner John Studebaker hoped to cash
in the political currency he believed he had earned from the success of Americans All. When the series ended, he went forward with
his plan to secure the first permanent funding for educational radio
in his office." The political atmosphere in which Studebaker made
his appeals for the support of educational radio was not afriendly
one. By 1939, congressional attacks on all New Deal programs had
reached anew intensity. As another presidential election year approached, suspicions in Congress about the political use of federal
radio programming led to areduction in 1939 in all federal emergency funds dedicated to radio activities. Despite that change, the
Roosevelt administration proceeded to transcribe aseries of thirtytwo fifteen-minute radio interviews with cabinet members about the
work of their agencies. President Roosevelt himself opened the federally funded series by announcing that "only through the radio is
it possible to overtake loudly proclaimed untruths or greatly exaggerated half-truths." "The people," he concluded, "have aright to
expect their government to keep them supplied with the sober facts."
This action merely confirmed fears among some influential members
of Congress that the administration would employ its radio programs
to help reelect the president. As aconsequence, the president's bold
assertion was the beginning of the end for federally sponsored radio
programming. In 1940, the Congress retaliated by withholding all
funding for any additional broadcasts, which Representative Everett
Dirksen called "clap trap and tommy rot" from "nothing but apolitical bureau.""
The Office of Education could not escape this controversy despite
the fact that it had carefully tended its congressional relations. Federal officials had deftly handled two letters from senators expressing
concern about Americans All. One senator reported that some of his
constituents were worried that the broadcasts were propagandizing
in favor of increased immigration. Studebaker replied that the series
was "concerned with the problem of assimilation of those already
within our gates" and explained that the shows had generated "a vast
chorus of praise for the timely Americanism of the series." Another
senator complained that the episode on Scandinavians had tried to
sell the cooperative movement, which he viewed as anticapitalist, to
Americans. In alengthy response, Interior Department officials denied that the department was using Americans All for propaganda
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purposes of any kind, although in fact the episode did include an unusually long and laudatory discussion of cooperatives.'"
When Studebaker testified before the House Appropriations Committee in favor of the permanent funding of radio programming in
his office, the negative mood toward federal radio broadcasts worked
against him rather than concern about any particular program. The
committee refused outright to consider his request, challenging the
Office of Education's authority to engage in radio programming. In
apowerful display, the committee assaulted the office's radio work on
every front, attacking "the right of the office to broadcast at all, the
right of the Office to use Emergency funds for this purpose, the success of the programs, the standard of programs produced, the question of whether the programs were 'propaganda' or 'education. '
Finally, in desperation, federal officials appealed directly to Elea2,101

nor and Franklin Roosevelt. One official emphasized to Eleanor
Roosevelt that "in this critical period of our history, when democratic education is so much needed, it is heart breaking to think of
these broadcasts going off the air." She passed along the entreaty to
her husband, adding in anote that she thought the Radio Education
Project's programs had done "much good" and asking whether funds
could be found to continue them. Eleanor Roosevelt was very familiar with Americans All, having devoted one of her "My Day" columns
to boosting it and Rachel DuBois's work on intercultural education. When no assurances were forthcoming from the White House,
Studebaker tried another tack. He submitted ascaled-down proposal
to the president and recharacterized his office's radio work as an
essential part of the anticipated national defense publicity effort. Advised by amember of his staff that "there would be real resentment if
these programs were slipped over under the name of defense," President Roosevelt turned Studebaker's request down, explaining that
it would be improper to include an "educational program" among
those he would be asking the networks to carry about the defense
buildup.
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Although not heeded at the time, Studebaker's argument that his
work be included as part of the mobilization for war was politically
prescient. Soon thereafter, federal officials would actively enlist the
ideology of "cultural pluralism" as akey ingredient in its at-home
strategy during World War II, urging the nation to unite around and
across ethnic, racial, and religious differences as "Americans all." But
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caught here between the end of the New Deal and the beginning
of World War II, the Office of Education found that its mission
in educational radio and intercultural education had been eclipsed
by partisan political circumstances. What remained of Americans All
were scripts, printed materials, and phonograph records, which, despite other disappointments, constituted an impressive educational
product in an area with adearth of resources. But without afederal
locus for intercultural education, the movement to teach tolerance
through the public schools and via radio remained inchoate, stymied
by the lack of alternative funds and curriculum resources.
Perhaps more than anyone else, Rachel DuBois had feared such
an outcome. She had seen the broadcasts as an organizing tool for
spreading the gospel of intercultural education to apermanent national "audience" of teachers and civic leaders. Left without any federal imprimatur, intercultural education would never have the institutionalized national network that DuBois had envisioned. DuBois
herself would become entrapped in the conflicts and changes in
intellectual and political currents about cultural pluralism and about
whether there should be continued emphasis on distinct ethnic and
racial identities. In the fall of 1939, apersistent divide in the Service Bureau over these issues erupted into a bitter philosophical
and political challenge to her fundamental approach to intercultural
education.'" This struggle culminated in DuBois's resignation from
the organization she had founded, along with other staff and board
members. DuBois also believed that her ouster was part of ageneral
campaign to deny her the directorship of the organization, quoting
Frank Tager of the AJC as telling her bluntly that he would no longer
help fund the Service Bureau "if it is headed by awoman." '° 4 After
her resignation, DuBois and other Service Bureau staff formed what
would later become the Workshop for Cultural Democracy. Later,
DuBois became more active in interracial relations work following
the race riots of the 194os, and in the 196os, she conducted workshops
and projects for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
Gilbert Seldes's involvement with Americans All did not alter his
deeply celebratory version of American history. He held firmly to his
original views on the dangers of apluralism that placed too much
emphasis on individual groups. Writing aquarter century later in
1964 about Americans All, Seldes proudly noted that zo percent of
the letters about episodes on individual ethnic groups in the series
had come from people outside of the group featured in the episode,
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ignoring the obvious corollary that an overwhelming majority came
from those who were members. Moreover, looking back at the series,
Seldes held up as his personal favorite the first episode, which "dealt
with America as awhole, not with any one group.' "1"
Dorothea Seelye's 1941 master's thesis analyzing the mail sent to
the series showed just how eager members of ethnic and racial groups
had been to hear about their own history. In fact, alarge percentage of writers showed aparticular interest onfy in the program dealing with their own nationality: "Such programs have either taught
them facts about their own background they were much interested
in knowing or have given them aself-assurance and asense of prestige about their own nationality." But for Seelye, the series ultimately
failed as propaganda because "it did not promote tolerance in the
sense of changing agreat many individuals' opinions from very
prejudiced to very unprejudiced. 29106
Seelye was disappointed by her own findings because she had high
expectations that radio was amedium well suited to spreading positive propaganda due to its evocative powers and its ability to reach
millions. In the end, Seelye presented the elaborately produced and
highly popular Americans All as an example of the limited usefulness
of radio in changing public opinion. Early radio theorists believed
that radio's accessibility and ubiquity made it apotent ideological
medium. But others, like sociologist Paul Lazarsfeld, had come to
believe that propaganda on the radio, whether positive or negative,
would have to be reinforced through the efforts of other large social
institutions.'" Without such reinforcement, the millions who were
not predisposed to be open to aradio message about tolerance or
immigrant contributions would remain unmoved, never turning the
dial to aprogram they considered irrelevant or offensive. That institutional ideological support would soon come from the federal
government when it embraced the notion of tolerance as essential to
the war effort and made it an integral part of its pleas for national
unity, not only via radio but on every available popular medium. As
one historian has noted, when the war came, the federal government
‘`mounted aconcerted propaganda campaign that stressed the centrality of cultural pluralism to the nation's war aims."°8Americans All
was aharbinger and model for that campaign.
All of the evidence shows that people who chose to listen to the
broadcast responded to it with enthusiasm, even allowing for the
probability that those writing in were among the most eager lisAmericans All, Immigrants All :57

teners. The broadcasts were apparently most evocative among those
in need of being recognized as Americans and as having contributed
to the country's history and vitality. Creating anarrative that recognized the contributions of immigrants and finding ways to teach that
narrative was the underlying project, and as such the series was an
impressive body of cultural work. This accounts for the value of the
series to schoolteachers who were struggling to fashion aversion of
American history that recognized the existence and contributions of
people other than white Anglo-Saxon Protestants, anew history that
resonated with the real stories of their increasingly diverse students.
This was the common vision of the political and ideological power
of history that united thinkers as diverse as Louis Adamic, Carter G.
Woodson, Rachel DuBois, Alain Locke, and Gilbert Seldes.
The show worked to fortify asense of American patriotism among
immigrants who for the first time heard the national government
embracing and claiming them as valued and valuable citizens and attempting to erase the negative connotation attached to the word "immigrant." Although the message of tolerance may have missed the
intolerant, the aims of creating asense of belonging among immigrants and of loosening lingering nationalist ties seemed to have met
with some success. "Americans all, immigrants all" was aless complicated claim than adirective urging tolerance, aplea that proved too
controversial to be voiced in the series. For one thing, atrue notion
of tolerance depended on an ideal of equality for all—legal, political, and otherwise— that was not acceptable in rhetoric or in reality,
particularly when it was expected to apply to those seen as "more different"— most prominently African Americans.
The series also revealed the strategic divisions that existed within
the African American and Jewish communities about the best way to
move as agroup toward that ideal, as well as the tactical differences
between the two groups. African Americans desired notice and recognition, while many Jewish Americans argued for invisibility.'" By
the late 193os, dominant African American activists and organizations were pursuing, as amatter of strategy, apolitics of inclusion,
concentrating less on the form of that inclusion and more on acquiring the rights and opportunities that came with the title "American."
They also recognized the increasing strategic importance of radio as
ameans of political communication and struggled for access to and
control over amedium that excluded them. The necessity of gaining
power over the constructions of their race had taken on even greater
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urgency with the arrival of the nation's first truly mass medium of
communication. On the other hand, Jewish Americans associated
with this series and the network were in arelatively more powerful position in the radio industry as decisions were made about how
the issue of anti-Semitism could best be addressed on the series. At
the same time, perceptions of Jewish influence left Jewish Americans
more vulnerable to claims that they were manipulating the medium
for their own political purposes.
Timing is everything in radio, and it may have been the most significant factor in the program's success. Listeners imposed their own
interpretations on the series's underlying message, but the relevance
of the project went unchallenged and was repeatedly reaffirmed by
public response. Whether it was viewed as aplea for Americanization, increased immigration, or group pride, the series was important to awide variety of people in 1938 and 1939 because it addressed
issues that were already on their minds. Undoubtedly, Hitler's ascent
in Europe helped propel the topics of race, ethnicity, nationality,
and national allegiance to prominence. Hitler took mainline racial
thinking to extremes that evoked discomfort, horror, and asense of
uneasy recognition. Most important, Hitler's rhetoric resonated so
closely with the predominant racial thinking in the United States that
it created ademand for anew, differentiating language of tolerance.
But it would be amistake to assume that public awareness of these
subjects originated in 1938 or was stimulated by foreign affairs alone.
The threat of another world war capped off a decade of depression, unemployment, insecurity, and social upheaval."' Some of the
anxiety of that period was turned against America's "others," whether
judged to be different because of race, national origin, or religion.
Even before war approached, the growing realization that racial and
ethnic diversity was to be apermanent feature fed the idea that asafe
future hinged on some transcending national sense of unity or community. These years also marked atransition in the continuing search
for away to manage the many different peoples whose large numbers, especially in urban areas, rendered them no longer invisible.
The aggressive utilitarian patriotism of the war era would soon follow, but the rhetorical drive for national unity that preceded it was
already in gear.
During this period, there was arenegotiation of the political currency of Americanness itself as ethnicity was coined as adenomination between whiteness and color. Whiteness, like all manifestations
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of "race," is amyth constantly in search of anatural foundation.
To make adifferent point, Barbara Fields has argued that "AfroAmericans invented themselves, not as arace, but as anation." Certainly white Americans have done no less and have been privileged
to merge and expand the definitions of themselves as both race and
nation as historical exigencies have required. That process was at
work during the late 193os and early 194os, atime that has been referred to as "the historical moment" when members of European
ethnic groups "felt fully accepted as Americans. ))111
As Toni Morrison has observed, "American means white." Obviously for African Americans, merely qualifying as "Negro" Americans was not enough; they also wanted to claim all of the freedoms
and rights of citizenship that extended to white Americans. Thus, at
the same time that the umbrella of Americanness was hoisted over
immigrant descendants, the lingering necessity for political differentiation fed the social and class-identified construction of "ethnicity"
itself— aconstruction eager to avoid relations with "race.',112 Ameni _
canness and whiteness might subsume alittle "ethnicity," but color
was subsumed by neither.
The late 193os was aperiod in which the mass medium of radio,
controlled by white elites with cooperation from federal officials,
was used to test arevised version of American history that incorporated the stories of ethnic immigrants into the American paradigm of
success. The task at hand was to create apalatable and compatible
history of America's different peoples that supplemented but did not
supplant the dominant Anglo-Saxon theme. The immigrant success
paradigm preserved the enduring national myths of equality, opportunity, fair play, and, implicitly, white supremacy. Americans All
tried to reconcile American history with its own conflicting mythical ideals, adding to it the successful immigrant myth to create what
Nathan Huggins has called the "dogma of automatic progress." 113
But as this series demonstrated, the paradigm did not fit the experience of most immigrants, especially those who by physical appearance were thought to be too different, too inferior to claim the
mantle of whiteness—even if they were granted the title "Americans."
A radio show is aslippery product to control, especially one fashioned by groups of people with competing social and political goals.
Thus, the content of Americans All is amore accurate reflection of
the emerging divergence in views concerning matters of race and
ethnicity than aproduction or publication authored by one person
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would have been. Some of its failings are indications of the difficulties of constructing acoherent narrative about tolerance for an
intolerant nation. It is profoundly significant that this attempt at historical narrative reconstruction appeared on the most popularly accessible mass medium available and the one best suited to undertake
amajor project like identity redefinition and cultural assimilation.
Precisely for this reason, the show is an early marker in the quest for
apopular consensus about anew way of presenting American history
built on the remnants of adeclining New Deal cultural apparatus.
For all of the conflict about the content and direction of the
series, there was no disagreement that radio was the best, cheapest,
and most effective way of communicating to teachers and the general
public that the time had come for areassessment of American history's obsession with old-stock Americans. This expanded and more
politically useful version of U.S. history integrated the contributions
of immigrant peoples and acknowledged clumsily the presence of
people who still remained outside the arc of whiteness and acceptable
ethnicity. Americans All stands as abrilliant relic and representation
of the beginning of aprocess of redefining the cultural, political, and
historical narratives of national history and preparing it for popular
dissemination and consumption.
Paul Robeson memorialized this new version of history in his repeated renditions of the song "Ballad for Americans," which he first
performed on alive radio broadcast in November 1939. Like Americans All, the lyrics told the story of America's history as ablend
of idealism and ethnic contribution. Robeson's biographer Martin
Duberman recounts that Robeson's extraordinary voice and musical presence transformed the song into "an instant sensation": "The
six hundred people in the studio audience stamped, shouted, and
bravoed for two minutes while the show was still on the air, and for
fifteen minutes after. The switchboards were jammed for two hours
with phone calls, and within the next few days hundreds of letters
arrived. Robeson repeated the broadcast again on New Year's Day,
then recorded 'Ballad' for Victor and watched it soar to the top of
the charts. ...With something for everyone, 'Ballad' stampeded
the nation."' The song did indeed have something for everyone. It
was deeply patriotic and hopeful: "Our Country's strong, our Country's young / And her greatest songs are still unsung." It portrayed
and advocated, just as Americans All had, avariegated vision of what
an American was: "an Irish, Negro, Jewish, Italian, French and EnAmericans All, Immigrants All :61

glish, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Polish, Scotch, Hungarian, Litvak,
Swedish, Finnish, Canadian, Greek and Turk, and Czech and double
Czech American."
In the catchy phrase "Czech and double Czech American," Robeson's dramatic inflection made clear the double entendre of the lyrics.
As any 193os audience would know, "check and double-check" was
aphrase popularized by the blackface radio characters on Amos 'n'
Andy."' Yet elsewhere "Ballad for Americans" acknowledged America's historical failings toward its largest minority, noting "the murders and lynchings," and stressed the need for change: "Man in white
skin can never be free /while his black brother is in slavery."
After his spectacular performance, Robeson left CBS's New York
City studio to have lunch with friends, only to be refused service
at arestaurant in anearby hotel. Outside the sanctuary of the radio
studio, the black balladeer for "Americans all" was considered not
quite American enough. As the 1930s drew to aclose, the United
States remained aplace where color trumped ethnicity in profoundly
curious and conflicting ways and where the constructions of ethnicity, whiteness, and race traveled on the same train but in separate cars.
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CHAPTER

2

FREEDOM'S PEOPLE

Radio and the Political Uses of
African American Culture and History

harles S. Johnson wrote in 1939 that "the essence of
the Negro-white race problem in America is change itself,"
which "makes necessary aconstant re-definition of race relations."' His observation was timely because the approach of
World War II would bring another such redefinition. As the
pace toward joining the war against Hitler quickened, federal officials found themselves in an increasingly awkward
relationship with African Americans, whose loyalty and cooperation at home and abroad were viewed as essential to
the outcome of the war. From the onset, African Americans
resolved to fight the war on two fronts, combating racism at
home and fascism abroad. At the same time, the war united
African Americans and allowed them to target their activism
at the federal government as the greatest perpetrator of the
policies of discrimination and segregation.
Freedom's People, afederally sponsored national radio series
broadcast in 1941 and 1942, is adazzling artifact of the change
and redefinition demanded by the start of World War II.
African Americans who helped mold the series used the show
to spotlight the irreconcilable conflict between America's
historical ideological myths and its continued unjust treat-

ment of blacks. A stellar display and astealthy deployment of black
culture itself, Freedom's People made acompelling political argument
for equal opportunity and racial justice on amedium that had appropriated and exploited that culture and on ashow that was sponsored
by aprimary target of black protests: the federal government.
Freedom's People came at amoment in U.S. history when blacks
were experiencing aperiod of heightened race consciousness and
increased political activity; when the federal government's apprehensions about African Americans approached alevel unseen since Reconstruction; and when radio broadcasting remained an inaccessible
political medium for the expression of dissident views, especially on
race. Part of what the story of Freedom's People teaches us is that radio
was avalued ideological site in the struggle not only to redefine race
relations but also to reach some consensus on what it means to be
truly American.
Ambrose Caliver, Educator and Civil Servant
Freedom's People was the creation of Ambrose Caliver, ablack professional employee at the Office of Education whose perseverance
and deep commitment to black education brought the show to life.
Caliver's education and experience had uniquely qualified him to be
appointed in 1930 to the newly created position of "senior specialist
in education of Negroes," making him the first black person to hold
aprofessional position in the Office of Education. A former high
school teacher and the first black dean of Fisk University, Caliver
came to the federal government in the same year he earned his doctorate from Teachers College at Columbia University.'
Caliver's new position was the first federal response to the problem of extremely low per pupil expenditures on black children and
the disparities in the distribution of federal and state resources to
black and white children.' Caliver undertook the task of documenting the deplorable fiscal conditions of black elementary and secondary schools, especially in the rural South. He traveled extensively
throughout the South, meeting with black teachers, visiting black
schools, and conducting formal surveys of conditions and funding. A prolific researcher and writer, Caliver published his findings
in aground-breaking series of federal reports about black educational needs.'
Caliver combined his skills as aresearcher and writer with an astute
appreciation of modern techniques for influencing public opinion.
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On his initiative, in 1930, NBC agreed to air an annual national radio
broadcast on African American education during American Education Week, apractice that continued into the 1940s. Caliver used the
programs to encourage black high school and college students to
learn more about black history and to strive for academic success,
at the same time seeking to educate white Americans about black
achievements.'
At the Office of Education, Caliver successfully organized the 1934
National Conference on Fundamental Problems in the Education of
Negroes, which brought national attention to the dearth of resources
for elementary and secondary education for blacks, especially in the
South. The three-day conference had the strong support of Secretary
of the Interior Harold Ickes, who delivered the opening address to
the i,000 conferees. Eleanor Roosevelt, whose support Caliver had
cultivated, made the keynote address, which was broadcast nationally
by NBC. She vividly described the inequities in black schools in the
South and urged her listeners to work together, without regard for
race, to remedy such injustices and eliminate intolerance.'
Despite his ambitions and abilities, Caliver's position at the Office
of Education was alonely one. For many years, he was the agency's
sole black professional employee. His work was belittled by some
whites in the department who reportedly referred to his office as the
"Nigger section." Caliver also was consistently underpaid relative to
whites who held comparable positions or joined the office later and
had less experience and education. At one point when Caliver questioned this discrepancy, his supervisor told him that "he had never
seen aNegro who was worth more than $5,000 ayear."' Fortunately,
Caliver was aresilient and determined man, and he exploited the limited resources at hand. With Ic.kes's cooperation, he helped make the
cafeteria in the Interior Department the first to welcome black federal employees. From his foothold in the agency, Caliver developed
an extensive national network of African American teachers and educators. As the lone federal voice for black education, Caliver's office
became afocal point not only for educators but also for awide circle
of black intellectuals and activists who believed that black educational advancement was crucial for the economic and social progress
of the race as awhole. Caliver also associated with alarge community
of African American intellectuals in the nation's capital, including
Charles Wesley, Alain Locke, Sterling Brown, and others at Howard
University.'
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The first decade of Caliver's career as afederal civil servant coincided with increased public attention to the political and economic
status of African Americans and the subject of intergroup relations
generally. Although most blacks still lived in the South, their growing migration to the North garnered them greater political visibility,
especially after they proved to be adecisive urban voting block in
key northern and midwestern states in the 1936 presidential campaign. Blacks in federal positions such as the post that Caliver held
used their limited authority to prick the administration's conscience
on racial issues. Although it had not been an era of great strides for
blacks, the 193os ended with wider public recognition that the treatment of African Americans could no longer be dismissed simply as
asouthern problem.' The advent of World War II set the stage for a
more audible debate about the status of black Americans and spotlighted the glaring problems of segregation and inequality.
War Approaches
Many African Americans reacted to the outbreak of World War II
in Europe with acynicism fueled by the memory of unkept promises
and unmet expectations in World War I. As the prospect of American entry into the war grew stronger, black leaders reacted sharply
to long-standing federal policies of racial segregation and discrimination in the armed forces. African Americans were denied access to
some branches of the military altogether, and even in branches where
they were allowed to serve, they were restricted to segregated units
where they performed noncombat, support functions that were devoid of prestige and responsibility.'
The prewar buildup was an immediate concern because it brought
with it the potential for vastly increased employment opportunities
for black men and women, who prior to the buildup, if they had jobs,
had been employed mostly in low-wage positions as agricultural or
domestic workers. But it was soon patently clear that discrimination
in the federally financed defense industry would remain the rule.
Black men who could find work were relegated to menial, unskilled,
low-paying jobs; black women, if hired at all, were employed only as
janitors or scrubwomen."
As the industrial preparation for the war began and large numbers
of blacks migrated to the North and the West in hopes of finding defense jobs, federal officials and many whites feared that growing concentrations of blacks in already crowded housing would increase the
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possibility of racial unrest.' This population shift heightened concern that an angered white populace and low morale among blacks
would combine to prevent the creation of aunified home front during the war. African Americans, the federal government, and the
nation as awhole had an urgent, converged interest in improving
racial relations, although ultimately disagreement persisted over how
this was to be achieved, to what extent, and at what pace.
Buttressed by aggressive editorial campaigns in major black newspapers, African Americans began calling with increasing militancy
not only for greater racial tolerance but also for equal access to the
nation's economic and political life. They united quickly behind demands that the federal government end segregation and racial restrictions in the armed services and halt discrimination in employment at
federal defense plants. As the inevitability of amassive war effort became clear, white fears of domestic disruption and disunity accorded
black entreaties more attention. The campaign by blacks against
federally sanctioned discrimination and segregation also provided a
source of political leverage for blacks who served in the Roosevelt
administration. This was clearly the case with Ambrose Caliver and
his idea for afederally sponsored radio series on black history.
We, Too, Are Americans
Caliver's plans for aradio series about black Americans developed
during the golden age of radio, when radio alone held the public's attention at home, unchallenged by television's moving images.
Moreover, it was atime when radio's already prominent status was
enhanced daily by its dramatic live coverage of European wartime
developments. Indeed, World War II was destined to become a
"radio war" that many Americans experienced instantly." Undoubtedly, since radio was acommon feature of black home life, Caliver
knew that it was also akey medium for reaching the African American community. Radio was especially important to blacks, most of
whom were excluded from much public entertainment, either by segregation or by cost."
Black musicians and all forms of black music were crucial to
radio's development and its popularity among both black and white
listeners. But other types of radio programming conformed to the
virulent racial stereotyping and derogatory portrayals prevalent in all
forms of popular culture at the time. To little avail, the black press
and black organizations repeatedly protested the exclusively negative
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portrayal and limited use of blacks on radio." Having been stung
by negative and constricted images, black activists and organizations
were extremely sensitive to radio's enormous influence over public
attitudes and were alert to its promising potential as an ally. Denied
the possibility of station ownership both by racial restrictions and
by prohibitively high costs, African American political activists were
eager to gain access to this tantalizingly powerful medium, especially
on anational level.
.
As an educator and early radio enthusiast, Ambrose Caliver must
have paid special attention to the tremendous response his agency's
series Americans All, Immigrants All had generated, especially among
teachers and civic groups.' The brief annual broadcasts on African
American education that NBC had granted him for over adecade
whetted his appetite for more airtime to spread "positive" messages
about black history on the most publicly accessible mass medium.
Also, the congenial relationships he had developed with Office of
Education and NBC officials made it possible for him to suggest a
series of monthly broadcasts devoted exclusively to black history and
culture.
Caliver first approached Philips Carlin at NBC in August 1940
with the idea for aseries of thirteen dramatized radio broadcasts
about the contributions of African Americans in American life.''
Coincidentally, in September 1940, Education commissioner John
Studebaker asked members of his staff for suggestions for ways to assist schools in preparing the nation for defense. Caliver responded by
submitting aproposal for aradio series on black history. He pitched
it as aremedy to "certain subversive elements" who considered black
Americans "easy prey for the spreading of disaffection and disunity."
In order to mount an effective defense of democracy to counteract
those elements, Caliver argued, the federal government must "promote constructive and loyal citizenship" among blacks by fostering
in both blacks and whites abelief that African Americans "belong"
and share some sense of unity on goals."
It is not clear what Caliver's personal beliefs were on the true
extent of subversive influence on black morale. Caliver was by all indications apragmatist and agradualist concerning race relations."
He undoubtedly realized that the threat of black subversive activity,
whether real or imagined, was the most potent political argument for
his proposed radio series. He adhered to that rationale when he developed aformal prospectus for the series in October 1940. By then,
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he had given the series the title We, Too, Are Americans, inspired in part
by the title of asong and in part by Americans All. Its intended audience would be "white and Negro students and teachers in particular,
and all socially minded citizens in general." Each program was to be
recorded on aphonograph record to be made available for school
and radio rebroadcasts, as had been the case for Americans All. Similarly, he planned to develop the scripts into general study guides on
black history to be accompanied by the recordings for use in discussion groups. 2°
Caliver's colleagues at the Office of Education grasped immediately the timeliness of the implicit political appeal of his proposal,
coming at amoment when federal officials were growing ever more
nervous about black morale and the extent of black support for the
war buildup." Moreover, the Roosevelt administration was at odds
with the print media generally and particularly with the black press,
so sponsoring aradio alternative to reach black listeners must have
been especially attractive to an office that otherwise had no perceived
natural role to play in the war effort. Still, the Office of Education
had no federal funds to support the series. At Caliver's suggestion,
Office of Education officials followed the example of the producers
of Americans All and secured private funding for the series, initially
from the Rosenwald Fund and later from the Southern Education
Foundation—both philanthropic entities devoted to improving race
relations. With afunding agreement in hand, Studebaker was so confident of the series's potential appeal that he made public announcements about the upcoming series even though he lacked any firm
network commitment to carry the show."
In February 1, 44 Caliver again contacted Philips Carlin at NBC,
and Studebaker brought the matter to the attention of NBC president Niles Trammell. James Angell, the educational adviser at NBC
who had advised against airing Americans All, once again discouraged
Trammell from broadcasting this series. Larger political considerations were on Angel's mind: he warned that none of the broadcasts
"would be popular south of the Mason and Dixon's Line." Still, out
of respect for Caliver's position in Washington, D.C., Angell decided
that he should be invited to New York City to discuss his idea, "even
though we delay considerably taking any action.""
Caliver followed up on NBC's tepid response by submitting adetailed outline of each proposed episode. Renamed Freedom's People,
Caliver's planned series emphasized continuous black contribution
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to the nation; as such it would devote time to contemporary black
figures as well as historical ones. The outline made clear that Caliver was confident that prominent black leaders, intellectuals, educators, writers, and artists would want to be associated with the
program. With the same assurance, Caliver anticipated that popular black singers, musicians, actors, orchestras, and bands, as well as
black performers of European classical music, would give free performances on the show." Caliver believed that black artists would see
the project as he did: as an important and special opportunity to provide positive programming about the race on amedium that usually
either exploited or ignored it. He assumed that African American
leaders and entertainers would participate out of asense of racial
pride and public service.
NBC's response to Caliver's outline for the series revealed an
ongoing concern about potential political implications. H. B. Summers of the network's Public Service Division warned Caliver against
using dramatized historical vignettes in the series because he feared
they would be perceived as "propaganda," which he was "anxious to
avoid." He explained the network's position: "I do not feel that we
are any more justified devoting aseries to the contributions of the
Negro as such than we would be to the contributions of the Irish, of
the Mexicans, of the Swedes, or any other group. About the only way
we could legitimately place aseries of this type on the air would be to
build it around the idea of straight entertainment with the other element introduced only incidentally." Caliver reassured Summers that
his purpose was simply to develop greater national unity and better
racial relations, aposition he had stressed in aspeech in February
1941 to school administrators in which he cast racial tolerance as
essential to uniting the nation for war. Caliver vowed that he would
avoid any "highly controversial material" and that the series would
"subtly and indirectly" promote his aims. However, Caliver resisted
Summers's request that he eliminate historical material, although he
agreed by way of compromise to devote one-half of each episode to
musical entertainment.'
Despite these reassurances, as the summer of 1941 approached,
Caliver had received no firm indication that NBC would carry the
series that fall, as he planned. That summer brought asignificant
confrontation in the tense relationship between the federal government and black activists, stirred in particular by A. Philip Randolph's
threatened March on Washington against discrimination and segre7o :Federal Constructions of "the Negro"

gation in the military and in defense jobs. In order to prevent amass
gathering of blacks in the nation's capital, President Franklin Roosevelt on June 25 issued an executive order banning discrimination in
defense work and establishing the Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC) to enforce the order." Randolph saw the president's
order as only afirst step; it made no mention of the segregated armed
forces, and the new FEPC had very little enforcement authority.
Randolph and many other blacks were disappointed yet emboldened
by this limited initial victory. He and other leaders of black organizations pressed forward with broader demands, creating apattern of
interaction that would characterize the relationship between African
Americans and the federal government for the duration of the war
years. During the war period, the open threat of mass action, whether
organized and peaceful or disorderly and riotous, would remain one
of black America's greatest sources of political power.
In the summer of 1941, with American entry into the war appearing to be more and more inevitable, most black leaders and the
black press urged blacks simultaneously to help fight the war and
to continue to fight at home against discrimination." In contrast
to their acquiescence to pleas to close ranks during World War I,
black leaders and newspaper publishers refused to make the claim
for racial equality secondary to the war effort or to postpone its pursuit. Their aggressive editorial campaigns and the perception of their
growing influence over black public opinion made black newspapers
and activists the cause of much consternation among federal officials. This apprehension prompted federal investigative agencies to
continue to subject black leaders and publishers to surveillance, open
harassment, and the threat of sedition charges."
The public relations bureau of the U.S. Army grew so concerned
about escalating racial tensions that in late July it also approached
NBC about broadcasting aprogram on the theme of "the Negro"
and national defense, apparently unaware of Caliver's pending request to the network. NBC officials warned Caliver that the army
could not be denied and that if its "request" was granted, it would be
unlikely that Caliver's series would also be accepted. NBC did grant
the army's request and on August tz aired aforty-five-minute special
entitled "America's Negro Soldiers.""
After the army broadcast, however, network officials finally made
atentative commitment to air Freedom's People. Reassured by the army's
plea for its own broadcast and by the noncontroversial reaction to it,
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NBC officials must have concluded that their involvement with the
series carried fewer political risks than they had feared—and that in
fact it might offer them aneeded public relations boost. They also
probably realized, contrary to Angell's assessment, that if Caliver
could arrange appearances by popular black artists, the series would
draw agood audience. Taking Caliver at his word, NBC officials
agreed to carry the opening program on September ai, but they refused to guarantee that they would air any additional episodes or that
the series would be assigned aconsistent monthly time slot."
The fact that most NBC officials considered their refusal to carry
Americans All atremendous mistake, especially after its popularity
brought such acclaim to their rivals at CBS, may have influenced
their decision to proceed differently in this case. It is also possible
that network decisions to cooperate with Freedom's People and other
federal programming requests were affected by anxieties about a
pending federal antitrust investigation that would later force NBC
to sell one of its two national networks.'
Putting Freedom's People on the Air
Even before NBC made a firm commitment to carry Freedom's
People, Caliver had begun the work of finding ascriptwriter, lining
up black performers, and assembling alarge advisory group to help
plan the scripts and follow-up materials. To write the scripts, Caliver engaged Irve Tunick, one of the most respected and successful
scriptwriters in educational radio. Tunick, who was white, had written inventive and lively scripts for the long-running and very popular science and natural history series The World Is Yours, which the
Office of Education and the Smithsonian Institution had sponsored
on CBS. The show was the one series that had been spared the congressional attacks on federally funded radio. Although it was not at
all clear how he would approach aseries about amore political and
potentially controversial subject, Tunick's skills as aprofessional educational scriptwriter were superb.
In Caliver's appeals to well-known black performers and stars, he
stressed that the series offered aunique educational opportunity for
black and white students and that it would improve interracial relationships. Caliver requested that they provide their services gratis,
implying that they had amoral obligation to cooperate with this federal project about black history." In this way, Caliver secured favorable responses from many black artists and groups, including band72 :Federal Constructions of "the Negro"

leaders Count Basie, Cab Calloway, and Noble Sissle; popular singer
Joshua White; classical music performers Dorothy Maynor and Carol
Brice; gospel groups like the Southernaires and the Golden Gate
Quartet; and black collegiate choral groups from Fisk University,
Tuskegee Institute, and Howard University."
Caliver had approached the task of setting up an advisory group
for the series with the awareness that the affiliation of black and
white national figures would be very valuable. Among the whites
he asked to serve were New Deal official Will Alexander and social
scientist Guy Johnson. Caliver also assembled an impressive cross
section of the African American educational and intellectual elite,
including W. E. B. Du Bois, then editor of Phylon; eminent black historian Carter G. Woodson; Alain Locke, Sterling Brown, and Charles
Wesley of Howard University; sociologists Charles Johnson of Fisk
University and Monroe Work of Tuskegee Institute; L. D. Reddick,
curator at the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture;
and Roy Wilkins of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP). Federal officials whose work involved
issues affecting black Americans also served on the advisory group,
including Mary McLeod Bethune.
Because he had no funds for travel or consultant fees, Caliver
relied on asmaller group of members of the Advisory Committee
mostly based in Washington, D.C., to provide research and review
the scripts that Tunick drafted. The composition of the group varied
from month to month, but aside from Caliver himself, its most
steadfast and influential members were Wesley, Brown, Locke, and
Arthur D. Wright of the Southern Education Foundation. Others
who attended most of the meetings were local school principal Elise
Derricotte and Joseph Houchins, "specialist in Negro statistics" at
the Census Bureau. Caliver frequently solicited research materials
and comments on scripts from other members and friends, particularly Reddick. This association of prominent black intellectuals and
leaders with the program served to authenticate that it was indeed by
and about "Negro Americans," as its publicity claimed. This distinguished the series at atime when it was rare for blacks to appear in
roles other than as featured acts on white-dominated programs."
Concern about claiming ownership over the program and making
it an identifiably African American production was foremost in the
minds of many of the members of the Advisory Committee when
they met to review the first script scheduled for broadcast. Indeed,
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the first subject they raised was whether the narrator's voice was
going to be a "colored" voice. Caliver and Tunick reassured the
group that black stage actor Frank Wilson would narrate the show
in a"fine, rich, mellow voice." The actual question being raised was
how to make race visible, or more accurately, audible, on the air in a
way consistent with the show's intended political aims.
After hearing Wilson's voice on the radio, members of the committee regretted that he sounded too much like awhite man. Ironically, many black radio actors often complained during that time
that they were only able to secure radio parts if they agreed to sound
"Negro" enough to satisfy awhite producer's ear. But here the panel's
underlying concern was how the race would be represented and what
kind of "Negro" would be portrayed — specifically, what class of
African American, since they most wanted to avoid presenting the
"class" of African Americans that had been created by radio itself.
"One of the most important ways to get over to the public that the
program is Negro is to have anarrator whose voice is rich," Locke argued; "I do not mean acornfield voice, but certainly adifferent voice
than Wilson's." He argued persistently that the announcer had to
have "a characteristically Negro voice." The other panelists agreed,
and Derricotte urged Tunick to encourage Wilson to emphasize the
deeper qualities of his voice: "Since we do not have television we depend upon our ears and not our eyes." Tunick reassured the group
that Wilson had arich voice but that he was "deliberately playing
it down" in order to convey aserious dramatic tone without sounding like a"soap-box opera." Tunick's subsequent coaching raised the
committee's evaluation of Wilson, but toward the end of the series,
other black male actors such as Canada Lee and Juan Hernandez who
were thought to have "richer" voices shared the narration and announcing duties."
Music and "Freedom's People"
Caliver knew that the fate of the entire series rested on the reception and response to the first show. In order to attract alarge
opening audience and allay the network's fears about political controversy, the show's creators decided to focus the first episode on
black contributions to music (rather than science and discovery as
originally proposed). Tunick's work on the first script exceeded the
expectations of many committee members. Sterling Brown confessed
that he "was pleasantly surprised at the social punch of the script,"
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which had "much more social value" than anything he had ever heard
on the air. Some members raised concerns about the use of dialect
in the section on slavery, but Brown reassured them that black actors
on alive show could be trusted to avoid any potentially offensive language. Still, this show would establish the standard features of the
series, so committee members concentrated on perfecting the opening and closing narratives."
The planners concentrated their anxiety not on the script, which
was received with much enthusiasm, but on Caliver's ongoing negotiations with Paul Robeson to appear on the show. W. C. Handy,
Joshua White, and Noble Sissle's band had already been secured, but
Caliver and the committee also wanted Robeson to appear because
of the gravity and social consciousness he would bring to the show.
Subsequently, due to Caliver's persistence, Robeson agreed to perform on the opening broadcast, guaranteeing the large audience the
show would need in order to help convince NBC to reserve aslot for
the programs that were to follow.
The final version of the opening lines boasted that the series was
"dedicated to—and conceived by the American Negro—truly Freedom's People." Its standard introductory sign-on was an ironic recasting of American history:
From the Old World they came— high with hopes and strong!
To America they brought this hope and strength and founded a
nation of splendid freedoms! But this is not their story. This is the
story of those who did not come, but were taken! The story of
those who lost freedom when they came upon our shores and for
years they tilled our soil, gathered our crops, and made the land
good. Some won liberty— others waited. Then Freedom came to
all— aliberty well deserved, aliberty triumphant. Yes, this is the
story of the American Negro — 13 million citizens of the United
States.
The introductory music was achoral medley of phrases from "My
Country, 'Tis of Thee," "Go Down Moses," and "Lift Every Voice,"
with avoice-over about freedom." As in the spoken narrative, the
juxtaposition of lyrics worked to portray African American freedom
as something at first unjustly denied but finally won after along
moral struggle. The musical framing set the tone for each program,
as did the text of the program's sign-off: "Onward they march —13
million Negro citizens of the United States, sharing the labor, acFreedom's People :75

cepting the responsibilities of our Democracy. Knowing the weight
of chains— the helplessness of bondage—they are today amighty
force for freedom. To them liberty is aprecious thing. For— truly —
they are Freedom's People."
The show described the history of African American music as "the
story of the warm and human melodies the Negro found in his heart
and gave to America." Through vignettes and musical sampling, the
program traced "America's musical genius" and all black music back
to black slaves, portrayed as a"deeply religious" people who used
music as an act of resistance and away to nurture the soul. A vignette
depicting the origins of the song "Steal Away to Jesus" cast it as a
message not just about the escape to physical freedom but also about
the quest for religious liberty. Similarly, anarrative on work songs,
featuring Joshua White singing "John Henry," characterized them as
"melody born in the sweat of strong men building the strength of
America—music not written with notes, but with muscle and calluses and dirty patched overalls." The narrator linked the blues to
spirituals: "While the Spiritual is asong of God, the blues are just
plain folks, feeling low down." The stories of each of these types of
music were linked by the theme that black music was not awholly
spontaneous creation but aform of expression deeply rooted in the
struggle for mental and spiritual survival."
The show culminated with an extraordinary appearance by Paul
Robeson, who spoke extemporaneously and authoritatively about
spirituals and the blues as songs of protest. Robeson's poignant and
slow rendition of the protest spiritual "No More" brought the show
and its theme full circle:
No more auction block for me, no more, no more, many
thousand gone.
No more pint of salt for me, no more, no more, many
thousand gone.
No more driver's lash for me, no more, no more, many
thousand gone.
The broadcast was awell researched, engaging, and inventive
presentation that smoothly combined narrative, dramatization, interviews, and black music. Caliver, who wanted to use well-known musicians as an audience draw, may not have appreciated initially how
much the music helped make the shows effective, but veteran scriptwriter Tunick did, and he expertly integrated the music into all of
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Paul Robeson appearing on the first broadcast of Freedom's People in 194s. (Ambrose
Caliver Collection, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University; NBC
News, CO National Broadcasting Company, Inc., 1,941, all rights reserved)

the shows. The network pressured Caliver to use more popular music
rather than black or European sacred music performed by black collegiate choral groups and classical artists, which he preferred. But
Caliver insisted on having the last word on the music, having learned
well from the Jules Bledsoe fiasco on the Americans All episode about
African Americans that he had been called in to help repair as an
adviser. Bledsoe's mammy song had overpowered the racially conFreedom's People: 77

structive message of that script, but Caliver wanted the music on
Freedom's People to offer poignant reinforcement of the series's somber
tone. At the same time, for some white listeners, the music may have
served as an elixir, reassuring them with the familiar image of blacks
as harmless entertainers while distracting them from closer scrutiny
of the show's political appeals.
The recurring political theme of Freedom's People was that blacks
had contributed significantly to American culture and history and
had earned the right to be free and fully accepted as Americans. This
contributionist approach to black history and its political corollary
formed one of the most basic arguments used by black leaders of
that era. But Caliver and others who worked on the project also saw
it as apromising modern tool for teaching black history, which they
considered especially important for the development of self-esteem
and racial pride in black children. Moreover, they also thought the
show could help teach whites tolerance and appreciation of blacks
by instilling in them something other than the contempt they felt
for apeople they believed did not belong in a"white man's country," except in subservient roles. For this reason, the phonograph
recordings, although they were expensive to produce, were especially
valued precisely because of their novelty and adaptability for use in
many settings. At atime when few materials of any kind were available on African American history, this show was avehicle for developing for general public consumption aset of materials to be used
by black teachers, churches, and civic groups and interested whites."
Caliver left little to chance in building up an audience for the
first show. Eleanor Roosevelt, who was personally acquainted with
Caliver and had appeared at his 1934 conference on black education, praised the upcoming show in one of her nationally syndicated
"My Day" columns during the week preceding the broadcast. She
urged her readers to listen to the show because "the more we know
about each other and about our contributions to the good things in
our country, the less we shall be liable to fall avictim to that most
pernicious thing called: 'racial and religious prejudice.' Office
of Education commissioner Studebaker personally alerted President
Roosevelt to the upcoming broadcast and urged him to listen and
respond with comments.' Caliver also enlisted the support of black
civic, social, and fraternal organizations, churches, and other groups
with ties to the black community (such as the Young Men's Christian Association [YMCA] and the Young Women's Christian Asso78 :Federal
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ciation [YWCA]) in spreading the word about the program. He also
exploited his own nationwide network of black teachers and educators to encourage listeners to tune in. Of equal importance was
the prominent attention Freedom's People received in the black press,
nationally and locally.' The Office of Education sent out announcements to national and local newspapers and to teachers, principals,
librarians, teachers colleges, and federal officials around the country.' The show received good prebroadcast publicity from many
newspapers, including the New York Times, which, as Caliver had expected, featured an announcement of Robeson's appearance on the
show."
Soon after the first broadcast, letters from teachers, most but not
all of whom were black, began to arrive on Caliver's desk. As expected, the show generated requests for more information about how
to build teaching units on African Americans. Faculty members at
southern teachers colleges, black and white, were especially anxious
to receive information they could pass on not only to their students
but also to elementary and secondary school teachers in their state.'
Teachers in some northern urban districts were also eager for more
materials on African Americans. One Brooklyn principal explained
that her school had a"pupil population of mixed color" and that "we
are doing our utmost to build up afeeling of mutual self respect." 46
Educators at institutions engaged in teaching and training African
American students and teachers expressed their appreciation for the
show's educational content and usefulness." A variety of civic, educational, and religious groups also wrote in support of the broadcast.
Groups as varied as the Board of Education of the Methodist Church
and the Young Communist League of New York State requested materials based on the show."
Reviews and editorials about the show and the expected series soon
appeared in the radio and entertainment press, national newspapers
and magazines, and black journals and papers. Variety described the
show as an "all-Negro program" that featured "established colored
entertainers" and grudgingly gave it afavorable review." lime magazine was less reticent; its reviewer credited the "towering Paul Robeson" with pacing the show and helping it to do "right by Negro
music and its development." "A long column in the Louisville CourierJournal by an official at Kentucky's State College for Negroes extolled
the show as aremedy for the harm done by apress that had "told only
the worst things about Negroes." An important political need was
Freedom's People :79
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also addressed, the writer argued: "National unity is impossible without securing for the Negro what justly is his right. Without national
unity democracy cannot be successfully defended. It is important
then to all of us that the facts presented on these programs reach
alarge audience. The truths thus disseminated may some day help
make us free."" A long essay in the leftist publication New Masses
used the broadcast as an opportunity to make abroad critique of Jim
Crow in the radio studios: "The color line is drawn on both sides
of the microphone, giving Negroes little or no chance as either performers or non-broadcasting radio workers." The writer commended
Freedom's People as "one new program that is moving in the right direction," although parts of the show were characterized as "placid" and
"shying away from the present." Robeson's rendition of "No More,"
however, drew the writer's praise, as did his insistence that the promise of the Emancipation Proclamation had not yet been realized."
African American newspapers gave special notice to the show and
its attempt to link the rights of African Americans to national unity,
and none judged it to be at odds with their own views on those issues.
8o :Federal Constructions of "the Negro"

The Pittsburgh Courier reported that the show had met with "wide
acclaim," and the Washington Afro-American called it atribute to the
nation's progress. Conservative Courier columnist George Schuyler
characterized it as "praiseworthy" for its depiction of black history
in such a"dignified and skillfully dramatic way." But another black
Courier columnist, New York City—based theater critic Billy Rowe,
thought some of the dramatizations about slavery were maudlin and
prevented the show from living up to its potential, although he
praised Robeson's "fine voice" and Wilson's "superb commentation."
Rowe concluded by conceding that on national radio, "it is most difficult for any given body to decide on aNegro program as you've got
to please all of the people, the whites and the colored." This range
of opinions was united by aconsensus that the show was arefreshing
change from other depictions of blacks on radio. As one writer put it,
"Amos and Andy will have arival in presentation of Negro Life.""
Caliver's national network of intellectuals and leaders shared this
view, and they were effusive in their congratulations.' Other black
New Deal officials such as Mary McLeod Bethune and William Trent
told Caliver that the show was "magnificent" and "marvelous." Channing Tobias of the national YMCA wrote that the show "struck anew
high in broadcasting among Negroes."" Caliver's colleagues at the
Office of Education also were enthusiastic about the quality of the
first show and the public response it stimulated. William Boutwell of
the agency's Radio Education Division told the Advisory Committee
that of 700 network educational programs the office had sponsored,
he thought the first Freedom's People episode was one of the best."
Studebaker told Caliver that the program was "inspiring" and "thrilling" and congratulated him for "making educational history.""
Studebaker and Caliver rushed to report the responses to NBC
officials. Studebaker told NBC president Niles Trammell and others
at the network that the show had met with "great interest and hearty
approval," which would recommend their commitment to the entire group of broadcasts. Similar appeals came to NBC officials from
Caliver, who thanked them for their "good will and social statesmanship."" Caliver also encouraged members of the Advisory Committee to write letters of support for the series to the network "commending the significance and timeliness of these programs.""
One of the reasons NBC needed such reassurances about the show
was its continuing fear of negative reactions from its southern affiliates. This was not an irrational concern, of course. For example, even
Freedom's People :81

Cover of Office of Education brochurefor Freedom's People.
(Yale Collection of American Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library)
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though Studebaker's solicitation of affiliate support had generated a
large positive response, aNew Orleans station manager requested
assurances from Studebaker that the show had been approved by persons "familiar with the South, the Jim Crow Laws, and customs" and
cited several unnamed "network programs relating to the colored
people which have not been acceptable in this community."" After
the broadcast of the first episode, NBC immediately conducted its
own survey of all of its southern stations, requesting their opinions
about the broadcast. Network officials were very relieved when they
received enthusiastic reports about the quality of the show and requests for more like it. One station manager admitted that he had
initially been "fearful" of carrying the show because of "the problem of race consciousness." The network also discovered that seventy
to eighty-five affiliates had carried the show, avery high number for
anoncommercial program.' Finding that the comments from the
southern stations were favorable and that white listeners had not objected to the show, NBC agreed to broadcast two more shows in the
series in aregularly scheduled Sunday afternoon slot.
Not satisfied with the promise of only two more shows, Caliver
continued to try to build political support for the continuation of
the entire series. He especially wanted to make sure that Eleanor
Roosevelt had heard the show. When he contacted her soon after the
Freedom's People :83

broadcast, she confessed that she had not been able to listen to it but
offered to arrange atime when Caliver could bring the recorded version to the White House. After the date was set, Caliver requested
permission to bring Office of Education officials Studebaker and
Boutwell with him. When they arrived, they were surprised that the
recording was to be played not only for Eleanor Roosevelt but also
for the president, Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau and his wife,
and Lord and Lady Mountbatten, all guests for the evening. All of
those present were extremely pleased with what they heard, so much
so that Caliver was able to persuade the president to agree to appear
on the final show of the series, which was tentatively scheduled to
be broadcast in the spring of 1942. At Caliver's suggestion, Eleanor
Roosevelt used the successful evening to continue to help generate
public attention to the series. She soon published another "My Day"
column about the series that described the visit and the enthusiastic
reception of the recording. She again urged her readers to listen to
the series: "These programs should bring before the whole people,
the contribution of the Negro race to this country. ›,
62

Caliver had won the battle to keep the series on the air. The initial
show had managed to merge what has been called the "split image"
that usually separated black and white depictions of black Americans. 63 The attention the show garnered made it very difficult for
NBC to refuse to carry the remaining shows. Federal officials continued to link black morale and national defense, which added to the
pressure on NBC to cooperate for the duration of what had been
designated amorale-building defense series. Unable to claim that the
shows were too controversial, network officials had little choice but
to see the project through to its end. And with the series's future
secured, Caliver and the Advisory Committee members also felt free
to push the show's content closer to the limits of political acceptability.
Literature and the Sciences
Preedom's People emphasized black cultural achievements not only
in music but in the visual arts and literature as well. Americans All
had slighted immigrant, ethnic, and black cultural contributions in
favor of the argument that most of these groups had earned the right
to be called Americans primarily through their physical labor. But
in this series, African Americans made the much more subtle and
sophisticated claim that their contributions were at the very founda8
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eager..

tion of what was to be called American culture — apersistent theme
in black critical and political discourse. They wanted to show that
their cultural contributions were not the products of alighthearted,
fun-loving people but acts of resistance that grew out of their oppression. In this way, the episodes on Freedom's People that examined
black literature and visual arts were premier examples of the political
uses of black culture."
A broadcast on black artists opened with apowerful articulation
of the relationship between black artistic expression and black suffering: "From pain and from wanting came deep low notes; from
passion and protest came crescendos of bitterness; from the life they
lived and the life they knew came the earth-soaked strains of humor
and the tap-tap strains of dancing and from the life they pictured
after life came the spirituals, came the whispers of hope. Thus, to
the Negro came art—came the song to the poet; the picture to the
artist and the melody to the musician." The show constructed ahistory of black literary contributions starting with Phillis Wheatley's
story, which was introduced by excerpts from the poignant spiritual
"Sometimes IFeel Like aMotherless Child" to emphasize that she
was "taken from her mother's side" in Africa. In concluding adramatized vignette on her life, the narrator set Wheatley's work in this
analytic frame: "The voice was young then—could but imitate the
sound of sound. Phillis Wheatley and those that followed close upon
her—echoed the stylized, rigid verse of the day. It needed more than
that to grow. It needed words to say— and the power and the freedom to say them. That took time."
This long dramatization of Wheatley's life, including her famous
exchange of letters with George Washington, was the most extended
treatment the series would give to ablack woman. As the series was
being planned, Mary Church Terrell had urged Studebaker to ensure that "the work which colored women have done to promote the
welfare of the race should be emphasized," noting especially their
roles as the primary supporters of black schools and churches." Despite Terrell's efforts and Brown's early admonition to the Advisory
Committee that black women "not be slighted," ultimately the aural
image the series constructed was dominated by the voices of black
men." Black women, however, did appear throughout the series as
characters in historical dramatizations, and their accomplishments
were singled out in particular fields, such as classical music, education, and sports. Overall, the people in the series were not porFreedom's People :85

trayed as a"manly" race, as is common in many discourses on racial
nationhood, but were cast in more communal terms despite the predominance of male voices. This depiction of the race may have been
intended to be less threatening than amore masculinist portrayal, as
also had been the case on Americans All. This caution would seem
especially necessary in aseries about African Americans broadcast
during aperiod when fears of black protests and violence were rising.
The script used the metaphor of finding one's voice as the vehicle for surveying the growth of black writing. The narrative leapt
directly over slavery, skipping from Wheatley and Frederick Douglass to the Harlem Renaissance: "[T]he voice was rounding out,
taking on overtones of deep thought and swelling with arichness
of genius. And then — suddenly—it came of age. The voice found a
body— afrail body that would not linger long. And this was Paul
Laurence Dunbar." The narrative then moved from Dunbar to readings from the works of Langston Hughes ("A Lousy Day"), James
Weldon Johnson, and Countee Cullen ("Brown Girl Dead"). This led
to adiscussion of the "realism" of Charles Chestnutt and Richard
Wright, ending with areading of Claude McKay's searing poem "If
We Must Die." The works featured were well chosen for the segment's closing segue: "And so avoice was made of many things —
of humor, pathos, work, tragedy, hope, protest." The show used the
evolution of "voice" as evidence of the formation of adistinctive
black community that spoke for itself in European idioms but retained the strength of its own identity.
Furthermore, claiming that African Americans were legitimate
contributors to American and international culture, Caliver, Locke,
Brown, and others hoped to counter white supremacy's denigration
of black literary and artistic achievements as purely spontaneous or
primitive products. Black intellectuals, including Locke and Hughes,
had engaged in recurring debates about whether black creative productions should be made immune to or become carriers of racial
propaganda. In an artful dodge, Freedom's People simply turned the
very existence of abody of black literary expression into propaganda
itself."
The show about black scientists and explorers emphasized the barriers to African Americans in these fields while extolling the few who
had made significant advances and discoveries. Following the pattern of the shows on black culture, this episode tried to counter the
persistent stereotype of black intellectual inferiority. The broadcast
86 :Federal Constructions of "the Negro"

included along narrative recreation of Matthew Henson's journey
to the North Pole, making plain that Robert Peary could not have
gotten there without him yet not daring to claim that Henson may
have arrived first. The closing segment dramatized the early povertystricken life and rise to renown of agricultural scientist George Washington Carver, who appeared on the broadcast in alive interview
from Tuskegee Institute."
This episode's implicit argument about black courage and intellectual curiosity struck anerve among many listeners. Those associated with the series were surprised by the emotional level of the
listener response. Even Carver was unprepared for the response. He
forwarded to the Office of Education one particularly poignant letter in which the writer explained that "I sometimes think that our's
[sic] is ahopeless race. But after listening ...one cannot help but
have hope." Historian Carter G. Woodson was favorably impressed
and predicted that similar shows "will do much to disabuse the public mind of its traditional opinions about Negroes."" Reactions to
the broadcast were especially enthusiastic from schoolteachers like
Marie McIver from Raleigh, North Carolina: "I have never listened
to aradio program which Iconsidered more worth while or more
significant. May you have continued success in trying to awaken the
public to the necessity of giving Negro boys and girls achance."
Members of civic organizations also praised the program for countering aformal educational system that had deprived black children
of facts regarding their own history and "prevented the white child
from seeing as apart of the stream of this country's history the part
the Negro has played in its building."" NBC officials liked the program, as did Philip Cohen, the coordinator of Americans All, who
congratulated Caliver on his "tremendous success." Caliver's friends
and supporters also commended him.'
The shows on black contributions to literature and science were
designed to combat pernicious stereotypes that denigrated black culture and denied the existence of black courage and intellectual prowess. Still, the shows made no direct reference to segregation or to
pressing current issues. But shifting events during the months of the
broadcasts allowed the show's creators to discuss more directly the
destructive effects of racial inequality and segregation.
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Sports, Segregation, and Black Patriotism
The first episode to make adirect reference to segregation and
an outright appeal to black patriotism was on black athletic achievement, broadcast in November 1941. Members of the Advisory Cornmittee saw the sports arena as the perfect metaphor on which to
build acase for fair play and equal opportunity for blacks in the
general society. Locke argued for framing aconstructive argument
around athletics, in which the accomplishment of the African American "is symbolic of what he can do in any field where he is given a
chance." Brown also wanted the script to demonstrate that generally
"Negroes do not get aclean break." Discussions about this episode
spotlighted the balancing act that the show's creators performed to
try to attract and please both ablack and awhite audience. For example, Tuskegee Institute president F. D. Patterson cautioned that
timing would be important in making their arguments: "In the early
moments of aprogram, if you start talking about or inferring the injustices done the Negro, click, off goes the radio." In order to appeal
to black middle-class listeners, there was aconsensus that the show
needed to emphasize the sports achievements of black college men
and women, despite Tunick's insistence that "the college sport angle
will not mean agreat deal to white people." But in adiscussion about
which boxers to mention, members agreed that the general listening public would probably not be "particularly anxious to hear about
Jack Johnson," who had, among other transgressions, violated racial
taboos by marrying awhite woman."
The sports show packed apowerful punch. After the standard
introduction, the strains of "Climbing Jacob's Ladder" provided the
backdrop for an opening vignette about the need to give everyone
‘`an equal chance to play: rich, poor, black, white, Jew, Gentile."
A brief segment quoted Joe DiMaggio as saying that black baseball's legendary Satchel Paige was one of the greatest pitchers he
had ever faced. "Too bad he isn't in the Big Leagues," the narrator
commented. NBC's technical sophistication allowed Freedom's People
to make effective use of live pickups from several cities. In along
live interview, Jesse Owens recounted his thrill at hearing the "StarSpangled Banner" and saluting the American flag from the victor's
podium at the 1936 Olympics in Munich. The program's segment on
black boxers ended with alive interview with Joe Louis from Los
Angeles. If Jack Johnson was the black champion who was best left
unmentioned for fear of offending whites, there was no sharper con88 :Federal Constructions of "the Negro"

Studio audience at Freedom's People broadcast.
(Ambrose Caliver Collection, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,
Howard University)

trast than the shy, taciturn Brown Bomber. Louis responded to questions about his successful rematch with Max Schmeling. He ended
his interview with an earnest patriotic plea: "I've got abigger date
coming. With Uncle Sam. ...Ithink it's my duty. If the army needs
me—I'm ready to go any time."
The Freedom's People shows that highlighted the less overtly political worlds of music, art, science, literature, and sports delivered a
consistent message that African American accomplishment in these
fields was achieved against tough odds and through sacrifice, hard
work, and dedication. A variety of types of black music drove and
punctuated these programs and helped them succeed as good radio.
The shows were enlivened by guest appearances by Cab Calloway
and Count Basie. Aptly chosen excerpts from black spirituals performed by the Leonard De Paur Chorus or popular groups like the
Golden Gate Quartet instilled atone of quiet dignity without lapsing into sentimentality. The voices narrating the programs struck the
same tone; they were serious, firm, professionally dictioned, with no
hint of pretension or apology. The presentations were matter-of-fact
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and authoritative, delivered in acalm and measured manner. Still,
the shows on these subjects only subtly confronted the problem of
racial injustice, focusing on black achievements instead. The discreet
attempt to politicize black activities in arenas that were not normally
associated with politics was cleverly executed, but its effectiveness as
an argument against racial inequities was thwarted by the absence
of any specific target other than the permeating influence of white
racism itself. When the series turned to the fields of education, military service, and work, this fragile facade could no longer hide the
current pressing political concerns of African Americans, for these
shows had as their focus the federal government itself.
Education, Military Service, and Work
The broadcasts that centered on black participation in the worlds
of education, military service, and work openly confronted the federal government's role in perpetuating injustices in those arenas.
These broadcasts walked an ideological tightrope anchored on one
end by the federal government's need to pitch for patriotism and
racial unity and on the other end by the need to avoid offending listeners or endorsing black claims for full equality.
These three broadcasts in December 1941 and January and February 1942 came during aperiod in which there was arapid escalation
in black protest against discriminatory policies related to the war. In
December, the black press revealed that the Red Cross was refusing
to accept blood from black donors. Major black newspapers devoted amonth's worth of front-page attention to this issue, and the
NAACP challenged the Red Cross on its policy. After black leaders,
the Red Cross, and federal officials held several meetings, the policy
was changed and black blood was accepted, but it was to be stored
separately, segregated for black use only." Violent attacks against
blacks also increased at about the same time. Twelve black soldiers
were assaulted near their camp in Louisiana. In another nationally
publicized case, ablack man accused of raping awhite woman was
seized from ajail in Missouri and lynched by amob of whites.' Federal policies themselves continued to be catalysts for black anger.
Pressured by the NAACP, the army was forced to rescind an order at
aPennsylvania camp that defined any association between black soldiers and white women as rape. In addition, when the army asked for
3,000 nurses, it established aquota of only 56 black women. Meanwhile, the Pittsburgh Courier publicized the heroic efforts of black navy
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messman Done Miller during the attack on Pearl Harbor and challenged the navy's refusal to honor him appropriately." In another
incident replete with irony, officials designated as available only to
whites the new federally financed Sojourner Truth housing project in
Detroit, which originally had been envisioned as an interracial complex. Blacks successfully organized to convince federal officials to
reverse their policy, but ariot erupted when whites formed mobs to
deny blacks access to the building."
These and many other well-publicized examples of continuing
racial injustices provided the backdrop for the formal inauguration of
the Pittsburgh Courier's "Double V" campaign in February 1942. With
one "V" for victory over enemies abroad and the other for victory
over enemies at home, the slogan symbolized that blacks would close
ranks on behalf of the nation's defense but would not abandon their
fight against racial inequality. Capturing perfectly the paradoxical
sentiments of African Americans in World War II, the slogan quickly
spread into popular use." Military intelligence officers noted the
shift in tone and the increasing number of what the army considered
"inflammatory" articles in the black press, which they collected and
analyzed in detail. As aresult, some black newspapers and magazines
were banned from army posts, and seventeen were listed in aFebruary military intelligence report as containing Communist-inspired,
incendiary material." Federal officials were afraid that the black pen
was adouble-edged sword. They were worried not only about the
impact of these reports on blacks at home and in the military but
also about their use as fodder for enemy propaganda abroad. The relationship between blacks and the federal government had moved to
center stage in anewly visible struggle over racial injustices.
At the center of the contest between federal officials and African American activists were the military's policies of racial inequity,
segregation, and exclusion, which were all under attack. For that reason, Ambrose Caliver knew even before the attack on Pearl Harbor
had occurred that the broadcast on African Americans in military
service would be an especially important and "delicate" episode to
produce."
The final version of the script detailed black military service and
heroism in U.S. wars by using an epic in song form interspersed with
dramatized vignettes of black soldiers in various historical battles.
The song began: "By the record we've made, / And the part we've
played, /We are Americans, too. /By the pick and the plow, /And
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the sweat of our brow, / We are Americans, too." This part of the
script was atidy and cleverly presented historical capsule of black
sacrifice in all of America's wars, although it made no explicit argument for equal rights and treatment of African Americans based on
the record of their past service. The timing of the show's broadcast
on December 21, 1941, two weeks after President Roosevelt's "Day of
Infamy" speech, undoubtedly influenced the program's content and
transformed parts of it into apatriotic paean. But the underlying
political issue that was addressed, although gingerly, was the federal
policy that prohibited black soldiers from holding combat positions.
In alive speech, Colonel West Hamilton, commanding officer of the
366th Infantry at Fort Devens, Massachusetts, and one of the nation's
highest-ranking black soldiers, pleaded for achance for blacks to
fight: "America —your America, my America is at War."
The broadcast made this explicit plea: blacks have served in combat in the past and have done so heroically; let them serve again.
This was amajor plank in the rhetorical battle being waged in the
black press and by black leaders. If blacks were going to serve, many
argued, let them have the opportunity of full and equal service so
they could try once again to "earn" their status as Americans by
shedding blood against foreign enemies. The looming question of
segregated service could not be addressed until access to battle was
itself secured. But this show magnified the sadly ironic nature of that
argument, made more apparent by the appearance of African American men on afederally sponsored radio show pleading for achange
in this federal policy.
The fervor of the campaign for an equal opportunity to serve
reached its peak in the next show, aJanuary 1942 episode on the African American worker. Like the previous shows, this program's historical narrative told the story of black progress and contributions,
in this case in the world of work. The introductory vignette was a
treatment of slavery that then shifted to aseries of aural vignettes of
black workers on farms, at seaports and on ships, on railroads, and
in factories, all portrayed as part of the transition from slavery to
freedom. Although the focus was on work, the argument from the
previous show permeated this broadcast. The phrase "when given a
chance" became arefrain. The script praised black skilled workers
and inventors: "When given achance, they proved their skill."
The message remained the same, but the tone of the broadcast
changed dramatically when it shifted to Chicago for alive speech
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by A. Philip Randolph, the most visible African American activist
against discrimination in the armed services and defense factories.
After referring positively to the president's ban on discrimination
in the defense industry but without mentioning Randolph's role in
securing it, the narrator introduced him simply as "one of the most
distinguished labor leaders of our country." Randolph, who had once
aspired to be an actor, paced his rolling baritone voice through a
passionate and imaginative account of the role of black workers in
American history. At the same time that Randolph reaffirmed black
loyalty, he emphasized the barriers of racial discrimination and the
idea that blacks already had earned the right to democracy and freedom. In his stirring and dramatic conclusion, Randolph's defiant
intonation seemed openly to make black patriotism conditional on
achange in racial policy. Considering Randolph's continuing criticisms of President Roosevelt and his policies, it must have been a
challenge for Randolph to stay within the political borders of afederal broadcast. Randolph's draft of his remarks for the show made
no reference to the president, but ahandwritten insertion in the final
script mentioned "the matchless and courageous leadership of our
great President Franldin Delano Roosevelt." But when Randolph delivered this line on the air, he took the liberty of omitting the adjective "great .""
The strident tone of Randolph's delivery triggered astream of
supportive letters from listeners, but they assigned very different interpretations to the show. Many people were deeply moved by Randolph's eloquence, as was one listener who stated: "I enjoyed it so
thoroughly that it sent chills through my entire body; it even moved
me to tears." A favorable editorial in the black weekly the Boston
Guardian praised the show for providing the first true record of black
contributions to industry: "It used to be afavorite gibe to tell colored
folks that they were 'consumers rather than producers' but the record
reveals that the colored brother, according to his opportunities, has
participated in the productive life of America." One listener considered Randolph's speech an effective counterpoint to the publicity that
emerged from arecent meeting of African American leaders who admitted that they believed that the black community was not behind
the war effort. Similarly, another listener praised Randolph for his
"fine cultured patriotic address." Others saw the segment as carrying
amessage for whites. "If Icould have only had Aladdin's Lamp," one
listener wrote, "every receiving set would have been tuned in, more
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especially, those of our white brother below the Mason-Dixon line,
as it would have been an education to them."'
The broadcast on the military made the simple argument that
African Americans had fought and fought well in the past so they
should be permitted to fight now. Randolph made the corollary
argument about employment opportunities: blacks have worked and
worked well; let them work now in defense jobs. Listeners imposed
their own interpretations on the show and Randolph's remarks precisely because of the open-ended and vague nature of the type of
appeals permitted on abroadcast to amass audience. Given their
limited guest privileges on radio, secured in this case under the aegis
of the very entity under attack, black speakers like Randolph had
little choice but to offer mild appeals. But Randolph's tone belied the
neutrality of his words. The depth of his anger and conviction burns
through that neutrality. The fact that an activist and orator of Randolph's commitment and skill was bridled in this radio appearance
also serves as aprofound reminder of the centrality of afree black
press to the cause of racial justice during the war period. If black
people had been forced to rely on radio as their primary means of
communication about the failings of the federal government, they
would have been on an impossible mission since they were admitted
to radio only as entertainers or as briefly invited guests expected to
be on good behavior.
"The Negro and Christian Democracy"
Caliver had promised NBC that the one-hour grand finale for
the series would focus on black contributions to the theater, acquiescing to the network's insistence on higher entertainment content.
He changed that plan quite dramatically, however, after he concluded that afinal program emphasizing entertainers would trivialize
aseries that had gradually come to address pressing political issues
facing the African American community and the nation as awhole.
He wanted the final program to be about Christianity and democracy,
and he wanted it to be broadcast during what he called the "church
hour," noon to one o'clock on Sunday, so that churches could coordinate their services around the broadcast, actually bringing radio
speakers into the sanctuary during their morning services." Caliver
was himself aperson of faith, and he seemed moved by aplea from
Benjamin Mays, the prominent African American religious leader
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ver that he was disappointed that the series had not included any
mention of the African American contribution to religion, which he
described as "more tremendous than most of us realize.""
Caliver's approach to this episode was rooted in his belief that
"racial tolerance is ademand of democracy founded on Christianity
and moral principle," astatement he had made in aspeech in 1941.
Working from the assumption that American democracy was rooted
in Christianity, Caliver wanted the broadcast "to show the relationship between christian principles [and] our democratic way of life."
He intended the broadcast to be aired in black and white churches
and hoped that it would inspire mass meetings to better race relations. But he especially wanted to reach the black religious community, and in preparation, he had met with the heads of several black
denominations who offered their support for the coordinated church
broadcasts."
Caliver planned to present acomplex political argument couched
in religious terms. The show would assert that racial inequality was
achallenge to the philosophical underpinnings of Christianity and
that the race relations problem was aburden and amoral challenge
that Christian churches had aduty to face in order to ensure the survival of Christian democracy itself." Although it was cast in religious
rhetoric, or perhaps because of that, this assertion was the most blatant general political appeal the series would make.
Although riddled with contradictions, the show succeeded in making apowerful moral argument that equated the perpetuation of
racial inequality with sin. The early parts of the broadcast were very
confusing because even ascriptwriter as skilled as Tunick found it
difficult to craft acoherent historical narrative that included both
slavery and Christian democracy. After strains of "The Battle Hymn
of the Republic," the opening narration linked the search for truth
with the quest for freedom. The scene shifted to ashielded allusion
to the Civil War as "a fierce struggle," yielding the truth in "four
short lines of print — the i3th Amendment." A dramatization portrayed Lincoln as a"religious, God-inspired man" who suffered with
the slaves and "looked to the same God as they did." "One God, one
people, one nation" seemed to be about as strong an argument as
this section could muster.
Other parts of the broadcast were more maudlin than inspiring.
After acompelling reading of the "Let My People Go" sermon from
James Weldon Johnson's God's Trombones, arendition of "Go Down
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Moses" led into areenactment by the black actor Juan Hernandez
of scenes from the Marc Connelly play, The Green Pastures. The play,
which was later adapted into a movie, offered an Old Testament
version of black slavery and liberation and asimplistic, patronizing
portrayal of black religiosity and theology. Brown had warned Caliver that he had "a great deal of difficulty" with including material
from the play because many African Americans did not like it: "I am
timorous about the good sisters and brothers when the 'Green Pastures' comes on." But Caliver retained an excerpt that focused on
the redemptive value of black suffering. Despite the show's emphasis
on Moses, Exodus, and the Old Testament, the creators of Freedom's
People remained insensitive to the fact that their notion of Christian
democracy made no room for Jews or other non-Christians or nonbelievers. Apparently this realization dawned on someone at some
point. That may help explain the insertion of a Pauline-inspired
theological argument in the show's introduction: "For by one Spirit
we are all baptized into one body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles,
whether we be bond or free.""
The show's explicit political appeal was not to be found in the
confused vignettes or in The Green Pastures excerpts but in aspeech
delivered by the Reverend W. H. Jernagin, president of the Fraternal
Council of Negro Churches." He delivered amessage targeted at an
audience of black and white Christians. Although he made aseries
of general appeals, he also implicitly made specific pleas to black
and white religious leaders. He urged African Americans to demand
more of their religion and their churches and appealed to blacks and
whites to embrace atruer Christianity for democracy's sake. Jernagin
argued that "the primitive religious conception as portrayed in the
Green Pastures which had its value in the past is no longer adequate for
modern life." In his view, "Negroes demand more of their religion
now" because current conditions called for achurch that was "concerned with their common everyday problems and urgent needs."
It is noteworthy that, at atime when most black organizations
and institutions stood united behind efforts to pressure the federal
government into changing its racial policies, Jernagin felt compelled
to caution black church leaders to avoid insularity and coax them
to join the fray of the everyday struggles of their members. Caliver
and others believed that the black church, acentral community institution, was insufficiently involved in the struggle for racial and
economic justice.
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Jernagin tacitly directed comments to whites about the continuing
conflict between general Christian practices and principles. He made
the arguments that "the ideal practices of true Christianity are necessary for Democracy" and that "democracy is the best type of political
government under which true Christianity can thrive." The protection of one was essential to the preservation of the other. Speaking
to his audience as awhole, Jernagin made apassionate appeal for
the kind of "true Christianity" he had in mind: "A recognition of the
needs of Negroes in education, for adequate and sanitary housing,
for an equitable opportunity to work, to play, to vote, and to live
an abundant life without fear is areligious obligation. ...[I]t [the
church] must not only inspire — it must grapple with the economic,
social, and personal problems which beset us, and must assure more
honest administrators in public office. The church must become 'Not
atemple of cold doctrine, but aradiant center of Human Brotherhood." With this final plea, Jernagin sought to create acommon
moral mission and a"true Christianity" for black and white churches
that looked back to the abolitionist campaigns against slavery and
presaged the role of the religious community in the modern civil
rights movement.
Up until the last days before the broadcast, Caliver expected that
the president would keep his October promise to make apersonal
appearance on the concluding episode of the series. In February, he
had reminded Eleanor Roosevelt of the president's agreement and informed her that NBC planned to offer the talk to all of the networks,
as was customary with presidential addresses. Caliver emphasized to
her that the broadcast would give the president an opportunity "to
indicate what both you and he have stressed so often, namely, that
the improvement of race relations is fundamental to the perpetuation of democracy." But the president and his aides did not want to
renew his commitment to appear on the program. White House aide
Stephen Early advised Caliver that the president could make no advance commitments of any kind because of his war duties."
Because this response was not an outright refusal, Caliver continued his campaign to have others pressure the president to appear
on the show. African American leaders and journalists had repeatedly
encouraged the president to make apersonal radio appeal to build
up black morale and reduce the risk of more interracial violence."
By April 1942, when the show was broadcast, incidents of interracial
conflict were increasing, as were daily reports in the black press of
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unjust defense-related policies. Locke told members of the Advisory
Committee that he believed the president needed to speak to blacks
and that now was the time to do it. Locke and other members of
the Advisory Committee, including federal officials Mary McLeod
Bethune, Joseph Houchins, and Campbell Johnson, sent atelegram
to the president urging him to appear on the show to help lift the
low morale prevalent among African Americans and to strengthen
national unity and race relations. But these and other pleas had little
effect because White House officials had decided some time ago
against apresidential appearance, although no one informed Caliver
until afew days before the broadcast. At that point, White House
officials offered Caliver aletter from the president that was to be read
during the final broadcast.9°
Caliver's appeal to the president via Eleanor Roosevelt disclosed
information that may have deepened the political implications of an
appearance about which the president and his advisers already had
strong reservations. In January, aBBC official based in New York
City had approached Caliver about rebroadcasting the phonograph
recordings of the series throughout "the British Empire," which at
that time, of course, included large numbers of Africans and people
of African descent and other peoples of color." It seems that by the
time of Caliver's plea to the president, he had made such an arrangement with the BBC. Caliver enthusiastically reported the plan and
suggested that the program also be sent via shortwave to all Allied
nations and to South America as well. When Advisory Committee
members contacted the president, they also emphasized that a"forthright statement" from him would bolster "the morale of Negroes in
our own country and our colored allies throughout the world." At a
time when worries about people of color at home were deepening,
the prospect of making aworldwide speech on the subject of racial
equality may have inadvertently increased the administration's reluctance to engage the issue directly.
Caliver's personal appearance on the final show of the series revealed no signs of the disappointment he must have felt when the
president reneged on his commitment. All along, that promise had
been Caliver's ace in the hole, and the president's refusal to lend his
personal prestige and radio presence to the show denied the series its
coup de grâce — along-awaited personal radio appeal from the president himself on the question of racial equality." Instead, Caliver used
his airtime to praise the success of the series, reporting that Freedom's
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Ambrose Cdiver appearing on Freedom's People.
(Ambrose Caliver Collection, Moorland-Spirtgarn Research Center,
Howard University)

People had been given a"fine reception" across the nation by "persons
of every class, color or creed [as] indicated by the thousands of letters
and comments received." Then he read the president's brief letter,
in which Roosevelt apologized for not being able to make apersonal appearance and commended the importance of the radio series.
The letter's strongest language in support of black Americans stated:
"The Negroes are an important part of our American citizenry. They
have made valuable contributions to every phase of our national life.
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It is our obligation to assure to them, as American citizens, full opportunity to use their many talents, not only in winning the war, but
in establishing the peace that will follow." Thus, Freedom's People came
to an end, rewarded only with aflaccid promise of "full opportunity"
for blacks and face to face with the rhetorical divide that continued
to separate African Americans from Franklin Roosevelt.
Farewell to Freedom's People
Even without the president's appearance, the final episode of Freedom's People met with critical acclaim and much public enthusiasm.
Varieci, which had given the first episode only alukewarm reception,
characterized the last show as "deeply touching" and a"fervent tribute to Negro patriotism."" Fellow New Deal officials thanked Caliver for contributing "inestimably to healthy public thinking on the
Negro" and for advancing the cause of race relations on anational
scale by raising "America's regard for its colored citizens to levels
often wished for but little worked toward.""
Many people had been deeply moved by the final broadcast, several reporting that they had been brought to tears as they listened to
what one writer called "the struggle of the race." African Americans
who wrote to Caliver also expressed agreat deal of pride about the
fact that the show had been aprofessional and dignified black production. One writer confided, "I never dreamed we could put over
such an outstanding program." Using an apt mixture of metaphors,
one listener praised the broadcast for the "complete harmony" of
"the visual picture of inter-racial goodwill." A few black writers also
indicated that sympathetic whites had enjoyed the show and wanted
more information: "I have agood white friend, too, who would be
glad to have the recording and take it to her club meeting." Many
listeners thanked the Office of Education for the show and urged its
continuation; one writer warned that if the show did not continue, its
positive effects would soon be "dissipated in the seas of misconception which circulate about the Negro." Even President Roosevelt's
noncommittal remarks were received favorably by some listeners,
one of whom judged his message to be "touching and sincere."
After having been identified by name in each broadcast as the series
supervisor, Caliver's own appearance on the show also generated
comment. One writer reported that "Dr. Caliver was an inspiration
to every Negro boy in the church this morning."" The most overwhelming response to the final episode and to the series as awhole
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came from schoolteachers, who not only requested study materials
but also repeatedly urged that the show be continued. One school
principal called the series a"magnificent conception," and another
referred to it as a"splendid series of broadcasts."" Although much
of the response to the final show appears to have been spontaneous,
it is also clear that word had gone out among black teachers that the
only way to keep the show on the air was to generate evidence of enthusiasm for it."
Caliver used the letters and comments he received as supporting evidence for a memorandum to Studebaker in which he recommended that the series be continued. Studebaker had remained
very impressed and pleased with the reception to the shows. "These
broadcasts have not only achieved their high purpose of improving
national unity and better race relations," the commissioner wrote,
but "they have also set anew pattern for radio presentation by and
about Negroes."" Concluding that the series had "made avery significant contribution to national unity and better race relations,"
Caliver argued that asecond series would fit perfectly the purposes
now being espoused by Archibald MacLeish, then anewly appointed
official at the Office of War Information who advocated greater federal attention to building up "Negro morale." He suspected that
several other groups were expressing an interest in morale-building
radio programming for African Americans, so he tried to press the
agency to pursue aggressively asecond series of ten or twelve shows,
with abudget of $25,000 —more than three times the expense of the
original."
In its March public service publication, NBC had praised Freedom's
People in an editorial entitled "Radio and National Morale."'" Soon
after the last broadcast, NBC expressed its enthusiasm about the
series and its willingness to do asecond series.' But for whatever
reason, no second series ever developed. The trail of information on
Freedom's People simply disappears after Caliver's memorandum recommending that the program be continued and after the network expressed an interest in doing just that. Nothing indicates whether the
Office of Education pushed for the continuation of Freedom's People at
atime when the war crisis made finding $25,000 in either federal or
private funds aparticularly steep order. Certainly, the series fit the
political salience of the moment and afforded the agency arole in
pursuing amost important domestic goal of that time: preserving
racial peace at home.
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In the fall of 1942, an attempt was made to broadcast ahalfhour weekly variety show entitled Freedom's People exclusively to black
soldiers on the Armed Forces Radio Service network. It is unclear
whether Caliver was involved with this proposal. Apparently, both
the title and the idea of ashow directed solely at black soldiers proved
too controversial, as the show's title was changed to Jubilee and it was
to be broadcast to all troops, black and white. First aired in October
1942, Jubilee became one of the network's most popular programs. It
showcased African American musical virtuosity of the 194os and, as
part of its historical legacy, preserved an extraordinary body of recorded performances, jazz in particular.'"
By 1943, Caliver had given up on the idea of producing another
nationally broadcast show. Instead, ever resourceful, he sought funding from the Southern Education Foundation for the production of
aseries of twelve recordings of "dramatized stories of Negroes and
Negro life," with musical selections suitable for children. He envisioned distributing the recordings and acompanion study guide
nationally through Parent Teacher Associations. Thwarted in his attempt to return to the air via anational network, Caliver proposed
instead that these recordings be used for independent broadcasts by
local radio stations. But Caliver's attempt to continue the work of
teaching African American history and attacking racial intolerance
through radio and the public schools did not meet with success.
There is no evidence that this particular vision was ever realized.'"
Ambrose Caliver worked for the Office of Education his entire
career until his death in 1962 after thirty-two years of federal service,
half of them spent as "senior specialist in education of Negroes."
During the war years, he helped with black manpower defense education projects, and afterward he worked to increase postwar educational opportunities for African American veterans and war workers.
Later, building on his own work from the 193os, Caliver provided important information on the status of black schools for Brown v. Board
of Education.'" Freedom's People, the project he had worked tirelessly
to bring to life, may have faded away, but Caliver's résumé in the
196os still trumpeted his radio work as aproud moment in his federal
career.
The "Negro" as an American
Ireedonis People told the story of African American contributions
with sympathy, dignity, and pride. It offered aquiet advocacy of
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racial progress in confident, articulate black voices. A celebration of
black culture infused the shows, not only through music but also
through history, literature, and the arts. At times, these broadcasts
were cloaked in amystique of black suffering, black religiosity, and
black survival, as expressed in spirituals and the blues. Not surprisingly, the accompanying but disharmonious narrative of past and
current oppression remained silenced or muffled.
The show expanded on the limited themes that had been developed in earlier federal broadcasts about black history. The episode of
Americans All about African Americans in 1938 presented acompelling display of black cultural and economic contributions throughout U.S. history, but it stopped short of doing more than conferring
the label "American" on blacks. Freedom's People redefined American
culture as being driven by and dependent on black cultural contributions. Not only did U.S. history have African Americans at its core, it
argued, but the very definition of what was distinctly American was
rooted in black culture. Freedom's People engaged the difficult question
of what it means to be fully American, to be afree American. Whenever the show raised that question, whether it was posed about the
boxing ring or ajob or aschool or the military, the answer was the
same. A free American has the right to fair play and equal opportunity, and by that definition, African Americans were not yet true
Americans.
Although the political arguments the series made were muted, the
aural images of black Americans that it presented stood in sharp
contrast to the predominant depictions of black people, black character, and black abilities. These new images appear to have been one
of the principal motivations of those who worked on the series and
one of the primary reasons for the show's appeal to African American listeners. As limited as its life was, the series at least allowed for
the existence of African Americans who lived outside the confines of
Amos 'n' Andy and The Jack Benny Show. The new "Negro" on Freedom's
People was gifted and generous but also hardworking, diligent, persistent, courageous, and intelligent.
But this new "Negro" would remain a lonely and exceptional
figure on radio. Perhaps more significant than any other message,
Freedom's People stands as apoignant example of the political dangers
created when acapital-intensive communications medium like radio
becomes adominant forum for public debate and discourse. The
power to deny access becomes tantamount to censorship. Devoid
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from its inception of any pretense of larger public purpose, radio
was born to entertain, to advertise, to make money. As the first mass
medium, it treasured its ability to build amass audience most of all.
When radio took on the broader role of being asource of official
information and news, broadcast officials were adamant that discussions of controversial or sensitive political issues were to be avoided
or practiced only in designated safety zones. But rather than being a
neutral conduit, radio became afavored ideological site precisely because of its power and its reach.
A show like Freedom's People struggled against the medium's nature
and its special sensitivity to discussions about race, considered by
network officials to be adeadly audience killer. Those who worked
on the show probably had akeen awareness of the parameters in
which they had to work. Under the circumstances, they framed quite
sophisticated political arguments, relying on the power of black culture and black history itself to make the case for greater freedom for
African Americans as awhole. Still, the limited and indirect messages allowed on Freedom's People, when compared to the rhetorical
vigor and verve of commentary in black newspapers and magazines,
serve as astartling symbol of what it means to be an unwanted and
powerless guest in someone else's space.
If it had not been for the virulence of black protests concerning
defense-related issues, Freedom's People would not have made it on the
air, despite Ambrose Caliver's best efforts. Fortunately for him, the
fear of aggressive black activism pushed the federal government to
endorse efforts to raise black morale such as those embodied in this
show. Because aradio show is molded by so many minds, it is difficult
to disaggregate anything remotely akin to asingle authorial imprint.
This show was an unusual collaboration between federal officials,
black intellectuals, awhite professional scriptwriter, black artists,
and ahost of technical assistants. Of these, the most important were
Caliver, working within the federal government, and black intellectuals and activists working from the outside. A shared political vision
made their collaboration effective. The political arguments contained
in Freedom's People clearly reflected the influence of black intellectuals
like Howard University professors Alain Locke and Sterling Brown
and black activists like A. Philip Randolph. The show's basic political
argument was "on the message" and consistent with the views being
advanced by black organizations, although it was necessarily atruncated and less explicit version. Unlike Americans All, which struggled
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to sustain acoherent narrative, Freedom's People was driven by cogent
arguments. Many of the arguments on Freedom's People were polished
and well rehearsed precisely because black political activists had been
making essentially the same claims for humane and just treatment
through the centuries, although in different settings.
Black elites, working closely with white elites at the Office of
Education and NBC, created acultural product that was suitable for
consumption by the multiple audiences that radio reached: black and
white listeners of all classes and regions, including the eager, the
sympathetic, the curious, the suspicious, and the indifferent. With
this broad potential audience, Freedom's People had to make aconsensus appeal, and the show's content is evidence of how narrowly
constructed that consensus was. President Franklin Roosevelt's limited remarks on the final show probably captured that consensus
well: beyond an acknowledgment of black contributions and ageneral promise to assure full opportunity, there was no agreement.
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CHAPTER

3

"NEGRO MORALE," THE OFFICE
OF WAR INFORMATION, AND THE
WAR DEPARTMENT

orld War II placed an unprecedented burden on the
people and resources of the United States. As the nation
neared and then made its formal entry into the war, one of
the most persistent fears among political and military leaders
was the prospect of civil disturbances due to increased claims
for racial equality from the io percent of the population that
was African American. Federal officials had ample cause to
worry. After all, racial segregation and discrimination pervaded every aspect of the war effort, from defense jobs to
Red Cross blood banks to the armed forces, battlefields, and
battleships themselves. This inescapable reality provided effective ammunition to African American activists and members of the black press who united in amind war to shame the
nation into breaking down the barriers of racial inequality.
They knew, as federal officials did, that African American
participation in aunified home front and in the war abroad
would be essential to the war's outcome.
Radio was indispensable to the war effort, both as an upto-the-minute reporter of war events and as aunifying voice
for patriotism and sacrifice. The war's presence on the radio
was ubiquitous. Broadcasting industry and advertising ex-

ecutives sustained public engagement with the war through evocative
patriotic programming, vivid wartime reporting, and the integration
of war messages into popular entertainment shows and advertising
campaigns.' As part of radio's support for the war, the networks also
granted asignificant amount of free airtime to the federal government, including the Office of War Information (OWI) and the War
Department.'
Many officials at both federal agencies were deeply concerned
with domestic racial politics and agreed that something needed to be
said to and about African Americans. At the same time, there was
considerable trepidation about how to break the sanctioned political silence about African Americans and their place in the nation,
especially in the face of increasingly visible black demands for just
such areassessment. As aconsequence, these two important federal
agencies produced arelatively limited amount of radio programming about race relations or African Americans considering their
level of worry about racial unity and the number of public appeals
they offered on other issues. The problem facing these federal officials was simple yet complex: they wanted to build up black morale
by integrating amore visible "Negro" into the public sphere of patriotic rhetoric, but they did not want to endorse the racial reforms
blacks sought for fear of offending whites, especially southern congressmen. If radio was to be used effectively to lift African American
morale, it would have to speak the unspeakable about racial segregation and discrimination. Federal officials found that the exigencies
of war required that something new be said for the sake of creating
the illusion of aunified home front at atime when African Americans persisted in protesting racial injustices and when many white
civilians feared the consequences of those protests.
Efforts at the OWI and the War Department to mount alimited
public radio campaign to lift African American morale and build
greater racial tolerance among Americans were plagued by internal
political paralysis manifested on at least two occasions by refusals
to broadcast shows considered too controversial. The experiences at
these two important agencies demonstrate the increasingly untenable
nature of the Roosevelt administration's response to the campaign
for fair treatment that African Americans pursued during World
War II. This dynamic included repeated disputes about who could
speak for African Americans and who could best determine what
image of African Americans the federal government should endorse
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for its limited political purposes. The political machinations at these
agencies and between them, African Americans, and whites inside
and outside government provide dramatic evidence of the conflicts
that would drive the battle over racial equality for the duration of the
war and into the postwar period.
This chapter then is less about specific radio programs, partly because so few were offered by the powerful propaganda operations
at these two agencies. Rather, the focus here is on the relationship
between the federal government and the politics of racial representation, in the dual sense of who could represent the race before the
government and how the race was to be represented on radio and in
other media. Indeed, in order to understand why the OWI and the
War Department made such limited use of radio to address racial
issues, we must detour beyond radio to two examples of the racial
propaganda these agencies produced in other media. For that reason, Iconsider the use by the OWI of the printed image, specifically
in apamphlet called Negroes and the War. Controversial in every respect, this publication allowed visual images of African Americans
to speak for themselves, delivering political messages that could not
yet be given voice on radio, amedium that depended on the use of
words and language. What could not yet be said could be shown in
this pamphlet, but even then its more racially progressive political
meanings did not escape the eyes of conservative southern congressmen who attacked the medium, the message, and the messenger, as
aresult effectively ending the OWI's print operations. This reaction
helps explain why the federal government's use of radio to address
what it saw as an urgent matter — the threat of domestic unrest from
African Americans —was so tepid and so limited. The second example is a1943 army film called The Negro Soldier, which was designed
initially to lift the morale of black soldiers but was eventually shown
to all new recruits, black and white, and to civilian audiences as well.
The use of film allowed for anarrowly constructed reality of diligent
and heroic black soldiers, excluding from the narrative and the camera the existence of racial inequalities at home and in the military.
Protected from political controversy by its narrow frame and its army
sponsorship, the film also escaped attack by using the power of moving images to create aworld unto itself and amore singular political
interpretation, an advantage film had over printed images.
Ironically, by looking beyond radio, we can see its special
strengths and weaknesses as apurveyor of racial propaganda. The
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medium could only be as powerful as the message, and in the case of
African Americans, no message was considered politically acceptable
to the national, mass audience that radio reached with such speed
and ease. State-sanctioned public discourse about African American
claims for racial equality was so restricted that radio lost its voice, its
defining strength: the evocative use of language and words.
"Negro Morale" and the Office of War Information
The Roosevelt administration in 1941 reluctantly established agencies that were to provide information about the war to the general
public, among them the Office of Facts and Figures (OFF) under
the direction of Archibald MacLeish, the liberal poet and librarian of
Congress.' Later, in June 1942, President Franklin Roosevelt placed
the OFF under the umbrella of anew Office of War Information and
appointed as the OWI's director the popular radio news commentator Elmer Davis. For the duration of its three-year life, the OWI
was plagued by internal and external conflict over its goals as well
as continued congressional and press skepticism about its mission.
President Roosevelt never resolved this ongoing administrative conflict, and as aresult, the OWI had to carry out amission that was
resisted and never clearly defined.'
Few subjects perplexed the federal government's information and
morale-building efforts in the way that issues involving African
Americans did. Federal officials were slow to accept the idea that
African Americans were less enthusiastic about the war effort than
whites. Liberals like Vice President Henry Wallace and MacLeish saw
the war as arevolutionary struggle, as, in Wallace's words, "a fight
between aslave world and afree world."' This stark symbolic contrast seemed so plain and compelling to MacLeish that he expected
African Americans not only to embrace the war struggle as their own
but also to do so with aspecial enthusiasm. In aFebruary 1942 address delivered to the National Urban League and carried on radio,
MacLeish argued that African Americans had aspecial appreciation
of this war like "no other single group" because he saw the war as
one against the "conspiracy of slavery."' The logic of the argument
seemed so appealing to MacLeish that he was surprised by the reactions it generated. Some who had heard or read MacLeish's speech
tried to convince him that the "slavery" argument was insufficient
to overcome the view among many African Americans that asking
them to fight another war against "slavery" simply brought into even
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sharper relief the daily reality of continued discrimination, segregation, and racial injustice.' The leftist New York City paper PM chided
MacLeish for underestimating the degree of skepticism about the
war among blacks. MacLeish also had hoped that his speech would
reassure fearful whites, but it failed to do so. A white listener in New
York City wrote MacLeish apassionate letter detailing information
"that has reached me through my maid and several other colored
people who are my friends":
Ilearn that all Negroes, from menial laborers to professional
people are unconvinced they have in fact, astake in this country.
They wonder whether living under the domination of the Japanese or even under Hitler, could be worse than living under the
fascism as practised in the southern states. They wonder if the
brutality of the storm troopers is any worse than the brutality
of amob in Sikeston, Mo. They question whether aconcentration camp is worse than aGeorgia chain gang. They compare the
Red Cross' attitude toward Negro blood donors to the unscientific
racial theories advanced by Hitler. They wonder if the ghettos in
which they are forced to live, as exemplified by Harlem could be
any better than the ghettos of Europe into which Hitler has forced
the Jews. They compare their inability to exercise the right to the
ballot in some sections of our land to Hitler's depriving the Jews
of their citizenship rights.
MacLeish politely dismissed her concerns as unrealistic and confidently reasserted that "no section of any population could possibly
understand the basic issue of the fight against fascism as negroes
understand it." He explained that "all scientific polls so far" had
revealed that only asmall, although articulate, minority of blacks
shared the point of view reported in the letter.'
African Americans also warned MacLeish that his reading of
the situation was incomplete and that indeed black enthusiasm for
the war was weak and certainly would not flow automatically from the
"slavery" analogy. Immediately after the National Urban League
speech, MacLeish received aletter from Canton Moss, ablack scriptwriter and manager of the New York City—based Council on Negro
Culture, which had recently sponsored asuccessful fund-raising stage
revue for black soldiers. Moss advised MacLeish that "unless we
answer the just grievances of the Negro people the opposition can
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unity and confusion." To be effective, however, Moss argued, afederal propaganda campaign was necessary to clearly dramatize African
American contributions to the country as well as the "wrongs [the
African American] has endured" and "how these wrongs are being
corrected." This was not advice MacLeish was prepared to hear or
act on. 9
Warnings about low black morale also came to MacLeish from
within the federal government. Indeed, early civilian and military
intelligence reports, often culled from the pages of the black press
and public opinion polling, had revealed that the wholehearted commitment of African Americans to the war effort definitely seemed
contingent on improved racial policies at home and in the military.' Administration officials translated these reports into generalized fears that African Americans were especially susceptible to foreign propaganda and prone to disloyalty and violent outbreaks.
MacLeish had become sufficiently concerned about this situation
that he welcomed the arrival of Theodore Berry, aprominent black
lawyer from Cincinnati who was hired as astaff officer in the Liaison
Bureau of the Office of Emergency Management. A National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) board
member and president of the Cincinnati NAACP from 1932 to 1938,
Berry also had served as national director of Councils for Participation of Negroes in Defense Programs." One of Berry's first projects
was to draft aplan for strengthening "Negro morale." Berry explained in amemorandum that African American support for the
war was low because blacks were strongly skeptical that the war was
being "genuinely prosecuted for practical democratic principles." He
cited several specific reasons for this skepticism: black memories of
the last war and the contrast between the treatment of black soldiers
in France and their treatment after they returned home; the colonial policy of Great Britain and its "non-democratic practices toward
natives, especially in South Africa and India"; and the feeling that
no change in racial attitudes had occurred in the United States since
World War I. Berry listed the focal points of black grievances: the
segregated military, the navy's refusal to enlist blacks except as messmen, the "lily white" Marine Corps, defense industry discrimination,
the segregated blood bank policy of the Red Cross, and Jim Crow
generally."
Not mincing his words, Berry bluntly warned that "we cannot bolster morale by words alone" and that the success of any black morale
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OWI official Theodore M. Berry.
(Cincinnati Historical Society, B-98-2g)

program would depend "chiefly upon the degree to which other governmental agencies, particularly the Army and Navy, will cooperate;
stop temporizing and shadow-boxing with the issues; and establish a clear non-discriminatory policy and practice." The moralebuilding program he outlined included acomprehensive media campaign aimed both at convincing African Americans that they had a
stake in the war effort and were already making acontribution to it
and at persuading whites that "negative racial attitudes ...weaken
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and retard our war program." Berry also pressed for aclear presidential statement declaring that continued racial prejudice and discrimination would lead to civilian unrest.'
Berry prepared his memorandum in anticipation of ameeting the
OFF convened with representatives of black organizations in 1942. 14
The invited group included black journalists, federal officials, religious and academic leaders, businessmen, and afull complement
of black political leaders, including Roy Wilkins of the NAACP.
Wilkins concluded that the most "significant aspect" of the conference was "that the vast majority of the conferees arose to say that they
did not believe they could build any morale among their followers
until the government took some definite and important corrective
action about the mistreatment of the Negro throughout the whole
war effort." He also recommended that the OFF concentrate on
changing white opinion through popular media, including radio."
The continued importance of the question of African American
morale also was reflected in its recurrence as atopic of discussion in
the frequent board meetings at the OFF in the spring of 1942. The
minutes of those meetings show that several were "taken up" with
the issue and that MacLeish in particular was growing increasingly
concerned that Nazi and Japanese propaganda might take advantage
of the existence of racial inequality. MacLeish observed in one meeting that any responsive domestic propaganda campaign on the issue
had to be two pronged: it must be addressed to whites, and it must
include some action by the federal government, although he did not
appear to know how that action could be achieved politically.' This
was essentially the position that Berry urged him to take.
MacLeish commissioned astudy to collect more empirical data on
African American attitudes about the war, perhaps to add credibility
to his conclusions.'' That May 1942 study, "The Negro Looks at the
War," confirmed government officials' worst fears about the lack of
black identification with the war effort. Based on interviews, the report's twenty pages of analysis and over fifty charts and tables lent
an air of authenticity to its findings and to their potential import for
policy makers." The survey results showed that African American
support for the war effort was tempered by the reality of discrimination in defense industries at home and the denial of equal opportunity to blacks in the military. Nonetheless, the report's writers
chided blacks who voiced such complaints, noting, apparently with-
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out intending any irony, that they "gave mainly cynical reasons" such
as "'How can the United States conscientiously defend democracy
abroad and not practice it here?' "19
Most obvious to the interviewers was that "Negro bitterness toward Army segregation and Navy exclusion was deep seated, sprang
from feelings accumulated through the years and was merely brought
into sharp relief by the draft and the war." The segregation of troops,
the assignment of white (rather than black and white) officers to lead
black units, and the failure of the military to protect black troops
from abuses by white civilians were the specific complaints, all of
which were consistent with the principal claims then being made by
the black press and black organizations."
The survey also addressed ongoing concerns about African Americans' perceptions of the German and Japanese governments. Asked
whether they thought they would be treated better or worse under
Japanese rule, nearly athird of black respondents said "about the
same," another third answered "worse," and nearly zo percent answered "better."' Federal officials persisted in attributing this response to shrewd and manipulative propaganda techniques, stubbornly refusing to admit the pure intellectual strength of the political
arguments the Japanese could employ— arguments based on areality
of racial inequality that African Americans easily recognized, regardless of whether they were swayed by the ultimate appeal. When
similar questions were posed about the prospect of German rule, the
overwhelming response was that blacks would be worse off, but zo
percent of blacks thought that life for them would be about the same,
perhaps because they could not imagine how their current conditions
could get much worse. That

20

percent figure deeply disturbed the

writers of the report, and they tried to discount it: "This group may
include many who are prejudiced against the White race as awhole,
and who see no distinction between the American system and the
German system."" But the matter of distinguishing between two
versions of white supremacist ideology was the crux of the problem
that faced the federal officials who tried to fashion an anti-German
message for African Americans. It was not so much that blacks were
"prejudiced" against whites but that they simply recognized the obvious familiarity of Hitler's Aryan arguments.
African American ambivalence about World War II was part of a
long tradition of black political dissent against many of the major
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wars involving the United States, a pattern that would continue
throughout the twentieth century." The nature and degree of that
dissent depended on African Americans' assessment of the goals of
those wars and, significantly, on their perception of their political
and economic status at the time. Black views of World War II differed from those of other wars because of the degree of concurrence
among African Americans of diverse political beliefs and classes that
it was politically hypocritical for the federal government to expect
their wholehearted support and sacrifice without addressing official
policies of racial inequality at home and in the military itself.
Survey results from the OFF's 1942 study were not at all unique
but typical, as other federal surveys and reports during this period
yielded similar findings.' The need for morale building among African Americans was seen as an urgent matter throughout the federal
government. MacLeish wrote secret memoranda to other federal officials stressing the "extreme seriousness of the problem" and recommending aplan of action that bore some similarity to principles in
Berry's proposal, although it was far less expansive. Most significant,
MacLeish formally endorsed Berry's argument that the most difficult
but most effective attack on the problem of African American morale
would be to reduce discrimination in the armed forces and defense
industries." Unheeded, seven months later, MacLeish reiterated that
he had reached the conclusion that "no Agency of the United States
government can be in the position of positively signifying acceptance of the principle of racial segregation—Jim Crow-i"
However strongly held, MacLeish's point of view was politically
untenable, as was demonstrated by his own agency's refusal to engage
the issue of segregation for fear of offending powerful white southern congressmen and the White House itself. During the remainder of 1942, OWI officials wrestled themselves into virtual paralysis
about how the agency should respond to reports of growing antiblack violence and increasing black anger about rampant racial injustices. Obviously, the OWI did not hesitate for lack of information
or suggestions. Federal officials simply did not know how to fashion apolitically acceptable response to their own findings. In this
way, the OWI's internal wrangling over the sensitive issue of African
American morale was at once emblematic of its own struggles and
the federal government's tepid approach to racial issues.
Certainly the OWI had the administrative fortitude to mount con-
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centrated campaigns to change public perceptions in order to help
the war effort. Perhaps there is no better and no more contrasting
example than the agency's work to draw white women into the work
force to assume jobs normally reserved for white male workers. In
that case, the agency undertook an all-media effort to advance a
new image of women that emphasized their abilities as competent
and intelligent careerists, in stark contrast to the prevailing image
of white women as suited only for work in the home or for living
lives of leisure and beauty. This new, socially useful image of the
white woman war worker as an inspirational patriotic figure was constructed by integrating it into popular magazines, visual imagery,
and radio. White women themselves were involved actively in the
development of the image, and there appears to have been limited internal conflict at the OWI about the nature of the image. Obviously,
agency officials understood well the process and power of replacing old images with new ones, as embodied in the image of Rosie
the Riveter. Indeed, the construction and subsequent deconstruction
of that image of white women serve as powerful reminders of how
well the OWI could perform its propaganda function when it was
undergirded by aunified message and, most important, apolitically
acceptable goal. Not surprising, images of African American women
were untouched by the OWI's campaign as reimagining arole for
women workers remained politically entrapped by the ideology of
racial superiority."
The persistent conflict at the OWI about how to improve African American morale revolved around several individuals who were
ultimately at odds on the question of who could best advise on this
issue. One of them was Milton Starr, an influential white consultant
assigned to the OWI to help advise on African American affairs.
Starr, who owned achain of southern black movie theaters, was the
object of criticism from black federal advisers like Berry and black
leaders, especially the NAACP's Walter White, who repeatedly questioned Starr's qualifications and his judgment."
In the summer of 1942, Starr prepared an internal report on black
morale for the OWI that was directly at odds with the approach Berry
had suggested." Starr's report blamed the black press and "professional" black leaders for preventing the masses of African Americans
from closing ranks behind the war effort, as they had done in World
War I. Starr ridiculed the demands black leaders were then making
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and argued against them by trotting out well-worn worst-case scenarios. He warned that political equality for blacks "would mean the
rule by Negroes of several million white southerners," which "would
require an army of occupation as in reconstruction days." Playing
the ultimate race card but distancing himself from it, Starr urged
that any response to black demands required special attention to "the
strange taboos existing in the Anglo-Saxon culture against intermarriage or assimilation with acolored
Starr concluded that the black press and black leadership were not
representative of the mass of black people, whom he believed to be
entirely accepting of current racial conditions: "These Negro masses
live in awhite man's world and most of them are largely adapted
to it, with little serious concern over escape to ahigher political or
social level." It was this particular group of blacks that Starr believed
should be the target of the OWI's morale-building campaign. The
problem, as he saw it, was simply "that there are not enough 'bands
playing' for the Negro soldier or civilian in this war." In Starr's mind,
simply delivering favorable news about the achievements and activities of black soldiers through the black press, radio, film, pamphlets,
and posters would be sufficient to counteract the agitation of black
leaders and Japanese propaganda.'
Meanwhile, Berry continued to press for amore aggressive OWI
campaign that relied on a very different reading of the political
views of the black community. Frustrated and angry, after less than
six months on the job, Berry sent OWI director Elmer Davis what
he called his "final memorandum on the subject of Negro morale,"
foreshadowing his resignation from the agency later that year." He
argued once again that any program to build morale among African Americans also would have to focus on convincing whites to
modify their "predominant racial attitudes and practices" and to recognize that the interests of blacks were "an essential and integrated
part of the total war effort." Once again, Berry sought to convince
OWI officials that without visible changes in racial policy, acampaign of empty rhetoric would not succeed. Although he did not
refer directly to Starr's report, he warned against the arguments and
assumptions Starr had made. Berry advised Davis that "anyone who
seeks to delude you or any other responsible official that the state
of mind of Negro citizens as represented in the Negro press and
March-on-Washington Movement is not representative of the ma"Negro Morale" :117

jority of Negroes, is rendering adisservice." He made one final attempt to help Davis understand why alimited propaganda campaign
would fail:
Any program which attempts to improve Negro morale within
the framework of the status quo without attempting to eliminate
traditional methods of treating Negro citizens will be palliative,
wasteful and ineffective so far as the vast majority of Negroes are
concerned. This is not because of disloyalty or lack of patriotism,
but awar in defense of ideals of freedom leaves the Negro spiritually uninspired without some belief that there is hope of realizing
afuller measure of the things for which we are fighting. Only free
men or men with hope of freedom will fight well."
Berry's memorandum concluded with another list of recommended activities for Davis's consideration. Next to Berry's suggestion that "efforts should be made to urge the War and Navy department to eliminate all types of segregation in the armed forces," Davis
scribbled his initials and two large question marks. Davis forwarded
Berry's proposal to Gardner Cowles, head of the OWI's Domestic Branch, and in anote accompanying the proposal, Davis wrote:
"[W]e can't possibly even try all of it even if we wanted to; neither we
nor anybody else can solve the Negro problem as an incident of the
war effort." Davis's reactions captured the dilemma that the OWI, as
well as the federal government as awhole, faced as it sought to fashion an information program for African American morale without
addressing underlying federal policies then under attack.'
Radio and Race at the OWI
Theodore Berry and Milton Starr differed on what to say in a
morale campaign for African Americans, but they were in fundamental agreement about how to use popular communications media
and methods to reach black and white Americans. Their emphasis on
relying on the popular media was consistent with the OWI's overall
approach to its work. The agency's domestic operations branch had
separate bureaus devoted to print, film, and radio. Of these, radio
was thought to reach the largest mass audience. This view was so
prevalent throughout the federal government that one of the Radio
Bureau's most pressing initial tasks was to establish some order and
control over the requests for war-related airtime that were flooding
into the networks from various federal agencies. The links between
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the federal government and the radio industry were cordial and cooperative during the war period. This was certainly the case at the
OWI, where the Radio Bureau was directed by William B. Lewis,
a former vice president at CBS. Under his leadership, the OWI
drew up and implemented avoluntary network allocation plan under
which stations agreed to set aside large regularly scheduled blocks of
airtime for federal radio messages. Lewis believed that national radio
had avery special role to play in the war because of its ability to deliver an audience of roo million listeners."
It was therefore natural that both Berry and Starr approached the
problem of black morale with plans that included radio. Berry recommended that the OWI urge "major radio networks to include
treatment of Negro subject matter in various current programs," as
they were doing with other war-related subjects. Furthermore, he
suggested that the agency make "a more extensive use of the radio
through local and national programs to identify the Negro with the
war effort and American life above the level of conventional entertainment type programs." Starr took amarkedly different approach,
viewing lighthearted entertainment as sufficient incentive for improved African American attitudes. He recommended ahalf-hour
weekly patriotic program dedicated to glorifying the black soldier
that featured a"well known Negro Band" or "famed stars of stage
or screen." Moreover, he suggested that black soldiers themselves
be part of the entertainment. "There would be no difficulty in assembling enough musical talent for such programs from any Negro
outfit," he wrote confidently. Noting that African Americans were
"rabid radio listeners," Starr argued that the entertainment-driven
shows he suggested would have no trouble attracting his principal
audience, the masses of black people."
Elsewhere at the OWI, Domestic Branch head Gardner Cowles
responded to inquiries from radio stations about how to handle
stories about the role of blacks in the war. He advised that radio
could help "alleviate" racial tensions by offering shows "that play up
Negroes as desirable, capable members of the community" and that
pointed out "that maximum utilization of all American manpower
regardless of color" was in the national self-interest. He cautioned:
"Off the record, of course, this should be done carefully. ...Don't
make martyrs of them. ...Treat the subject surely, yet with the realization that unless the Negro is made to feel he is part of America
we cannot expect him to be agood American." His statement was
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sent only to those who asked for advice and was not issued more
generally."
Other officials at the agency also began urging that radio immediately be put to use to alleviate concerns about black morale.
Charles Siepman, the Harvard professor and liberal critic of commercial radio who was then serving at the OWI, specifically urged
Radio Bureau chief William Lewis to use radio for this purpose or
risk an imminent "outburst of violence and even of race riots." Like
Berry, he saw aspecial need to speak to prejudiced whites: "Prejudice is greatest against negroes among the less educated. No medium
influences the uneducated more than radio. This therefore, seems to
be radio's chance for action however limited and discrete. ...[I]f
people knew more, their generosity might gradually override their
prejudices." Offering to quickly draft proposals for "the treatment
of the negro problem on the air," Siepman again emphasized that
"radio, above all other media, clearly must do something.""
The OWI's director, Elmer Davis, like many other federal officials, was stymied on the race issue, even in the face of yet another
OWI report on escalating interracial tensions." Black activists continued to press President Roosevelt, as they had before the war
began, to dedicate aradio address to the problem of racial bigotry
and violence." Davis reported to the White House that black leaders
had repeatedly sought his help in securing apresidential radio "fireside chat on the maintenance of the employment policy and on slapping down discrimination against Negroes in uniform." Passing on
these requests to apresidential aide, Davis wrote: "I dutifully pass
these communications on to you without recommendation. This is a
thorny subject and Ido not know what is the best way to handle it.
Anyway Ido not think this office can do much more than advise you
of the frequency and vigor of these requests. Dealing with the general issue is entirely outside our field."'
Without any leadership on the issue, federal officials at the OWI
simply continued their internal debates about the use of radio to
build black morale and about the larger question of whether aspecial
person or entity ought to be designated at the OWI to deal with the
question." Part of the controversy over whom to place in charge of
African American morale at the OWI stemmed from the continued
opposition of Walter White and other black leaders to Milton Starr's
presence as aconsultant on African American affairs. George Barnes,
assistant to Elmer Davis, supported the idea of placing a"Negro
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specialist" in each of the OWI's major operating divisions, but he
urged at the same time "that Starr, rather than any of the deputies, be
quietly regarded as the staff advisor on problems in this field." Barnes
believed that the OWI's primary responsibility was to respond to
"the much more immediate problem of getting the Negro to support
and take part in the war effort" rather than to address "the problem of anti-Negro discrimination." In order to do that, he sought to
distinguish as the OWI's mission the launch of "a direct and powerful Negro propaganda effort as distinct from acrusade for Negro
rights." Davis and Barnes trusted Starr to honor that distinction, as
false as it was."
In view of the continuing conflict over what to say about race relations and to whom, it is not surprising that the OWI's efforts to
reach African Americans were limited in all media, including radio.
Indeed, rather than creating any radio programming of its own in
this area, the OWI took the safer course of imposing its cosponsorship on an existing program that catered to black audiences.
My People
The radio show My People first aired on the Mutual network in
1942 under the private sponsorship of its Baltimore-based director
and producer, G. Lake Imes, ablack former official at both Tuskegee Institute and Lincoln University. Imes took special pride in this
national broadcast because it had been "put on the air by Negroes,
originated and directed by Negroes and paid for by Negroes"— a
very unusual occurrence, as we have seen, and one far more likely to
take place on the Mutual network than on either CBS or NBC. Unlike those networks, Mutual was formed cooperatively out of astring
of local independent stations, and as such, much of its programming
originated from affiliate stations.**
Network officials brought the show to the OWI's attention when
they asked agency staff to review and approve the script for an October 1942 episode, "This Is Our War." Broadcast for ahalf hour on a
Sunday afternoon, the show opened by setting its theme: "Is it aWar
for Democracy? Then it is

OUR WAR.

Our only hope is Democracy.

Is it aWar for Freedom? Again it is OUR

WAR.

children we know how precious it is. THIS is

As freedom's youngest
OUR WAR.

And we are

in it to win. We ask only the chance to serve." The broadcast also featured brief remarks by William Hastie, the outspoken black lawyer
who had been appointed by the president in 1940 to serve as civilian
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aide to the secretary of war, as well as live pickups and interviews
with black men and women who described their experiences in the
merchant marine, the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps, and the 37zd
Infantry National Guard."
Shortly after the show's broadcast, Milton Starr used the program
as a model when he once again urged OW! Radio Bureau chief
William Lewis to consider initiating aweekly half-hour radio series
aimed at black Americans. The show's political stance was subdued
enough to pass the OWI's muster— and to attract Starr's attention.
To buttress his case, Starr reminded Lewis that African Americans
were "a large apathetic and seditious minded group according to all
the intelligence we can get in the subject." Starr argued once again
that a"modest information program identifying the Negro with the
war," as this show did, would be sufficient to elicit apatriotic response from black Americans. Lewis agreed that something needed
to be done about the matters Starr had raised, but he explained that
"the only reason we have not done more to date is that we have
been unable to get from the Office of War Information aclear and
definite statement of policy on what should be said." OWI officials
decided on the safer course of facilitating more frequent broadcasts
of My People and allowing it to be designated as being broadcast "in
cooperation with the Office of War Information," an arrangement
to which Imes apparently consented. The OWI assured officials at
the Mutual network that it would assume final responsibility for each
script and that "the program will in no way undertake to discuss controversial subjects or present material of controversial nature." 46
Mutual agreed to carry the series on Saturdays at 7:oo P.M. beginning in February 1943. After nearly ayear of internal disagreements
and policy paralysis at the OWI over whether and how to use radio
to help build black morale, the agency finally took this small step
toward addressing racial issues on the air. At least four broadcasts in
the My People series were aired in February and March 1943. Although
the format varied somewhat from week to week, the series was a
blend of speeches and black music, with very little dramatization.
From the outset, OWI officials took aheavy-handed approach
to controlling the content of the shows and particularly the text of
featured speeches. The first episode included speeches by Eleanor
Roosevelt and Frank Porter Graham, Mordecai Johnson, and Fred
Patterson, the presidents of the University of North Carolina, Howard University, and Tuskegee Institute, respectively. The draft of
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Mordecai Johnson's comments was subjected to significant revision.
A veiled reference to the Red Cross policy of segregating black and
white blood supplies was deleted altogether. Johnson's draft statement included the sentence: "It is not surprising that when voices in
all sections are raised in support of freedom and democracy, Negroes
should become more conscious than ever of the discrepancies between the declared purposes of the war and the conditions which
they must themselves face when called upon to do their part in behalf of

VICTORY. "

But the revised script substituted the sentence:

"Negroes have responded willingly to the aims and purposes of the
war as they have been set forth by the leaders of the United Nations."
Some of the changes were more subtle but no less significant. For example, in revising Frank Porter Graham's statement that "the Negro
is necessary for winning the war, and at the same time, is atest of our
sincerity in the cause for which we are fighting," the word "test" was
replaced by the word "proof.'
Recurring tensions apparently surfaced between the OWI and
Imes over the series that was based on his original broadcast. For example, the draft script submitted for the second episode was also revised substantially. OWI officials deleted along section in the script
describing how newly elected black congressman William Dawson
had defended an unnamed black government official who was accused by the Dies Committee of being a Communist. After that
episode, ascript clearance editor, Joseph Liss, made even more explicit attempts to keep Imes and the scripts away from potentially
controversial subjects. In aletter to Imes, he asked, "[S]hould we not
confine ourselves hereafter particularly to showing what the Negro is
doing in the war?" He warned, "[A]ny other information is not pertinent to this program. ),
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Some of Imes's attempts to argue that blacks be given the opportunity to participate equally in the war effort were not entirely successful. One show featured news bulletins about war-related events
of significance to blacks. A report on the black 99th Army Air
Force Pursuit Squadron's readiness for combat included an ambiguous aside that "Negroes are hoping that there will [be] arapid expansion of their participation in this branch of the service." The show
also included areport on avisit to adefense plant where supervisors
attested that blacks were good and valued workers. Imes himself
made aplea on the broadcast that "it is the opportunity to work, the
opportunity to fight, the opportunity to buy, to give, to save and sac"Negro Morale" :123

rifice which makes this everybody's war." But competing with these
serious messages were musical numbers that trivialized rather than
reinforced the notions of patriotic dignity and somber tone set by
the news, talks, and interviews."
Liss carefully monitored public reaction to the series. He noted
that the black press mostly ignored the show, as did the white press,
something he took mixed comfort in, concluding that "all this adverse publicity talk is only abugaboo." Liss recommended, as Milton
Starr had suggested to him, that the series be allowed to "peter out"
at the end of four or five weeks when funds for it expired." In the
end, the OWI regretted its sponsorship of My People, calling it a
"fiasco" and alluding to the agency's lack of control over Imes and
battles over the show's content."
Despite the agency's continued obsession with the problem, it
does not appear that the OWI was involved as orginator or cosponsor with any other radio program that dealt with the issue of
black morale. The OWI's experience with apamphlet about African
Americans that had been issued during this same period influenced
its decision. That experience only confirmed the worst fears of OWI
officials: touching the issue of race relations had grave political consequences.
Negroes and the War
In the spring of 1941, black journalist Chandler Owen published
ashort brochure under the title "What Will Happen to the Negro
If Hitler Wins!" Owen had been aSocialist, acolleague of A. Philip
Randolph's, and acoeditor of the Messenger. During World War I, he
had been aharsh critic of U.S. involvement in astruggle that he saw
as abattle over the world's markets and the exploitation of people
of color. Using black soldiers to support those aims was, in Owen's
view, hypocritical." In this war, however, Owen took a different
political stance. At the brochure's core was the explicit argument that
African Americans had no choice but to support the American war
effort because conditions for them under aHitler victory would be
equivalent to areturn to slavery. Just as Archibald MacLeish earlier
had assumed that African Americans would respond enthusiastically
to the characterization of the war as a"war against slavery," Milton
Starr at the OWI also believed that the specter of aliteral return
to slavery would jolt blacks into ending their criticism of racial injustices in the United States. He tried to persuade his colleagues to
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reprint the pamphlet as it was and distribute it as agovernment
document. When word of this plan circulated, Theodore Berry objected strenuously. He warned Elmer Davis that if Owen's work was
printed as agovernment pamphlet, the publication would not only
fail to promote morale among African Americans but also "evoke
sharp criticism" because of its explicit reliance on scare tactics." The
idea of issuing Owen's pamphlet was stymied as aresult.
In the meantime, intelligence reports and surveys on racial issues
continued to reflect an increase in domestic racial hostilities as well
as persistent questions among black Americans about their role in
the war effort." The black press continued to call for action, and the
Pittsburgh Courier in October 1942 criticized the federal government
for not being able to develop an effective morale campaign for African Americans: "It knows that it has only to end all present discrimination and segregation based on color or so-called race, and it knows
that this can be done by rigidly enforcing existing laws or using its
powerful machinery to get additional laws passed. These steps would
immediately raise Negro morale sky high but the Government fears
that they would greatly depress Caucasian morale.""
Under continued pressure to do something, Starr and other OWI
officials resuscitated the idea of producing some version of the Owen
pamphlet despite repeated internal warnings that the content would
be not only ineffective but also deeply resented by the black audience
it sought to influence. Hastie warned from the War Department that
‘`most Negroes are in no mood to be told how well off they are" and
suggested that propaganda efforts needed to be directed instead at
"indifferent or prejudiced whites." Walter White and A. Philip Randolph also registered their dissatisfaction with the arguments in the
pamphlet."
None of these objections stopped the OWI from publishing 2.5
million copies of the pamphlet, which were distributed in January
1943. Retitled Negroes and the War, Chandler's pamphlet was trans-

formed into apolished seventy-two-page pamphlet featuring 141
black-and-white photographs of black people. Although the pamphlet used photographs as its primary narrative device, its interpretative framework was set in asix-page introductory essay by Owen,
aimed at "Negro Americans who say that it makes no difference
who wins this war." Following the reasoning in his earlier pamphlet,
Owen argued that avictory for Hitler literally would march blacks
backward into slavery. Taking the slavery motif astep further, Owen
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borrowed (without attribution) the theme and the language of the
radio show Freedom's People: "[B]ecause we have known the weight of
chains, because we have known the helplessness of bondage, we can
be amighty force in this nation's fight for freedom." As in his original essay, Owen predicted that Hitler would doom black churches,
which he called the "glories of Negro culture" and "the lanterns of
the spirit." The conundrum that Owen's narrative could not escape,
however, was the question of whether Hitler's defeat would bring any
change in American racism. He attempted to use statistical measures
and individual black achievements in many fields — religion, business, agriculture, the arts— as evidence that the promise of progress
was the African American's greatest stake in America. His only acquiescence to political reality was to advise that "unity against America's
foreign foes does not mean that Negroes must forego legitimate
protest against discrimination in industry or the long struggle for
political equality.""
The bulk of the pamphlet was devoted to an extraordinary collection of Farm Security Administration photographs. Documentarystyle, artfully produced shots of black working- and middle-class
men and women performing afull range of societal functions filled
the pamphlet's pages. Two pages showed black men and women performing different jobs in what appeared to be realistic, unstaged
settings. Three pages were devoted to the black church, showing a
reverent, solemn people engaged in awide variety of black worship.
When read as one text, these photographs depicted amoral, ambitious, hardworking, ordinary group of Americans. It was only in the
concluding five pages of Negroes and the War that any photographs
depicted black participation in the armed forces, including images
of black soldiers boarding transport ships, driving Jeeps, building
bridges, and being decorated for valor.
Despite these seemingly positive images, leaders of prominent
black organizations quickly and loudly objected to the pamphlet.
Lester Granger of the National Urban League criticized the OWI
for the pamphlet's "false argument" of support for black progress
"from agovernment which has failed in so many essential ways to
give forthright and courageous attention to the problems faced by
Negroes."" Walter White concluded that the pamphlet was not as
objectionable as he had expected and that it would do some good,
but he argued that it would have been far better "had the government
taken effective and uncompromising action against some of the evils
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from which Negroes suffer." An official at the Philadelphia chapter
of the NAACP was more blunt. She asked, "[W]hen will our government learn that we do not need to be told of our accomplishments so
much as white Americans need to be schooled on this subject?"
Federal advisers on race relations, both black and white, were
unanimous in their condemnation of the process that brought the
pamphlet to press. They uniformly criticized the choice of Owen to
prepare the text for the pamphlet not only because he was viewed as
unrepresentative of black opinion but also because he "did not have
agood reputation" and was "well and unfavorably known."" Implicit in this political controversy was continued criticism of Starr's
position as the de facto adviser to the OWI on race relations and the
underlying conflict about who could define the political images of
African Americans. Driving these concerns was the fact that Berry,
who had been brought into the agency to work on African American
morale, had resigned because of Starr's dominance and specifically
because of the agency's decision to proceed with the Negroes and the
War project. It also appears that other black federal officials held
Starr in low esteem, including Mary McLeod Bethune, Hastie, and
Robert Weaver, as did the War Department's white adviser on race
relations, Donald Young. Yet OWI officials resisted the idea that
Starr was an inappropriate person for the agency. Starr continued to
assume authority over the race issue at the OWI in his dealings with
his colleagues there and at other federal agencies. In ameeting with
the Justice Department, for example, Starr boldly claimed responsibility for "toning down the Negro press" and causing black leaders
to drop renewed threats of aMarch on Washington.'
Even more emphatic than the views on Owen and Starr was the
widely shared opinion that the Hitler argument they endorsed was
deeply offensive to African Americans not only because of the blatant threat that they must cooperate or risk areturn to slavery but
also because it offered no positive reasons for them to support the
war effort, rendering the pamphlet useless as morale propaganda.
Moreover, the majority of black officials queried on this matter believed that whites and not blacks most needed to see representations
of black participation in the war effort, aconsideration completely
overlooked in the decision to target the pamphlet only to blacks."
Faced with this criticism, the OWI was eager to gather its own
information on the effectiveness of Negroes and the War in converting blacks to the war effort and commissioned yet another study. The
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majority of blacks interviewed said they liked the pamphlet because
it was a"testimony to Negro progress" that made them feel proud.
At the same time, they stressed that "these were accomplishments
achieved despite discrimination, but that the magazine presented
them as if they had been handed on a'silver platter.' "Most also complained that the pamphlet gave a"one-sided presentation of Negro
progress" that emphasized "exceptional cases" and did not reflect
"the life of the majority of Negroes."" Interviewers found that African Americans saw the photographs of blacks in the armed forces "as
another indication of how far the Negroes have gone, rather than as
an appeal toward participation in the war." Many of those surveyed
commented that the pictures did not accurately reflect black life in
the military: "Everybody knows that Negroes are not doing combatant duty, but labor behind the lines.""
The overriding criticism of the pamphlet was that it failed to make
any assurances about future progress. Many complained that it "didn't
tell about the future in the event of an Allied victory" or "what
Negroes have to gain if they fight in the war." In these ways, by "seeing" what was missing, African Americans were reading the political
silences in the images. Rather than feeling confined within the photographic world the images presented, they were raising what Allan
Sekula has called "the issue of limits" by situating themselves "outside" the limited intended discursive frame of the photographs and
the pamphlet." The OWI had tried to portray Hitler as athreat to the
black progress depicted in the photographs, but black readers interpreted the images to prove their own argument: that black men and
women had brought progress to themselves and deserved more of it
than the reality of American racism allowed them to achieve. Ironically, more than any of the other images, the photographs of groups
of black soldiers were interpreted by blacks primarily as evidence of
segregation— hardly the best motivation to support the war."
The survey analysts seemed genuinely baffled by these responses
and complained bitterly that most African Americans missed the
‘`war message of the pamphlet" altogether. These analysts considered
Negroes and the War apropaganda failure, aresult they attributed to
the "incongruousness" of Owen's essay and the photographs that followed. They concluded that a"Hitler argument" could have worked
with blacks if that theme had been treated sufficiently in the photographs as opposed to simply in Owen's text. But if the researchers
and officials at the OWI had given acloser reading to the survey reizs :Federal Constructions of "the Negro"

sponses, even as limited in number as they were, it would have been
clear to them that the Hitler argument had no appeal to African
Americans, regardless of how it was presented. When asked directly
to compare the way Hitler and white Americans felt about blacks,
one-third of the blacks responded that there was no difference, and
the majority stated that "the difference was one of degree rather than
of kind." One respondent observed: "There isn't much difference,
only one is supposed to be ademocracy and has aconstitution which
is supposed to be lived up to. Hitler will tell you what he thinks
about you. American White men will shake hands with you, laugh
with you, then shoot you." Most of the blacks were well aware of the
"Hitler threat" but concluded that "any people conquered by Hitler
would suffer, rather than that Hitler was aparticular enemy of the
Negroes.""
It was not that African Americans were not reading the text and
the photographs closely enough, but rather that they infused the
images they saw with different meanings from those intended by the
OWI. Survey staff members noted that blacks interpreted the photographs independently of the intended meanings that were communicated in the captions and accompanying text. What these analysts
misunderstood was that the written text could only, in Stuart Hall's
term, "anchor" the intended dominant meaning of the images, but
the images still remained open to many other potential meanings."
Rather than recognizing that process as the culprit in these "misreadings," the researchers laid the blame for the interpretations on the
layout of the pamphlet and, indirectly, on black readers themselves,
whom they presumed to lack education and sophistication. Indeed,
although leaders of black organizations and black newspaper editors
were extremely critical of the pamphlet, their criticisms barely mentioned the photographic text and focused instead on Owen's character, the political decision to accord his views official legitimacy, and
the clear threat contained in his printed remarks." If the pamphlet
had been issued without Owen's message, it seems likely that African American leaders would still have objected to its ineffectiveness,
but they would not have been able to use it as ablatant example of
federal ineptness and insensitivity on the issues of black morale and
racial reform.
Despite the criticisms most black leaders lodged against the pamphlet, it met with great public demand. Repeated requests for more
copies by local NAACP and Urban League chapters were held up by
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OWI officials as an indication of the unrepresentative nature of the
national leadership of these organizations. The publication attracted
such attention because it benefited from one of the OWI's most
successful distribution efforts. Dissemination was heavily weighted
toward urban blacks, but the pamphlet also was widely distributed
nationwide through awell-organized network of black movie theaters, black insurance companies, black churches, labor unions, black
high schools, county extension agents, and black civic organizations.
The distribution list was comprehensive, using multiple avenues into
the black community, including Pullman porters; black doctors, dentists, and nurses; and black Boy Scouts. No wonder that an OWI
official reported that Negroes and the War "was going like hot cakes,"
making it one of the most massively distributed pamphlets the agency
had ever produced."
There are several possible explanations for this seeming disparity
between the eagerness of the black public to obtain copies of the
pamphlet and the political criticisms aimed at it by black activists. At
atime when all forms of the popular media were filled with patriotic
appeals and calls for national unity, the absence of black people from
those images and appeals engendered an even greater sense of isolation and resentment among many African Americans. For example,
one African American woman in Harlem said, "Every time Ilook
at them 'Four Freedoms' pictures, Iget so mad — 'cause we ain't got
no freedom."' During this period, one OWI staff member reported
that on atrip to the South, aschoolteacher there told him that her
black students felt so left out by the government's war posters "that
the pupils had blacked in the faces on some of the posters."" Writer
Sterling Brown described an incident at anorthern railroad station
that displayed alarge photograph that "showed departing soldiers
what they were fighting for: asea of American faces looking out,
anxiously, proud. All were white." When agroup of black troops
passed through the station, he wrote, "they gave the eye-catching
picture aswift glance, and then snapped their heads away, almost as
if by command.""
Negroes and the War literally brought blacks into the national wartime picture, offering artful visible evidence of some official recognition and inclusiveness for African Americans. What OWI officials
failed to appreciate in their bungling efforts to decide what to do
about black morale is that African Americans truly had adopted
a"Double V" attitude, that their commitment to securing greater
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political and economic rights did not diminish their patriotic commitment to winning the war. Whereas most white officials used the
war as another excuse to delay addressing segregation, blacks sought
to use the war and the ironies and injustices it exposed to accelerate
the struggle for equal opportunity.
OWI officials had been as divided about the kinds of images they
wanted to present as they were about the ultimate aim of their black
morale program. The pamphlet's photographs had been chosen by
Ted Poston, ablack editor who headed the OWI's Negro Press Section. He and others who had worked on the pamphlet reported that
they "wanted to show blacks doing front-line assembly jobs with
intelligence, with ability, and we wanted to show them with the kind
of dramatic closeups that would tell a story in a single image.""
Others at the agency simply wanted to provide "pictures of negroes
which show how well off they are in this country" and "how much
worse off they would be under Hitler.""
Nonetheless, and however unintentionally, the pamphlet marked
the debut of afresh and cohesive printed portrayal of the black community. The photographic style most closely resembled that of Life
magazine, and the collection of images and emphasis on photographic evidence of black achievement foreshadowed the popularity
and success of Ebony magazine, which would begin publication in
1945. Many African Americans viewed the pamphlet's images of

themselves as incomplete but not mocking or negative. They were
proud to claim the images as evidence of their values and abilities
and ironically, from the OWI's point of view, of the justness of their
battle for equality. This longing for palatable and respectful presentations of themselves was at the root of African Americans' demand
for Negroes and the War. In the same way that black teachers, for example, had enthusiastically requested copies of the scripts of the
radio show Freedom's People, it is very easy to imagine them eagerly
requesting acopy of this government-issued pamphlet for their students and themselves.
The effectiveness of the OWI's mass distribution plan and the
ambiguity of the pamphlet's message soon brought it to the attention of members of Congress. The OWI began to hear directly from
southern members of Congress whose white constituents had complained about the pamphlet. Congressman John Rankin of Mississippi criticized the pamphlet as "communist" and an insult to "the
white people of the southern states." Louisiana senator John Over"Negro Morale" :131

ton accused the agency of using the war as an excuse to "place the
negro on social equality basis with the Caucasian." In his reading
of the introduction by Owen (whom he referred to as "some negro
out of Chicago"), Overton found evidence of yet another example
"of a concerted effort toward the apotheosis of the negro which
gives much concern to the white people of the South where the two
races have been living side by side in perfect harmony and mutual
workable understanding." Southern whites no longer owned African
Americans, but it seems as if some continued to speak as if they did.
In his two-paragraph reply, Davis said as little as possible, explaining that the sole purpose of the publication was to help "Negroes"
understand their stake in the war and that "any inference of apurpose
other than that is incorrect."" This exchange captures the deference
that conservative southern white members of Congress demanded as
undisputed experts on racial issues and the "Negro problem."
When Congress began its annual consideration of funding for the
OWI, criticisms of the pamphlet moved to center stage when Congressman Joseph Starnes of Alabama referred to OWI publications
as "a stench to the nostrils of ademocratic people" and offered an
amendment eliminating support for all of the agency's Domestic
Branch operations. Other congressmen complained that the OWI's
work of "political propaganda" simply promoted "the fourth term
for Mr. Roosevelt and the activities of the New Deal agencies," an
argument that already had doomed funding for radio programs at the
Office of Education. However, Congressman James Allen of Louisiana made clear that it was primarily the racial message in Negroes
and the War that drove him and others to seek to abolish Davis's entire domestic propaganda effort: "His propaganda stuff has hurt the
South. ...This pamphlet undertook to glorify one race in the war.
We in the South wish to encourage that race. We are the best friends
of that race. But such propaganda raises arace issue, which ought
to be kept down. We want unity in this country. All over this country now we are having race riots, even in the North, and the type
of propaganda which the OWI has been sending out certainly does
not hold that situation down." The House of Representatives agreed
with Starnes's solution and voted to eliminate all of the OWI's domestic operations."
Davis worked hard in the Senate to restore the deleted funds. But
the OWI and the pamphlet came under further attack in an atmosphere filled with even more anxiety after the eruption of racial vio132 :Federal Constructions of "the Negro"

lence in Los Angeles and Detroit in May and June 1943. Republican
senator Gerald Nye of South Dakota, who called himself a"sympathizer" with the "Negro" race, told Davis in aSenate appropriations
hearing that the pamphlet had helped ignite the recent race riots in
Detroit. To Nye, Negroes and the War also was afederally funded partisan New Deal appeal for the black vote." Davis replied rather weakly
that he had not seen the pamphlet before it went out in final form
but that the "whole point of this pamphlet was to show the Negroes
that they are better off under our form of government and our structure of society than they would be anywhere else." That explanation
did not satisfy Louisiana senator Overton, who argued that the pamphlet's message was "that this war would bring not only political
but social equality." He continued: "Down South we have got along
splendidly with the Negro in the last 30 or 40 years. We have not
had any trouble at all with them. Of late, however, we are somewhat disturbed about the situation. We got along splendidly. We did
not have any innovations down there. But the Government began
preaching political and social equality."" The irony in all of this was
that the OWI in the eyes of these southern congressmen had come
to be perceived as asource of "foreign" propaganda — an intrusive,
disruptive, untrustworthy alien government agency preaching social
equality and changes in race relations to its southern constituents.
In a desperate attempt to salvage a substantial portion of the
agency's funding, OWI officials announced that they would abandon all of the agency's pamphlet activities if they were allowed to
continue their domestic operations. Conferees on the final legislation
accepted the OWI's offer and revised Representative Starnes's original amendment to simply forbid the agency from issuing any more
pamphlets." The effect was nevertheless significant: the budget for
the OWI's Domestic Branch was pared down to $2.75 million from
$8.5 million the previous year, reducing domestic operations to less
than ro percent of the agency's overall budget.' The agency never
recovered from the congressional battles of 1943, nor did it ever gain
strong White House support.
Walter White devoted one of his Chicago _Wender columns to defending Davis, whom he called atarget of reactionaries "as vicious
and ruthless as the Nazi party in Germany." Davis's "crime," wrote
White, "was that of recognizing that the Negro is apart of the populace of America and one which is helping to win the war" by issuing
"the innocuous 'Negroes and the War,' which alot of us thought too
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timorous.' Later, in looking back on his time as the OWI's director, Davis commented that he still believed that the reception of
the pamphlet had been favorable among most blacks and whites but
that "it was vigorously attacked in avariety of quarters, for reasons
which logically might have canceled each other out, but politically
reinforced each other."" Caught between critical supporters like
White and pure critics in Congress, Davis had never arrived at the
safe middle ground he had tried so hard to find.
The controversy surrounding Negroes and the War helps explain
why the OWI used radio so sparingly in the area of race relations
and why it steered clear of engaging the question of racial equality
in any medium after this scalding congressional retaliation. There
was no intellectually honest way to develop amessage promoting inclusiveness of African Americans without endorsing or appearing to
endorse their claims to equal opportunity— one message begged for
the other because the two were inextricably linked. It was this truth
that federal officials feared German and Japanese propaganda could
expertly exploit. This reality also meant that any federal attempt at inclusion— as opposed to enforced silence and invisibility— raised the
stakes quickly because the "Negro problem" remained the dangerous
third rail of national politics. Only the narrowest of messages could
be given voice, particularly because national radio did not allow for
the racially segregated audience for which the pamphlet had been designed. On radio, the most integrated of media in terms of audience,
silence was always the safer course for preserving or perhaps enforcing the appearance of anational political consensus on race. No
politically acceptable language was available to make effective arguments for an end to racial inequalities. Images could be used more
safely to "speak" the unspeakable, but even then, as the experience
of Negroes and the War demonstrates, underlying political arguments
could be read, misread, and dismissed. "Every photograph is astructure of 'presences' (what is represented, in adefinite way)," writes
Stuart Hall, "and 'absences' (what is unsaid, or unsayable, against
which what is there 'represents'). ”
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Although American politics has historically been characterized by
acoded and highly charged racial discourse, the confusion around
what could be said, what was said, and what was intended rose to
anew level during World War II." Part of the simplistic appeal of
Owen's reasoning was that it provided aclear uncontested distinction between Hitler's ideas and American white supremacist thinking
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at that time, but the continued absence of slavery was hardly an adequate race relations program in the view of most black Americans.
At its crest, the war's own patriotic rhetoric demanded an expansion
of the boundaries of racial discourse, but the deep channel of racial
politics kept federal messages about racial opportunity within tight
boundaries.
The pamphlet episode also reveals that no matter what medium
was used and no matter how carefully a message about African
Americans was prepared, its ultimate meaning would be subject to
widely varying and often contradictory interpretations. Interestingly,
the southern white congressmen who objected so vigorously to the
pamphlet seemed to be reacting to images of blacks that were just
as "new" and frightening to them as they were refreshing and pleasing to blacks. Many African Americans and these southern white
men immediately recognized the significant departure from existing
presentations, which evoked different political lessons and responses
from that shared reading. This provides astunning example of the
"politics of reading" photographs, amedium that by its very nature
invites multiple and often contradictory interpretations depending
on the viewer's cultural and political position." In order to show
blacks that they had alife in the United States with opportunities
worth preserving, the pamphlet's creators could not rely on the usual
media representations of blacks to make that appeal. They had to "invent" amarkedly different set of images, but OWI officials underestimated and misread the powerful and varying political implications
stirred by these new images and the imagined "future" they implied.
The patriotic fervor radio helped generate was sustained by the
repeated integration of that message into all aspects of radio broadcasting, especially its regularly featured shows and advertisements.
Without asingular message and asimilar commitment on the question of racial equality, left unmet would be the exalted expectations
that radio alone or any medium could play adecisive role in lifting
the spirits of African Americans or inducing tolerance in whites. The
message, regardless of the medium, would be hamstrung by acompeting racial reality on the domestic front, and, as the next discussion
describes, most especially in the U.S. military.
Radio, Race, and the War Department
The War Department's public relations operation was most concerned with managing the news of the war itself, protecting the
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release of details that might compromise or endanger the military's
missions or damage domestic morale. But like the OWI, the War Department could not ignore the public prominence of African American criticism of the military's racial policies. This forced officials
overseeing public information campaigns at the War Department,
like their counterparts at the OWI, to understand that racial tolerance and black morale demanded aplace among the war-related
issues they presented to the general public. The War Department's
own policies affecting black troops made it the focal point of criticism from African Americans and made its task of creating amessage
urging racial unity even more difficult. As aresult, the extent of the
War Department's civilian radio programming on racial issues was
limited, as at the OWI, but the contested content and delicate deliberations leading up to its broadcasts carry their own significance.
In 1940, President Roosevelt appointed William Hastie as civilian
aide to the secretary of war, aposition created in response to concerns about the treatment of African American soldiers. Hastie, who
had chaired the National Legal Committee of the NAACP, reluctantly accepted the post and publicly made clear his continued support for desegregation of the troops. He saw his role as that of aprotector and advocate of black soldiers, and he never fully relinquished
his identity as an "NAACP man" during his time at the department."
Early in 1941, Hastie approached other high-ranking War Department officials about sponsoring anationwide radio broadcast on the
role of African Americans in the army. Truman Gibson, Hastie's assistant, in turn tried to convince officials at the department's Bureau
of Public Relations that such ashow could build respect for the army
among African Americans, especially potential soldiers. For whites,
especially those near the southern army camps where blacks were
being trained, such abroadcast, Gibson argued, could "greatly assist in alleviating racial friction by anot too obvious educational
process.""
Several months later, after further prodding by Hastie and Gibson,
other War Department officials also recommended that the Radio
Branch of the Public Relations Bureau develop anational broadcast
on the role of African Americans in the army." Hastie also advised
that the proposed show target a broader audience. He suggested
that it be directed not only at civilians but also at black and white
troops, proposing that it be broadcast during ascheduled interrup-
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tion in army maneuvers." Hastie believed that the War Department's
concern about low morale among African Americans on the home
front was justified, but he also wanted department officials to appreciate the extent to which black troop morale suffered because of
discriminatory military policies. More generally, he hoped that the
show would educate white troops about the contributions and abilities of black soldiers, who were thought by most white officers and
troops alike to be unqualified for combat duty. Even during the early
stages of prewar buildup, conflicts between black and white soldiers
were common both on and off base." All of these factors undoubtedly prompted Hastie's suggestion that the audience include military
personnel as well as civilians.
Creating apolitically palatable yet appealing radio show would
not be easy. The department's initial scheme for the program had
ahigh entertainment appeal built around African American music.
Here, as in other federal broadcasts about race, music was thought
to soothe the way toward the more serious intended messages." With
this cautious strategy in mind, War Department officials decided to
proceed with the planned program. Gibson quickly sent form letters
to press relations officers at army facilities where black troops were
undergoing training soliciting suggestions, anecdotes, and other material for use on the shows." Response from the field was swift,
but the reactions to and interpretations of Gibson's request themselves revealed the army's often limited perceptions of the abilities
of black soldiers." Most interpreted Gibson's brief letter as arequest
for names of black soldiers who could serve as entertainment on the
shows. One lieutenant wrote: "We have, as you know, plenty of outstanding talent among our negro soldiers here at the Quartermaster
Replacement Center to put on avery entertaining program. We feel
that our choir is one of the best in the country. In addition we have
many other specialty numbers such as tap dancers, dialogue artists,
musical soloists, or about any other type of entertainment that you
might wish."" A press relations officer at another camp enthusiastically offered similar suggestions for the radio show: "Colored soldiers enjoy singing. Ithink that an entire sketch depicting the life
of colored soldiers might be built around abackground of singing.
For example, take an ordinary day in the life of asoldier in atraining
camp ...conversation and singing of the men in the wash-rooms
of the barracks ...singing of men while on ahike, (road march),
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singing of men while working on fatigue details or on K.P. detail in
amess hall; singing while off duty in arecreation hall, or singing in
church on Sunday.""
Gibson had hoped, however, that the show would highlight African American soldiers for their work as soldiers. For entertainment,
he approached professional black performers and artists, many of
whom responded enthusiastically. Band leader Noble Sissle, of the
famed World War I369th Artillery Band, worked closely with the War
Department on the show. Gibson worked through the Negro Actors
Guild, of which Sissle was president, and the Negro Radio Workshop, an organization of black professional radio actors, to secure
the appearances of prominent stage and radio actors and musicians."
In his appeal to the Negro Actors Guild, he emphasized that the proposed program was "tremendously important in that it is the first of
its kind ever presented under official sponsorship."
Freedom's People would be broadcast under the aegis of the Office of
Education amonth later in September. At the same time that Gibson
and Hastie were trying to organize their production, Ambrose Caliver was doing the same thing for Freedom's People, and he was pursuing
some of the same stars. In fact, NBC had warned Caliver on July 25
that the War Department's "request" for airtime would probably prevent the network from airing another "Negro program," although
that decision was later reversed." The War Department legitimately
laid claim to the "first" federal sponsorship of awar-related radio
program on African Americans as its mark of distinction for this
broadcast, but the National Urban League in March 1941 had pioneered the format that the department used. As described in greater
detail in chapter 4, the National Urban League's hour-long show had
included Marian Anderson, Joe Louis, and Bill Robinson and the
bands of Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong, making it indeed
the star-studded affair the army wanted to duplicate.
When the War Department broadcast its show, "America's Negro
Soldiers," on Tuesday night, August 12, it was avery scaled-down
version of the original proposal.'" With bandleader Noble Sissle as
master of ceremonies, the show was acurious amalgam of music, dramatic skits, reenactments, and political appeal. The longest reenactment was askit set in World War IGermany about black troops preparing for battle. More important than the depiction of their bravery
was the emphasis on the black soldiers' resistance to German propaganda that had attempted to use American racism to incite black
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disloyalty. At one point in the skit, black soldiers exclaimed, "Can
you imagine that cheap propaganda! What do they think we are, traitors?" Sissle commented that "what the Germans didn't realize in
those days was just how loyal the American Negro soldier could be."
Although this skit was set in World War I, one of the most pressing worries among federal officials in World War II was the effectiveness of German and Japanese propaganda that sought to appeal to
blacks by emphasizing racial injustices in the United States. Regardless of the actual potency of this propaganda, federal officials' fears
were exaggerated by their own delusion that growing black protests
depended on foreign or outside provocation, that it was impossible
for black dissatisfaction to be independently generated despite the
abject reality of racial oppression.
This obsession with "outside agitators," "subversives," "foreign
provocateurs," Communists, or Socialists—whichever term is used
—has been an enduring characteristic of white political thought
about black protests throughout most of the twentieth century. In
their search for amanageable explanation of what was seen as the
"new" hostility of blacks, white federal officials refused to acknowledge the cumulative impact of nearly acentury of indigenous postemancipation racial apartheid, violence, injustice, and discrimination. Most whites were unable or unwilling to accept the fact that
such racial conditions alone could provide ample fuel for restlessness and political challenge, which were potent without any external
provocation.
The radio show used the record of black bravery and heroism in
World War Ias "the glorious answer" to German propaganda. Citing
the accomplishments of black soldiers, especially the awarding of the
French Croix de Guerre to four black regiments, the script argued
that black troops in World War II were obligated to perpetuate atradition of "loyal, fighting spirit and devotion to our Republic" for the
sake of democracy. Thus, the reenactment sought both to educate
whites about past black heroism and to build black morale. At the
same time, the show used the record of black service in World War
Ito appeal to blacks to repeat their quiet, uncompromised patriotism, urging them in effect to once again postpone what whites saw
as their distracting, competing claims for fair treatment and equal
opportunity.
One especially effective part of the broadcast was aseries of live
interviews with blacks stationed at the Army Air Corps Technical
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School in Illinois, the training ground for the 99th Pursuit Squadron. Articulate and enthusiastic, these men described their training
as radio technicians, aircraft mechanics, weather forecasters, parachute riggers, and sheet metal workers. Yet even this was marred by
racial stereotyping. The commander of training for the squadron assured listeners that the black men there were a"crack ground outfit."
But as proof, he proudly announced that "the 99th ran away with the
track and field championship." The interviewer added that the squadron also had a"grand glee club." Despite their efforts to be accepted
as soldiers, African American men seemed doomed always to carry,
regardless of training or education, the burden of satisfying expectations of their athleticism and musicality.
Not surprisingly, plans to feature Hastie on the broadcast were
abandoned. It is difficult to imagine how in good faith he could
have, as originally proposed, discussed the "absence of serious racial
difficulties" in the army since he was devoting himself to documenting the continued presence of those very problems.'" The rhetorical
climax came instead in along speech delivered by Undersecretary of
War Robert Patterson. Patterson emphasized that the war was "every
American's emergency" and that "an aerial bomb draws no color
line," and he quoted the president's recent executive order on nondiscrimination in the employment of workers in defense industries.'"
Patterson made aspecial appeal for the cessation of white hostilities
toward black men in uniform.'"
The image of ablack man in uniform evoked sharply different responses from whites and from blacks during the war. For some, the
uniform itself deserved to be respected as arepresentation of service and loyalty, even if it was worn by an African American, and
that seemed to be the basis for Patterson's appeal. Throughout the
war, the mere appearance of an African American in uniform, according to one white observer at the time, "evoked hostility, fear
and suspicion" from whites because the uniform symbolized that the
black soldier had been "spoiled" and had "forgotten his 'place. >›,
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African Americans saw the uniform as only one aspect of the symbolic shifts under way. Writing in 1943, Sterling Brown observed that
"any symbol of the Negro's getting out of 'his place' — alieutenant's
shoulder bars, or even abuck private's uniform; aNegro worker at a
machine, or aNegro girl at atypewriter, or acook's throwing up her
job—these can be as unbearable as an impudent retort, or aquarrel
on abus, or afight."'" Certainly, there was no clearer literal rep:Federal Constructions of "the Negro"

resentation than this of the conflict between white fears and black
expectations of the war's potential impact on race relations.
From the start, Gibson had been defensive about the show's limited political message. In anote about the show, he confided: "Undoubtedly, there will be many charges that the program was asoft
soap affair. Ithink it should be pointed out that it reached anumber
of persons who know nothing at all about the Negro soldier and who
probably would have turned off aprogram of another sort, particularly since the one presented is the first of its kind."" 06 In its attempt
not to offend white listeners — those most likely to have "turned off
aprogram of another sort"— the War Department offered ashow
designed to educate and make ageneral appeal to whites for racial
tolerance without crossing the boundary into the minefield of arguments for racial equality.
Gibson's expectation of criticism about the show was well
founded. Again it was the influential Pittsburgh Courier that led the
charge. An editorial titled "The Army's Radio 'Flop' condemned
the show as ineffective radio because "the fact of color discrimination, racial segregation, neglect, insult and brutality rang so loudly
in Negroes' ears that they could not hear the singing, the music,
the dialogues, and the speeches." Continuing this harsh critique, the
writer explained: "What colored Americans

WANTED

to hear was not

how racial separatism was being perpetuated in the United States
Army but what the War Department was DOING to practice the
democracy the Administration is preaching, and what it PLANS to do
in the future. Instead they heard the old familiar platitudes, aeulogy
for black soldiers who had won honors for fighting for democracy,
alittle tap dancing, abit of comedy, fine music, and what amounted
to praise of ajim crow system that mocks the word democracy. ),
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Indeed, the War Department's broadcast did little to engage the
principal issues driving black demands for racial justice in the military. The Office of Education series Freedom's People, which would
commence amonth later, relied in one episode on the same material
that the War Department used: the historical record of black loyalty,
bravery, and effectiveness in previous wars. In Freedom's People, that
material was used subtly to raise the issues of military segregation
and the denial of combat positions and to argue for additional responsibilities and opportunities. In "America's Negro Soldiers," the
War Department employed the same history to argue for the status
quo and to enlist black acquiescence to delaying activism on issues
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of racial inequality. This distinction is subtle but significant because
it illustrates that at the heart of both of these shows was amanipulation and portrayal of the history of blacks in America in ways that
varied depending on the political arguments being advanced.
After the attack on Pearl Harbor, Hastie and Gibson persuaded the
department to produce another program concerning African Americans in the army, but it would take nine months before that show was
broadcast. On Hastie's recommendation, it was aired nationally and
to troops in the states and overseas.'" Called "Judgment Day" and
sponsored by the Office of Military Intelligence, the show was broadcast on NBC in September 1942. It seems to have been dominated
by historical dramatizations tracing the history of black war heroes
from the American Revolution to World War II. A press release
noted that radio and stage actor Canada Lee would "tell the story of
the soldier heroes of his race from Bunker Hill to Bataan." According to anewspaper account, the show also featured the exploits of
all-black units such as the 'loth Infantry, the Sixteenth Artillery, and
the Twenty-fourth Infantry. The New York Daib,News declared that it
was "grippingly written, and flawlessly performed." The more liberal
newspaper PM shared that view; its radio reviewer, Jerry Franken,
described it as "an exciting and moving dramatization."'" Officials
of the War Department, including Hastie, were pleased with the level
of response to and the popular reception generated by the show."'
Despite this reception, the show appears to have been the War Department's final wartime broadcast on black soldiers or race relations.
The department instead encouraged the radio industry to insert the
theme of racial tolerance into certain popular war-related series and
to offer special programming that included black soldiers and sailors
but without the department's official sponsorship. 111
The Army and The Negro Soldier
The War Department's most significant propaganda release on
race relations was an army film developed primarily for troop use
and subsequently approved for general civilian distribution. The War
Department had enthusiastically embraced film as apowerful propaganda medium. For that reason, popular Hollywood director Frank
Capra had been given the task of overseeing afilm production unit
for the army. Faced with the prospect of managing 900,000 black
soldiers, the army began to seek ways to reassure them of their importance to the war effort at atime when most of them were rele142 :Federal Constructions of "the Negro"

gated to very restrictive noncombat roles. The army film The Negro
Soldier was designed to be a"morale picture for Negro troops." As
the idea for the film evolved, the notion grew that it should be a
documentary and not an entertainment-style film, which was Capra's
specialty. Carlton Moss, ayoung black writer, was brought in to write
the script. In 1941, Moss had produced an impressive stage review,
"Salute to the Negro Troops," to raise funds for recreational facilities
for black troops. He had offered use of that production to Archibald
MacLeish at the OFF, but MacLeish had declined the offer. Moss
also had experience as aradio scriptwriter and had worked at the
Federal Theater Project for John Houseman, who had recommended
him to Capra's unit."'
During 1942, Moss wrote the script for the film, working toward
afinal product that would satisfy the army, black activists like Walter White, black editors, and his own artistic and political objectives.
Searching for aliteral and metaphorical meeting ground, Moss set
the film in ablack church, where the narration was delivered from
the pulpit. Disappointed by auditions of black actors who were in
his view too wedded to traditional depictions of African Americans,
Moss cast himself as the young, eloquent preacher who was the narrative fulcrum of the movie.
The opening of the film was shot from the back of acrowded balcony overlooking alarge seated congregation of well-dressed black
men and women. The viewer's eye then was directed to abook that
Moss was holding in the pulpit from which he was preparing to
read aloud. A dramatic, long close-up revealed that the book was
not the Bible but Mein Kampf. Moss read asection of the book that
Chandler Owen had quoted in Negroes and the War as the film focused
on individuals in the vast congregation of black middle-class men
and women. Their faces were dark and somber, contrasting starkly
with the bright, white church interior and the men's starched white
collars. The film juxtaposed Hitler's written references to "half-apes"
with these images and that of the eloquent preacher, who described
Nazis as men who would "kill and kill again" and "exterminate everyone" who stood against them.
Having made his case against Hitler, Moss turned to ahistory of
black service in American wars, illustrated by acollage of dramatic
reenactments, images from historical documents and paintings, and,
for the post-1890 period, actual war film footage. As was often the
case in federal productions in any medium, the Civil War received
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oblique coverage, with asingle, simple reference ("Then came
accompanied by ashot of the Lincoln Memorial and the strains of
the "Battle Hymn of the Republic." The film dramatized blacks helping rebuild America after the war. Footage of blacks fighting in the
Spanish-American War and helping construct the Panama Canal was
followed by alonger segment on black soldiers fighting in World
War Iand marching in victory parades.
Unlike the OWI pamphlet, however, the narrative of The Negro Soldier extended beyond the Nazis to include the "Japanese militarists."
The most gruesome and jarring scene in the movie was of aJapanese
execution in which six charred bodies gently swayed by their roped
necks from acrossbar. For afilm that targeted black men, this was
aprovocative use of apowerful visual symbol. During the camera's
long look at these bodies, Moss's voice-over reminded the viewer
that "there are those who will tell you that Japan is the saviour of the
colored races."
This section of the film merged into afinal series of shots that, like
the closing pages of photographs of Negroes and the War, showed black
soldiers in various terrains using different equipment and weapons.
Black women soldiers were also shown drilling in formation and
driving jeeps. Some of the most dramatic scenes featured black pilots
flying fighter planes. The film ended with an elaborate series of splitscreen images of black soldiers marching in formation under the
American flag, accompanied by amartial rendering of "Joshua Fit
the Battle of Jericho" and "My Country, 'Tis of Thee."
The film was riddled with irony and contradiction, but the greatest may have been that it was set in ablack church. The film's militaristic message and graphic depictions of destruction and killing
seem at first incongruous with the reverence of its setting. But the
script rested on an enduring faith in the centrality of religion and
religious symbolism in black life, afaith expressed repeatedly in federally sponsored materials about African Americans. White and black
writers who sought to talk about or to black people in popular media
forms often began with black sacred music or expectations of black
religiosity. Whether in Freedom's People or in The Negro Soldier, an assumption of shared black and white respect for black Christian belief
made black religious life asafe route to broader political messages.
Whether that assumption was well founded is an inquiry for another
time, but the prevalence and acceptance of the notion of black reli-
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gious belief is one of the most overused and understudied mythic
representations of African Americans even to this day.
Moss nevertheless made brilliant and richly symbolic use of the
image of the black church. In The Negro Soldier, the black church represented the black community and was its reservoir of strength and
resolve. The church symbolized black Americans as amoral people
whose primary ally was God. It was apedagogical site where people
gathered to hear apreacher who did not preach but lectured. The
church was "home" and "family" to the black soldier. The members
of the enormous congregation were rigidly arrayed in the pews as if
they were in military formation, preparing to become soldiers not
only in the Lord's army but in Uncle Sam's as well. The people's faces
were angelic, posed for the long portraiture shots. Close-ups shot
from below gave the faces aheroic cast, with heads and eyes raised
toward the podium. The people were rapt and alert, but they did not
interact with one another. They were at once aprop, abackdrop,
and an audience for the film."' The church in The Negro Soldier was
astill life, aself-conscious representation devoid of realism yet saturated with authenticity. As an actor, Moss loaned his earnest presence
to the film. As the scriptwriter, he used the black church as asymbol of authenticity. The juxtaposition of the church setting with film
clips and historical reenactments produced amovie that remains even
today an immensely powerful collection of black filmic images.'
The army began to use the film as part of its basic orientation for
black troops early in 1944. After precautionary screenings, it made
viewing the film mandatory for all troops, black and white, through
August 1945. From its initiation through the war's end, virtually every
black army enrollee saw The Negro Soldier, as did millions of white soldiers."' Most black journalists and activists enthusiastically embraced
the film and convinced the army to release it for civilian viewing as
well. They recognized immediately that The Negro Soldier was "good
racial propaganda" and that its wide (and free) distribution would
offer asignificant opportunity to bring the message of racial tolerance to alarge audience, especially white Americans. Black leaders
and organizations had worked with limited success during the war
to persuade Hollywood studios to incorporate the theme of racial
tolerance and less stereotypical depictions of blacks into commercial films.' 16 This film offered images of honorable and respectable
African Americans that were lacking in the mainstream cinema. For
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example, one article about the film was titled "Army Shows Hollywood the Way."" 7
The release of the film was well timed, coming as it did soon after
mounting racial hostilities culminated in the summer of 1943 riots
in Detroit, New York City, and Los Angeles, reminding federal officials once again of the necessity of making political gestures toward
African Americans. Roosevelt administration officials were also sensitive to the potential political value of the civilian release of the
film in securing the black vote in 1944. In fact, Gibson had used
that rationale to argue for the film's early release.' 18 Despite repeated
prodding by Gibson, Moss, General Benjamin Davis, and black journalists and activists, the army proceeded cautiously on the matter of
broad public release by holding aseries of special screenings at the
OWI. Director Elmer Davis requested "softening cuts" that would
minimize the "risks" of showing it."' In April 1944, the federal government released the film to civilian audiences, making it available to
commercial theaters and civic groups. The OWI distributed it free of
charge to public libraries, schools, and colleges across the nation.'"
The film was received favorably by African American groups of
widely varying political beliefs, ranging from the NAACP to the National Negro Congress, which called the film "the best ever done.
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To black viewers, the film brought to life the idea that the black community had helped build and preserve the United States. It also presented never-before-seen moving images of black men and women.
The Negro Soldier broke ranks with the common image of the African American as a"lazy, shiftless, no-good, slew-footed, happy-golucky, razor-toting, tap-dancing vagrant. »122 Most important, the
federal government's association with the film provided it with an air
of authority and recognition for afilmic message about racial tolerance. As restricted as the film's coverage was, many blacks believed
the images it presented were worth claiming, which generated overwhelming support for The Negro Soldier from blacks.
Some of the appeal of the film rested on the emotive power of
visual images, in this case, moving visual images. Radio and captioned printed photographs are less effective than film in imposing
asingle interpretation or reality. A photograph can fix an image but
not its interpretation. Film requires asuspension of time and external reality. Unlike apamphlet, it is not something to be experienced
at the viewer's will and pace. Radio competes against the visual, trying to create an image in the listener's imagination. Although it can
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stir emotions through voice and music, it cannot set images; it can
only inspire them. Film uses images to transport the viewer into a
different reality, literally absorbing its audience in adarkened room
into its created world and its emotional adjuncts. A good film can do
that, and by that measure, The Negro Soldier was avery good film. It
also was technically sophisticated and exciting, relying on an inventive mixture of images, special effects, music, and actual war footage.
The film constructed afilmic reality that not only enticed and entranced black viewers but also inspired them.
The film suggested that black soldiers deserved ameasure of respect that had rarely been extended to black people in general. Black
military service brought anew claim for respectability not only to
black soldiers but also, by implication, to the communities from
which they had come and to which they would return. Moss had brilliantly used the black church to represent that community. He tried to
write ascript that would "ignore what's wrong with the army and tell
what's right with my people" and would force white viewers to ask,
"[W]hat right have we to hold back apeople of that calibre?' The
extent of Moss's success with white audiences is unclear, but plainly
black people saw much in his film that they thought right and fitting.
Despite its air of authenticity and its raw emotional power, the
film did not address current racial inequities or the prospects of black
postwar progress. The conditions blacks faced at home and in the
services were literally blocked from the film's frame of reference.
The unjust treatment of the larger black community in the United
States was excluded entirely. The film kept its narrow focus on the
black soldier and the symbolic congregation. Not asingle image of
contemporary black life outside of the gathered congregation was
presented. Its narrow narrative identified and defined for black and
white Americans an enclosed, contained classless community of African Americans who were themselves the embodiment of worthiness.
The focus on black soldiers also protected the film from political
charges that it was advocating amore socially, racially equal world at
home — the southern conservative political reading that had doomed
the pamphlet Negroes and the War.
The film escaped the kind of controversy that had been directed
at the OWI two years earlier. Perhaps the most important reason
was that it was produced by the army in the midst of awar. The
military was more well respected and trusted in Congress than most
federal agencies, especially the politically vulnerable OWI. The army
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also was immune to purely partisan attacks or accusations that it was
acting out of political motivation. If government appeals for racial
tolerance were to be made, especially to the South, the military was
the best place to make them. Legislators and army officials also suspected by then that the war could be won by the Allies only with
increased reliance on black American troops and some expansion of
their roles in the military.
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The film's focus on the armed forces also protected it from the
political criticism it might have drawn from addressing racial issues
that were seen as part of civilian, domestic politics. As artificial a
divide as that was, it worked to shield the film from the political controversies it had left out of its own narrative. This was made plain
in the War Department's subsequent attempt to address on national
radio some of the issues facing black troops as they returned to the
civilian life—issues that had been excluded so carefully from The
Negro Soldier.
Assignment Home: "The Glass"
In early 1943, in protest against administration policies toward
black soldiers, William Hastie resigned from his position at the War
Department. Truman Gibson, who was also black, promised that
he would soon leave the department as well. Instead, not only did
Gibson remain but his more conciliatory manner led to his promotion to Hastie's old position. Gibson's decision to stay at the department rankled many in the black press who viewed him as opportunistic and largely ineffective.'" Once again, as at the OWI, the role
of the internal race advisers became asource of conflict that played
itself out over aspecific example of agency propaganda on the issue
of race.
In 1945, Gibson turned his attention to improving the reception
of the returning black soldier. That year, anticipating the war's end,
CBS radio had initiated aspecial summer series called Assignment
Home, which was designed to help ease the reentry of large numbers
of troops back into civilian life. In June 1945, Gibson suggested to
Robert Heller, avice president at CBS and the series's producer, that
the show feature an episode or incorporate material on returning
black soldiers.'" Gibson painted ageneral scenario for Heller of the
return of 700,000 black soldiers and 15o,000 black sailors, 75 percent
of whom were southerners and almost half of whom had entered the
service uneducated and illiterate but now had seen the wider world,
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including places where black men were treated with alevel of respect
and acceptance they had never experienced at home. Gibson feared
the hostile white civilian reaction to these changed men: "Most of
them have had their attitudes changed and their horizons broadened
by their service in the Army and in the Navy. These changes in attitudes, and to some extent behavior, will be quickly observed in the
communities to which the servicemen return. If we are to have the
racial peace and understanding that our country vitally needs during
the difficult days ahead, it is essential that these changes be understood and appreciated by the civilian communities." He emphasized
that "even during the critical periods when all of our energies were
devoted towards getting ahead with the war, there were many evidences" that the wartime emergency had not curtailed white hostility
to black troops. His current fear was that the mass return of black
soldiers would mean an escalation of white mean-spiritedness "during the period after VJ-Day when the patriotic brakes will be slightly
released." With that warning, Gibson asked CBS to assist the War
Department by presenting "suitable material" on this problem on the
Assignment Home series.'"
CBS officials took Gibson's plea seriously and immediately began
work on an episode that addressed the issues he raised to be broadcast in late August. An army corporal drafted ascript for ahalf-hour
show titled "The Glass" that told the story of two soldiers, one black
(Ted) and one white (Sam), who had worked side by side as truck repairmen, had been wounded together at the Battle of the Bulge, had
received the Bronze Star Medal, and had recovered together in adjacent hospital beds.
The Battle of the Bulge in late 1944 and early 1945 was one of the
only battles in which the unlikely scenario of black and white cooperation could have occurred in awar fought by segregated troops.
Because of the drastic shortage of white soldiers, in that battle, black
soldiers in service units were allowed to volunteer as infantry replacements. Black soldiers seized this opportunity with great enthusiasm.
As many as 8o percent of certain units volunteered, many at the cost
of giving up rank. Under General Dwight Eisenhower's overall command, black platoons were assigned to white companies, where they
fought jointly with white soldiers, although not in truly integrated
units. As soon as the European war was over, the platoons of black
soldiers were stripped out of the white units and either sent home or
sent back to their all-black service units. After this experiment with
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"integrated" combat, army surveys showed that the attitudes of white
troops toward black troops improved dramatically as aresult of the
experience and, moreover, that most of the white troops involved no
longer objected to serving alongside their black counterparts. The
choice of this setting for the background of ascript about returning
black soldiers was therefore extremely significant.'"
The story began as the two men were being discharged from the
army. On the bus trip home, they entered abar expecting to be able
to have adrink together, both of them apparently suffering from
racial amnesia. Instead, they were treated roughly and with disdain.
After reluctantly serving Ted, the bartender pointedly broke the
glass, saying, "You think my customers would drink out of aglass
that a..." At that point, Ted said to his white friend, "We're back
home, Sam."
The remainder of the script showed that Ted's triumphant reunion
with his family was marred by his disappointment over ajob offer
that was withdrawn after the employer discovered he was black. In
the end, Sam convinced his own employer, who had hired other
black workers, to give Ted ajob. But this happy ending was tempered. The music began in a"rising triumph" but then came to an
abrupt halt to dramatize that "the solution that has been projected is
false." The narrator explained why:
And so the dream ends ...and Ted lives happily ever after. But
what of the tens of thousands of Ted Godwins who are coming
back? There are Negro men taking off the uniforms they have
honored and putting on civilian suits. They are climbing out of
cockpits getting down from tanks and putting aside rifles—They
are coming back to the peace and democracy we made together.
(The enemy bullet never asked the color of aman's skin.) What
of these men? For this is not aquestion of debt or obligation—it
is understanding that what they did was done willingly because it
had to be done. The war would not have gone the way it did with
our powerful black hand tied behind our back. And we shall not
finish, we shall not win the peace without each man, regardless of
race, or creed or color, in his rightful place.' 2°
Compared to earlier federally sponsored productions, this script
confronted the effects of racial prejudice and discrimination bluntly.
It also shifted the spotlight to home-front discrimination in public
places and employment. Apparently it did so abit too directly from
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the War Department's point of view. After rehearsals for the show
had begun, department officials withdrew their commitment to CBS
to collaborate on "The Glass." The network never aired the show.
Word of the cancellation set off aflurry of protests from African
Americans, some of whom blamed Gibson. Fisk University sociologist Charles Johnson wrote Gibson requesting an official explanation
for the decision to cancel the broadcast so that he could publish it in
his "Monthly Summary of Events and Trends in Race Relations."'"
In response to this and similar requests, Gibson's assistant Louis
Lautier drafted atelegram explaining that the War Department did
not approve the script because it did not think it "should collaborate with Columbia Broadcasting System in radio program projecting
the Army into controversial subject respecting civilian life."' The
NAACP was quick to register its "vigorous protest" with War Department secretary Henry Stimson about the decision not to broadcast the show. Again, the department's response was that the show
was canceled because of its "controversial nature." In afinal plea,
Roy Wilkins argued that the special needs of African American veterans should not be ignored on the "flimsy excuse of controversy," reminding Stimson that "these men are American citizens who served
their country during war."'"
The New York City newspaper PM publicized the controversy, and
white liberals also complained about the cancellation of the broadcast. The Hollywood Independent Citizens Committee of the Arts,
Sciences and Professions, aliberal group of entertainers, writers,
and artists, sent its objections to the show's cancellation directly to
Eleanor Roosevelt. Assistant Secretary of War John McCloy took on
the task of responding to her inquiry about the show, explaining that
the script "concerned itself with dramatic incidents that occurred
to the central characters after their discharge from the Army" and
that "had the action been confined to the contribution of Negro soldiers and the conditions of their Army service," the script would
have been approved. Moreover, McCloy asserted, "The Glass" in his
view "would not have done much to help returning Negro soldiers."
Most telling perhaps was his admission that "the Army would have
been placed in the indefensible position of presuming to dictate to
civilians how they should act towards other civilians."'" A telegram
representing the z,000 members of the Dusable Lodge of the Chicago branch of the leftist International Workers Organization characterized the cancellation as a"slap in the face of the Negro GI's and
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their families as well as an insult at our democracy for which all boys
black and white alike fo.ught and died for in the interest of apostwar
peace." Gibson's response to this and several other protest letters was
identical to McCloy's reply to Eleanor Roosevelt.'
Meanwhile alocal New York City radio station asked Gibson:
"WLIB, the voice of liberty, would be glad to join any fight on racial
discrimination. May we have the pleasure to air the 'The Glass'?"
Gibson assured the liberal station that "the War Department has
absolutely no objection to the use of this script by WLIB" and authorized the release of the script for the station's use.'" Gibson apparently still believed that the script's message was both relevant and
timely. Nevertheless, the War Department was unwilling to take the
political risk of sponsoring anational broadcast based on the script,
and Gibson was unable to change that position.
The War Department's decision not to proceed with this radio
program demonstrates the narrow expansion of permissible political
boundaries of racial discourse and policies at the war's end. Although
it was acceptable for afederal agency to show the African American contribution to the war effort, the department was not willing to
present the corollary argument that military service qualified black
civilians for anything akin to equal treatment from the white civilian
world they were destined to reenter. War Department officials did
not want to touch the issue of domestic segregation any more than
the bartender's customers in the rejected script wanted to touch the
glass used by Ted, the heroic, wounded, returning black soldier.
The federal government's sponsorship of radio programming
about African Americans and race relations ended before World
War II did. But the programming that was produced, along with the
government's more general publicity campaign for national unity,
marked achange in public rhetoric that did not go unnoticed. On a
trip he took through the South during the war, Sterling Brown observed that the patriotic talk of freedom, on the radio and elsewhere,
had stirred hope for black southerners: "Freedom was ahard-bought
thing, their tradition warned them; the great day of 'jubilo' had been
followed by gloomy days; but the talk sounded good and right, and
perhaps alittle more freedom was on its way. Through the radios —
many of them the battery sets which fill the needs in small shacks
once filled only by phonographs and guitars —booming voices told
them of the plans for anew world. Over the air-waves came the
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spark, lighting and nursing small fires of hope; the glow and the
warmth were good in the darkness." The talk of freedom was not lost
on white southerners either, as one Mississippi planter complained
to Brown: "One of the worst things making for all this trouble is the
radio. Those people up in Washington don't know what they're doing
down here. They ought to shut up talking so much."'" Freedom was
in the air, but the way it was received depended on the listener.
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PART II

AIRING THE RACE QUESTION

CHAPTER

4

THE NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE
ON THE RADIO

T

he National Urban League took advantage of the war crisis

to link its traditional emphasis on acculturation, job counseling, and vocational preparation to the opportunities offered
by the burgeoning yet racially discriminatory defense industry.' The crisis of war enabled the organization for the first
time to use national radio to spread amessage of equal opportunity in jobs and military service. But its guest status on
national radio limited the political content of its message,
afact easily seen by comparing it with the more aggressive
political rhetoric contained in Opportunity magazine, its official publication.
Despite the limited nature of their privileges, league officials used radio in pioneering ways. The league's black entertainment radio extravaganzas used free performances by African American performers and musical artists not only to
advance arguments for equal opportunity but also to dramatically demonstrate to the radio industry the shortsightedness of continuing to refuse radio jobs to most black artists. The league's other singular radio achievement was its
national broadcast of aspecial show devoted solely to African American women. Rendered invisible in history and vili-

fled in all popular imagery, black women also had been given alimited voice in the spate of special radio programs on race relations
aired during this period. The league used national radio to construct
anew image, however fleeting, of black women. That image argued
for the extension of apolitics of inclusion to black women as war
workers, military nurses, and "American" women, worthy of respect
and honor and the full rights of citizenship.
Officials at the National Urban League had been alert to radio's
promising potential as an ally well before World War II. A 1928 article
in Opportutuy characterized radio as "a particular and far reaching instrument of interracial understanding and enlightenment" for both
whites and blacks.' The article's conclusion that such programming
was needed by both blacks and whites was an early expression of the
belief in radio's influence on black self-perceptions as well as white
opinions.
Both the league and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) sought opportunities to use radio
as a means of advertising their own political views and increasing favorable opinion of African Americans, again among African
Americans and whites.' But the league was much more successful at
gaining access to local radio affiliates for public service broadcasts.
This was the case not simply because its underlying political philosophy was more palatable than the NAACP's but also because the
league had aspecific program that was especially well suited to radio's
strengths: its annual vocational opportunity campaign, aweeldong
series of national and local publicity-oriented events addressing the
issues of job training and employment opportunities.' The league
initiated this program in 1930 to encourage African Americans to
train for higher-skilled jobs and to press white employers to open
such positions to them, especially in businesses that depended on
black patronage. The success of this strategy, league officials believed, depended on changing public opinion about black abilities,
and they thought radio was an essential vehicle for generating more
sympathetic publicity for their goals. "Plan and prepare" became the
watchwords of the opportunity campaigns, as league officials focused
on afuture in which they hoped young African Americans would
eventually gain access to positions denied them at the time.' The first
annual campaign in 1930 generated aflurry of talks, speeches, and
interviews with potential employers, as well as local radio broadcasts
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highlighting the league's programs.' This pattern would expand and
continue throughout the campaign's long life, which extended into
the 196os.'
Ann Tanneyhill was the National Urban League staff member who
directed vocational opportunity events at the national level and coordinated complementary activities at the league's local affiliates.
A young African American woman educated at Simmons College,
Tanneyhill served two years with alocal affiliate in her native Massachusetts and then in 1930 moved to the national office of the league
in New York City. Tanneyhill coordinated the work of the campaign
from 1931 to 1946 while broadening her own understanding of vocational guidance by completing graduate work in the emerging field
at Columbia University. A gifted organizer, Tanneyhill also was a
brilliant publicist and, as we shall see, the person most responsible
not only for securing the league's access to national airwaves but also
for writing many of the scripts and convincing prominent blacks and
whites to participate in the broadcasts. By 1939, the league's annual
vocational opportunity campaign used local radio stations in twentytwo cities to spread its message to blacks and to the white business
community.' But the league's access to local audiences was limited to
cities where it had strong affiliates, leaving many urban and southern
areas untouched by the yearly campaign.
Two factors converged to enable the league to broadcast its annual campaign on the national airwaves: achange in the organization's leadership and the crisis of war. Lester Granger assumed the
position of chief administrator of the league in late 1940 and then became executive director at the end of 1941. Granger, who previously
had served in the league's Industrial Relations Department, believed
that contemporary civil rights issues could no longer be ignored but
were an essential aspect of any general campaign to improve vocational and employment opportunities for African Americans. He
began during the war years to actively seek ways for the league to
play alarger role in the national politics of racial reform. The issue
of discriminatory hiring in the defense buildup provided aperfect
opening for him to link the league's traditional emphasis on jobs to
the broader war-related aims endorsed by the NAACP, the March
on Washington movement, and the black press. As aresult, the annual vocational opportunity campaigns took on the expanded role
of advancing broader political arguments about racial equality. At
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the same time, the campaigns generated greater recognition of the
league's overall program by allowing it to work on political issues of
pressing concern to the mass of black people, issues that had been
more the domain of other black organizations in the past. The war
emergency not only created more jobs and atighter labor supply but
also provided an arsenal of new rhetorical appeals aimed at white
employers in defense industries. The war also opened the doors of
national radio to the National Urban League and allowed it alevel of
national exposure that had long eluded it.
"The Negro and National Defense"
The great proliferation in network-sponsored radio programming on war-related issues inspired Ann Tanneyhill to ask one of
the national networks to carry materials about the National Urban
League's annual vocational opportunity campaign in 1941. 9She wrote
aletter to CBS describing the campaign and requesting fifteen minutes of free time. After along silence, CBS officials surprised Tanneyhill by not only granting her request but also offering afull hour
of national airtime for the league's use.' Previously, league affiliates
had sometimes secured local airtime for announcements or inspirational messages for aspiring young black job seekers and their potential employers. But CBS officials wanted the league to deliver the
kind of program they themselves were unwilling to produce because
no paying sponsor could be found. They wanted "a variety show
of America's outstanding Negro musicians." Tanneyhill and her colleague Ed Lawson, then the editor of Opportuniy, scrambled to design
ashow that would satisfy their own aims and the network's request,
with only ten days to airtime."
Network officials made clear that although they would donate the
airtime and production facilities, they would not assume the costs
of paying African American performers to appear on the program.
They suggested that league officials obtain fee waivers from the
unions representing these artists so that they could volunteer their
appearances. In aletter to the American Federation of Musicians, Ed
Lawson cited two reasons why the waiver should be granted: first,
it would allow black performers to lend their support to acause
they deeply believed in, and second, anational radio appearance was
an unusual opportunity for most of these artists and musicians. He
also shared his hope that asuccessful show would lead to a"regular
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tunities to colored artists on the radio."' As Lawson's remarks indicate, African American musicians and actors were routinely denied
appearances on national radio, except in limited comedic roles or as
occasional guest stars on white variety shows.' The unions agreed
to the league's request, clearing the way for black artists and performers to provide gratis the musical appeal the network was eager
to broadcast. This arrangement allowed for the creation of special
public affairs programming about African Americans throughout
the war period— the performing artists and musicians unions approved fee waivers, and black entertainers and artists contributed
their time.
This opportunity for national airtime for black performers was
so unique that the performers responded with great enthusiasm to
Tanneyhill's requests for their appearances. After adecade of working for the league in New York City, Tanneyhill was connected to a
network of African American entertainers, artists, actors, and writers
who lived in Harlem." Tanneyhill and Lawson approached Marian
Anderson, Ethel Waters, Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, and Joe
Louis. They were able to convince all of them to appear on the show,
which the league correctly characterized as the first "hour-long network show with an all-black cast."
Tanneyhill and Lawson wrote the script for the show, which CBS
broadcast on Sunday evening, March 30, 1941. Tanneyhill recalls that
CBS made no effort to revise the draft script she and Lawson wrote."
Called "The Negro and National Defense," the show featured a
star-studded lineup that provided adazzling variety of musical performances. Opening with Louis Armstrong's band, followed by a
pickup from Detroit of Ethel Waters singing "Georgia on My Mind,"
the show also included Duke Ellington's orchestra in Hollywood
playing "Take the A Train" and "Flamingo." Marian Anderson performed two songs live from Montreal, capping off arich display of
African American musical virtuosity."
Interspersed between the musical numbers were several brief
speeches intended to deliver the league's message about its vocational
campaign and the war buildup. Elmer Carter, editor of Opportunity,
made apointed plea to all Americans to include blacks in the preparations for war. Joe Louis made essentially the same appeal in abrief
interview from St. Louis in which he described to John Dancy of the
Detroit Urban League his joy at having been able to obtain ajob on
an assembly line in an automobile factory:
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Dancy: Then, you think Joe that Negroes can work in defense
jobs—on their assembly lines, and on their machines.
Joe: Iknow they can. Ihave seen them do harder things than that
when they got the chance.
Dancy: Do you think they will ever get the chance?
Joe: Americans believe in fair play. They are good sports, and I
feel America is going to give us Negroes achance to work and
earn adecent living. We can defend this country against
anybody if all of us have ajob to do. Iknow we need the jobs
now worse than ever and when they give us achance we will
punch out anew victory for America.'
The most interesting attempt to promote the message of racial
fairness came in askit performed by Eddie Anderson, who played
Rochester in the Jack Benny Show, ablack character very popular with
white audiences but deeply resented by some blacks. In the skit,
Rochester engaged in atelephone conversation with Jack Benny in
which he told Jack about aradio speech he had been asked to give on
behalf of the National Urban League:
It seems to me that Mr. and Mrs. America have been so busy in
this great program of national defense that they sorta overlooked
one of their children. One who has always been agreat fighter —
loyal, conscientious, and willing to do his bit at all times. It seems
that this child is having alittle trouble convincing the principals
and teachers of this great defense program that he should be in
there, too, and that he could come through with flying colors if
only given achance to. ...He is ahealthy working boy, so let
him help. ...So, Mr. and Mrs. America, give this child of yours
achance to make you just as proud of him today as you've always
been in the past.
The tone of this soliloquy was consistent with the tone of the Rochester character and the paternalistic relationship between him and his
white boss, Jack Benny, and millions of white listeners. But Rochester's underlying argument— for fair play, achance, more opportunity—was also consistent with the arguments made by Elmer Carter
and Joe Louis, although it was offered in aform and apatronizing
racial frame of reference that many whites would accept more readily
and some African Americans would find offensive.
Embedding serious messages in nonthreatening entertainment
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was aradio technique that some African Americans criticized even
though they realized that political restrictions usually mandated such
astrategy. Commenting on this phenomenon, L. D. Reddick astutely
observed that "stations will not permit discussions of 'Negro rights'
unless such topics are so intertwined with entertainment as to make
the former very secondary." 19 This was basically the approach taken
by the National Urban League in its first hour of national radio time.
Reddick's observation may have been shared by others, but the response to the league's show was overwhelmingly favorable from both
African American and white listeners, many of whom had heard the
underlying messages.
Reaction to the broadcast in black and white publications was
laudatory. A New York City newspaper extended its congratulations
to the league for producing ashow that "was probably heard by
more people than has ever listened to the problems of the Negro. ›,
Another editorial from Rhode Island characterized the show as an
"educational service" that "aroused a keen awareness among all
20

Americans of the undemocratic exclusion of Negroes from national
defense industries and of the current discrimination against them
in the armed forces."' A black Michigan paper commended the
league's "new approach" to the problem of defense industry discrimination, saying that "millions of Americans can no longer plead ignorance of the plight of our workers."' A Philadelphia Tribune article
urged CBS to "continue its policy of permitting colored people and
their white friends to talk directly to the millions of Americans who
do not realize that colored people are barred from helping the defense program.""
Some editorial writers used the broadcast to chide members of
the radio and advertising industries for their complicity in perpetuating racially discriminatory practices. A Time magazine article commended the broadcast for giving "listeners achance to hear some of
the superb talent that few advertisers dare to sponsor." The article
left no room for misunderstanding: "Obvious is the reason so few
have made the aerial grade: they are Negroes." Observing that African Americans were welcome on radio only as guests or in bit parts,
the article blamed advertisers for being unwilling to "buck racial
prejudice to back a colored show or let aNegro star shine too
brightly." Moving beyond the issue of wartime entertainers, aPhiladelphia Tribune editorial urged that when the war emergency was over
"the great radio chains should keep the airwaves open so that atenth
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of America's population can present their case for absolute equality
as American citizens."'
Tanneyhill's report on the 1941 vocational opportunity campaign
noted that the National Urban League received many telephone calls
and written comments about the show, of which she characterized
only two as "unfavorable."" To her surprise, although no plea for
funds had been made, many writers sent checks and cash in response to the show. The listeners who wrote in were varied, ranging
from high school social studies students in New Jersey who considered discrimination "both unjust and dangerous" to awhite high
school principal in Brooklyn who called the show a"magnificent
plea."" Many white listeners wrote that they were deeply moved by
the broadcast. One declared that "the negro is just as equal as the
white man," and another commented that "the country is the loser by
this unjustifiable discrimination."" A woman from New York City
wrote: "You must think the white race smug and tyrannical, but I
hope you'll understand that it's not that we don't care—only that we
don't know. But now Iknow and Iam greatly stirred.""
The view apparently persisted among African Americans that
many white Americans would in fact support increased opportunities for blacks if they were informed of actual racial conditions, and
radio was thought to be especially well suited to the task of educating
whites. Blacks working on racial reform issues were quick to praise
Tanneyhill and the league. They seemed to share abroad optimism
that aradio broadcast had special potential for producing results.
Roy Wilkins at the NAACP called the show "a most effective stroke
in the battle for improving the Negro's position in the national defense program." His colleague Walter White also sent congratulations, writing that the show "cannot help but further awaken Americans to what is going on." Channing Tobias at the national Young
Men's Christian Association wrote aletter of praise, as did Ambrose
Caliver at the Office of Education, whose radio series Freedom's People
would premiere later that year."
This enduring faith in the power of radio as an effective teaching medium pervaded other comments about the show as well. The
writer Chester Himes expressed his appreciation for what he called
"the shortest hour in the history of radio." Like many listeners, he
had found the mixture of music and speeches especially effective: "In
the lucid, driving, unequivocal manner which the Negro's industrial
lockout was presented, softened by the swiftly paced, highest quality
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of radio entertainment, the point can not be missed." Although it
may seem naive in hindsight, this belief in radio and the power
of education to change attitudes persisted among many blacks and
whites who hoped that talking about prejudice might open listeners'
hearts to understanding and change. Although the political messages
of the league's broadcast may have been muted by the surrounding
music, they were not lost, as these comments make clear. As the first
national broadcast of its kind, the show seemed to have found the
middle ground that satisfied those who looked to radio as amedium
that could provide political education without straying into territory
that would have troubled CBS officials."
League broadcasts on local New York City radio stations during
the same campaign, however, offer aglimpse of the difference in
tone of the appeal league officials made to anarrower northern urban
audience. Usually only fifteen minutes long, these local shows frequently used asimple interview format. For example, on one show,
league board member Roger Baldwin, president of the American
Civil Liberties Union, argued that "every form of pressure" would
be needed to break through the color line and that the war crisis
offered no excuse for delay: "[Y]ou cannot get national unity by
burying grievances."' Another broadcast included an interview with
Charles Collier of the New York City Urban League, who condemned
local and national unions for their exclusion of black workers from
skilled jobs, especially in the burgeoning aviation industry and other
defense-related industries."
Far more aggressive in language and style than any of the radio
programs, national or local, was the editorial commentary on these
issues featured in the league's publication, Opportunity. As early as
1938, the magazine had argued that "the best defense against the
forces of Nazism in America is the realization of real Democracy
here," aline of argument that the magazine continued and elaborated
through the end of the decade." Another editorial in 1939 observed
that "it would appear from reports in the daily press that the German Reich has decided to model its program of racial repression on
the prevailing laws and customs in the Southern part of the United
States."'
By early 1941, the tone and tenor of the magazine's editorials on
discrimination in the defense industry and segregation in the military were even more critical. Some of this change can be attributed
to the ascension of Lester Granger to the leadership of the orgaThe National Urban League on the Radio :165

nization, as well as to the way the war magnified the inequities of
federal racial policies. In a1941 Opportunie article, Granger described
the racial policies of the army and navy as "a symbol which must be
attacked wherever erected." He continued: "It is asymbol of alowgrade citizenship incompatible with the democratic ideal; it is asign
of persisting intolerance disrupting our national unity and corrupting our national life; it is adanger to the American nation because
it is opposed to the true American spirit." An editorial in the same
issue contained even more explicit criticism both of the military and
of industrialists for "adopting apolicy of racial repression which one
expects to find only in those countries which have adopted the methods and ideology of fascism.""
Editorials and articles in Opportunity in the spring of 1941, and indeed, as we will see, throughout the war era, persistently challenged,
ridiculed, and belittled racially discriminatory policies in the defense
industry and the military. One article about discrimination in the
military noted that "all over the world the color line is being erased
as nations fight to preserve the democratic form of government — all
over the world except in Hitler's Germany, Mussolini's Italy, and the
United States of America.""
A comparison of the tone of writings intended for the league's
own limited readership and the tone of its first national radio broadcast reveals how timid and abbreviated an appeal the league made
in that broadcast. Indeed, nothing in the show seemed inconsistent
with the radio programs sponsored by the federal government during
this period. After all, as discussed in chapter 3, it was this National
Urban League broadcast that the army used as amodel for its own
radio show, "America's Negro Soldiers," which NBC broadcast five
months later in August 1941. The freedom of political expression that
league officials felt in their own publication never extended to their
appearances on the air.
CBS's decision to grant free airtime for the league's broadcast did
not go unnoticed by other African American activists who were eager
for access to national radio. In June 1941, A. Philip Randolph of the
March on Washington movement, which the league supported, asked
NBC to consider donating time for aprogram entitled "The Negro
in National Defense." NBC officials declined, claiming that their
schedule was full and that they had granted time to representatives of
other "negro organizations" that year." Randolph did secure national
airtime for his announcement that the proposed mass march had
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been canceled because of the president's new executive order barring
discrimination in defense industries. But even then, only the smallest
national network, Mutual, granted him access for that purpose."
Having tasted the fruit of free national airtime in 1941, league officials sought the same access for their 1942 vocational opportunity
campaign. Granger explained to NBC's president Niles Trammell
that the league needed airtime to "reach employers, white workers,
and the American citizenry in general, in order to impress upon
them the need for unrestricted use of Negro labor." Promising an
interracial program, with black and white speakers and entertainers,
Granger asked for an hour of time, preferably during the evening.
At the time, NBC was committed to carrying the remaining two
monthly broadcasts of Freedom's People, and to network officials, one
"Negro show" at atime seemed to be the rule of thumb. One official
responded to Granger's request by asking, "Can we make this one of
the Freedom's People spots?"
Granger complained bitterly to network officials about their assumption that one "Negro program" was enough or that "Negro
programs" with different purposes and origins could simply be combined. But Granger's harshest criticism was reserved for NBC's failure to distinguish between private and public leadership on racial
issues, which suggested to him that network officials had concluded
that "the Office of Education had amonopoly on spokesmanship in
interest of Negroes." Indeed, in reply to Granger, an NBC official
had defended the network's decision by explaining that the network
recognized "Freedom's People as the official expression of problems
concerning the Negro race" since it was agovernment program. This
was an outright rejection of Granger's argument that the network
should broadcast programming on race relations from both the federal and the private perspective."
It is possible that network officials refused the league's request for
time because they were inundated with requests for free airtime from
the federal government in the months after the attack on Pearl Harbor. But other factors were likely to have been at play. The league
and Granger by 1942 were identified with the March on Washington movement and with the complaints black activists and the black
press were making about discriminatory policies.' Even after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the pages of Opportunity continued to be filled
with protests against discrimination in the war effort." The theme of
the 1942 vocational opportunity campaign was "Speed Defense ProThe National Urban League on the Radio :167

duction," and its goal was "to accelerate the integration of the Negro
into American defense industry." A league handbook designed to
encourage employers to hire black workers was subtitled "Open the
Gates."" It seems possible, therefore, that NBC simply did not want
to carry the league's arguments on integrating African Americans
into the defense industry in the anxious period immediately after
American entry into the war. After his final dismissal of Granger's request for airtime, Dwight Herrick of NBC's Public Service Program
Division wrote his colleagues, "[T]rust the ghost will stay buried.""
Indeed it did, for the result was that the league's 1942 vocational opportunity campaign had no national radio broadcast.
A year later, with the war effort in full swing and racial tensions
at an all-time high, the league had amuch easier time getting free
national airtime during its annual March campaign week. In fact, in
1943 the league was able to make broadcasts on all of the national
networks. NBC granted Tanneyhill's request for fifteen minutes to
carry a"radio poem" she had asked her friend Langston Hughes to
write for the league. The poem, "Freedom's Plow," traced the contributions of black workers — free, indentured, and slave— in building
America, but it made only oblique reference to prior and existing
racial inequality." The Mutual network also provided fifteen minutes,
which the league used for aspeech by William Agar, aleading liberal
and president of New York City's Freedom House. He freely criticized the Fair Employment Practices Commission for its ineffectiveness, launched aharsh attack on racism in unions, and condemned
the vast majority of manufacturing plants and businesses that still refused jobs to blacks."
"Heroines in Bronze"
Tanneyhill and other league officials decided that the 1943 vocational opportunity campaign should have as its focus black women
workers. They hoped that African American women would be able to
take advantage of wartime shortages of male workers to gain access
to high-skilled, high-paying jobs and escape their vocational doom
as domestic servants. Tanneyhill later recalled that the war brought
the "first break in employment in major corporations" for blacks
and that plants "needed women so badly that they took colored
women."" Taking as its slogan "Woman Power Is Vital to Victory,"
the league's annual campaign highlighted African American women's
contributions to history and the war effort, at home and abroad. In
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that same year, the War Manpower Commission began acomprehensive "womanpower" campaign designed to create anew image of
white women that would encourage them to seek what were considered "men's jobs" and enter the labor force as amatter of patriotic
duty. Black women, however, were largely excluded from that campaign, and when featured at all, they were portrayed only in relatior
to whites— that is, in subservient roles or as mammy figures. Othei
depictions of African Americans in that campaign sought to convince anxious whites that blacks continued to accept segregation anc
white supremacy as part of their patriotic duty."
Tanneyhill was determined to make African American womer
workers visible. When CBS invited her to submit adramatic pro
gram to be included as one episode of the network's hour-long war
time series The Spirit of 43, she used the opportunity to produce
groundbreaking show about African American women. The league':
1943 campaign show was broadcast nationally on CBS and to armec
forces abroad. Tanneyhill wrote the script for the broadcast by rely
ing on historical materials at the Schomburg Center for Research ir
Black Culture and aborrowed library book on radio scriptwriting
Although CBS staff helped edit the script, they were so impressec
with Tanneyhill's draft that at first they doubted that she had writ
ten it. Except for some tinkering with dramatic devices to enlivet
some of the material, the final broadcast was virtually identical tc
Tanneyhill's original script— atribute to her developing skills as
scriptwriter."
Tanneyhill's script, "Heroines in Bronze," was an inventive pre
sentation of the lives of three women: Phillis Wheatley, Sojourne
Truth, and Harriet Tubman. The script was faithful to Tanneyhill'
extensive research and included understated but very effective re
creations of key incidents in each woman's life. The dramatization

and narratives about the women emphasized different aspects o
black women's abilities, but each portrayed awoman who was smart
persistent, courageous, and undaunted by racial obstacles. Tanney
hill used the story of Wheatley's life to illustrate the contrast betweei
the inhumanity of slavery's separation of children from their mother
and the intelligence and tenacity of Wheatley's poetry. The sectio,
of the script on Sojourner Truth emphasized her life before and afte
her freedom, her courageous determination to speak in public place
controlled by white men, and her antislavery messages. Tanneyhill
treatment of Harriet Tubman was the most effective dramatizatioThe National Urban League on the Radio :

because it included areenactment of several "escapes" from slavery
and arecitation of the number of slaves led to freedom by this "Moses
of Her People." The section on Tubman concluded: "Yes —Harriet
Tubman's soul was in itself the spirit of progress — the determination
to rise above the weight of oppression and injustice and breathe the
free air of opportunity.""
The second half of Tanneyhill's script featured contemporary
women, beginning with aspeech by Mary McLeod Bethune, "director of Negro affairs" for the National Youth Administration. Bethune expressed her personal pride in "the valiant contribution of
Brown American women to the cause of victory for democracy." She
identified herself with Wheatley, Truth, and Tubman and the lessons
taught by their lives: "I, myself, am aNegro woman, and Ihave experienced many of the hardships which are the common lot of our
sisterhood. Ithrill to the story of those 'Heroines in Bronze' who suffered and defied death to make America what it is today— defender
of the democratic ideal, and hope of generations to come. Life in
this country has not always been easy for people of dark skin. Yet the
fact that the American Negro today stands stalwart in his faith and
loyal devotion to the country of his birth, is atribute to the women
of the race." Bethune's claim for the centrality of black women's contribution to the race's survival and faith in democracy was bold. She
also sought to link African American women with other American
women in the war crisis: "Brown American women are sending their
husbands, sons, brothers and sweethearts to war on five continents
and seven seas. They watch fearfully at home for the fateful word that
brings news of death in action—of drowning at sea." But she quickly
distinguished the fate of black women, adding that "they have felt
the heartsick disappointment that is their lot when they apply for
jobs and are denied because of their race." Commending contemporary black women for their courage and endurance under difficult
circumstances, Bethune argued that it was "essential that the contributions of these women be increased, for womanpower is vital to
victory," using the vocational opportunity campaign's slogan to help
make her point.
Bethune's linking of black women's efforts and an elevation in
their status as pivotal to the race's progress amplified arguments from
along line of African American feminist activists and intellectuals,
including Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin, Mary Church Terrell, Elise
McDougald, and Amy Jacques Garvey. The show's acknowledgment
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of the "double jeopardy" of race and sex that faced black women also
had deep roots. The notion that uplifting black women was an essential avenue for advancing the race had been given voice in the 189os
by Anna Julia Cooper and other African American women associated
with the women's club movement.' The script contained no hint of
any feelings among black women of subordination or inferiority to
men or any need to temper their ambitions as women. The script's
focus on the lived experience of the historical figures enabled them
to stand alone in their convictions, strong and independent yet committed to the communal mission of the race.
This image of African American women was reinforced by aseries
of live interviews with black women working in the war effort in
the United States and throughout the world. The women interviewed
ranged from aradio technician at aWestern Electric plant in New
York City to aflight training instructor in Chicago, who commented
that "our Negro students haven't been granted the same opportunities as our white students." A black woman serving as aRed Cross
Club worker in London described her work among black soldiers
stationed in the British Isles.
Black activists had used the service of black men in World War
Ito argue for fuller opportunities for them in World War II. This
show made the same argument about black women who had served
in World War Ias canteen workers or army nurses. Expanding the
opportunity for the military service of black nurses was both areal
and asymbolic issue because the army initially had established an exclusionary quota for black women in the nurse corps. In an interview
on the show, Marion Brown Seymour, ablack nurse who had served
in World War I, did not hesitate to remind the audience of the discrimination and federal policies that had prevented the greater use
of black nurses who wanted to serve: "Unfortunately during World
War I, though the Negro nurse was fully qualified, there was delay
and hesitancy in making adecision to accept Negro women in the
Army Nurse Corps. Their services were not used until just before
the Armistice was signed." This same hesitancy was being repeated
in World War II. By the time of the broadcast, however, the decision had been made to allow black women to serve abroad in the
army nurse corps." This section of the script succeeded in raising
the two wartime issues that most affected black women: access to
defense industry positions and full opportunity to serve in the military's nurse corps.
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This show differed dramatically in tone and approach from the
1941 National Urban League broadcast, which had at its core ahigh
entertainment appeal. "Heroines in Bronze" made no attempt at
light entertainment; the music was almost exclusively sacred or inspirational." The dramatic sequences and overall tone of the broadcast were entrusted to black entertainment professionals. The three
"heroines," Wheatley, Truth, and Tubman, were portrayed by wellknown black actresses, including Fredi Washington, who was famous
for her role in the film Imitation of Lee. Although the show was about
black women, Tanneyhill asked her friend, veteran stage actor and
radio performer Canada Lee, to narrate it, as he had the league's
1941 broadcast. But there was no comedy, no Rochester skit, no tap
dancing by Bill Robinson, which made for afar more somber and
dignified presentation of the "Negro woman." Overall, the show created and claimed anew image of "respectability" for black women,
who were as vilified as black men in all media representations. Public
representations of black women had avirulent narrowness, perpetuating either the Jezebel or the mammy image. As old as slavery and
as persistent as racism itself, these were the images that "Heroines in
Bronze" sought to displace with its bold aural configuration of African American women."
Tanneyhill believed that since this show was the first national
radio broadcast dedicated to African American women, it deserved
and would garner special attention. To ensure this, she mounted an
aggressive prebroadcast publicity drive for both the broadcast and
the vocational opportunity campaign theme, "womanpower is vital
to victory." She urged all local Urban League members to convince the program directors at local radio stations to air the national
broadcasts during the campaign. Finally, Tanneyhill asked members
to organize local "listening groups" for the show and to send their
reactions to local stations to encourage them to air more programming about African Americans and provide more opportunities for
black artists." She also issued several general press releases about
the upcoming broadcast, starting six weeks prior to the broadcast
and ending the day after." The prebroadcast publicity received a
boost when both New York governor Thomas Dewey and President
Franklin Roosevelt endorsed the league's annual campaign. Roosevelt stated in his letter of endorsement that "Negro Americans are
carrying their part of the load at home and on the fighting front."
In an ambiguously worded promise, he allowed that "the social and
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economic advantages which we of the democracies are fighting to
defend, and further, will not be lost in the readjustment of the postwar period." Nevertheless, the mere fact that the president had lent
his support to the league's work was itself asource of publicity for
the upcoming broadcast." Tanneyhill's hard work paid off: some
newspapers printed her press releases about the show practically verbatim."
The show's theme was given an added boost when the league devoted its entire spring 1943 issue of Opportunity to the topic of "brown
American womanpower." The ninety-six-page special issue of the
quarterly was prepared by Tanneyhill and Madeline Aldridge, an editorial assistant at the league, both of whom were responsible for the
campaign's focus on black women. The magazine featured dozens of
photographs of African American women engaged in awide variety
of defense work and volunteer war activities and wearing military
and nurses' uniforms at home and abroad. The articles were about
various aspects of black women's wartime concerns, but the emphasis was primarily on the same issues that drove "Heroines in Bronze":
equal access to employment in defense industries and full opportunity to serve in war service organizations and the military, especially
the army nurse corps."
The images presented in this issue were in sharp contrast to the
traditional images of African American women presented in the
media. The magazine offered acounternarrative to the advertising
industry's campaign to help the federal government project an inspirational image of the white female worker, an effort that completely
ignored black women. Indeed, one study has found that "astonishingly, no black women were pictured in advertisements during the
war"; even the reliable stereotypical images of maids and mammies
disappeared. At atime when white women were being portrayed as
sources of national pride, there was no politically acceptable place
for black women, who remained invisible."
Articles in this special issue gave detailed reports on black women's
work in avariety of defense factories and industries, from ballistic
laboratories to electrical repair plants to aviation factories. African
American women were depicted as welders, riveters, and clerical and
stenographic workers. Special attention was given to the ongoing
campaign "to accelerate the integration of the Negro nurse into the
total war effort." Similarly, an article on the Women's Army Auxiliary
Corps encouraged black women to enroll in both basic and ofhThe National Urban League on the Radio :173

cer training since alarge call for women was soon expected. Taken
together, these articles, whether on civilian or service activities, encouraged African American women to take advantage of the opportunities for training and service that the wartime emergency offered,
even if many barriers to full participation remained in place.'
Unlike the content of some of the league's earlier broadcasts, for
the most part the content of "Heroines in Bronze" was consistent
with and reinforced by the messages in the magazine, both in style
and in rhetoric. Lester Granger began his contribution to the special
issue with adiscussion of discrimination against women in general
before addressing the special burdens and sacrifices of black women.
"They have felt the brunt of that mean racial discrimination which
has stultified our national ideals and twisted the social growth of
the Negro population," he wrote. At the same time, he argued, they
"faced the added handicap of sex whenever they have sought opportunity to express their talents." He credited the historical progress of
the "Negro race" to black women:
If Negro Americans have endured three hundred years of slavery,
economic exploitation and social frustration without losing faith
in their country and their future, it is because the women of the
race have kept the faith. If Negro men have made endless sacrifices in the painfully slow, upward progress of the past seventyfive years, it is because their women have insisted upon and gladly
shared those sacrifices. If agrowing interracial cooperation and
understanding in many communities partly compensates for increased racial tensions in others, it is because Negro women have
made it their particular business to keep channels of understanding open. ...[B]rown American women have been amighty force
working for redemption of the soul of Democratic America.
Not only did Granger include African American women in the political history of the race, but like Bethune had done on the air, he placed
them at the heart of the struggle to advance black people. Granger
concluded by commending black women for having pursued the
training for jobs that had been denied them early in the war but
were now open to them because of extreme labor shortages. After
giving examples of black women's involvement in fields from which
they previously had been excluded, Granger ended his essay with this
plea: "Please God, let it be agood omen for America in the peace
years that are to come.""
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This special emphasis on African American women in Opportunie
and more dramatically in "Heroines in Bronze" struck aresponsive
chord with the black press. A Baltimore Afro-American article left no
room for doubt about its opinion: the lead sentence described "Heroines" as "the most effective radio appeal yet heard on the air in behalf
of colored Americans." New York City's People's Voice weighed in with
areview that congratulated the league for its "industry and initiative" in getting the show on the air. Ann Petrey also mentioned the
broadcast in her column in the paper, calling the show "tops in radio
programs."
Tanneyhill's role in creating the broadcast earned her praise from
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National Urban League colleagues in New York City and throughout
the country. Elmer Carter, although no longer aleague employee,
congratulated her for "the best publicity job in the history of the
Urban League" and told her that "the community is literally ringing
with praises of your Saturday program." A. L. Foster of the Chicago
Urban League expressed his deep appreciation, telling Tanneyhill
that he knew she "must have worked like the devil" on the show.
Foster also reported that the local league had urged drugstores, grocery stores, and other businesses to turn on their radios so customers
could hear the Saturday broadcast. Pastors at area churches also had
encouraged their congregations to listen. The Minneapolis Urban
League sent its thanks to Tanneyhill, explaining that it "would be impossible to evaluate the amount of interest created in the work of the
local Urban league by that broadcast and by the splendid April issue
of Opportunity Magazine." Accolades for Tanneyhill's work came
from league affiliates in Baltimore, where it was called "strictly 'highclass'" and a"swell job," and Buffalo, where it was labeled the "best
ever placed on anational hookup." The Omaha league passed along
its compliments to CBS, thanking the network for carrying the show,
which it described as a"source of inspiration to all Negro people.""
Offering aparticularly perceptive observation, the executive secretary of the St. Louis Urban League praised Tanneyhill not only for
producing the "best broadcast by Negroes that has come over the
air" but also for taking risks by veering away from the traditional
entertainment-dominated format: "Most groups think that to get
people to listen to aprogram, you have to have some 'name' band,
some blues singers or some other person whose name appears frequently in the press and otherwise before the public. Your broadcast
proved that is not exactly true. ...We Negroes believe that they
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get over only acertain type of program which is usually accepted by
white people, but our times today call for amore serious bit of propaganda than the Rochesters usually get over.""
Other people unaffiliated with the National Urban League but
interested in race relations also congratulated Tanneyhill on "Heroines in Bronze." Sociologist Ira De A. Reid commended Tanneyhill
for the "high calibre" of the "positively enchanting" show. Black
nurses were especially appreciative of the attention the show gave to
their war-related concerns. In aletter to Granger, Mabel Staupers
of the National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses singled
out Tanneyhill for special praise." The fact that the show focused
on African American women was emphasized in subsequent reports
about it. The Tuskegee Institute's 1947 Negro Yearbook stated that the
broadcast was "the first time in the history of radio that the accomplishments and achievements of Negro women have been heard on
the air in story and in fact.""
Tanneyhill and the league also received letters and postcards from
listeners in the general public. One writer thanked the league for
an "excellent" and "well-planned and really very effective" show.
Another commented that the broadcast was "thrilling, instructive,
and finished in all respects" and that "it has done agreat deal to
stimulate genuine respect and good will towards negroes." Other
writers also expressed the hope that the show would help whites; one
white listener wrote that "I need no such aid to make me appreciate
the place that the Negro race should have in our community life, but
Ihope it has broadened the outlook of thousands throughout the
country who cling to another point of view.""
To the extent that the National Urban League hoped its broadcasts would bring greater attention to the plight of African American
workers, especially black women, "Heroines in Bronze" was abig
success. In other public affairs programming about African American history or race relations, black women had been invisible or
veiled behind broad communal representations of the black community that rested on male voicings. Here for the first time, Tanneyhill
was able to bring African American women front and center and
treat them with adignity and respect that radio, like all media, had
long denied them. This would remain one of Tanneyhill's singular
accomplishments for the league and for broadcasting in general. The
paradox, of course, is the singularity itself: a one-hour broadcast
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could hardly compete with the influence of centuries of despicable
images of African American women. As politically significant as
African Americans knew popular images to be, they remained largely
powerless to intervene or compete successfully in the long term in a
public arena now controlled by powerful mass media, regardless of
how eager and prepared they were to try.
Race Riots
Race riots that erupted in the summer of 1943 propelled the issue
of race relations to the forefront of national attention. Groups of
white soldiers and sailors stationed in Los Angeles attacked mostly
young Mexican American and black men over the course of several days of disturbances that came to be called the "zoot-suit" riots,
named after the distinctive attire common among young Mexican
American and black men at the time. In Detroit, an argument between African Americans and whites quickly escalated into afullscale riot. Thirty-four people were killed, 5oo injured, 1,800 arrested,
and over si million in property damage resulted before President
Roosevelt sent in federal troops." Finally, in August, rioting erupted
in Harlem, where 300 blacks were injured and 6were killed before
calm was restored."
Throughout the summer, African American leaders continued to
urge President Roosevelt to make anational radio address condemning racial violence, but he refused to take that step. 7'Instead, black
activists, racially progressive liberals, and entertainers prodded the
radio industry to take apublic role in calming fears and preaching
racial tolerance. Walter White of the NAACP helped form the Emergency Committee of the Entertainment Industry, agroup of black
and white entertainers organized specifically to sponsor anationwide radio appeal for racial tolerance." Members of the committee
convinced CBS to donate thirty minutes of free national airtime to
their cause. Unlike NBC, which was routinely more cautious about
programming on race relations or African Americans, CBS took on
the cause of calming racial tensions as its own. Rather than simply
granting free time for the show, William Paley at CBS took the unprecedented action of officially sponsoring the show."
The network asked the respected liberal radio scriptwriter, director, and producer William Robson to help with this special project.'
Robson recalled later the sensitivity with which he and his colleagues
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approached the issue of race: "We were extremely careful in the
preparation of the script, since the country at the time was pockmarked with 'tension areas' where it was feared new race riots might
break out. Our problem was to throw the light of truth on the
Detroit incident without inciting either whites or Negroes to riot
elsewhere."" Robson opted for asimple dramatic format. He decided to use areenactment of the Detroit riot to emphasize "the
positive aspects of person helping person, rather than the destructive aspects of the disturbance."" So cautious were Robson and CBS
that the entire show was recorded in dress rehearsal twice and the
broadcast was postponed twice as those involved sought to produce
abalanced presentation and one that would not stir up additional
controversy. Even on the day of the broadcast, network officials took
the precaution of broadcasting the entire show via aclosed circuit to
every CBS affiliate, allowing each ample time to refuse to carry it. In
the end, only afew stations declined to air the show."
On July 24, 1943, the network broadcast the program, "Open Letter on Race Hatred," which began:
Dear Fellow Americans. What you are about to hear may anger
you. What you are about to hear may sound incredible to you. You
may doubt that such things can happen today in this supposedly
united nation. But we assure you, everything you are about to hear
is true. And so, we ask you to spend thirty minutes with us, facing
quietly and without passion or prejudice, adanger which threatens all of us— adanger so great that if it is not met and conquered
now, even though we win this war, we shall be defeated in victory
and the peace which follows will for us be ahorror of chaos, lawlessness, and bloodshed. This danger is race hatred."
The program then presented its aural re-creation of the Detroit
riot. It dramatized the fact that the arrival of waves of wartime immigrants from Appalachia and the rural South, crowded housing,
and the efforts of "subversive organizers and native Nazi orators"
all combined to create conditions in which misunderstandings and
rumors could start arace riot. The broadcast emphasized that the
courage of individual blacks and whites prevented more deaths and
injuries from occurring. In abit of radio magic, the show included
reports on the riots broadcast as if they were German and Japanese
radio propaganda. The Japanese "broadcast" was especially hard-
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hitting, portraying the Detroit riot as one in which "hundreds of
negroes were sacrificed to the altar of American white superiority
complex."
"Open Letter" seemed to be directed primarily at whites, referred
to as "the decent law-abiding citizens ...who will pay the final bill
for the race hatred of your fellow Americans." The narrator included
this admonition: "We've got too tough an enemy to beat overseas
to fight each other here at home. We hope that this documented account of the irreparable damage race hatred has already done to our
prestige, our war effort, and our self-respect will have moved you to
make asolemn promise to yourself that, wherever you are and whatever is your color or your creed, you will never allow intolerance or
prejudice of any kind to make you forget that you are first of all an
American with sacred obligations to every one of your fellow citizens." The broadcast concluded with astraightforward attack on the
concept of white superiority and aclear argument for extending the
full rights of American citizenship to African Americans delivered by
former Republican presidential candidate Wendell Wilkie." "Twothirds of the people who are our allies do not have white skins," he
said, "and they have long, hurtful memories of the white man's superior attitude in his dealing with them." Turning his attention to
racism at home, Wilkie recited along litany of basic rights that African American citizens deserved but did not yet enjoy."
The race riots finally had inspired the type of radio show that
Theodore Berry and other African American federal officials repeatedly had urged the Office of War Information (OWI) to air: one that
targeted the racist attitudes of white Americans. But it was CBS, acting without federal imprimatur, that had taken this step. The task of
fashioning anational response to the riots had been assumed not by
the racially timid Roosevelt administration but by an alliance of CBS
network officials and writers, entertainers, scriptwriters, and the liberal Republican Wendell Wilkie. The unusual nature of the broadcast
drew praise and national media attention. Time magazine reported:
"[T]he fact that amajor U.S. network had the courage and took the
time to emphasize acrisis in race relations was big radio news." The
magazine also called the show "one of the most eloquent and outspoken programs in radio history."' No one reacted mildly to the
widely discussed program. General reactions to the broadcast were,
in Robson words, "as varied and violent as the point of view of
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the listener," with "indiscriminate applause and vile condemnation"
coming from the same locality." The attention the show garnered
was yet another indication of the controversy that met attempts to
use radio as aforum to discuss racial tensions.
The two limited arguments the broadcast made—that race hatred
was bad and that black Americans deserved basic rights—were aired
without the sponsorship of the federal government, whose officials
remained fearful of the national political implications of those basic
arguments. Nonetheless, some of the groundwork for the appeals
made in "Open Letter" had been laid by the federal program Freedom's People and the War Department broadcasts "America's Negro
Soldiers" and "Judgment Day." Even the National Urban League's
broadcasts in 1941 and 1943, especially "Heroines in Bronze," had
made the fundamental argument for fair play and equal opportunity,
although they had not directly attacked racial hatred and violence.
Still, none of these shows addressed the questions of aremedy and
how the long-denied basic rights were to be extended or protected,
questions that constituted the principal claims of African American
protests.
When the "zoot-suit riots" erupted in Los Angeles, a national
media center, CBS officials reacted once again, this time not with
asingle national broadcast but with aseries of broadcasts for affiliates of its Pacific regional network. The riots in Los Angeles, which
grew out of tensions between white sailors and Mexican American
youths, actually involved African Americans only tangentially." But
the violence provided the cautionary incentive for the production of
These Are Americans, aseries of six fifteen-minute shows about African Americans and their place in American democracy that began
in January 1944. The show was created in cooperation with two
local civic groups and an entertainment-based group, the liberal
Hollywood Writers' Mobilization. Veteran CBS radio newsman Chet
Huntley, amember of the writers' group, wrote and narrated the
series."
Addressing the question of race relations was again considered so
controversial that the show opened with apreliminary caution similar to the one in "Open Letter." Huntley introduced the first episode
by explaining that the series was "about the American Negro: about
his problem, about his education, about his place in industry, business, the arts, the armed forces, and his position in our society." A
voice interrupted him:
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Voice i: Excuse me! But, brother, are you headed for trouble!
This question of the Negro is the hottest thing on the books!
It's acontroversial question!
Huntley: That's true, but the principles of it are not! We hold that
democracy is non-controversial, and the Negro question
broadly stated is "Shall Democracy work for all or shall it work
in places?" We hold that equality— and the Bill of Rights are
non-controversial— and that's what the Negro question
is about."
Whereas "Open Letter" had pleaded primarily for racial tolerance
and basic rights for African Americans, These Are Americans worked
from the assumption that achange in race relations and the extension of greater opportunities to African Americans were not only
inevitable but also imminent. Its primary goal was to coax white
Americans into accepting the idea of equal opportunity and fair play
for African Americans while calming their fears about the practical
implications of such apolitical and social shift.
The series first sought to convince whites that African American
advancement was linked to the national self-interest:
Voice I: Democracy cannot limp along with aten percent
handicap.
Voice z: Holding the Negro down means the rest of us stay down
with him. Keeping him unproductive hurts America. Keeping
him in ill health hurts America and the cause of democracy for
which we are fighting."
Huntley expressly sought to assuage white concerns about the
pace of racial change. Throughout the series, he repeatedly tried to
reassure whites who were fearful of the impact of greater black freedom on the racial status quo. One show on the cultural contributions
of blacks consisted entirely of areading of Langston Hughes's poem
"Freedom's Plow," which had been written for aNational Urban
League broadcast the previous year. Huntley used the poem's narrative of progress and patience to support and reinforce his own
modest interpretation of African American goals for advancement.
He told his listeners that "the Negro expects no overnight remedy,
no instantaneous change, no sudden correction of discrimination by
man-made laws.""
In fact, no other theme in the series received greater attention than
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the fears of whites about atime when African Americans would consider themselves their social equals. The series repeatedly cautioned
African American listeners to accept new opportunities without overstepping existing social and political boundaries too quickly. In the
first broadcast, for example, awhite character declared: "I don't want
an 'uppity,' smart-aleck black boy here. The way Isee it, is that the
Negro has to give way in this whole thing as much as the white man.
Idon't mean Iwant him to stand around with his hat in his hand
and call me mister, but Ido want him to take his rights in stride and
just go on and work as though nothing much had happened." Consider this conversation between Doc, who was white, and Jim, who
was black:
Doc: But what about the Negro who gets ataste of equality and
then gets alittle out of line?
Jim: He's aproblem, and every Negro leader of any merit isn't
overlooking that reaction.
Doc: Iknow ...we can explain it, Jim. He's known Jim Crow
laws so long that when they're gone, he just goes too far, is all.
Jim: We Negroes must take our advancement in dignity and
majesty ...not in bowing and scraping nor in obtrusive,
aggressive celebration.
In another episode, acharacter advised African Americans who got
good jobs to "accept [their] improved economic status with reserve
and dignity. Over aggressiveness or brash conduct wipes out any advancement.""
Huntley returned to the familiar immigrant melting pot paradigm
as he tried to create acalming vision of afuture in which African
Americans were accorded full rights as Americans and accepted as
equal members of the body politic. The message of the final broadcast in the series was athrowback to the rhetoric of the 1938 series
Americans All, Immigrants All: "Fellow Americans! Take pride in what
has happened here! They came to this land as bohunks, wops, spicks,
greasers, cockneys, cousin-jacks, micks, chinks, slaves and kikes. But
read the honor roll of Americans and note the names: Patrick Henry,
Albert Einstein, General 'Ike' Eisenhower, Arturo Toscanini, Pisudski [sic], Lin Tutang [sic], Booker T. Washington, and so on down the
immortal list. We're abit of every race and every people on earth and
we have reason to believe that it's been agood idea."" The show
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continued the theme of an earlier broadcast devoted to achoral rendition of "Ballad for Americans," first popularized by Paul Robeson
in the late 193os."
Because These Are Americans was a western regional broadcast
rather than anational one, the show's creators were not working
in aracial frame of reference that was dominated by worries about
an imagined southern white reaction, as were the creators of many
coast-to-coast shows. Overall, the show spent relatively little time
justifying the extension of full rights to African Americans and devoted most of its attention to the issue of how to manage the resulting transition in race relations. Huntley was therefore able to
address more directly white fears about black progress and the inevitable change in social relations that would follow. This is most
obvious in the recurring cautions to blacks not to gloat or overstep
new racial boundaries. But even this appeal for racial gradualism envisioned exactly the kind of future that southern congressmen had
protested so vehemently in their 1943 showdown over the OWI pamphlet Negroes and the War. Those white men recognized as clearly as
Huntley did the broader social implications of full opportunity; they
had recoiled from such images just as quickly as black Americans
had embraced them. Since it did not have to dodge imagined southern white fears, this western regional radio series was able to offer
amelting pot vision that included "the Negro," but not without encountering resistance from some white listeners who, although they
were not southern, shared many of the same views. Indeed, this is
one reason why the series had as its central mission the reassurance of
whites fearful of changes in the racial status quo. Huntley revealed in
alater interview that during this period aman wrote to ask him the
definitive racial inquiry: "[W]ould you want your daughter to marry
aNegro?" °'
Wherever they lived, most white Americans harbored deep fears
about changes in the existing racial regime, and the specter of equal
social and sexual relations with blacks was at the root of many of
these fears. Subsumed under the rubric of social equality was anexus
of fears about the implications of political and economic equality —
aloss of value for the currency of American whiteness. When the
radio networks entered the terrain of racial equality, those fears governed the content of their broadcasts. With few exceptions, national
radio programming remained under the control of powerful whites
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who, even if they were opposed to racial injustice, remained unwilling to permit African Americans to speak freely for themselves on
the medium.
The National Urban League's appeal to the networks to grant it
broadcast time to respond to the riots was overshadowed by what
CBS had already done. League officials instead turned their attention to urging local affiliates to call special meetings of local leaders
from labor, politics, and civic groups to "prepare counter offensive
of public opinion" to prevent further violent outbreaks. The league
decided to dedicate its upcoming October national annual conference to the theme "Victory through Unity" and to make it apublicity
centerpiece for interracial unity."
In preparation for the conference, Ann Tanneyhill approached
officials at NBC and asked for national airtime for the league's use
during the annual meeting, having worked with the network earlier
that year when it broadcast "Freedom's Plow." NBC officials, who
had seen CBS's success with "Open Letter," accepted Tanneyhill's
proposal and granted her fifteen minutes of airtime. Tanneyhill, who
had apenchant for lining up popular entertainment figures, asked
actor Edward G. Robinson if he would be willing to read amessage
about the league on the radio. Robinson agreed and asked Tanneyhill
to write something suitable for him."
Unlike the league's earlier shows, this one did not include music,
entertainment, dramatizations, or interviews but simply featured
Robinson speaking alone in conversational tones. Introduced by an
announcer as the "great dramatic actor and distinguished American
citizen," Robinson read his "special message," an understated plea
for racial tolerance. Robinson's basic appeal rested on concerns that
racial violence would prolong and weaken the war effort. Casting
‘`morale" as a"force" and a"weapon" in modern warfare, Robinson
held up racial intolerance as antithetical to national morale and ultimately to victory itself. He argued that if and when victory came,
it "will have been the victory of Americans of every shade of color,
political and religious belief. It will not be an Irish victory, nor a
Czech victory, nor ablack, nor awhite, nor any other kind of victory
— just an American victory." He addressed more subtly the issue at
hand: prejudice and hostilities against African Americans, "a people
who have knocked at the doors of industry and government for the
chance to make their contributions."" After citing several compel184 :Airing the Race Question

ling examples of black heroism during the war, Robinson made his
most direct appeal to white listeners:
The fellow whose skin is black, but to whose welfare you probably never gave too much thought, is on your side. Your battle is
his battle! His battle must be yours! What is his battle? It's abattle
for freedom of opportunity, security of living, happiness for his
family, afuture for his children. Well, these are the things that all
of us want. The Negro American wants them just as deeply, and
as rightfully as the rest of us. ...Contrary to common belief, the
Negro doesn't always sing his troubles away— nor does he always
laugh in the face of adversity. Boil it down and you find that the
Negro is not unlike the rest of us."
In his closing remarks, Robinson emphasized that alasting peace depended on the willingness of the American people to accept "that an
unmolested life, an untrammeled liberty, and an unhampered pursuit of happiness are not just adream, but apractical program.""
This show made no direct reference to the spate of violent episodes
that had precipitated both the broadcast and the expanded "Victory
through Unity" campaign. But the racial violence created an atmosphere of urgency that permitted the directness of the political arguments Robinson made."
League officials reserved their anger about the riots for the pages
of the October 1943 Opportunity. The magazine's editorial page was
packed with ardent political criticism unlike any heard in league
broadcasts. League board member William Baldwin placed the riots
in an international perspective. He noted that "Detroit, Harlem, Mobile and Beaumont are but thin strands in comparison with those of
Burma and Malaya in the crazy quilt of the white man's pretensions to
innate superiority in aworld predominately colored and now awakened and on the move; but our local 'incidents' have ahigh visibility
which cannot be concealed from the world at large, or even from
us, by any techniques of camouflage or artificial blackout."" Once
again, Lester Granger used the magazine as aforum for blasting federal leadership. He described the riots as the "inevitable outcome of
alaissez faire policy followed by governmental leadership." Granger
made this prediction: "Historians ...will look back upon the present
phase of our racial relationships with unbelieving wonder. They will
find it hard to understand that agreat nation, fighting for its very
existence in the bloodiest war of all time, should have been forced
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to depend upon leaders so dismally incompetent in solving afundamental problem of national unity and civilian morale.""
The league's contrasting timidity on radio reflected apragmatic
decision to use the medium primarily to draw general attention to its
work because league officials knew that the national airwaves simply
could not be used to advance political arguments like those found in
Opportuniy. League officials understood that retaining their "guest"
status on national radio depended on the use of vaguely worded general appeals, as well as the crisis of war itself. Strongly worded sentiment had no place on the broadcasts the league made to ageneral
national audience, but the recurring vivid contrast between the two
levels of rhetoric does raise aquestion about whether the league's
true political position rested at either extreme or somewhere in the
middle.
The league shows broadcast in 1943 were the high point in the
league's use of national radio during this period, although Tanneyhill
and Granger continued to try to secure additional long-term commitments from the networks. After her success with "Heroines in
Bronze," Tanneyhill had become more convinced than ever of the
"wide possibilities for interracial education which can be developed
through the radio," which led her to propose longer-running series
about African Americans.'°° Although the riots had compelled CBS
and eventually NBC to carry programs about the need for racial
unity, that spirit of commitment was short-lived. Broadcasts about
blacks and race relations seemed destined to remain restricted to
the narrow confines of special programming; the idea of alongerrunning series apparently exceeded the level of commitment the networks were willing to make to the league or to anyone else.
In 1944 and 1945, league officials produced two other special
broadcasts, neither of which lived up to their expectations. In 1944,
Tanneyhill envisioned ashow that would "emphasize the contributions and sacrifices being made by Negroes in the war program,
and the need for elimination of remaining racial discrimination that
weakens our national morale, impedes our Victory effort, and endangers our hopes and aims in the post-war

i '°'

broad-

cast, however, did not achieve these goals. NBC carried the half-hour
show, which returned to the comfortable formula of speeches interspersed with musical entertainment. That show did not elicit the volume of mail the league had received in response to previous shows.'"
It seems likely that the novelty of the league's national broadcasts and
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Radio commentator H. V Kaltenborn, National Urban League ?ea/Ann Tanneyhill,
pianist Hazel Scott, and amember of the Charioteers preparingfor the 1944 National
Urban League broadcast. (National Urban League Collection, Library of Congress)

its timid radio message were wearing off. For 1945, Granger stressed
to ABC that the league wanted to make an annual broadcast "devoted to the vocational and economic development of Negro war
workers and veterans, and to interracial harmony.""° 3Tanneyhill explained that the show must "point to the possibilities for continued
use of Negro labor in the post-war period," but she played no role
in writing the script, which was marked by incongruity and the virtual absence of apolitical message.'" After the broadcast, Granger
thanked the network for airing "the type of message we wanted conveyed," although that hardly seemed to have been the case.'" At the
same time, knowing that the war was drawing to an end, Granger
tried to secure apermanent place on national radio for the league.
He asked the networks to commit to aregular series of league broadcasts, arequest that went unmet since the overriding rationale for
that kind of commitment— the feared impact of racial disunity—expired with the end of the war crisis." 6
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"The Story They'll Never Print"
The constraints under which the league sought national airtime
became even more apparent after the war ended and when the organization attempted to use national radio to address one of its most
pressing concerns: postwar employment opportunities for blacks.
League officials wanted to raise public consciousness of the plight
of black workers who were quickly being dismissed from jobs in the
shrinking postwar economy. Rather than producing another show
on its own, league officials in 1946 asked the respected writer Erik
Barnouw to draft ascript for ahalf-hour dramatic radio show appealing to large companies to hire blacks. CBS, the most reliable
supporter of league broadcasts, agreed to carry the show.
Barnouw's script was atextured rendering of the preparations of
aplant as it began the process of introducing blacks into skilled
positions. In the script, aconsultant from the league worked closely
with plant officials and potential black employees to smooth the way
for the employees' integration into the workplace. At the same time,
plant officials attempted to assuage the fears of white employees. On
the fateful day when blacks were to begin work at the plant, anewspaper reporter showed up to cover the expected violent confrontation between resistant white workers and the black newcomers. But
no hostilities erupted, and the newspaper had no story: "Why should
they? No blood was spilt. No bones broken. A reporter lounged
about but nothing happened, so he went home. Nothing happened?
No, that's not quite right. ...Here, in afactory, mankind moved
forward; it moved an inch, and did not slip back." With this ironic
and optimistic ending, Barnouw concluded his script, entitling it
"The Story They'll Never Print."'"
After CBS officials reviewed it, "The Story They'll Never Print"
became the show they would never carry. Barnouw later recalled that
the script was among the best he had ever written and that officials
at the network also liked it very much. But network officials felt that
the script was too hard-hitting on the racial question for its national
audience, and they told him they "didn't dare produce it."'"
Quite surprisingly, however, the War Department approved the
use of arecorded version of the play for the Armed Forces Radio
Service. But Barnouw recalled that he learned in alater conversation
with Samuel Newman, who had worked for the radio service during
the war, what happened when it was time to air the broadcast: "So it
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went through all the clearances and it finally reached this point of a
glass master from which the wax was going to be made. And Newman was called in to his superior who had the disc on his desk and
said, 'Now listen, Sam, I'm not going to have any of this niggerloving shit on this network.' And he took the glass and shattered it all
over the desk. So it went down the drain 'for technical reasons.' "1"
This response is consistent with the army's decision the year before
not to produce "The Glass" for broadcast on CBS because it intruded too deeply into civilian racial matters. In this case, ayear
later, both the network and the army drew lines on the race question.
In both cases, what is most clear is that familiar wartime appeals
for national unity had lost their usefulness and no substitute considered politically safe for national airing had emerged. Faced with
the looming postwar question of how black loyalty and service were
to be rewarded, both CBS and the army pulled back because they
feared that the most obvious answers—integration and full opportunity—were simply too provocative to be advocated in anational
broadcast.
Minority Opinion
As part of its overall media strategy during the postwar period,
the league encouraged its local affiliates to pursue radio time on local
stations, and many succeeded, with varying degrees of effectiveness.
One example of an extraordinary local program was Minority Opinion, a series begun in 1945 by Sidney Williams, the energetic and
aggressive director of the Cleveland Urban League. Carried on local
ABC affiliate WJW, the show broke with the traditional formats of
most other broadcasts about blacks, including those of the national
league. It consisted of interviews with African American writers
and political activists and provided in-depth analysis and commentary concerning problems facing the black community in the postwar
period. The show began broadcasting in October 1945 and was heard
at least through March 1946. The fact that this was alocal rather than
anational broadcast allowed Williams to "narrowcast" to asympathetic northern urban audience that had grown in stature and size
because of the wartime migration of African Americans. Although
he was confined to alocal station, Williams dedicated his time on the
air almost exclusively to national rather than local political issues."'
Williams served as the show's moderator, interviewer, and politi-
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cal commentator. The first broadcast in the series was avivid and
imaginative narrative of the birth of the interracialism of the National
Urban League itself, linking it to black migration, economic dislocation, and racial patterns during the period prior to World War I.
Williams focused on particular problems facing blacks in urban areas
like Cleveland, especially housing shortages. The first of two programs on the problem of housing shortages outlined the economic
and racial causes of the shortages and the drastic social consequences
of overcrowding. In the second show, Williams described permanent
solutions to housing shortages for blacks, including pending federal
housing legislation, the elimination of racially restrictive housing
covenants, and an end to discriminatory lending practices.'
Williams also explored other pressing national issues of concern to
African Americans through interviews with awide variety of public
figures, writers, and journalists.' 12 One show featured an interview by
Williams with writer and activist Carey McWilliams in which the two
men discussed the responsibility of what Williams called "our makers
of public opinion"— the press and the movie and radio industries
— for improving intergroup relations. McWilliams announced that
members of the screenwriters' and radio writers' guilds had signed
an agreement "not to write scripts which portray Negro people and
other groups in stereotyped situations." He concluded by predicting
that the current period, 1945 and 1946, would be atime of testing
in race relations: "We are going to have to decide whether we are
going to preserve, consolidate, and extend the gains made in the war
period, or whether we are going to revert back to the pre-war statusquo — as amatter of fact, Idon't think we can adopt the latter policy
because Ido not think there is astatus quo. The war undermined
that—there is no racial status quo."" 3
Other shows emphasized the political ties between African Americans and other people of color around the world. Paul Robeson, then
chairman of the Council of African Affairs, linked the struggles of
African Americans with those of colonized people the world over, in
"Africa, the West Indies, India, China."" 4 This theme was repeated
in abroadcast on the black press. There, journalist Horace Cayton
noted the "world-wide scope of the Negro Press" and its concern
"with subjected and subordinated people — and, especially non-white
people all over the world." William Walker, the editor of the Cleveland
Call and Post, argued that black Americans not only had a"deep com-
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munity of interest with all minorities in the U.S. and throughout the
world" but also had aspecial responsibility "to help build aworld in
which all the minorities can weave their peculiar contributions into a
creative whole."''s
Williams also occasionally explored political issues without the
use of interviews. On the first anniversary of Franklin Roosevelt's
death, his program "Jim Crow Is On the Run" provided an imaginative account of Jim Crow's birth and life. In it he argued, as C. Vann
Woodward would in the 195os, that legally sanctioned segregated
practices were imposed well after the Civil War rather than being a
continuation of antebellum racial practices. Williams also reminded
his listeners that the South was not Jim Crow's only home:
Jim Crowism spread throughout the economic and political and
social life of America like amalignant cancer, eating away the
cohesion and unity of our nation. Statutes and regulations were
passed in the south requiring that negro and white people be separated. ...[T]he intent was to make impossible social contacts
between white and Negro people. ...There is no such thing as
‘`separate but equal." Let's be fair to the South and admit, with
shame, that Jim Crow has invaded the North too—sub rosa. What
other than Jim Crowism is our segregated housing? The quota
systems in our colleges and universities? The discriminatory employment practices of our industries and businesses?
Williams ended the broadcast with alively summary of the achievements of Roosevelt's New Deal and, particularly, the changes in
racial policies that had come during the war. Roosevelt's spirit lived
on, Williams argued, and could be memorialized best through continued efforts to make the Fair Employment Practices Commission
permanent and abolish the poll tax."'
In these ways, Sidney Williams, working on an independent local
station in Cleveland, broadcast programming that was more consonant with African Americans' views of the real questions of postwar
race relations. He used amore serious and weighty radio format that
included interviews, book reviews, and commentary, without any
need to entertain or hedge. According to Ann Tanneyhill, Williams
was seen by some at the national office as a"radical," but the views
he solicited and expressed on Minority Opinion were far more consistent with those being advanced in the pages of Opportunic than were
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the views carried on the league's national broadcasts. Williams, operating on alocal station, was able to say out loud on the air what
officials of the National Urban League felt free only to write.
As Ann Tanneyhill remembers it, the networks "never told us what
we could and could not do" and did not censor the league's scripts."'
But incidents surrounding the rejection of "The Story They'll Never
Print" remind us how well league officials knew and abided by the
parameters that governed their wartime radio scripts and programs.
Although Granger and others in the organization were involved in
the ongoing campaign for racial reform, there is little to indicate
that the organization, which was so deeply wedded to the notions
of interracialism and corporate support, wanted to mount an overt
challenge to the networks' conventional approach to racial discourse.
At the same time, league officials practiced what advertisers called
that is, they purposely targeted variations of the
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same basic message to different audiences, altering language and
tone accordingly— albeit as much out of necessity as part of ageneral strategy. This is seen clearly in the pages of Opportuni*, where
Granger in particular wrote scathing editorials protesting the discriminatory practices of the federal government, the War Department, and unions and private industry. Yet league officials did not appear to be eager to push the boundaries of political discourse about
race and endanger their limited free access to national radio. The language and tone of league national broadcasts actually changed very
little from 1941 to 1945. The first show in 1941 had made abasic plea
for fair play and equal opportunity, as did its final, aptly named 1945
broadcast, "Too Long America."
League officials tried to use their national radio programs mostly
to draw attention to the organization and give it a more visible
national presence among both blacks and whites. Broadcasting its
name and its general goals to millions of listeners across the country
did just that, as league officials stressed in a1945 issue of Opportunic, dedicated to aretrospective of the organization's first thirty-five
years. Illustrated by two photographs from the broadcasts in 1944
and 1945, the accompanying text stressed that "nationally known
news commentators and radio and motion picture stars have helped
to bring the annual VOC to the attention of anation-wide audience. »118
Speaking half a century after her experience with the league's
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radio broadcasts, Tanneyhill emphasized what she saw as their enduring effects. Of most obvious significance was that the use of
radio "drew attention to the Urban League and to the problems
people were facing" and helped elevate the league's stature during
the war period. Equally significant, although for different reasons,
was its 1943 broadcast of "Heroines in Bronze." Never before had the
achievements of African American women received the amount of
national media attention that show and the simultaneous issue of opportunie generated. Listeners and readers were presented images of
black women they had never encountered in popular representations,
images that would remain rare on radio and other media. Finally, she
credits the success of shows with opening the way for African American entertainers in the radio industry as awhole."' The league's
first show, "The Negro and National Defense," not only served as a
model for many other wartime appeals featuring black talent but also
brought to the air an all-black show with tremendous popular appeal, illustrating that the medium's virtual exclusion of black talent
was shortsighted.
These shows also constituted part of the emerging public discourse on equal opportunity and race prejudice in the World War II
era, although their exceptional nature means that their lasting impact
on public opinion was limited. Yet these broadcasts and the stories of
their production and reception give us aglimpse of radio's potential
as amedium for "positive" racial propaganda.
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CHAPTER

5

RADIO AND THE
POLITICAL DISCOURSE OF
RACIAL EQUALITY

P

rnational political forums were among radio's most
prominent features in the war era and one of its many gifts

to television. All of the networks had some version of this
public affairs format, and of these, the Uni
versity of Chicago
Round Table and America's Town Meeting of the Air were the most
popular, respected, and influential.' Beca use
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nuity, these two shows are particularly valuable sites for observing how over the course of adecade the political subject
of race, first deemed unspeakable, came to be aired and then
rose to prominence as anational issue. Quite literally, these
broadcasts chart the evolution of apermissible political discourse about racial oppression, adevelopment that provides
insights into the fashioning and limitations of the white liberal response to the emergence of the civil rights movement.
African Americans waged amind war against the shameful paradox of asegregated democracy during this period,
although it would take two decades of mass protests, litigation, and deaths to overcome virulent white resistance to
dismantling its edifice. On arhetorical level, the discourse of
racial equality was challenged by adiscourse of white resistance, afight played out before anational listening audience.

The concerted assault by African Americans on the conceptual world
of racial segregation and the airing of anew political narrative on
race have been overshadowed by their legacy: the dramatic battles
and victories of the 195os and 196os that would be carried not on
radio but on television.
Airing the Race Problem
NBC's University of Chicago Round Table began in the early 193os
as alocal program broadcast from the campus of the University of
Chicago.' In 1937, the university hired William Benton to fill the
new post of vice president for public relations, whose responsibilities included oversight of radio operations. Benton was the premier
practitioner of radio advertising and founder of the advertising firm
Benton and Bowles.' Round Table pioneered aformat in which faculty
members engaged national political figures and journalists in discussions about pressing national political and economic issues. The
program built up aloyal nationwide listenership that it reinforced
by distributing printed transcriptions and bibliographies for each of
the weekly Sunday shows. Round Table's audience grew rapidly, rising
from 1.5 million in the 193os to approximately io million by 1941.
Although other programs competed with it, Round Table under Benton's leadership earned areputation as the most stately of the panel
discussion shows, becoming recognized as the "intellectual's radio
paradise."'
Attempts to introduce the race question into this paradise repeatedly met with defeat, and the resistance to those attempts offers valuable insights into the volatility of the race question over the course
of the decade. Sherman Dryer, director of radio for the university,
believed that the program had apublic responsibility to confront the
race issue and that if it did not do so it would risk accusations that
it was afraid to take on controversial contemporary topics. Under
Dryer's leadership, the program staff approved, scheduled, and publicly announced abroadcast in 1939 with the provocatively simple
title "Is the Negro Oppressed?" Answering that question would not
be easy. A black newspaper announced the upcoming broadcast with
adescription of the show's conflicted intentions: "Lynchings, Jim
Crow laws, and other evidence of discrimination against the Negro
in the United States will be compared with the advances made by the
American Negro with the assistance of government and individuals
interested in more than legal emancipation of the Negro." Walter
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White of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) and University of Chicago sociologist Louis Wirth
were expected to appear on the show. Wirth would argue, according
to this report, that "Hitler has accused America of ignoring its own
minority problem" but that progress for blacks had been made "principally by the efforts of the Negro himself." This meant, according
to Wirth, that "the Negro is not one of our greatest problems."' The
show never aired and was replaced by aspecial on the coal miners'
strike.
Dryer persisted in trying to get ashow about blacks on the air.
After the cancellation, Dryer argued to Benton that, "purely from
apublic relations angle," the series had to include a show about
blacks or it would become the target of aprotest campaign from
the "left-wingers." He explained: "Influences will begin seeping out
from New York, through the Daily Record—Daily Worker on the one
hand and through the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People on the other, the net effect of which will be to
undermine the prestige of the Round Table. When Isay undermine,
Imean not only with the so-called liberals but the academic conservatives as well. If once our own Faculty feel (as some of them do
already) that the Round Table had cut off aprogram because of external influences, even the most conservative members would tend to
look at it askance." Dryer suggested ways that such abroadcast could
be kept "innocuous," such as adding awhite southerner to the show
or limiting the discussion to "the economic position of the Negro
in the Northern cities." He advised that the title be changed to the
more neutral "Today's American Negro" instead of "Is the Negro
Oppressed?," although he confessed that he liked the drawing power
of the more controversial title, which "would have amillion dials
twisting our way."'
Benton's work as an advertising executive made him quite cautious
about risking negative audience reaction to any direct discussion of
blacks, apoint of view shared by officials at NBC. This is richly ironic
because Benton had been the person who had convinced Pepsodent
to sponsor the local show Amos 'n' Andy for national broadcast on
NBC, adecision that brought enormous profit to NBC and the two
white men who played the black characters on the show.' But there
was adifference between depicting African Americans and airing a
show that actually discussed their place in American political life.
Benton asked NBC president Niles Trammell for advice on the idea
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of airing a"Negro show," letting him know that the university had
received quite afew letters protesting the cancellation and that "the
Communist papers and other left wing papers have been nipping a
bit at our heels."'
Judging by their reaction, NBC officials had been unaware that
any show on blacks was even under consideration. NBC vice president John Royal advised Trammell to prevent the show from being
broadcast: "Today's American Negro, Today's American Jew, Today's
American Catholic, Today's American Irish, would all be difficult and
dangerous subjects to be discussed by the Round Table. The fact that
the Communist papers and other left-wing papers have been nipping at his heels is not reason why it should be done, but perhaps
avery good reason why it shouldn't be. Anyone who knows what's
going on in this country realizes that the Communists are making a
very strong play to arouse the Negroes in America."' Royal disparaged Dryer, describing him as "a young man with radical or at least
'broad minded' tendencies," and vowed to keep him from maneuvering "us into some embarrassing positions." The question of "the
Negro," Royal told Trammell, simply had to be left alone: "They
would like to have aSoutherner on, but you, as aSoutherner, know
more than anyone else that you cannot discuss the nigger question."
Royal recommended that the network cancel Round Table altogether
if it decided to go forward with the show.'" Trammell agreed with
Royal's assessment. He called Benton directly to make the network's
position clear, later informing Royal that Benton "understands our
position and Idon't think you will hear from this matter again.""
Silence on the race matter was enforced for another three years
until American entry into the war emboldened Dryer in May 1942 to
raise once again the idea of a"Negro Round Table." Dryer explained
that Archibald MacLeish at the Office of Facts and Figures "now
smiles upon adiscussion of the Negro." Indeed, MacLeish had made
aclosed-circuit address to the radio industry in which he spoke of
his fears of the dangers to national security of continued low black
morale.' Taking MacLeish's remarks as federal imprimatur for radio
to act, Dryer argued that as the most popular show of its type, Round
Table had "a patriotic obligation to treat this topic" because "we can
do more with one broadcast on 'The Negro' than probably ascore
of certain other 'national' programs, more than ahundred local programs." Dryer emphasized that the declaration of war had changed
everything: "[T]he Negro problem today is not, as it was before
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December 7, aSouthern problem. It is now anationwide problem,
which the government has officially recognized." Certain precautions
and "practical considerations" would be necessary, he warned. One
participant had to be awhite southerner, and no panelist should be
black, "for if aNegro is on the program, whatever good things we
have to say about the Negro race will be construed by alot of people
as something we couldn't avoid because of the Negro's presence." 13
Implicit here is Dryer's fear that plans to include an African American panelist would automatically doom the broadcast just as surely as
ignoring the southern white perspective would.
Encapsulated here once again was the struggle about who was to
speak on the "Negro problem," who was to serve as an expert at
atime when African Americans were excluded from the symbolically equalizing formality of political discourse. Southern politicians
and journalists still claimed sole legitimate authority concerning "the
Negro" and most other white Americans deferred to this claim.
When fears had surfaced among federal officials at the Office of
War Information (OWI) and the War Department about their broadcasts about race relations, the specific object of concern was southern congressional control of key appropriations committees. But the
immediate concern of Round Table was to avoid offending southern
white listeners' sensibilities, to which it ceded veto powers.
Dryer sought advice from federal officials on how to proceed with
his proposed show in June 1942. He turned to his liberal friend,
Charles Siepman, in the Radio Division of the Office of Facts and
Figures at the OWI. As discussed in chapter 3, Siepman was battling
to convince his agency to sponsor broadcasts on the race question.
Although he and Dryer were in agreement on the need for radio to
act, he cautioned Dryer about the risks of talking about aproblem
that had no political solution:
It is obviously adelicate subject, the action necessary to the solution of the problem being as yet absent. An airing of the issues involved may prove the most helpful contribution that can be made
over the radio as long as this is done in terms that do not provoke
hotter feelings than at present exist. Any decent person will sympathize with the negroes [sic] aspirations. Many will recognize and
with distress, the anomaly of his position under the law and in a
free democracy. But many too, will realize what deep seated prejudice and what along tradition lies behind this unhappy story. ...
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To arouse false hopes would be as dangerous as to inflame violent
passions.'
Siepman's warning was unnecessary since Dryer's efforts to bring a
show on African Americans to the air were for naught. Benton again
had sent acopy of Dryer's suggestions to Trammell, asking him once
more for guidance but without taking any position himself: "Does
Dryer make his case or is it your feeling that we'd better pass up this
subject?" Two months later, Benton reported to Dryer that Trammell
had told him that "he doesn't want to face this issue. He doesn't want
us to face it." Trammell feared "all kinds of trouble and tribulation
in the future around this issue." Benton asked Dryer, for the sake of
the series, to "drop the matter," predicting that "if we decide to press
this further, we'll have amajor issue with NBC.""
The subject might have been dropped, but it would not go away.
In August, Edwin Embree of the Chicago-based Rosenwald Fund
called Benton to suggest that the series include ashow about the poll
tax, with Senator Claude Pepper as aparticipant. Benton replied that
the subject would need to be broadened to include all "interferences
with the democratic franchise," presumably to keep its focus away
from the South and the race question. When he passed the information on to his colleagues at Round Table, the reaction was negative,
based on the realization that "any broadcast on this subject will be in
substantial part adiscussion of the Negro question," which remained
an issue to be avoided.'
Finally, after four years of internal conflict and delay, Round Table
could no longer ignore the continued escalation of white fears concerning black activism and the steady migration of African Americans out of the Deep South. In 1943, faced with the eruption of racial
violence in several major cities, the show publicly acknowledged the
existence of African Americans, albeit only as aproblem. Within
afour-month period, Round Table broadcast two discussions on the
"Negro question," the first in April and the second in July. Despite
the decision to go forward, there was still serious trepidation about
how to frame the issue and how it would be received. For example,
to be on the safe side and to avoid any preshow objections, Benton
cleverly suggested that the announcement for the first show include
no reference to blacks but that it be given the covert title "Minorities," even though, as Dryer would later point out, "two-thirds of
this program was devoted to the Negroes.""
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The broadcast on minorities featured none, having as its guests
Avery Craven of the university's history department; Robert Redfield, an anthropologist and the school's dean of social sciences; and
Ralph McGill, editor of the Atlanta Constitution.' In many ways, the
discussion played itself out as representational performance, with
each panelist speaking on behalf of an imagined constituency. Although he was chosen to represent the South, McGill took on the
role of the southern race moderate. A more conservative southern
position on race was expressed by Craven, who was asoutherner by
birth as well as ahistorian of the South and the Civil War. That left
Redfield to advocate more liberal views. What was missing from the
performance, although not yet noticeable to the actors, was the voice
of the subject itself.
Although they knew the show's purpose was to raise the race issue,
the three men alternately approached and avoided the subject. They
began with vague introductory comments about the importance of
"minorities" to the country's development, with brief mention of
Jews, Mexican Americans, Japanese Americans, and "the Negro."
After the discussion skirted specifics, Redfield boldly suggested the
obvious—that "the Negro" was the "number-one minority" problem
and the one they needed most to discuss. Craven agreed and described the "problem" this way: "The Negro does ...represent the
minority group to the nth degree. ...If ever there is aproblem
under the sun that had something of history and tradition back of
it, it is the Negro problem. If Ican judge, there are the other two
things—restlessness on the part of the Negro as never before, demanding his rights and recognition as an individual, and there is also
astimulation of fears on the part of the dominant group. The majority, in other words, are as much disturbed over the race question
as the Negro himself."'
It was this duality—black restlessness and white fear—that had
finally rendered the issue of race too urgent to be ignored. McGill
confirmed Craven's definition, but he added that African Americans were dissatisfied because they wanted their rights and that they
should have them. Craven and McGill quickly agreed that the "Negro
problem" was anational matter and no longer simply asouthern
concern, as if to protect themselves (and the show) from charges that
they were "interfering" in the South's business. Furthermore, Redfield added that "what we do with reference to the Negro is attended
to by persons in all parts of the world today, including our own allies
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of adifferent color."" This laying claim to the race problem marked
ashift in thinking among some whites as they embraced the idea long
advanced by African Americans that the national deference that had
been accorded the South on the race issue was harmful to national
interests, both domestic and foreign.
Redfield dared to raise the obvious question: "[S]omething has to
be done about the Negro—is this the time to do it, and what is it we
are to do?" When Craven argued that the war's needs came first, Redfield countered that the two problems—the war and "the Negro" —
were intertwined and that solving the "Negro problem" was "also a
strong step toward winning the war and the peace to come after."'
Redfield concluded that "the race problem has now become so important to the security of the nation that the national government
must, in some form or another, declare its interest in solving it and
implement that interest by appropriate legislation." But when Redfield suggested that enforcement of such legislation be left to the
localities, both Craven and McGill predicted failure, with Craven
citing Reconstruction as aparticularly strong case in point.
The show concluded with agreement that progress on the issue in
the South would be most likely to come from the leadership of southern race moderates. In summation, Redfield laid out this consensus
statement: "We seem to agree that this racial discrimination is agreat
evil; that it is in conflict with our democratic principles; that that
conflict was never more dangerous, perhaps, than it is today when we
are so seriously at war; and that some solution must be found. The
difficulty we have is that difficulty of making areasonable-enough
progress in the direction of granting to the minority groups the
rights which they should have without, at the same time, endangering public safety by stirring up reactionary resentment and perhaps
violence." "
The consensus then, it seemed, was that this was amoral and
political problem for the nation as awhole and that the war required that something might need to be done, perhaps by the federal
government, provided it did not create reactionary violence among
whites. That, of course, was the crux of the political problem of
"the Negro" —what should be done, under whose leadership, at what
pace, and with what resistance. The long-avoided Round Table discussion about "the Negro," mounted under the rubric of "minorities,"
had reached the heart of the racial dilemma in 1943.
Even with all of its limitations, this representational drama capThe Political Discourse of Racial Equality :zoi

tured well certain shifts in white thinking on race relations that occurred during the war, in large part because of the increasing political
visibility of African Americans. One was the idea that the war itself
had nationalized the issue of race relations, especially in the eyes
of the international community. The other was the notion that the
federal government, and not just white southern leaders, had the authority and obligation to address the race issue. The political narrative
on the race question was being reopened, although its ending was
still far from being rewritten. On this broadcast, the solution to the
question was represented as resting in the hands of southern white
moderates; the power of Supreme Court intervention or the potential force of white resistance or that of the "Negro" race itself was
missing both from this drama and from its expected denouement."
Round Table staff members had not misjudged the amount of interest aprogram about racial matters would draw, even one masked
under the bland title "Minorities." Dryer reported that the volume of
mail sent in response to the broadcast had been extraordinarily heavy,
about 5oo letters aday. To reassure his superiors, he emphasized that
"only an infinitesimal percentage of the letters" had been critical."
Most listeners had voiced enthusiastic approval, he explained, and he
noted with some surprise that anumber of the letters had come from
black listeners.
The idea that African Americans also were listening to apolitical discussion show had not occurred to many people at Round Table,
and this broadcast about the "Negro problem" had the ironic effect
of making black listeners visible and enlarging the scope of the
show's "imagined community" of listeners." Two prominent African
Americans, Ira De A. Reid of Atlanta University and Claude Barnett of the Chicago-based Associated Negro Publishers, contacted
McGill directly. Both recognized the political significance of the
broadcast, but neither was satisfied with its content. Barnett thanked
McGill for saying as much as he could to abroad national audience: "You must have known that many Negroes, as well as whites,
north and south, some of whom are inclined to be apprehensive of
the southern liberal's attitudes these days, were vitally interested in
your pronunciations. On the other hand, they must have known that
southern conservatives and demagogs were listening with equal attention and appreciated the necessity for careful statement on your
part." Reid was more blunt about the show's weaknesses, concluding
that the discussion about aremedy was "not very fruitful" because
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it was so limited, both in content and in duration. He urged McGill
to "give this thing further 'airing" in his daily Atlanta Constitution
column." As Siepman at the OWI had warned Dryer, discussing a
problem that had no current solution carried the risk of criticism, in
this case from African Americans who found the program lacking in
that regard.
The eruption of racial violence later in 1943 helped propel Round
Table's return to the issue of race on aJuly 4 broadcast. Efforts to
avoid controversy for fear of inciting racial tensions seemed moot
at that point, so this discussion, unlike the earlier one, was more
urgent and, as aresult, more daring in tone and content. Under the
title "Race Tensions," the show featured as panelists black sociologist
E. Franklin Frazier and Carey McWilliams, aleading activist writer
on issues of race and ethnicity. Robert Redfield, who had espoused
the most liberal views on the previous program, made areturn appearance, this time in company more in line with his own views.
Despite the generally favorable reactions to the earlier show on the
"Negro question," officials at NBC were no less nervous about airing this second broadcast. Indeed, they were more anxious because
of the decision to include ablack panelist. On the Friday before the
scheduled Sunday broadcast, Judith Waller, director of public service for NBC's Central Division in Chicago, phoned Dryer to warn
him that many stations, mostly southern, had notified the network
in New York City that they would not carry the program because
they objected to the topic or "the participation of aNegro" or both.
Waller said that "the South was 'irrational," but she insisted that a
white southerner be added to the program or that the program be
canceled. Dryer suggested that asoutherner "introduce" the panel
and the topic, an arrangement that was acceptable to NBC. NBC
also approved the choice of University of North Carolina sociologist
Howard Odum for that role."
Once again the white South was represented on Round Table by a
racial moderate. In brief remarks broadcast from North Carolina,
Odum opened the show by asserting "that our problem of the Negro
in America is asouthern and national problem." Odum urged "that
America, and the South in particular, declare amoratorium on all
violence." He ended with this plea: "[O]ur immediate problem here
now is to covenant together for some new high morale on the part
of all the people everywhere and for amaster strategy for the better
ordering of race relations in the war and the post-war period."" It is
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difficult to imagine how Odum's remarks about a"better ordering of
race relations" could have been intended to achieve the show's goal
of appeasing the imagined southern listener. Presumably Odum's
representational status as asoutherner slurred the starker political
implications of his words.
The discussion in Chicago then began in the same way that other
shows that reacted to the race riots had begun: by tantalizingly drawing attention to the fact that the subject matter was considered "hot"
and taboo. Redfield opened by admitting that some Round Table listeners had advised against broaching the topic, saying it was "too
dangerous" to discuss (avoiding any reference to the fact that NBC
held a similar view). Thus cued, McWilliams and Frazier reassuringly responded that the times demanded the attention and that, in
Frazier's words, "an intelligent understanding of the situation is necessary for intelligent action." Redfield insisted that the "objective
atmosphere of auniversity group" was indeed the best place for that
discussion, laying claim to the show's special qualifications as an objective site and protecting it from attacks for broadcasting the issue."
McWilliams and Frazier both came prepared with demographic
data about various minority groups, including their relative poverty
in terms of health care, education, employment, and housing. Both
also emphasized the impediments of the color line and, as Frazier
described it, a"melting pot" that had "excluded the dark ingredients." McWilliams sought to set the record straight on the "zoot-suit
riots," stressing that they were the result of attacks by white soldiers
and sailors on Mexican Americans and African Americans and not
the reverse. All of the panelists agreed that small steps toward advancement had come with the war but that it was that progress— and
the potential for more—that was stirring up racial violence against
blacks."
The panel advanced the idea that changes were necessary to address the problem of racial inequality. Frazier insisted that an end to
segregation and the sanctioned inferior status of blacks was the first
step. McWilliams and Redfield quickly agreed, and McWilliams argued that the Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC) be
strengthened and anew federal civil rights statute be passed. But the
question of how to bring about the changes in public attitudes necessary for federal action to end segregation stumped and silenced
this panel of opinionated men.' Indeed, this silence was telling, as
the issue of segregation would continue to be an issue that divided
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blacks and white race liberals, especially southern moderate whites."
Although most blacks, like Frazier, saw segregation as the primary
issue, whites who considered themselves southern race liberals did
not follow suit.
After the show had aired, officials at Round Table congratulated
themselves for having balanced the concerns of network officials and
"southerners" sufficiently to get the show on the air. But as Judith
Waller had feared, some local stations had refused to broadcast the

show: only 86 of the ioo to izo affiliate stations that normally carried
Round Table aired the "Race Tensions" show." Like the response to
the earlier broadcast on minorities, however, the volume of mail sent
in response to the show was heavy, about 1,700 letters, and again
Dryer reported that most letters were approving. Dryer as usual tried
to cast as positive aspin as possible on the overall response, but even
he admitted that many less supportive listeners also had written in,
almost all of whom were from the South. After reading arandom
selection of these letters, Dryer was shocked to find that almost all
criticized "the Negro" because "he was amenace to white women."
That topic certainly had not been discussed or alluded to in any way,
but it was clearly on many southerners' minds as the unspoken and
unspeakable implication of the changes in the racial order envisioned
by the panelists. The mere advocacy of ending segregation was heard
by these listeners as the equivalent to arguing for intermarriage.
This reading of sexual transgression was related to the political
transgression of having ablack man on the show as an equal participant with white men in advancing political solutions to the race
problem. Indeed, the Tennessee father of one of Benton's neighbors
registered aprotest about the broadcast that captured just that sentiment. The man objected vehemently because "the colored participant addressed the other two participants by their last names without
a'Mr.' Southern racial etiquette had been violated not only by
Frazier but also by the two white men who allied themselves with
him as coequals.
Frazier's presence on the show was as much an affront to prevailing racial etiquette as it was adivergence from familiar aural representations of African Americans; he was, after all, no Amos, Andy,
or Rochester. Vigilant white listeners, ever on the lookout for blacks'
assertions of social equality, heard such aclaim in Frazier's voice, his
erudition, and the assumption of his authority to speak forcefully on
behalf of African Americans against segregation and discrimination.
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This was not amisreading or an overreaction on the part of those listeners, for they understood well that Frazier's presence represented
apowerful symbolic shift. His arguments signaled that the prevailing political narrative about race was losing some of its potency and
that African Americans, although long rendered voiceless, were laying claim to aplace in that process. One supportive listener wrote
Frazier that he had been listening to the show for many years, hoping
to hear just such adiscussion. He thanked Frazier for being such a
‘`capable representative" and for his "profound and enlightening presentation," sentiments he also expressed in aletter to Round Table."
Dryer tried to protect Frazier from the racist remarks in some listeners' letters about the show. He thanked Frazier for his "excellent
participation," but he was purposely vague in describing listener reaction, telling him only that the response had been extraordinary
and that "most" listeners agreed that the show was among the most
"stimulating and socially important." Dryer shared with Frazier his
hope that "not too long atime will pass before you'll face our microphone again.""
This hope would go unrealized. After these two shows in 1943,
Round Table was almost completely silent on the subject of American
race relations, despite the extraordinary public attention the subject received in this period." Indeed even the appearance of Gunnar
Myrdal's American Dilemma in 1944 failed to motivate this "intellectual's radio paradise" to revisit the questions that had been so eloquently raised by panelists on its two broadcasts in 1943 and that were
now encapsulated in Myrdal's encyclopedic treatise. Myrdal's book,
like the two shows, had the effect of airing, describing, and validating the race problem, but both the book and the shows faltered when
the discussion shifted to solutions.
Although it was no longer taboo or controversial to admit that
race was anational political issue, the question of remedy or intervention remained as elusive and volatile as ever. Only when the federal
government acknowledged in 1947 the need for aremedy would this
series be drawn back to search for solutions in the political minefield
of American race relations.
America's Town Meeting of the Air
America's Town Meeting of the Air, aNew York City-based town hallstyle political discussion program, had amuch livelier and less pretentious tone than the staid academic atmosphere of Round Table. A
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descendent of the suffragist-founded League for Political Education,
the town hall discussion meeting originated in 1921 and was brought
to radio in 1935. Hosted by George Denny, aformer drama teacher
and professional actor, Town Meeting was intended to be anationwide version of the old New England town meeting. Guests on the
show debated controversial issues in front of audiences of over i,000
people who were allowed to ask the panelists questions. As in Round
Table, listeners could obtain weekly transcriptions of the program,
which Town Meeting used in an aggressive public outreach campaign,
actively promoting the use of its broadcasts and transcriptions in
schools and the hundreds of listening and discussion clubs that
gathered during the show's weekly broadcasts. The show also took to
the road for half of the year, broadcasting live from cities around the
nation. Although both Round Table and Town Meeting were broadcast
initially on NBC, Town Meeting seemed to have enjoyed far greater independence from the network than Round Table, and for that reason,
it followed adifferent path to the racial issue.
Panelists first debated the issue of racial inequality in 1941 on a
show broadcast live from Birmingham, Alabama, on southern economic problems. Although Mark Ethridge, the moderate editor of
the Louisville Courier-Journal, appeared on the show to cast the North
as acolonizer of the South and to blame northern economic oppression for part of the South's problems, he also emphasized that he
refused to defend the South for "the KKK, lynchings, floggings of
union organizers, violations of civil rights," for poll taxes and white
primaries, or for "imitating" Hitler. Columnist John Temple Graves
admitted that the South had "sinned against the Negro," but he argued that the "number one problem of the Negro" was the "man
across the sea," whom he called "the greatest race hater in history, the
Jim Crow of all ages." This was as aptly ironic adescription of Hitler
as any. As argued earlier, Hitler's brand of white supremacy conjured
up resonating visions of American white supremacy — for African
Americans and here some southerners as well. Ethridge's reference
to "imitating" Hitler and Graves's attempt to compare Hitler to Jim
Crow only begged the question of why this American referent was so
fitting in the first place."
An editorial in aBirmingham newspaper pointed to the broadcast
with pride, calling it a"bloodless battle" of free expression and apparently attaching much significance to the fact that southern whites
were willing to disagree with each other in front of anational listenThe Political Discourse of Racial Equality :207

ing audience." Similar conclusions were reached in an editorial in the
newspaper at Birmingham Southern College, where the debate was
held. In its extolling of the value of free debate, it barely hinted at
the discussion of the economic plight of southern blacks, referred to
obliquely as a"few local ills."" The on-air discussion and these editorials showed how narrow the southern views on the race question
were, even if they alluded to differences of opinion. That narrowness
and those differences would drive southern political responses to the
questions of racial inequality for the duration of the war and decades
to follow. Most significant by its absence, however, was the voice of
African Americans themselves, apoint lost entirely on the editorial
writers in their rush to celebrate the value to democracy of southern
white free speech.
Attempts to move Town Meeting into amore direct confrontation
with the race issue met with little success, and as on Round Table,
radio officials looked to the federal government for guidance. In
1942, Denny proposed to Archibald MacLeish at the OWI that Town
Meeting broadcast aprogram on "the Negro in the defense problem."
Theodore Berry, the black lawyer working inside the agency to get
radio programming about African Americans on the air, strongly
advised MacLeish to encourage Denny.' But Town Meeting never presented an episode on that subject, and indeed it is difficult to imagine
how the series could have addressed such avolatile issue. Fairness
would have required the presence of an African American and agovernment representative, and the broadcast could not have avoided
confronting the paradox of fighting asegregated war for democracy.
This was too much too soon for Town Meeting, as we have seen was
the case for the duration of the war for the OWI.
Figuring out how to openly confront the race issue was apuzzle
for Town Meeting, as it had been for Round Table. Town Meeting's initial
foray into the question of race also relied on the tactic of exploring a
seemingly neutral subject, but the show was set in amore daring symbolic space. In May 1942, Town Meeting aired ashow from the chapel
of the premier black academic institution of the day, Howard University. The show's guests were all black Howard faculty members: philosopher Alain Locke; Howard's president Mordecai Johnson; Leon
Ransom, dean of the Law School; and Doxey Wilkerson, professor
of education. In introducing these representatives of the black intelligentsia, Denny hastened to emphasize that although the panelists
were all African Americans, they had been asked to deal not with the
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‘`race problem" but with the broader philosophical question, "Is there
abasis for spiritual unity in the world today?" Despite the designated
topic, to those eager to hear the race question aired, the site selection
alone served as clue and cue enough, as it did for the panelists.'
Locke and his colleagues took the show as an opportunity not
only to discuss the philosophy of religion, which they did with vigor,
but also to portray racism as an international ethical problem. Locke,
for example, characterized as "poor seedbeds for world unity and
world order" what he called the "superciliously self-appointed superior races aspiring to impose their preferred culture, self-righteous
creeds and religions expounding monopolies on ways of life and salvation." Wilkerson was even more blunt, noting that "in this war in
which colonial people play such an important role, the traditional relations of master and subject peoples are being altered. The chain of
imperialist slavery tends definitely to weaken." Taking the point further, Ransom asked, "[H]ave we, Negroes and whites in this country,
for instance, achieved any sort of spiritual unity? Are we not still
enslaved by the idea that one must be dominant and the other the
subservient group?" "
The audience's questions generated responses from the panelists
that were more wide-ranging than the initial discussion. One person asked: "[D]o you agree that the Negro has made his progress
in America because of cooperation rather than through his opposed
struggles?" Ransom's answer drew hearty applause: "[B]eing arealist, Iam afraid that Imust say that the Negro has made his progress
in America in spite of the majority group.
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The broadcast from Howard put African American intellectuals
on display, where they embraced acultural and political role, not
just through the logic of their arguments but also through their aural
presence as articulate, thoughtful representatives of the race. Operating in an educational forum, they could engage in arelatively free
and protected level of political discourse. One paradoxical characteristic of the broadcasts from Birmingham and Howard was that the
subject of race was being discussed by agroup of whites and agroup
of blacks separately, although both groups were speaking to an integrated radio listening audience. Segregated arguments were being
made but with no dialogue or dialectic. For Town Meeting, the subject
still remained too volatile to be discussed by amixed-race panel in
any setting.
Although it had not yet broadcast ashow devoted solely to the
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race question, Town Meeting had not shied away entirely from related controversial issues. For example, whereas Round Table resisted
arequest to deal with the poll tax issue, Town Meeting broadcast not
one but two shows on the issue, including one with Claude Pepper,
whom Round Table officials had specifically rejected. The series also
aired discussions about problems facing other minority groups, such
as the detention of Japanese Americans, the continued restrictions
on Chinese immigration, and the prospect of Japanese assimilation.'
Plainly, the creators of this series viewed controversy as away to sustain and build audience interest. Taboo subjects stir listener interest,
and racial equality was still at the top of the list of such subjects,
although that fact alone was not enough to overcome deep fears
about how to address the issue more directly.
As was the case with Round Table, the escalation of racial tensions
and growing political attention directed at African Americans finally
drove Town Meeting to abandon its caution. Departing from its usual
practice of presenting the week's debate topic in the form of aquestion, Town Meeting aired ashow from New York City in early 1944
with the imperative title: "Let's Face the Race Question." Following
the seemingly standard format for introducing shows on race at the
time, Denny opened the broadcast by warning that "Monight we're
going to discuss aquestion that is considered by some timid souls to
be dangerous— the race question, more specifically, the Negro question." He predicted that there would be "no disagreement among
our speakers that we have arace problem. The difference in opinion
lies in the way it should be approached." Adding to the air of danger,
Denny took the very unusual cautionary step of asking the audience "to refrain from applause or demonstrations of any kind during the program. ), 46 Special care had also been taken to balance the
presentation and debate. The show's panelists were well-known African American poet and writer Langston Hughes; Carey McWilliams,
an effective progressive radio presence throughout the decade; John
Temple Graves, again representing awhite southern point of view;
and James Shepard, the president of North Carolina College for
Negroes, who expressed amore conservative black southern stance.
E. Franklin Frazier had broken the race barrier on Round Table the
year before, but on the more relaxed and freewheeling Town Meeting,
Langston Hughes launched afrontal attack on the race problem unlike anything heard on national radio before. He accused the country
of treating black soldiers shabbily, of being "unwilling to provide
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more than inadequate Jim Crow cars or back seats in buses south of
Washington for our own colored soldiers," and of undermining "the
morale of Negro soldiers by segregating them in our armed forces
and by continuing to Jim Crow them and their civilian brothers
in public places." Hughes blasted opposition to social equality as
a smoke screen for aprofound fear of intermarriage, "as if permitting Negroes to vote in the poll-tax states would immediately
cause Whites and Negroes to rush to the altar." That conception of
equality, he concluded, had "nothing to do with the broad problem
of civil, legal, labor, and suffrage rights for all Americans." What was
needed was an "over-all federal program protecting the rights of all
minorities and educating all Americans to that effect.""
The voice of the South then rose to answer Hughes. John Temple
Graves began his rebuttal of Hughes's performance with some drama
of his own, silencing the audience to offer aprayer "that nothing
tonight will increase the sum total of race hate in America." Graves
argued again, as he had on the 1941 broadcast from Birmingham, that
states should be left alone to deal with the race problem because "not
all the laws this nation can pass, not all the excitement this Nation's
race leaders can create, not all the federal bureaus laid end to end,
can force 30 million white people in the South to do what they are
passionately and deeply resolved not to do in race relationships.""
Carey McWilliams took on Graves, countering that Americans
solve this question even in their own communities until it
is solved nationally, for the question has now become national in
scope and effect, and it now falls full square within the field of fed"cannot

eral action." His reading of the war's import contrasted starkly with
Graves's plea for the status quo. McWilliams used Popular Front
rhetoric to argue that the war was a"world revolution" that had "profoundly altered the relationships and factors involved in what we call
the race question.""
Members of the live audience eagerly pushed this frank discussion
even further. One person asked Graves, "How can you expect the
states down south to handle the Negro problem when these states
are in the hands of men who don't represent the people?" Denny
called that question unfair and excused Graves from answering it,
but the very vocal New York City audience insisted on an answer.
Graves did not deny that democracy had historically been restrained
by race in the South, but he said that such restraints were necessary
because blacks so outnumbered whites. McWilliams pointed out that
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"the Negro minority in the South is declining decade by decade" and
asked Graves how much it would have to decrease to satisfy southern
whites."
The broadcast generated alarge volume of letters and would remain among Town Meeting's most popular shows ever by that measure.
The staff seemed relieved that there were so few negative responses to
the program, credit for which rested with McWilliams and Hughes,
both of whom had amicable styles that softened the political meanings of their arguments for some white listeners. After all, radio
listeners heard tone as well as content in these discussions, and one
could override the other. Hughes and McWilliams both had managed to project anonthreatening tone even as they made fairly radical
arguments in substance. Indeed, most listeners complimented the
show for its fair discussion and the absence of bitterness."
Hughes's appearance sparked an outpouring of personal support
from many listeners who valued his message and his tone. They
wrote him directly rather than through the network to thank him
and to commend his political courage. "Not only did you ably tell
how and why Federal action would be more effective than the states'
in attacking the race problem, but you so intelligently discussed that
delicate aspect of the problem— 'social equality,'" one listener wrote;
"[u]nlike some Negroes would have done, you did not evade that
issue, you faced it and upheld it."" Perhaps the letter that best captured the meaning of the broadcast for many black listeners came
from agroup of students at Spelman College: "Thousands and thousands of thanks. ...As all of us students ...huddled around the
radio in our various dormitories here on campus tonight, we rallied
and cheered you as you so frankly and beautifully spoke the truth
on the 'race question.' Thanks amillion for your wisdom in treating
and combing out the kinks in our dear Mr. Graves' approach. ...
The questions of the audience certainly did 'stick him up' — It was
so amusing."" The managing editor of ablack newspaper in Kansas
City wrote him that "you did aswell job and Ijust wanted you to
know that we out here in the Middle West enjoyed it very much." She
also asked the question that may have been on many minds: "What
percentage of the audience was colored and how many of those who
asked questions were colored? We couldn't tell over the air."'
Several white listeners also commended Hughes, one of whom
thanked him for his "fine contribution towards abetter understanding
of one of America's greatest problems."" A recent white immigrant
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from England congratulated Hughes and observed "that towards the
negro question the Southerners have ablind spot, to overcome which
nothing avails, neither argument nor logic, neither appeal to Christian principles nor appeal to national or self interest.""
Hughes knew the power of radio and had repeatedly sought access
to it, although with much disappointment. He had written poems
and dramatic plays for radio but as ablack writer had faced difficulties in getting his work aired. Indeed, in a1943 Chicago Defender column, Hughes wrote aletter to "Southern White Folks" in which he
subverted the usual "Negro problem" imagery to make apoint about
radio's refusal to broadcast more of his work: "I tell you, you are
really aproblem to me. I, as awriter, might have had many scripts
performed on the radio if it were not for you. The radio stations look
at ascript about Negro life that Iwrite and tell me, 'Well, you see,
our programs are heard down South, and the South might not like
this.' You keep big Negro stars like Ethel Waters and Duke Ellington off commercial programs, because the sponsors are afraid the
South might not buy their products if Negro artists appear regularly
on their series."" Hughes recognized that the imagined southern listener was not the only reason or perhaps even the real reason radio
executives were so reluctant to air more serious programming about
race. Several weeks after his Defender column, he observed that during
the war radio had become "fairly receptive" to presenting material
about the "positive achievement" of particular African Americans,
like George Washington Carver and navy hero Done Miller, but was
still unwilling to air anything "setting forth the difficulties of the Jim
Crow military set-up, segregation in war industries, etc., and what
people of good will can do about it." The fact that radio had "censored out any real dramatic approach to the actual problems of the
Negro people" rendered the radio industry "almost as bad as Hollywood." African Americans, he wrote, continued to hold adeep disdain for radio's presentation of what he called "'handkerchief head'
sketches" in which black stars usually were featured."
Fueled by his anger over radio's failure to treat the race issue,
Hughes seized the opportunity to appear on Town Meeting to present
his own political views. His appearance on this national broadcast
also opened the way for him to undertake an extremely successful
speaking tour that included sizable white audiences. As aresult of the
broadcast, he became the first African American to be booked on a
national tour by Fealçins, the country's most well respected speakers'
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bureau. On tour for three months after the show, Hughes made over
fifty appearances throughout the Midwest and the Southwest, addressing avariety of enthusiastic audiences, black and white."
Hughes's experience with the power of radio only fed his anger
and disappointment over radio's failures on the race issue. "Considering the seriousness of the race problem in our country," he wrote
in 1945, "I do not feel that radio is serving the public interest in
that regard very well. And it continues to keep alive the stereotype
of the dialect-speaking amiably-moronic Negro servant as the chief
representative of our racial group on the air." Recounting that "liberal" network executives lacked the political resolve to air adramatic
series about African Americans that he had repeatedly proposed to
them, Hughes concluded: "I DO NOT LIKE RADIO, and Ifeel that it
is almost as far from being afree medium of expression for Negro
writers as Hitler's airlanes are for the Jews.""
Despite Hughes's continued disappointment in radio's treatment
of the race issue, his appearance on Town Meeting had brought listeners face to face with the race question. The scarcity of listener
protest eased the way for Town Meeting to tackle the more difficult
issue of what to do about racial inequality. A discussion of the provocative question, "[S]hould government guarantee job equality for
all races?," was aired in reaction to the ongoing campaign to make
the FEPC apermanent agency.'
What remains most remarkable about this 1944 debate is the fact
that point for point the arguments made against agovernment role
in helping African Americans obtain fair access to employment were
exactly the same as those directed at federal affirmative action programs decades later. Opponents blamed affirmative intervention for
creating the very bitterness and racial hatred that mandated the measures in the first place, as if race prejudice, discrimination, and segregation had no prior independent or enduring existence. For example,
Texas congressman Clark Fisher claimed to support equal opportunity in principle but said he opposed any federal role in furthering
it because it will "stir up race consciousness, bitterness, and intolerance." He preferred the current system, which allowed "the poorest
boy in the poorest family if he will work, if he has the ability and
the initiative, to lift himself to the very top." Journalist Ray Thomas
Tucker made acorollary and very creative argument that the creation
of apermanent FEPC would prevent African Americans from following the traditional difficult path to success of immigrants and
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therefore "will breed bitterness and racial hatred."" Lillian Smith,
the controversial writer and liberal activist, appeared in support of
the FEPC, arguing that "it is the Government's job to protect the
individual against those people who would endanger his basic right
to work, just as the Government protects our safety on the streets
and our health in epidemics.""
This exchange captured well public disagreement about the role
the federal government should play in protecting and furthering the
access of African Americans to employment. But as in many of the
Town Meeting broadcasts, the debate expanded when questions were
taken from the 1,500 people in the audience and telegrams sent in anticipation of the broadcast. One leading question came from Mary
McLeod Bethune, who wrote, "[C]onsidering the increased industrialization of the USSR, China, and India, will the US be able to
successfully compete for the postwar world trade without guaranteeing job equality for Americans of every race?" A person in the
studio audience pointed out that blacks had already proven themselves capable of hard and ardent labor and yet they were still discriminated against in employment and therefore needed government
help." Once again, Town Meeting staff were surprised by the degree
to which white listeners wrote long "dissertations on their personal
feelings about the Negro question," exhibiting "emotional reactions"
that far exceeded the issue of employment."
Having faced one aspect of racial discrimination, Town Meeting
turned to the broader question of racial injustice in aMay 1945 broadcast entitled "Are We Solving America's Race Problem?" This topic
generated passionate expressions of white resistance to the very idea
of raising it for public discussion. Indeed, this would be one of Town
Meeting's most controversial and tumultuous broadcasts. The mere
announcement of the topic drew letters of protest from white listeners, even before the show was aired. Many fear-filled letters came
from outside the South, evidence in part that wartime migrations
of African Americans had nationalized the race problem in many
whites' minds.
These fears may have been amplified by Franklin Roosevelt's death
and the growing anticipation that the war would soon end, although
such concerns were not given direct voice in the letters. Several
writers warned that the show was "playing with dynamite" and would
only encourage more racial strife." Some listeners earnestly suggested remedies to the race problem, including the often-repeated
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idea that all blacks be relocated to reservations or separate cities, regions, or states of their own, with one writer suggesting that this
be done "in the same spirit as Zionism."" Another wanted blacks
to have completely equal opportunities with whites in employment,
education, and housing, provided that this could be done in away
that would keep

" ALL

OF THOSE THINGS

SEPARATE. "68

The most

colorful description of the race problem came from aman in Seattle
who may have mixed metaphors but captured well the fears held to
some degree by many people outside the South: "The Negro popuzi6 :Airing the Race Question

lation, is like the Sahara Desert, advancing every year about amile,
with overwhelming and irresistible force. Only one thing can stop
the Desert, by drowning or letting in the sea. ...But you cannot
drown America's no. 1problem, the negro. We are saturated with an
incurable cancer. It has been allowed to go on so long, to operate
now is impossible.""
When the show was aired, these prebroadcast responses prompted
Denny to spread the responsibility for the choice of the topic, reminding his listeners that their votes and letters "had put this subject
near the top of the list of America's major domestic problems.""
Richard Wright, one of the country's most powerful black writers,
and Elmer Carter, the black former editor of the National Urban
League's Opportunity magazine, took opposing points of view on
whether the race problem was being solved. Carter was paired with
Irving Ives, the majority leader of the New York State Assembly; on
Wright's side was liberal congressman Jerry Voorhis of California.''
Carter offered the more conservative black position that the country
was making progress toward racial equality, contrasting the record of
the treatment of blacks in World War Iwith that in World War II and
also noting that "the lynching record has almost been eradicated.""
In sharp contrast to Carter's voice of moderation, Wright launched
an aggressive and unrelenting attack on racism and its effects, overstepping the bounds of politically acceptable discourse much further
than had Langston Hughes the year before. Wright's extraordinary
use of language not only overpowered Carter's arguments but also
allowed him to dominate the program in away that was utterly beyond the moderator's ability to control. Wright essentially reframed
the entire debate and took over the show by asking:
What do we mean by asolution of the race problem? It means a
nation in which there will exist no residential segregation, no Jim
Crow Army, no Jim Crow Navy, no Jim Crow Red Cross Blood
Bank, no Negro institutions, no laws prohibiting intermarriage,
no customs assigning Negroes to inferior positions. ...Racial
segregation is our national policy, apart of our culture, tradition,
and morality. ...We see reflections of it in our films and hear it
over our radios. ...Gradual solutions are out of date. ...[H]ere
is the truth, whites can no longer regard Negroes as apassive,
obedient minority. Whether we have aviolent or peaceful solution
of this problem depends upon the degree to which white AmenThe Political Discourse of Racial Equality :zri

cans can purge their minds of the illusions that they own and
know Negroes."
Taking his argument astep further, Wright told his listeners that the
"Negro has asacred obligation and amoral duty to bring before the
people of this country again and again and again the meaning of
his problem," but, he added, "the fundamental problem rests upon
whites and Ibelieve that Negro protests, Negro agitation, should
increase and become intense."" In replying to a question about
intermarriage prohibitions, Wright insisted that such laws should be
abandoned because they were meaningless: "I was down in Mississippi in 1940 and Isaw the streets thronged with Mulattoes in astate
where you have an airtight anti intermarriage law.""
Wright's call for black agitation and his comments on intermarriage jolted white listeners across the country. Denny, who had been
unable to harness Wright on the air, feared that anegative response
might ensue. In an unusual step, the day after the broadcast he asked
for daily verbal reports on letters received rather than waiting for
the normal weekly written tabulation and summary. His fears were
well founded. Not only did the show generate an extraordinary volume of mail, but it drew long, passionate letters from well-educated
white listeners who heard Wright's spirited argument as athreat to
the racial world as they knew it, regardless of whether they lived inside or outside the South. According to an internal report, listeners
were "highly critical of Richard Wright's attitude" and deplored the
airing of the discussion of intermarriage." A closer look at asample
of the mail reveals that this was an understated summary of the
audience's reaction. Furthermore, these letters demonstrate the high
levels to which white preoccupation with and fears about the race
problem had risen nationwide by 1945. Again, this was atime when
many whites were eager for normalcy after awar period marked both
by southern black migration into areas previously without avisible
black presence and by increasing expressions of black bitterness and
anger, whether in city streets or under the sanction of radio forums
like Town Meeting.
Wright's remarks about intermarriage sparked outrage, especially
among white women. The year before, when Hughes had raised the
issue, he had reassured whites that blacks did not want intermarriage but just wanted equal rights and equal opportunity. Wright
inverted the entire question and ridiculed white men for their hypoc218 :Airing the Race Question

risy by citing his Mississippi example. White women attacked Wright
for his obvious implication that mulattoes were the result of liaisons between white men and black women. One woman referred
to the show as "revolting," and another reported that she had been
‘`appalled" by what she described as Wright's demand for a"hybrid
cesspool."" Other women called Wright's comments a"disgrace"
and warned that they would lead to lynchings and encourage the resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan." Indeed, white women listeners who
wrote in seemed most concerned about defending the honor of their
husbands, brothers, and fathers. Moreover, these women apparently
did not oppose intermarriage as away of defending themselves from
imagined black suitors, as white men felt compelled to do on their
behalf. Rather, in criticizing Wright's accusation that mulattoes were
evidence of white male desire for black women, these white women
revealed deep fears of sexual competition from black females, which
might increase, they believed, if unions between white men and
black women were sanctioned by law. In defense of white men, one
woman from Detroit asserted that "I have never heard yet of awhite
man raping acolored woman."" White men, of course, also had
been angered by Wright's comments, and their letters were even less
polite. One particularly vehement man from Houston accused all
black men of wanting to rape white women and referred to Wright
repeatedly as "that buck negro" or "that ignorant negro
Many listeners, like those who had written letters before the show
aired, offered as asolution to the race problem the idea of sending blacks away or somehow physically roping them off from whites.
Some people earnestly suggested that African Americans be granted
ahomeland in the United States, be given aportion of the Pacific
Northwest to settle, or be returned to Africa. One anonymous writer
thought the only solution was to send all black Americans to Europe
and to "exchange them for whites who would appreciate the advantage given them here, and eliminate these eternal race riots."' Many
whites still searched for a solution to the "Negro problem" that
would not upset the racial status quo; they simply wanted the problem to go away, as had whites who had embraced similar schemes
throughout American history."
While some listeners offered solutions to the race problem, others
eagerly denied that there was aproblem. One writer from Chicago
explained, without intended irony, that the only problem was that
African Americans had been exposed to too much "propaganda emThe Political Discourse of Racial Equality :219

ploying such words as freedom and equality."" More predictably,
some white southerners insisted that the problem was northern agitators themselves, dubbed by one person as "noisy mouthed reformers
in the North" who were "broadcasting their views" and "trying to
stir up unhappiness and discontent among our colored citizens.""
Among the most interesting letters about the broadcast were those
that revealed whites' anxieties that many blacks were no longer as
deferential in their interactions with them as they used to be or ought
to be. Some writers offered specific examples of increasing black arrogance and transgressions of racial etiquette, especially in southern
border states and midwestern cities. One of the most telling letters came from alistener in Oklahoma who detailed what he called
the "overbearing" ways in which blacks had begun to "push white
people around." He complained that there was an "organized effort"
among blacks "to make one day of the week asort of 'push day,' on
which the colored women of the town throng the places of business,
and the sidewalks, just to shove white folks about." He warned that
‘`once the war is over," blacks would be forced to "desist" from all
such activities." A writer from Chicago reported that he saw blacks
on streetcars and buses acting as if "they are better than the white."
Another listener from Cincinnati complained of blacks' new "overbearing attitude toward white people.""
These reactions of white Americans mirror descriptions of everyday acts of resistance waged by black working-class men and women
in crowded and contested public spaces and in other interactions
with white people during this period. They also represent white fears
about any acts that appeared to be out of line with white expectations of black positionality, as was apparent in the spate of rumors
of organized black resistance. "Race rebels" like Wright employed
discursive and ideological tactics with the same effect in their intellectual encounters with white audiences." Wright's arguments on the
broadcast served as further confirmation for whites that these acts
of racial rebellion were not isolated but were likely to increase, and
Wright himself provided afrightful personification of this change,
all adding further fuel to white fears.
Many white listeners channeled their fury about Wright's arguments into an attack on Town Meeting for allowing him to be on
a "nation-wide radio hook-up," permitting him such free expression, and not having asoutherner to defend the "white" point of
view or at least "some one well acquainted with the negro faults
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and shortcomings."" One California woman complained that "the
white man's mistreatment of the negro" was "not good material for
radio comment," chiding Wright for even mentioning intermarriage,
which she thought only worked to close the minds of the "millions
of people" who were listening." One listener chastised Denny for his
polite handling of Wright: "He should have been cut off the air—
with apology to the listening audience.""
Some considered Denny personally complicit in Wright's racial
transgressions, specifically the fact that he referred to Wright as
MISTER" — acomplaint similar to the one lodged against Round Table
CC

because Frazier addressed the white panelists without calling them
"mister."" When an established radio forum lent its credibility, respect, and reach to black intellectuals like Frazier, Hughes, and now
Wright, many white listeners deeply resented the division in white
ranks it represented and the breach in the sanctioned silence on racial
inequalities they desperately desired.
On the other hand, some listeners, mostly black, wrote in support of airing the issue in such aforthright manner, many writing to
Wright directly or through his publisher rather than through the network." The president of ablack women's club in Mt. Vernon, New
York, wrote: "I have never heard anything as well done as your expressions of last night at Town Hall. It was amazing and very much
to the point."" Among the most emphatic responses was aletter
written to Wright on behalf of the black men assigned to the army air
force's 477th Bombardment Group stationed in Kentucky: "All radios
of this group were tuned in on the program, so keen is the interest. Especially did we enjoy the way you handled the $64 question. It
always comes up and we were glad to hear you handle it as you did.
From all of us thanks amillion. That personifies our outlook. We
do not ask for democracy we demand it. In order to make democracy
work it must work for all not just afew 'Uncle Tom' leaders."
Other listeners also allied themselves with the thrust of Wright's
overall views, often basing their arguments on contemporary examples. A black listener in Richmond asked: "[W]hy do Americans
go i,000 miles across the ocean to defend Democracy against the
same evils as they are tolerating here upon our race?" The writer
attached clippings about the police beating of ablack soldier in Mississippi, inquiring, "Mhy is it that the Secretary of War does not
give our Negro in uniform the protection from white police officers
and civilians wherever they may be?" Another particularly poignant
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letter asked: "How can we fight for the minorities abroad and keep
our own in virtual slavery? If it is not corrected our boys will have
died in vain." This writer recounted an incident in which Tuskegee
airmen had to be partitioned off by ascreen before they were allowed
to eat in apublic space shared by whites."
Others who agreed with Wright made their case on moral grounds.
"In every important event in our American History," one listener
wrote, "the negro has been present, taking part regardless of danger for his white countryman and country— and you can't over look
apeople like that and still think you are right in doing so."" A
few white listeners wrote in asking how they could support African
Americans in their struggle for racial justice. One writer wanted to
know what groups she could join to help, and another asked, "[W]hat
is there that we can do?""
Wright's controversial appearance on Town Meeting demonstrates
once again the crucial cultural and political role African American
intellectuals played in this period. Wright, Locke, and Hughes used
their limited guest privileges on these political discussion shows to
advance arguments too daring for most political figures to make,
especially politicians who would have been featured on these programs. They offered anew representation of African Americans and
their abilities, arguing point for point with whites and sparring as
equals in the arena of political debate. On amedium that was ideal
for the skilled use of language and oratory, these accomplished African American writers took on the duty of becoming public intellectuals, serving the race by fighting the battle of ideas that was essential
to bringing about shifts in public opinion.
These men and others argued eloquently for an end to discrimination and segregation, but that goal was still not even rhetorically
acceptable to the majority of white Americans in 1945. For that majority, the solution was to simply send the problem away or to continue to cordon it off. Until that view changed, there was little more
that was politically safe to say. Silence on the issue of racial inequality
set in again at America's Town Meeting of the Air, just as it had at the
University of Chicago Round Table. Both of these important national
political forums would confront the question of fashioning aremedy
for racial discrimination and segregation only after the end of the
war and after the insertion of afederal voice on the issue.
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To Secure These Rights
The end of World War II brought with it an even bolder assertion
by African Americans that their claims for an end to racial inequalities were now more timely than ever and could no longer be excused
or postponed by fears of disunity during the war crisis. Several factors combined to make the postwar racial landscape as volatile as
it had been during the war. Violence against returning black soldiers escalated. African Americans who had migrated to the North
during the war transformed themselves into powerful urban voting
blocs as they began their crossover into the Democratic Party. To a
lesser degree, the Supreme Court's 1944 decision outlawing all-white
primaries opened the way in some southern states for significant increases in black voting strength, although other locally administered
impediments to voter registration continued to thwart most southern
black citizens. Nonetheless, in the elections of 1944, 1946, and, most
emphatically, 1948, the northern urban black vote became an important factor in national politics, as Harry Truman learned." By 1947,
the country was engaged in another war, and one that would span
four decades: the Cold War against Soviet aggression and domestic
communism.
Harry Truman's assumption of the office of president in 1945 coincided with this period of racial turmoil and competing political demands. Truman responded in several ways to these pressures, taking
bold rhetorical and symbolic steps but offering limited action on
behalf of African Americans, with one extremely significant exception: his executive order desegregating the military. On the symbolic
level of national political discourse, Truman renewed the promise
of national intervention on behalf of African Americans, acommitment his successors would be left to implement with varying degrees
of success in the next two decades.
Under pressure from African Americans, Truman in 1946 created a
committee to investigate the subject of civil rights and expand public
awareness of the topic and the need to address it." During the year
the committee conducted its work, Truman took several steps aimed
at reassuring black citizens and their white allies about his own commitment to equal opportunity. At the urging of Walter White, the
executive director of the NAACP, the president accepted an invitation to speak at the Lincoln Memorial at amass meeting to be held
during the NAACP's annual conference in June 1947. White con-
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vinced Truman to come by arguing in part that the Soviet Union
was using continuing evidence of racism to reduce the United States'
international stature and that some reassurance from the president
was necessary. This line of argument would be exploited as the Cold
War picked up its pace. Acting on an earlier suggestion from W. E. B.
Du Bois, the NAACP in October 1947 filed apetition with the newly
formed United Nations Human Rights Commission detailing racial
injustices against African Americans. Although action on the petition was blocked by American opposition, the petition drew much
international press attention. It also attracted considerable notice
and official complaint in the United States.'"
White, askilled publicist, worked to ensure the maximum amount
of press coverage for the event. He paid special attention to radio,
helping to arrange coverage not only by all four networks but also by
most of the independent radio stations in major markets. The State
Department agreed to carry the speech via shortwave for worldwide
broadcast. White hoped that 400,00o-300,00o people would attend
local NAACP meetings at the time of the speech's broadcast "to
form one gigantic mass meeting linked together by radio," making
this in White's eyes possibly the largest mass meeting in the nation's
history. 101
White House officials were not unaware of the political and historical significance of this occasion for Truman, who would become
the first president ever to deliver alive address to the NAACP.'"
Preceded at the microphone by Eleanor Roosevelt and Walter White,
Truman spoke from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial to an audience estimated at about io,000 people.'" He asserted that "new concepts of civil rights" meant "not protection of the people against the
Government, but protection of the people by the Government." He
explained: "There is no justifiable reason for discrimination because
of ancestry, or religion, or race, or color. ...Every man should have
the right to adecent home, the right to an education, the right to
adequate medical care, the right to aworthwhile job, the right to an
equal share in making the public decisions through the ballot, and
the right to afair trial in afair court." Truman also made clear that
the federal government would defend these rights and override recalcitrance at the state and local levels.'"
For Walter White and other African Americans, this nationally
broadcast address was the culmination of adecade of requesting a
presidential radio appeal on racial issues. As early as 1938, White had
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President Harry S. Truman addressing the 1947 NAACP convention from the steps of
the Lincoln Memorial. (NAACP Collection, Library of Congress; the author wishes to
thank the National Associationfor the Adrancement of Colored People for the use of this
NAACP material)

urged Roosevelt to devote aradio "fireside chat" to race relations, but
he never did. In 1941, Ambrose Caliver secured Roosevelt's commitment to appear on the closing episode of Freedom's People, only to have
the president withdraw at the last minute and submit abland written
statement instead. In the aftermath of the riots of 1943, black activists
had renewed their pleas for the president to broadcast astatement
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against racial violence, again without success. Truman's 1947 radio
address to the NAACP was along-awaited and long-overdue public display of presidential support for the general principle of equal
opportunity and the expansion of the federal government's role in
ensuring that opportunity.
Many African Americans saw the speech for what it was: asignificant symbolic step, but one lacking in specific political proposals or
commitments.'" But for White, who believed deeply in the power of
the media to change public opinion, the most significant aspect of
the president's speech was that it had been broadcast nationally and
internationally and that it produced, in White's words, "by far the
largest single audience in history to hear the story of the fight for
freedom for the Negro in the United States."'"
Truman's reference to "new concepts of civil rights" marked the
public introduction of an expanded view of the federal government's
assumption of responsibility to protect citizens from the tyrannical
acts of states, localities, and, eventually, private actors. Although the
novelty of the term "civil rights" may have shielded the president's
remarks from greater scrutiny by his critics, its meaning was not lost
on other listeners among the "several hundred million" people across
the globe estimated by White to have heard it. A group of black
American soldiers who listened to the program via shortwave on the
remote Pacific island of Tinian were so moved by the speech that
they took up acollection and sent it to the NAACP to support its '
work.'" The president's speech had not gone as far as most African
Americans wanted, but its symbolic importance was not lost either,
for it sounded like the beginning of something new to eager listeners
like those on the tiny island of Tinian.
When the President's Committee on Civil Rights issued its report in the fall of 1947, the expansive nature of its recommendations exceeded most expectations. To Secure These Rights was a detailed blueprint for remedying sanctioned racial injustices in every
aspect of American life. The report explicitly rejected the "separate
but equal" doctrine as a failure and placed the responsibility for
securing basic civil rights on the federal government itself, quoting
Truman's remarks to the NAACP that the government must become the "friendly, vigilant defender of the rights and equalities of
all Americans."'" The report concluded with alegislative and legal
manifesto for securing the litany of specific rights to which all Americans were entitled. It also called for an end to all discrimination
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and segregation in the armed services.'" Writing before the report
was released, the NAACP lawyer Charles Hamilton Houston had
urged the committee to approach its work with "a sense of political
maturity" that would require awillingness from the white committee members to write "a report for an entirely different world from
that in which they were born." "° In many ways, the report's recommendations outlined aplan to begin building anew world of racial
ordering.
With its sweeping indictment, expansive recommendations, and
extensive circulation, the report became abig news event."' Many of
the overarching political justifications for the recommendations in To
Secure These Rights were not new but had been articulated incessantly
by African Americans and encapsulated in a body of intellectual
work by blacks and others, including Gunnar Myrdal. Indeed, in the
aptly titled 1944 volume, What the Negro Wants, over adozen African
American intellectuals and activists sounded achorus of unanimity
that what "the Negro" wanted were "the same rights, opportunities
and privileges" extended to all other Americans in all aspects of public and civic life.' 12 An end to legalized segregation, discrimination,
and disenfranchisement was at the core of that claim, as they would
be in To Secure These Rights. But this report generated much attention
because it was well timed, coming after the war rather than during it,
and most important, because it bore the stamp of federal approval
and endorsement.
Truman followed the report by delivering ahistoric February 1948
special message to Congress devoted exclusively to the subject of civil
rights in which he laid out aten-point legislative agenda that mirrored many of the committee's suggestions. Most significant, he did
not mention or endorse in any way the committee's general attack on
segregation, but he did promise executive orders against discrimination in federal employment. Of special importance was his promise
to end discrimination in the armed forces "as rapidly as possible."" 3
The president's special message to Congress provided more ammunition for African Americans, who were clamoring for Truman
to back his rhetoric with action, especially in areas such as federal
employment and the military where he could assert his presidential
powers without waiting for legislative approval, which could be withheld indefinitely. A month after this civil rights speech, A. Philip
Randolph advised young black men to refuse to comply with aproposed peacetime draft until segregation in the military was elimiThe Political Discourse of Racial Equality :227

nated. That fall, after he had secured his party's nomination, Truman
charged acommittee with the task of planning for desegregating the
military.' This was asignificant victory in one of the longest and
hardest fought battles in the struggle for racial equality by African
Americans. Randolph had threatened an action, like his proposed
1941 March on Washington, that forced Truman to issue the executive order his predecessor had refused to issue during the course of
World War II.
Once the president laid out his broad set of specific civil rights
proposals, vehement opposition coalesced. Within weeks of the
speech, Governor Strom Thurmond of South Carolina was urging
the president to withdraw all of his legislative proposals or risk
asouthern rebellion against Truman and the Democratic Party."'
Other pressures also were exerted on the president, including the
insurgent presidential candidacy of the racially progressive Henry
Wallace, who had been unceremoniously dethroned as vice president in 1944 and replaced on the Roosevelt ticket by Truman. In
1947, afew weeks after the civil rights report was issued, Wallace
began ahistoric tour through the South and used the report to argue
against racial segregation and discrimination. Significantly, Wallace
defied local traditions by only speaking to nonsegregated audiences,
asymbolic step that won approval from most African Americans
whether they supported him or not. Southern whites who had identified themselves throughout the decade as race moderates attacked
Wallace, his southern tour, and, most important, his call to end segregation. Segregation had become the defining issue for moderate
southerners, ultimately ending any hope for apotential alliance between African Americans, northern liberals, and southern moderates
on the race issue.' 16
Deeply intertwined with these issues was the Cold War itself,
which began in this same period. Truman's administration set up the
apparatus for waging aCold War that was both foreign and domestic. Early in 1947, the president endorsed congressional attempts to
ferret out subversives in federal positions and instituted an extensive "loyalty program" to do just that.' 17 This bolstered attacks on
political activists in general, especially those associated with liberal
causes like racial equality and labor reforms, reproducing the 193os
era of smear tactics, innuendo, and purges. When Wallace announced
in December 1947 that he would run for president the next year on
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athird-party ticket, one of his primary motivations was his virulent
opposition to Truman's Cold War attacks.
It is an understatement to say that electoral politics in 1948 were
deeply affected by these contradictory and intermeshed political developments. At the Democratic National Convention, ayoung Hubert Humphrey helped pass astrong civil rights plank, evidence of
the growing potency of the northern black vote."' A contingent of
southerners formed aDixiecrat ticket headed by Strom Thurmond,
which the majority of voters in four southern states later supported.
Again, it was only after the convention, with his nomination assured,
that Truman issued the executive order integrating the military that
he had promised Randolph earlier that year.
In contrast, Wallace's bid for the presidency against Truman enthusiastically embraced the most liberal proposals on ending racial
inequality advanced by black and white activists who were engaged
in an uncompromising attack on segregation. Wallace's candidacy
was an act of political courage for him and his black and white supporters in the South, as he returned once again to tour that hostile
region. Subjected to harsh attacks and threats of physical violence,
Wallace preached passionately against segregation and poll taxes, but
his speeches and appearances were disrupted or ended by hecklers
and, on occasion, by eggs and tomatoes.' 19 Faced with this opposition, Wallace depended on cooperative local radio stations to get his
message across in the region, presenting long speeches or interviews
from the sanctuary of radio studios in Birmingham, at ablack college
campus in Mississippi, and in Shreveport. After Wallace was refused
aspeaking forum in Little Rock, in the name of free speech alocal
newspaper provided him with free airtime on alocal radio station,
where he was interviewed by moderate journalist Harry Ashmore.'"
Wallace's third-party effort sputtered along through the campaign
and carried no states in the end, although it diverted some votes that
otherwise would have gone to the Democrats in key northern states.
The strength of the urban black vote helped counter the loss of
votes in normally Democratic states as well as the defection of asignificant portion of the southern white vote, contributing to Truman's
shocking victory over Thomas Dewey. In January 1949, the reelected
President Truman renewed his request that Congress implement his
1948 civil rights proposals, although he knew as well as anyone that
his proposals were once again dead on arrival, in part because he
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lacked the political strength to overcome massive white resistance in
Congress, in the South, and across the nation. Although it would
take another two decades of violence and struggle to move the nation
to implement them, the goals of the civil rights movement lay encased in the report, To Secure These Rights.
Radio and Civil Rights
The political events of 1947 and 1948 brought the University of
Chicago Round Table and America's Town Meeting of the Air back to the
question that had silenced them earlier in the decade: how to remedy
the problem of racial inequality. These shows returned to the issue
not only with anewfound air of confidence but also with an eagerness to help rewrite the political narrative of race. Broadcasts at the
end of the 19405 also reveal the evolution of astyle of political engagement by radio that blurred the distinctions between educating,
reporting, and editorializing, foreshadowing afusion of functions
that television would embrace.
After four years, Round Table began its return engagement on the
race issue in 1947 with abroadcast called "Civil Rights and Loyalty"
devoted to an endorsement of To Secure These Rights. Continuing its
standard three-panelist format, the show featured the NAACP's Walter White, University of Chicago sociologist Louis Wirth, and historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr. The panelists abandoned the pretense of
objectivity by firmly supporting the report's conclusions and recommendations without even debating the merits and political difficulties
of the proposals. Schlesinger was especially effective at granting the
report an air of legitimacy by characterizing it as anatural next step
in the trajectory of American history and as being entirely consistent
with the country's founding political philosophy.
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This show functioned as both an editorial on and an advertisement
for the president's plans. Wirth explained on the air that one mission
of this particular broadcast was to help create the "mass climate of
opinion and information" necessary to put the proposals into effect.
The show itself became apart of the massive public education program the report generated; the published transcription of the broadcast included areprint of the committee's findings and recommendations.'" "Whether America will be amore moral nation, or amore
orderly and just nation, and aleader in the world," Wirth pleaded on
the air, "depends upon what you and Iand our listeners do to make
these promises come true, by doing the things that the President's
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committee report recommends." The show ended as White chimed
in "Perfect" and Schlesinger seconded with "Agreed."'" "Perfect"
was exactly the right word from White, who had been either relieved
of the burden or denied the opportunity of arguing for the proposals since Schlesinger and Wirth had assumed that role, with White
serving merely as political authentication. In all of these ways, Round
Table was able to lend its own prestige to the findings of the politically charged report.
Cold War politics also may have played asignificant role in this
shift toward the embrace of the report's recommendations. At the
time of the broadcast, for example, Schlesinger was firmly identified as aliberal anti-Communist. Six months before the broadcast,
he had written a.pfe magazine article that warned of Communist influence in liberal circles, from labor to Hollywood to Washington,
D.C., and urged progressives to purge themselves of that influence
or risk the future of liberalism itself.'" Unstated but perhaps lurking
underneath this broadcast's enthusiasm for Truman's proposals were
fears of the more progressive proposals of his rival, Wallace, and the
more conservative southern position that threatened to disrupt the
Democratic Party.
But African Americans also had played amajor role in shaping the
idea, now espoused by Schlesinger and others, that equal rights for
African Americans were essential to the nation's global ambitions.
That idea had been reinforced throughout the war by the "Double V"
campaign and by the exertion of political pressure by Randolph,
White, and many others that forced the production of To Secure These
Rights. One Cold War casualty, however, was aptly captured in this
show's title, "Civil Rights and Loyalty," as the cause of black American rights required the merger of the double political consciousness
described in W. E. B. Du Bois's Souls of Black Folk and embodied
in the "Double V" campaign. It was their claim to Americanness
on which African Americans now rested their case for civil rights,
which in turn required, at least initially, loyalty to American policies, domestic and foreign, and, as some have argued, alessening of
emphasis on anti-imperialist and anticolonialist struggles elsewhere.
But African Americans' identification with other oppressed people of
color never disappeared completely, even in this period when political exigencies required afull embrace of American identity as part of
the price for structuring atargeted appeal for basic political rights
at home.'"
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Radio's assumption of some civic responsibility on the race issue
in this period reflects asignificant transformation both in the influence of racial moderates on radio's political discussion shows and in
the nature of radio as apolitical medium. Radio's emergence as a
political agent in the 19405 added anew dimension to the world of
political symbolism in which national and international politics operated. Roosevelt knew this well and exploited it fully as apolitician
and as the leader of anation at war. The model of cooperative symbiosis that existed between radio and the federal government during
the war crisis did not end when the war ended but was replicated here
through the open endorsement of the president's positions.
Throughout the war period, members of the radio industry had
looked to the federal government for political leadership and protective cover on how to discuss the race problem, if at all, repeatedly
turning without much success to the OWI, for example. When no
guidance was forthcoming, staff at radio programs like Round Table
approached the issue with great caution and fear, and when faced
with the unavoidable question of aracial remedy, they retreated for
years into official silence. The concrete set of proposals in the report on civil rights finally opened the way for that discussion, and
the stamp of official imprimatur allowed racial moderates to endorse
its tenets under the guise of "educating" the public. Truman's open
rhetorical embrace of the central claims of African American activists carried enormous symbolic power in the national discourse of
the politics of race, in which radio played an important role. This
was the case despite the fact that Truman's words far exceeded his
actions, ashortcoming that for African Americans nullified much of
the political symbolism.
Other Round Table discussions during this period starkly demonstrate two related developments: the abandonment of adeference to
white southern politicians as representatives of amonolithic "white"
point of view and the emergence of the voices of white southerners who were less rabidly opposed to alleviating some forms of racial
injustice. This shift can be seen on Round Table discussions in which
southern politicians were challenged and rendered largely ineffectual
as they gave rote performances mouthing the same old arguments
over and over again. In a1948 show about the southern revolt in
the Democratic Party, Senator John Sparkman of Alabama, who had
helped lead the movement out of the party, reiterated that states'
rights were under siege and that the South, if freed from its own
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economic disadvantages, could "solve" its own race problem. University of Chicago historian Avery Craven hosted this panel. In 1943,
Craven, asoutherner by birth and ahistorian of the Civil War and
the South, had defended the conservative southern viewpoint on
Round Table's first treatment of the race issue. But on this show five
years later, Craven not only openly disagreed with that view but also
urged southern politicians to enact the president's proposals at the
state level or risk massive federal intervention. Craven had recently
made the same arguments in an opening address to the Conference
on Civil Rights held at Atlanta University. As if to endorse Craven's
legitimacy as asouthern voice for moderation, Round Table reprinted
the entire address as part of the transcription of the show.'"
Not only was deference to white southern politicians abandoned,
but in some cases, these men were held up for subtle ridicule, especially after the 1948 election. After Truman renewed his civil rights
proposal in his 1949 State of the Union Address, Round Table responded with ashow featuring the newly elected Senator Hubert
Humphrey, who had led the fight for civil rights at the convention. Humphrey credited the Democratic victory to the votes in key
states of people "who would be directly affected by an active civil
rights program"— aveiled but obvious reference to the northern
urban black vote. Senator Allen Ellender of Louisiana argued against
Humphrey's interpretation of the election and against all of the president's proposals. Louis Wirth, who was moderating the discussion,
baited Ellender by asking him if he was opposed to white supremacy.
Trapped in a"yes or no" question, Ellender answered: "The Negro
himself cannot make progress unless he has white leadership. If you
call that 'supremacy,' why suit yourself. But Isay that the Negro race
as awhole, if permitted to go to itself, will invariably go back to
barbaric lunacy."'" In these and other ways, more liberal whites on
Round Table rendered Ellender and many of his southern colleagues
simple caricatures of the powerful politicians they had embodied in
earlier appearances on radio forums. By 1948 and 1949, this group of
politicians continued to voice positions that were offensive not only
to African Americans, as always had been the case, but also to increasing numbers of whites— otherwise, this show would not have
battled so openly with men like Ellender. The shift depended on an
overly optimistic reading of general public opinion by Wirth and
others, however. For example, on another show, Wirth read the 1948
election as areaffirmation of domestic progress on the race issue,
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concluding that by "hopelessly" outvoting the Dixiecrats, American
voters had emphatically rejected white supremacy, which was plainly
not the case.'"
Round Table broadcasts during this period continued to link the
race issue at home with the country's ability to exert world leadership and counter Russian claims about American racism. Throughout the early Cold War period, this line of argument was one of the
most commonly voiced rationales for adopting the president's proposals, aposition espoused during the war by African Americans but
now embraced by some whites as well.'" After Ellender's assertion
of black inferiority in the 1949 show featuring Humphrey, Wirth admonished his listeners that "the eyes of the world are upon us, and
our deeds will demonstrate more than our words whether we mean
democracy genuinely." 30 Round Table also linked the need for American racial reform to developments in India and South Africa. Wirth
began aRound Table discussion on international race relations by asking, "[W]hat is the changing position of the white man in the United
States, in Asia, in Africa, and elsewhere?" Philips Talbot, apolitical
science professor at the University of Chicago, answered quite frankly
that "the white man does not even recognize himself today compared
to where he stood ten years ago."' Although this probably would
have been heard as bad news in many quarters, the comment was
offered here more as an observation rather than as acall to action.
The ten-year period that Talbot mentioned also spanned amarked
shift in the way that racial inequality was discussed on national radio.
The significance of rhetorical shifts should not be overstated, for,
after all, words are no substitute for actions, but they also should
not be overlooked or casually discounted. Ten years earlier, network
officials had warned the staff at Round Table to abandon attempts to
"discuss the nigger question" or risk cancellation. Even when the
war and racial unrest forced the question onto the air, it was treated
gingerly, after which it was ignored once again. By 1948, resident
moderators like Louis Wirth were able to use Round Table to advance
the new political rhetoric on racial inequality that had developed over
the course of the decade, first among African Americans and then increasingly among aminority of like-minded whites. Wirth and other
liberal academics used the radio forum to promote their own evolving political stance on the race problem, usually abandoning the
cloak of academic objectivity. Instead, Wirth functioned as aplay-
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maker, handing off assists to some white panelists, like Humphrey,
and teasing others into foolish moves, like Ellender.
One notably ironic and extremely telling consistency throughout
the decade, however, was the scarcity of African American voices
on these shows. Although what was being said changed dramatically
during this period, who said it did not, as these deliberations about
the race issue continued to be held primarily by white men. Although
there was still an attempt to include representative white southerners
on these panels, white academics and intellectuals who had laid claim
to civil rights ideology apparently believed they were better qualified
than their black counterparts to advance that cause. The need to address racial inequality may have been settled as amatter of rhetoric,
but accepting the fact that African Americans could and should speak
for themselves on this powerful and protected medium was not.
Some of the patterns seen on Round Table also held true for Town
Meeting broadcasts on civil rights during this period, but Town Meeting's dedication to debate and its emphasis on audience and listener
response provide amore nuanced reading of the political reality and
resistance that met the president's proposals. Also, by this time, the
show was reaching zo million listeners over 225 local stations, and
its growth and stature had outpaced Round Table's."' White listeners
talked back to the radio during and after these Town Meeting broadcasts, demanding to be heard. These listeners sensed not only that
the debate was almost over but also that the South's position was
being silenced in defeat.
Although Town Meeting also worked to ensure that southerners were
represented on its broadcasts, as on Round Table, their performances
became unconvincing redundancies as they refused to offer any new
responses to the changing political landscape. After Truman's civil
rights message to Congress in 1948, the show featured adebate on
the narrow question of whether the president's proposals ought to
be adopted. On opposing sides were Senator John Sparkman of Alabama, who had already declared his opposition to Truman's renomination, and Senator Wayne Morse of Oregon and Roger Baldwin
of the American Civil Liberties Union.'" Baldwin argued, as many
others did during this period, that the president's plan was needed to
strengthen democracy's appeal to the peoples of the world tempted
by communism, which was the liberal anti-Communist stance.'"
Sparkman could only call the Truman program "unconstitutional,
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unwise, and unworkable," dismissing it as "a political football" put
into play to win the black vote but offering no alternative response to
the reality of racial inequality.'"
It would be amistake, however, to assume that the declining onair effectiveness of these politicians rendered them unrepresentative
of the racial sentiments of most white southerners or white Americans in general. On the contrary, Town Meeting broadcasts on the race
issue uniformly generated long, deeply emotional letters from white
listeners, largely but not exclusively from the South, who passionately supported the positions espoused by white southern politicians.
For example, the show that included Sparkman brought in nearly
4,000 letters, most of which made the same well-worn arguments
against racial equality: that any move toward political and economic
equality would bring social equality, intermarriage, and mongrelization; that no one had the right to dictate policies to white southerners; and that the FEPC would discriminate against whites. According to Town Meeting's analysis of its mail, the minority of listeners who
admitted the need for fairness for "the Negro" also always included a
‘`conditional 'Bur" usually "contingent upon the Negro 'remembering his place." In contrast to these emotionally charged responses,
Town Meeting staff noted that reactions from outside the South were far
less engaged, expressing "neither enthusiasm for nor opposition" to
the president's proposals. Those who supported them did so because
they believed that racial injustice rendered the nation vulnerable to
Cold War propaganda about the issue.'"
The voice of African Americans was still largely absent from these
Town Meeting discussions, the exception being that of Walter White.
Both Round Table and Town Meeting relied on White to represent the
African American position during this period. White appeared on
Town Meeting in October 1947, amonth before he would appear on
Round Table. One shift during this period was that White and other
members of the NAACP, who had been considered too politically
risky for most radio broadcasts earlier in the decade, were now seen
as acceptable and necessary participants on occasion. Other African
American leaders, most notably A. Philip Randolph, would rarely be
accorded that status, ameasure both of fears of Randolph's political prowess and independence and of the growing legitimacy of the
NAACP among white race moderates, including those in the broadcast industry.
On ashow about how to improve race and religious relationships,
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White participated in adiscussion with Charles Taft, head of the
Federal Council of Churches; former congresswoman and journalist
Clare Boothe Luce; and Max Lerner, editorial writer for the leftist PM newspaper. White cast the race question in Cold War terms,
arguing that Americans could not "talk of freedom and democracy"
as long as African Americans were "scorned, disfranchised, segregated, denied education and jobs, tortured, even lynched."'" As
noted earlier, African Americans in this period portrayed segregation
as weakening American claims to international leadership, especially
vis-à-vis the Soviet Union. The efficacy of this appeal to moderate
white listeners had not been lost on White and others who recognized that the threat of Communist gains might be more frightening
to some Americans than racial equality.
White felt compelled to confront the question that loomed over all
discussions of racial equality, just as Langston Hughes and Richard
Wright had done in their appearances on earlier Town Meeting broadcasts: "Now let's face the bugaboo of social equality and intermarriage: the $64 question that always comes up— `How would you
like your daughter to marry aNegro?" He answered, as Hughes
had, that there was no concerted campaign among blacks to marry
white people in America, but at the same time, he acknowledged, as
Wright had, that the law against intermarriage "placed apremium on
bastardy and illicit sexual relations." 38 White added that antimiscegenation laws "deprive women of legal protection of their persons,"
meaning, although he did not say it, that the laws deprived African
American women of protection from white men. This new argument
in favor of lifting the ban on interracial marriage aimed squarely, as
Wright had in 1945, at the hypocrisy of white men who supported the
law as it applied to black men and white women but not as it applied
to themselves and black women.
The mention of the intermarriage issue drew an angry response
once again from white listeners, but the broader topic of race and
religious relationships yielded letters that attacked not just White but
other issues and panelists as well. Internal mail reports characterized
one-third of the comments as "either anti-Negro, anti-Semite or antiCatholic." Letters expressed abroad range of concerns, from fears
of the Vatican to fears of "Jewish financiers." Some wrote to protest
Lerner, who sounded, and was, much more liberal than White. "Several listeners deplored Max Lerner's exhortation to minorities to
struggle to escape their caste," the mail report explained, because
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they heard his remarks as acall to violence for African Americans.
Not all of the responses to the broadcast were negative. A minority
praised the show for "having brought into the open the pettiness, the
hypocrisy, and the bigotry." 39
Truman's surprising reelection in 1948 emboldened Town Meeting to
finally confront the question that remained politically untouchable
on the air: "What should we do about race segregation?" As veteran radio moderator George Denny searched for away to introduce
this discussion, he fumbled through afamiliar but ill-fitting paradigm: "Our melting pot—the great American melting pot—has still
some lumps in it. What should we do about them? What is being
done about them? Does the pot need more heat, or is the temperature about right? Will more stirring help? What should we do about
race segregation in America today? One of the planks in President
Truman's platform was the enactment of acivil rights program on a
nationwide basis. Was the election amandate to the Congress to pass
this legislation?"
The first speaker to try to answer Denny's question was Ray Sprigle, awhite journalist who had disguised himself as a"Negro," traveled throughout the South, and written aseries of syndicated articles
about his experience. Sprigle spoke as if still in his assumed identity,
taking the liberty of talking "from the standpoint of the Southern
Negro." He described segregation as part of "the whole vicious and
evil fabric of discrimination, oppression, cruelty, exploitation, denial of simple justice, denial of the rights of full citizenship and the
right to an education."'"
By the time of this broadcast, Town Meeting had begun to be carried
on television as well as radio. For that reason, when Denny introduced Walter White, he alerted his viewing audience that White was
a"Negro," although they would not "recognize him as such. »141 So
this show had the odd pairing of Sprigle, who temporarily had turned
himself into a"Negro," and White, who looked as white as Sprigle
but identified himself as black. Southern journalists Harry Ashmore
and Hodding Carter also appeared on the show, and Ashmore found
much humor in the fact that White "seemed the most conspicuous
Aryan among us, while the swarthy Carter's skin was dark enough to
prompt aMississippi theater usher to direct him to the balcony. The
makeup man was instructed to darken down White and lighten up
Hodding. )7142 T he quirkiness of the politics of racial representation
was never more visible.
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Once again, 'White led with his strongest appeal to white Americans that without racial reforms, the country was avulnerable target
of Russian propaganda and subject to international shame. "Our enemies today," he said, "broadcast to the world that we in the United
States talk about democracy but we separate and discriminate against
our own citizens because of race, color, or creed." 43 He characterized segregation as antithetical to equality and offered the civil rights
report as "one of many proofs that decent Americans want segregation abolished and they want it abolished now. ”144
Ashmore, the racially moderate executive editor of the Arkansas
Gazette, reframed the discussion by arguing that the problem was not
what to do about segregation "but what to do about those injustices and inequalities that have accompanied it," essentially rejecting White's claim that inequality and segregation were inextricably
linked.'" In the studio after the broadcast, White confronted Ashmore and Carter, asking them why they would not admit that segregation was "morally indefensible," aquestion neither could answer
privately, much less publicly.'"
This discussion about ending segregation reveals once again how
those with access to the national airwaves tried to manipulate public opinion on this crucial question, although they met with limited
success. Whereas White was predicting that decent people were ready
and willing to end segregation, Ashmore, as had Wirth, was reading the 1948 election results as evidence that white southerners had
already declared race no longer apolitical issue. All three men were
engaging in rhetorical hyperbole, wishing for what was not in hopes
of making it so. Panelists like White and Ashmore tried to prod public opinion by telling the audience to believe things that were not yet
true; as aresult, their glowing pronouncements had ahollow ring to
them. If nothing else was clear, it certainly was true that the question
of what to do about segregation remained unresolved and unresolvable in national politics, despite the harbingers of change in 1947
and 1948.
Still, the reemergence of race as anational political concern not
only eased the way for shows like Town Meeting to face the segregation
issue but also encouraged some moderate white southern listeners to
raise their voices. Response to the discussion about segregation surprised the Town Meeting staff, who reported that the letters showed a
"beginning of change in the attitude of Southerners," that the relative
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ished, and that there was growing support for the extension of basic
citizenship rights to blacks. Still, the show's staff concluded, these
more racially moderate listeners did not think segregation could or
should be ended immediately but thought it should be eliminated
gradually without outside intervention.
Obviously, these letters did not represent the sea change in the
white southern point of view that the Town Meeting staff reported
them to be, but they were an indication that a racially moderate
white minority had become convinced that change was on its way
and that outright resistance offered them no opportunity to direct
or control that change, although they remained deeply opposed to
ending segregation. Rabidly racist responses to the question of segregation were still plentiful, but many who subscribed to those views
had begun to feel silenced by the rhetorical alliance between African
Americans like White, white northerners like Sprigle, and southern
white moderates like Ashmore. And it was that silence that created
the illusion among New York City—based Town Meeting officials that
the mass of white southerners might be changing their point of view,
which was clearly not so.
Not only was this not the case, but many of the listeners most
opposed to the attack on segregation turned their anger against the
act of discussing segregation and against the broadcast for fostering
that discussion. Several letter writers argued that it was "dangerous" to discuss segregation and that the series should broadcast "no
future programs" on the issue. A Memphis station reported that it
had received "over 5o protest calls" during the broadcast. One listener urged that Sprigle and White be "kept off the air entirely,"
and another said she would "never listen again to your dreadful programs of hate," referring to hatred against white southerners. To
other listeners, the decision to air shows about race relations was the
underlying problem: "Mlle colored people are happy, but this stirring up of the question makes them unhappy and dissatisfied. They
are negroes by the hand of God, and they cannot blame that on anyone. "147
Town Meeting continued to debate the political consequences of
racial inequality early into the next decade, at atime when there was
both alull and astalemate on the issue. Early in 1950, the show
returned to the question of whether Truman's civil rights program
should be adopted, again pairing Humphrey with asouthern Senate colleague, this time John Stennis of Mississippi. Stennis cast
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himself as the defender of the "plain old average common-garden
variety of American" who "doesn't belong to any of those minority
groups" and who opposed the president's proposals. Humphrey argued passionately, as White and other African Americans had argued
repeatedly, that "our moral standing, our political standing in the
eyes of the free world hinge pretty much on whether or not we pass
civil rights legislation." Stennis replied that people the world over
not only envied this country but were clamoring to emigrate here.'"
Although Humphrey and Stennis sparred to arhetorical draw, southern strength to filibuster continued to thwart those in Congress
like Humphrey who favored the president's proposals. The political narrative on race may have been shifting, but the effectiveness of
political resistance to change continued in full force. More moderate
voices might be winning the rhetorical battle, but the political power
still remained lodged in the hands of racial conservatives and their
constituencies.
Officials at Town Meeting did not escape that resistance as it played
itself out in daily practice. Langston Hughes, Richard Wright, and
Walter White would remain the only black voices to be heard debating the race question on these broadcasts. For each of White's
appearances, he was paid an honorarium of swo, for which he expressed great appreciation. Little did he know that his fellow panelists were all paid at least twice as much and often much more
than that. Sprigle, who had made aname for himself by pretending
to be black, requested and was paid $400 for his appearance alongside White. Although Sprigle had assumed the racial status of the
"Negro" and wanted to speak on behalf of the race, apparently he
had no desire to suffer the economic consequences of having that
identity, which the show repeatedly visited upon the unsuspecting
Representations of race remained market driven, primarily
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by the currency of racial category itself.
In apoetic end to its run of programs about race during this
period, Town Meeting broadcast ashow in 1950 to celebrate the fortieth
anniversary of the Pittsburgh Courier, the largest black newspaper in
the country and the one most closely identified with African American activism during World War II. The newspaper invited Town Meeting to broadcast live from Pittsburgh and paid the usual si,000 fee for
the privilege of hosting adebate on the question, "What effect do
our race relations have on our foreign policy?" This was as leading a
question as any the show could ask about racial inequality in the Cold
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War era. Sociologist Charles Johnson, the first black president of Fisk
University, wasted no time in arguing that the country's "racial system" was the "Achilles heel of both our domestic and foreign policy."
World War II, he contended, had been fought to end the "arbitrary
brutalities of amaster race." A questioner from the audience picked
up Johnson's argument by asking how asegregated country could
ever criticize "an inclusive communism." The other panelist, Congressman Brooks Hays of Arkansas, accused Johnson of emphasizing "imperfections" while ignoring the "tremendous progress" that
had been made on the race issue during the previous decade. Johnson closed the show by holding up segregated schools as the clearest
"indication of an incomplete democracy," aclaim that was already
working its way through the legal system.'"
Listener response to the show once again provided avivid picture
of the continuing deep division over the implications of discussing the race issue at the beginning of the 195os. One writer praised
the show as one of the "finest" Town Meeting broadcasts ever, calling Johnson "his own best argument for justice for the American
Negro." But another listener wrote: "I wonder why you have so much
discussion on the Negro question. It's terribly irritating to white
people. ...[F]or God's sake and white America, cut out the (Negro)
question."
National politics have always operated in the dual realms of actions and symbols. With the advent of amass communications system like radio, the symbolic realm assumed an even greater authority
as the performative aspect of politics found its natural audience: a
body politic of millions of listeners. In this new, expanded public
sphere, the manipulation of language as political imagery became
more important than ever. Without visual images and the elixir of
music, political meanings on these panel discussion shows had to be
spoken or left unspoken. The contest over what could and could not
be said took on paramount importance and mirrored the struggle
over real political boundaries and limitations. The crisis of language
in turn signified the crisis in the racial order. This transition period
in American race relations, with all of its promise and its limitations, played itself out eloquently and paradoxically on these political
discussion programs. Radio became aperfect carrier for the performative discourse of the politics of race.
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tions and words as race riots, black migration, and black protests
pushed the boundaries of the political worlds of actions and symbols.
Truman's engagement in the symbolic and real politics of civil rights
was one manifestation of that dialectic. The intellectual, moral, and
legal potency of the claims that African Americans made during
this decade of war, riots, and peace—as well as their emergence as
apotent northern urban voting block— led Truman to arhetorical
embrace of the fundamental principles of the modern civil rights
movement.
The World War II era brought aconsolidation in African American discourse about the claim for black freedom. The politics of
inclusion that African Americans had argued for at the beginning of
the decade had silenced earlier black nationalist claims for aseparate
economic and political realm and had muffled anti-imperialist and
anticolonialist critiques. Instead, the dominant black discourse of
the postwar era called for full American rights and full access to the
nation's institutions and privileges. Although this goal was conservative on its face, achieving it would require an aggressive and unified
claim for freedom by African Americans and awillingness to engage
in the struggle necessary to attain it.
Although this way of articulating black claims may have united
African Americans across class, regional, and political lines, to white
listeners, it sounded heretical. The mere act of discussing the race
question on the air was arite of legitimation for African American arguments for freedom, and fear and extreme caution among
whites accompanied this change. African Americans also repeatedly
challenged the censorship that excluded them from the groups and
places that spoke with authority to the body politic about themselves,
their history, and their needs. Radio was one of those places. When
they were able to breach the censorship, African American intellectuals as varied as Alain Locke, Franklin Frazier, Langston Hughes,
and Richard Wright presented and represented an image of "the
Negro" that challenged the language of authority, even as more insistent black voices remained excluded. Nonetheless, allowing African Americans to enter the realm of performative political magic
was heard by the listening white public as another threat to their entire universe of social, political, economic, and sexual relations. And
it was. If American racism was the national religion, the liturgical
conditions were shifting, and both its adherents and its heretics recognized as much.'"
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Visceral listener reactions to these broadcasts captured the cognitive and political shock that the idea of ending racial inequality
stirred in most white Americans. Despite unifying wartime rhetoric,
most white Americans regardless of region adhered to a"politics of
exclusion" that depended on the continuation of racial discrimination and various forms of segregation. Indeed, this was no longer
asouthern problem, as many northern and western cities had responded to black migration by hardening rather than erasing the
lines of racial exclusion. The majority of white Americans plainly
feared anew racial frontier in which black Americans would escalate
their struggle to secure the rights that democracy promised. Continued struggle would be necessary not only because of massive white
resistance but also because of the limitations of white liberalism. Despite their claims to enlightenment, white race liberals were unable at
the time to embrace the idea that politically sanctioned segregation
and discrimination were antithetical to democracy and would need to
be dismantled if "the Negro" was indeed now also an "American."
African Americans were kept on the margins of radio's public discourse about race relations, the rationale being that broader popular sentiment—especially southern views—required this restriction.
Lurking beneath that claim was acertain hypocrisy. The postwar
sparring on the radio between white liberals and white southern conservatives obscures the fact that white liberals engaged in the airing
of the race question were themselves afraid of the full meaning of
African American freedom. These whites who considered themselves
liberals on race worked to distinguish themselves from southern segregationists, but they remained uncertain about any remedy-oriented
definition of the race issue. Nonetheless, they projected confidence
about their own "take" on race. Even when they invited afew black
voices, they also felt sure that whites and only whites could lead on
the race issue.
For all of these reasons, the politically permissible discourse that
emerged in the late 1940s maintained avery narrow approach to ending segregation and race discrimination. That approach, as we have
seen, was consensus oriented, casting the race problem primarily as
aquestion of the nation living up to its founding principles but with
no engagement of the actual mechanics and fundamental restructuring essential to advancing racial equality in asociety that also was
founded on the principle of racial inequality. "Americans who profess
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to believe in democracy will have to face the dilemma of cooperating," the African American historian Rayford Logan had warned in
1944, "or of limiting their ideals to white Americans only."'" That
was the dilemma that faced most white Americans at the end of the
194os as the politics of racial exclusion and limitation prevailed.
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CHAPTER

6

NEW WORLD A'COMING AND
DESTINATION FREEDOM

ational radio's treatment of the race issue is atale of
caution and restriction. Network officials carefully scrutinized the political risks associated with federally sponsored
programming, even as the federal agencies themselves adhered to their own strict tests of what was "speakable" about
African Americans. The National Urban League bridled
its rhetoric in deference to the industry's implied political
boundaries, and when the league overstepped them, the networks simply refused to cooperate. Fears of audience disapproval haunted radio's political panel discussion shows as
they alternately approached and avoided the race question,
emboldened only in the postwar period after President Harry
Truman's embrace of the rhetoric of racial equality. The exigencies of war and African American protests had pushed
the issue onto the public airwaves, but the radio industry's
cooperation was contingent on the observance of apolitical
etiquette of race.
The full force of African American political thought
rarely pierced the national airwaves as accepted political discourse about race. Two local urban radio programs aimed at
more sympathetic and politically progressive audiences, New

World A'Coming and Destination Freedom, were far more consistent in
tone and content with the claims and aspirations of African Americans in this era. This kind of broadcast was possible because of black
migration and the formation of an urban market of working-class
and middle-class African Americans. These local shows owed their
existence to coalitions of African American and racially liberal white
activists, intellectuals, entertainers, and artists. The fullest realization of radio's use as aforum for voicing African American political
thought came in northern urban radio markets such as New York
City and Chicago, where the specter of an offended white southern
listener faded, as did the need to honor anationally acceptable political discourse. The unfettered political voices of African Americans
more fully entered the radio debate about their future only through
‘`narrowcasting" to northern urban audiences.
New World A'ComIng
Although the radio airwaves were dominated by the national networks at the beginning of the 194os, by the end of the decade some
of that power shifted as changes in the industry and in national
demographics allowed for the emergence of stronger independent
urban radio stations and more politically daring broadcasts. This was
the case with WMCA, an independent station in New York City and
apioneer in forging a civic role for local broadcasting. Some of
WMCA's programming embodied contemporary African American
political thought, made possible by acoalition of African Americans
and racially progressive whites.
The radio series New World A'Coming, first broadcast by WMCA in
1944, was the collaborative project of black writer Roi Ottley; Nathan
and Helen Straus, the wealthy owners and operators of WMCA who
dedicated their independent station to liberal causes; and the CityWide Citizens Committee on Harlem, an interracial civic and political group that cosponsored the series. In every respect, New World
A'Coming was adifferent kind of radio series on avery different kind
of radio station in acity with alarge black and politically progressive
listening public.
A native New Yorker, Ottley had worked simultaneously as a
social worker in Harlem and areporter for the New York City black
newspaper, the Amsterdam News. He served as publicity director for
the National Congress of Industrial Organizations War Relief Committee and became the first black journalist to win aRosenwald FelNew World A'Coming and Destination Freedom :247

Roi Ottley. (Photographs and Prints Division, Schomburg Centerfor Research in Black
Culture, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations)

lowship, which he used to study the war relief needs of working-class
minorities in Allied nations. During his travels abroad, Ottley became aforeign correspondent for the liberal PM newspaper and the
Pittsburgh Courier. He also broadcast radio news reports for CBS and
the BBC during his travels.' Through these activities, Ottley became
awell-respected and nationally known writer and journalist.
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Ottley's acclaimed 1943 book, New World A-Coming, gave the series
not only its title but much of its content for its first two years. Ottley's book focused on Harlem and more generally on the economic
and political plight of African Americans. Its topical appeal and format were particularly well suited for radio adaptation.' Ottley saw
his book, which included narratives about historical and contemporary black political figures, as "a study of black nationalism." He explained: "I have explored its ramifications in Negro life, its progress
in very recent years, its vagaries, and its effect upon the Negro's
thinking as he views the future cast of the world—waiting for the
new world a-coming."'
Although New York City was the nation's radio capital, access to
local airwaves was complicated by the fact that the most popular
local stations also served as the flagship stations for the major radio
networks rather than as true local affiliates. However, shifts in federal
regulations brought changes in the broadcast industry and in local
radio in the city.* Those changes allowed Nathan Straus Jr. to buy
and transform WMCA into abeacon of liberalism. Earlier, Straus
had left his work as ajournalist with the New York Globe to represent
Manhattan in the New York State Senate, where in his five years of
service he became an expert on housing problems affecting the poor.
In 1937, President Franklin Roosevelt appointed Straus to serve as
the first head of the Federal Housing Authority, which had been created to eliminate slums and provide low-cost housing for the poor.
But in January 1942, Straus resigned from that position as aresult
of aprotracted battle with southern conservative congressmen over
funds for public housing.'
After his resignation from the Roosevelt administration, Straus
returned to New York City. When he bought WMCA the following year, he stressed his commitment to operate it as an independent
station, without network affiliation, and to do so without undue influence from commercial considerations. In remarks reminiscent of
early thinking about radio, Straus emphasized that "radio is one of
the great factors in molding public opinion and in ademocracy public opinion makes the laws." He hoped that WMCA would "help to
promote the development of an informed public opinion concerning the great problems and issues of our troubled times."' Helen
Straus joined her husband in fashioning WMCA into astation whose
programming, although commercially supported, reflected her own
strong belief in the efficacy of radio for educational and public serNew World A'Coming and Destination Freedom :249

vice purposes. Helen and Nathan Straus shared the view that local
radio had a different mission— and commercial niche—from network radio. To them, local stations had aspecial obligation to provide programming or information that could not be presented by a
national network.' It was Helen Straus who read Roi Ottley's book
and saw in it material about race relations that easily could be dramatized for radio.' Based on her idea, the station began the work of
bringing Ottley's book to life on the radio.
When station officials announced in January 1944 that they were
planning "a series of programs on Harlem and Negro culture," they
indicated that the series would be presented in cooperation with
the City-Wide Citizens Committee on Harlem. Chaired by Algernon
Black and Adam Clayton Powell Sr., the committee had worked for
several years to raise public awareness of and improve the conditions
facing blacks in the city.' In addition to focusing on economic and
political problems, the committee had adeep appreciation of the
role of the media in shaping New York City's race relations. Part of
that interest in media came from Schomburg Center for Research
in Black Culture curator L. D. Reddick, who cochaired the group's
subcommittee on education and broadened its agenda to include the
mass media. He worked to change the image of blacks presented in
school textbooks and the media, arguing for "an end to caricaturing
and slander in the newspapers, and on the screen, stage and radio."''
Reddick had worked as aconsultant on Freedom's People in 1941 and
1942. He also had made local radio appearances in which he discussed black political and historical issues and had written aseminal
1944 article on the influence of media on race relations." Working
on aradio series about black life and culture provided the committee with an unusually rich opportunity to address issues on its own
political agenda. To facilitate its work, Nathan Straus took the unusual step of endowing the committee with the funds to sponsor the
broadcast.' This arrangement elevated the visibility of the City-Wide
Citizens Committee on Harlem, affiliating Straus and his station with
it and its political issues, and set aunique example of public service
cooperation.
For ayoung station striving to build areputation for public service,
this was abold step. Despite the station's public service commitment,
in the end it still depended on advertising revenue for support. As an
independent station, WMCA could not rely on programming from a
national network to build its listenership. Creating an audience niche
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in New York City's competitive radio market would require as much
work for WMCA as it would for any independent commercial station, and the Straus family took imaginative steps toward that goal.
For instance, one particularly effective way that the station began the
process of building audience identification was by airing afive-hour
Christmas program in 1943 in which members of the armed services
serving abroad could speak with their relatives in New York City.'
The radio series New World A'Coming premiered before alive audience for half an hour on aSunday afternoon at "three past three"
in March 1944, less than six months after Straus had acquired the
station.' From the opening credits to sign-off, this program was an
extraordinary divergence from national radio's timid and cautious
approach to discussions about racial inequality. The series was laced
with an unabashed political message and offered aprime example of
the use of radio programming as apolitical medium. The early scripts
for the show were based on Ottley's writing, sometimes repeating
his prose word for word. Ottley himself was often out of the country during the early years of the program, but the shows reflected the
tenor and tone of his book as well as the influence of his reporting
from abroad." Canada Lee, the respected black actor who had narrated most of the National Urban League's radio programming, was
chosen to moderate many of the early broadcasts in the series.'
In its initial episodes, New World A'Coming cast itself as aprogram
built on black hopes for the future. After a musical introduction
written by Duke Ellington, the show's standard sign-on was: "With
the sweep and fury of the resurrection ...there's anew world acoming! ...aseries of vivid programs dramatizing the inner meanings of Negro life." Lee spoke in modulated and restrained tones that
shielded some of the "heat" of the scripts' political content. His description of the "new world" was taken virtually verbatim from Ottley's book: "The Negro stands at the door of afretful future. What
his future will be no man can say. There are no blue prints. The Negro
may not be able to predict his future, but he knows what he wants —
liberty and peace, and an enriched life, free of want, oppression, violence and presumption. In aword, he wants democracy— cleansed
and refreshed. He wants to be able to feel, see, and smell, and get his
teeth into it." 17 If there were any questions about the program's intentions, Lee answered them: "The great American dream is still to
be realized. The whip of intolerance has been felt by the Jew and the
Catholic, the Immigrant. ...But it is the Negro who feels the hand
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of intolerance most heavily. ...No attempt will be made to approach radio as awailing wall, no lamentations will be offered. Only
the sort of tales you never read about in your newspapers." "A representative from the City-Wide Citizens Committee on Harlem emphasized on the same broadcast that the series was designed to "help
create aliving democracy" and to "help the new world to be born." '
9
New World A'Coming featured aheavy dose of programming built
around the war and the issues it raised for blacks. But unlike earlier
radio programs, it did not use the war merely as abackdrop for black
heroism or as abasis for moral pleas for black rights. Instead, the
war served to fuel the show's determined assertion that "Negroes feel
that the day for just talking has passed."" In one episode, acharacter
said: "We're the most loyal race in the country yet we's always gettin'
kicked around—even the soldiers."" Here and elsewhere the show
reported or dramatized actual instances of black soldiers in uniform
being subjected to Jim Crow treatment at home. One episode told
the true story of black soldiers who were denied access to amovie
theater in New Jersey, and another dramatized an incident in which
black servicemen were refused food service at atrain station where
Nazi prisoners of war were being served, acommonly reported complaint from black soldiers. On alater show, listeners heard the story
of Captain Hugh Malzac, the black commander of the USS Booker T
Washington who was denied the right to buy the house of his choice."
All of these accounts were used as examples of continued glaring
injustices against black servicemen, as well as reminders of their service to the country.
Despite its often critical tone, the series also included moving accounts of black patriotism, but with an edge. Channing Tobias, a
black official with the national Young Men's Christian Association
(YMCA) and amember of the National Selective Service Board, concluded the show's D-Day broadcast with astirring vision of the war's
end: "There will be the usual parade of the survivors of the victorious
armies up Fifth Avenue. Let me express the hope that it will differ
from previous parades of returning victors in one respect: namely,
that instead of white, yellow and red Americans forming one unit,
and black Americans another, there will be one American army of
men rendered color blind by the fires of common suffering marching
together to one tune and under one flag." The show also included remarks by Walter White, who contrasted the unified D-Day offensive
with strikes at home against hiring black workers at defense plants."
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The series also reminded listeners that American racism weakened
the country's standing abroad, acommon argument against racial
injustice. In one commentary, the narrator observed: "Treatment of
the Negro soldier is propaganda meat for the Japanese, who would
persuade the dark races of the world that Japan is fighting awar
to liberate the oppressed colored people."" A subsequent program
raised the subject again: "[The] Japanese are acutely aware that the
problem of color is one of the pivotal questions in the war. They
know that there are millions of colored peoples who want to see the
last of the white man's rule—witness India, Singapore, Burma, and
Malaysia." "
New World A'Coming also tackled political and racial issues at home
with unusual candor. Discrimination in employment was akey and
recurring subject on the series during its first year. One show mixed
ademand with agentle plea: "Essentially, the masses of Negroes are
concerned only with jobs, for they believe that fundamentally their
problem is an economic one. This belief accounts for the depths of
passion that underlie their hopes and sacrifices for the new world
a'coming. They want the Tor whites only' signs torn from American jobs. We believe it can be done. Don't you?"" A broadcast about
residential segregation and Ku Klux Klan activity against blacks who
had moved into awhite Queens neighborhood included this commentary: "Mixed housing —where Negro and white live together in
harmony— should be encouraged. If— as is declared daily—we are
fighting awar to extend democracy to all people we must fall into
step and plan for anew and democratic era. The ghetto in American
life must go."" The series also covered racial disparities in access to
health care."
Jim Crow conditions received special attention, although sometimes they were treated in apeculiarly optimistic way, with one show
concluding that "today the solid South is cracking. More and more,
there are white people in the South who are raising the banners of
democracy in the Negro's behalf."" Here, as elsewhere, the show
pointed to increasing numbers of progressive whites who were prepared to work with blacks to end discrimination, although it was
clear that the majority of whites were not. As one character expressed it: "[T]here are white men in America who would rather lose
the war—even their own freedom— than see any change in the racial
status quo." "
One recurring theme in the scripts was that black urban areas
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were tense, expectant "hot spots" susceptible to rumors that could
become the "spark which awakened the Negro's deep seated sense of
wrong, denial and frustration ...[as] daily victims of insult, violence, and discrimination in anation talking loudly about expanding
democracy."' In an early dramatization, an old southern black character said: "When an old Negro was insulted, he shed atear; but
when these young 'uns is insulted, they sheds blood.""
The series's treatment of black performers also strayed from the
pattern of earlier shows. When it paid attention to black entertainers,
it did so only to illustrate particular Jim Crowisms or broader cultural
arguments. For example, in a show featuring black pianist Hazel
Scott, acharacter remarked: "[Whites are] willing to laugh and enjoy
Negro performers, but they won't let you eat in the same restaurant,
live in the same building, or ride in the same car with them." A program on W. C. Handy concluded with adramatization of an incident
in which his wife was denied hospital emergency room care. Billie
Holiday was afeatured performer on one broadcast, but its focus was
on the African origins of black American music."
The first broadcast of the program's second season came in October 1944. The show's creators were so enthusiastic about the favorable reception that had greeted its first season that they began the
broadcast with an imaginative recap of the series's rave reviews:
"A hard hitting show that is certain to create afuror" (The Da4
News); "It's astraight from the shoulder approach to the problem
of racial prejudice and intolerance" (Varieffi; "[I]t gives dignity to
the Negro and states his case" (The People's Voice); "[I]t is aproject
of the first importance. It is afactual recital. It asks only that the
listener listen with an open mind and having listened, rely on his
intelligence and his conscience. It is apublic invitation to decent
thinking. ...This is really public service" (The New York Times);
and, "It's apowerful and important program. ...[It] does not
mince words. ...It's true to life. It's honest" (Billboard)."
Indeed, hyperbole was unnecessary. The show's initial run of
broadcasts had been an astounding success, in large part because it
was such adramatic departure from other programs of the day. The
New York Times contrasted the traditional image of an "Uncle Tom
bowing and scraping under magnolia trees" to the image of "the
Negro" on New World A'Coming:
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He is ahuman being like any other, who thinks and talks like the
actual person he is free of the subtly degrading burnt-cork clichés
that have been fastened upon him by stage, screen and radio for lo!
these many years. The impact of this simple reality is at once great
and refreshing, and if the series accomplished no more than the
sweeping away of these delusions it would serve its purpose. It has,
of course, agreat deal more to say, and to one listener it seems that
it has thus far said it with askill altogether worthy of the design."
The Pittsburgh Courier also gave special notice to the show, even
though it was only broadcast in New York City. Like the New York
Times, it emphasized that New World A'Coming was "being handled
without the old embellishments of Uncle Tom and the other typed
characterizations so often utilized by producers to portray the race
on the American scene." The Courier credited the collaboration between Otdey and Straus with fashioning anew kind of radio series
about black life and concerns."
Emboldened by its own success, the series opened its second season with "The Negro and the 1944 Elections." It attacked the poll tax
and other barriers to black suffrage, declared that the primary issues
of the election were "jobs, job equality, discrimination," and emphasized that the black vote was large enough in seventeen key states to
swing the national election. It concluded with specific voter registration information and aplea for black voters to support those "who
will support win the war and win the peace measures." This was not
the first show in the series to raise electoral politics, but it was the
first to do so explicitly. An earlier show, broadcast live from Abyssinian Baptist Church, interpreted the history of the black church
as an expression of political self-sufficiency. It concluded with areminder that "ffloday— the Negro church — to all practical purposes
—is apowerful, cohesive group, forming amobile political bloc.""
The sentiment expressed on the show about the importance of the
1944 elections was shared not only by Ottley but by Straus as well.
In aspeech in September, Straus had called for the election of public
officials who will "strike the shackles of economic disability from our
Negro brethren." He was emphatic in calling for "equal and exact
justice" for all: "It means equality of economic opportunity, equality
of educational privileges, equality at the ballot box. It means the end
of the poll tax and the death of Jim Crow."
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As the end of the war approached, episodes in the series argued
consistently that the war could only lead to world peace if democratic
nations extended respect and cooperation to the nonwhite world and
that before the United States could do that, it had to address racial
inequality at home. Ottley, who had just returned from six months of
covering the war overseas, hosted the program's 1944 Christmas Eve
broadcast. He set the tone for the program, which looked ahead to
the war's end: "One of the crucial questions which must be answered
openly and truthfully before the war is ended concerns the Negro's
place in the future peace of the world."" Other broadcasts repeatedly
linked the struggle for black rights in the United States with those of
other oppressed people of color fighting white domination throughout the world. Channing Tobias spoke with great conviction on the
subject:
Any plan for the future peace of the world that does not include
racial equality as amajor consideration is not only lacking in realism but destined to failure from the beginning. When Woodrow
Wilson rejected the proposal for aracial equality clause in the
covenant of the League of Nations, it was tantamount to saying
that the victorious nations in World War Iwould continue to hold
unbroken the ring of white dominance that then encircled the
darker peoples of the world. World War II is in part the result of
that decision. The question now is—will the victorious nations in
this war heed the lesson of history, or must we have another war?
There can be no middle ground."
African American women and issues of special importance to
them were not ignored by the series. An early Ottley dramatization told the story of ablack domestic worker who quit her job in
protest over her white employer's disrespectful treatment of her soldier son.' Black army nurses "fighting the color line" were featured
as the subject of aradio play in one show. The D-Day broadcast specifically acknowledged the contributions of black women in uniform
and on the assembly line." The series also commended white women
writers whose works protested racial inequality, such as Lillian Smith
and Dorothy Parker.'
On occasion, the series used radio plays with dramatic roles for
African American actors and actresses to make its political arguments. Ottley explained why in introducing a dramatization of a
story by Dorothy Parker: "Until now, Negroes in radio have been
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mainly caricatures. They are usually hysterical servants frightened at
ghosts—lazy buffoons— charmingly naive children or menials rapturously enchanted by their white masters. Rarely have the dramatic
intensities of the Negro experience been portrayed." At first glance,
the plot and message of Parker's story appear conservative compared
with the stridency of the series's narratives and reporting. The story
showed the reactions of white society women attending aparty for a
black male classical music star. One of the white women, after much
tortured soul-searching and awkwardness, for the first time in her life
"calls aNegro—mister." A narrative interlude from Ottley emphasized abroader message for asocial world in racial transition— one
aimed at the white listener: "Today we are approaching athird phase
in race relations. For white and blacks are meeting more and more as
equals—in business, progressive movements, and often socially. This
meeting is still tentative, uncertain, and awkward on both sides. For
the races have much to learn about each other. ...Today's presentation was offered as a'what not to do. ,»44
In its second season, as in its first, New World A'Coming received
accolades from the broadcast industry and from organizations dedicated to improving race relations. The prestigious Institute for Education by Radio unanimously named Straus as the recipient of its top
award in 1945 for sponsoring "the radio program or series doing the
most to further democracy in America." The series also was described
as being "fearless and socially responsible" and as setting an example
of "what can be done by any independent radio station." Indeed, in
its first year, the series won seven awards, anumber that would have
made any of the major networks proud but was unprecedented for an
independent station. Belatedly, in 1948, the series would also win a
coveted Peabody Award, making it the first show on an independent
station to do so."
To Straus, these awards were asad reminder of how limited the
world of radio remained in addressing the issue of race. In aNew
York Times essay, he explained that he had hoped that radio, unlike
older, more tradition-bound industries, would be freer from conventional trappings and beliefs. Instead, Straus had found that radio
was as conservative as the rest on the topic of race relations: "On
the airwaves, the Negro has been portrayed as astock character— the
lovable fool, the illiterate rascal or the old family retainer. It hardly
seems open to dispute that this has been atrend with divisive implications all too obvious to need detailed recital. ...It gives pause for
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thought that aprogram which adheres basically only to honesty and
truthful portrayal of avital problem should be so widely regarded in
radio as 'new' and 'unusual. )
46

Although New World A'Coming challenged radio's traditional approach to discussions about race, it was only one of several "unconventional" ideas that Straus put in place at WMCA, all of which
reflected ideas about radio's responsibility as aplayer in the political sphere.' The station openly challenged aNational Association of
Broadcasters rule that banned the sale of airtime for the discussion of
controversial issues, arule used effectively to bar the airing of political views by labor unions and other groups who had no other means
of access to the airwaves. Straus implemented apolicy that permitted
the sale of time for the discussion of acontroversial issue provided
that another entity with an opposing view also bought time." In his
public appearances and writings, Straus also repeatedly warned of the
dangers of radio's dependence on the advertising industry." WMCA
also had the important distinction of being the first major station in
the country to hire an African American staff announcer. In February
1945, it hired as an announcer Gordon Heath, an actor and director

well known in New York City's theater and radio circles for his work
with Owen Dodson on several Negro Freedom Rally shows and with
the American Negro Theatre."
Despite Straus's deep commitment to the cause of African American racial equality, New World A'Coming maintained its sole focus on
African Americans only for its first two seasons. Ottley's involvement with the series ended around the end of World War II.' In late
1945, the show broadened its coverage to include problems affecting
other marginalized groups. This required achange in the wording
of its original introduction from "dramatizing the inner meanings of
Negro life" to "dramatizing the contributions of minority groups to
the strengthening of American democracy."" The range of issues,
now presented exclusively through radio plays, expanded to include
protests against the mistreatment of Filipinos, European refugees,
and Italian immigrants. But the series also continued to broadcast
shows about African Americans. For example, the opening episode
of the fall 1948 season focused on the impact of restrictive covenants
in housing on the creation and perpetuation of ghettos, particularly
Harlem." The series remained on the air through 1957, by which time
it also probed "discrimination against Puerto Ricans in New York
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City, the plight of war refugees still living in European camps, and
the nature of apartheid in South Africa.""
Special circumstances brought New World A'Coming to the air at
WMCA. Local political support and supportive owners provided
Ottley's political arguments with a radio forum. In many ways,
WMCA embodied the civic vision of radio that the medium's early
supporters had hoped for, amission lost in the process of national
commercial domination. This show stands in stark contrast in tone
and content to the national broadcasts about African Americans and
race relations, including those that specifically responded to racial
violence. The history of the series provides aglimpse of the factors
necessary for such abreak with national radio's traditions: greater
African American authorial imprint, local political support, cooperative radio owners, and anarrowed urban audience of African Americans and sympathetic whites. Sidney Williams's local Urban League
interview program in Cleveland, MinoriCI Opinion, depended on some
of the same conditions. Such developments opened the way for the
postwar emergence of "black radio," agenre that depended on and
advanced the popularity of African American music but whose political implications still remain largely unexplored.
Unrestrained by fears of offending southern whites or national
advertisers, New World A'Coming more fully reflected the rhetorical
stance of black activism as the postwar period approached. The show
owed its existence not only to Ottley's writing but also to amodel
of urban interracial cooperation that characterized the early stages
of the modern civil rights movement and was reflected in the goals
and operation of the New York City station WMCA. What Nathan
and Helen Straus were able to achieve was not only exemplary but
also exceptional because so few people had the financial resources
and personal stature necessary to build such asuccessful independent
station in amajor radio market. Straus was aNew Dealer with progressive views on race who also had the financial freedom to defy
radio's conventions on race and other politically controversial issues.
That combination of circumstances was rare in independent radio,
and for that reason, the success of both the series and WMCA remained unparalleled.
New World A'Coming also depended on collaborations between progressive writers, artists, and musicians; civic groups; and sympathetic
members of the radio and entertainment industry. This followed a
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pattern first established by federally sponsored radio programs like
Americans

Immigrants All and Freedom's People, as well as shows

produced by the National Urban League. Interracial partnerships
brought all of these broadcasts to life and to the air. The cultural
apparatus of the New Deal state had been transformed to meet the
needs of morale building in time of war. Racial unity had become a
permanent part of that campaign, and along the way, it also was becoming acore tenet of urban liberalism.
Destination Freedom
By the end of the 194os, the radio and advertising industries realized that many major urban areas had been transformed by the massive black migration of the war years. Many of the country's largest
cities now had newly enlarged and more visible communities of African Americans, including ablack working and middle class that the
booming war economy had expanded. Even though many of the jobs
that were opened to African Americans during the war had ended,
the relatively strong postwar economy helped sustain anew black
consumer class. It was this new black urban audience that local radio
stations—and local advertisers—were beginning to "see" for the first
time in the postwar period." At the same time, the early stages of
television's emergence as the new national advertising medium transformed radio into alocally oriented medium with targeted markets.
Network radio's strongest days were nearing an end.
For African Americans, the late 194os were aperiod of transition,
as frustration continued around the issues of inequality, segregation,
and discrimination. The more aggressive style of protest of the war
period, albeit for the goal of being fully included and accepted in
American democracy, did not disappear but continued to gather support. That postwar position found poignant expression on aChicago
radio program aptly titled Destination Freedom. Aired for two years beginning in 1948, this series had aconsistency of authorial imprint,
control, and relative independence that made it by far the single
most effective use of radio to teach black history and to make political arguments on behalf of the black quest for freedom.
Destination Freedom was conceived and written by Richard Durham, ablack journalist and experienced radio scriptwriter who had
agift for searing language and aural drama and adeep belief in
the political and redemptive value of black history. Born in Mississippi but brought up in Chicago, Durham had worked with the
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Works Progress Administration Writers Project, the Chicago Defender,
and Ebony magazine, which the Chicago-based Johnson Publishing
Company had introduced in 1945. A versatile radio writer, Durham
had gained experience writing scripts for another local Chicago radio
show, Democracy U.S.A. That experience, from 1946 to 1948, was
valuable for Durham, but he also criticized the show for its patronizing attitude about black historical personalities. His dramatic skills
as ascriptwriter also benefited from his work on alocal black soap
opera titled Here Comes Tomorrow." The proliferation of local radio
programming aimed at African Americans is another indication that
the black urban radio market had been discovered and was being
targeted.
Although still only in his twenties, armed with experience, Durham conceived the idea of writing and airing his own series about
black history and contemporary political issues. He had aclearly articulated vision for his radio series and its focus on black lives:
[S]omewhere in this ocean of Negro life, with its cross-current
and under-currents, lies the very soul of America. It lies there
regardless of the camouflage of crack-pots and hypocrites— false
liberals and false leaders— of radio's Beulahs and Amos and Andys
and Hollywood's Stepin Fetchits and its masturbation with selfflattering dramas of "passing for white" such as "Pinky" and "Imitation of Life." It lies there because the real-life story of asingle
Negro in Alabama walking into avoting booth across aKu Klux
Klan line has more drama and world implications than all the
stereotypes Hollywood or radio can turn out in athousand years."
He specifically chose adramatic format that could exploit "the infinite store of material from the history and current struggles for
freedom" and spotlight "new types of human beings who have never
strutted across astage or been portrayed on aradio program or in a
novel."" Durham also saw his work as both educational and political in nature: "A good many white people have cushioned themselves
into dreaming that Negroes are not self-assertive, confident, and
never leave the realm of fear or subservience— to portray them as
they are will give agreater education (to the audience) than adozen
lectures." "
As aready resource, Durham could draw on apool of talented,
politically astute black dramatic actors and actresses affiliated with
the progressive Du Bois Theater Guild in Chicago. They shared with
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Richard Durham. (Courtesy of Clarice Durham)

Durham adeep commitment to their work and their political obligation as artists to the struggle for black freedom. From Freedom's
People forward, this linkage between vocation and political expression
continued apattern of commitment among African American intellectuals, writers, and artists that had made possible national radio
programming about black history and black contributions to the war
effort. Relying on his own connections as ajournalist, Durham persuaded the Chicago Defrnder to buy the time needed to broadcast the
series." He was able to convince WMAQ, the local NBC-owned af262 :Airing the Race Question

filiate, to carry the show, under the oversight of Judith Waller, aveteran NBC employee with twenty years of experience in educational
and public affairs radio programming.' The Defender ended its sponsorship of the program during the first year when Oscar Brown Jr., a
leading actor on the show, became acandidate for apolitical position
in competition with aperson endorsed by the paper. Although the
Chicago Negro Insurance Association had offered to help cosponsor
the program, WM AQ itself assumed the entire cost of the show. In
early 1950, the Chicago Urban League helped sponsor afew of the
episodes, but for most of its two-year life, the series had no outside
funding." The postwar economy now supported some black-owned
businesses with the financial resources to buy the access on local stations that African Americans had been unable to secure on national
radio. Even the local station itself, eager to draw black audiences,
was willing to donate the time for black-oriented public service programming in much the same way that the national networks had used
public affairs broadcasts to attract coast-to-coast audiences.
Destination Freedom premiered in June 1948. The series relied on a
conventional format of half-hour radio dramatizations of the lives of
black historical figures, transformed by Durham's eloquence and explicit political stance into powerfully effective racial protest. Durham
coupled his clear sense of mission with good historical research. In a
1975 interview, Oscar Brown Jr., the program's lead actor and narrator, recalled the long hours Durham spent in public libraries poring
over monographs, autobiographies, and other historical materials as
he wrote scripts. In fact, in many cases, the words spoken by historical figures in the sketches were taken from their biographies,
speeches, or writings." Destination Freedom told the stories of leaders
and activists like Crispus Attucks, Frederick Douglass, Toussaint
L'Ouverture, Harriet Tubman, and Mary Church Terrell;" writers
and poets like Richard Wright and Gwendolyn Brooks;" performing artists such as Katherine Dunham and Canada Lee;" scholars;"
scientists and explorers;" and black cultural legends such as Stackalee and John Henry."
Durham did not intend simply to illustrate black capabilities and
heroism. He provided political lessons by implication, as had programs like Freedom's People and those sponsored by the National Urban
League. Durham's shows dramatized how individuals confronted
and overcame racial injustice through resourcefulness and principled
resistance, characteristics Durham described as enduring aspects of
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black history. This black quest for freedom was explicit in everything
about the series, from its title to the recurring use of the spiritual
"Oh, Freedom":
Oh freedom, oh freedom
Oh freedom over me
And before I'd be aslave
I'd be buried in my grave
And go home to my Lord and be free.
On one show, historian Herbert Aptheker was quoted as saying that
"the desire for freedom is the central theme, the motivating force in
the history of the American Negro people.""
The show's essence resided in its emphasis on the interrelatedness
of freedom, education, and historical knowledge. Education was not
only atonic against prejudice and hatred but also aroute to black empowerment and progress, as indicated by the persistent black belief
in education's emancipatory possibilities. A thirst for education and
the personal struggles to satisfy it were central features in the lives
portrayed in the series. For example, Richard Wright's story included
an incident in which he persuaded an Irish coworker to check out
books for him at apublic library that refused service to blacks. One
program traced the grass-roots campaign by Atlanta blacks for better
schools and included Walter White saying that "education should
mean equal opportunity for all children, Negro and white."'
The series also underscored the political responsibilities accompanying the privilege of education. In the dramatization of the life
of Mary McLeod Bethune, she urged her students "to use education to liberate mankind ...and free not just themselves, but those
around us" by going "into the homes of every man and woman who
has the right to vote and to escort him to the polls." The show on
Bethune also contained an account of atrue incident in which aKu
Klux Klan cross was burned at the campus of Bethune's fledgling
Bethune-Cookrnan College. She had ignored white accusations that
her "radical classes" were "teachin' the good colored folks down here
the Bill of Rights 'n the Constitution an' all them un-American attitudes towards the state segregation laws.""
Many broadcasts stressed the importance of learning the history
of African Americans in order, as Carter G. Woodson was quoted as
saying, "to uncover the treasure of Negro life, so that America's goal
of equality and justice may be strengthened by the knowledge of their
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struggle for freedom in the past."" Although the same belief in the
value of black history was implicit in Freedom's People and New World
A'Coming, Destination Freedom expressed amore profound faith in the
power of historical truth, as revealed in these remarks by acharacter
on the episode about Woodson: "[T]hey don't dare print the truth
about the Negroes' role in American history. If they did, in one generation school children would grow up hating segregation and race
discrimination, and those who profit by prejudice would have the
ground shaken under them like an earthquake."'
Black women leaders were aprominent and distinguishing feature
of the history lessons on Destination Freedom. Durham fought with
his director at WM AQ to make sure that the black women characters the series featured were accorded the respect he believed they
deserved: "[To] present Harriet Tubman as asort of refined version
of Aunt Jemima would be criminal. To present her as asort of religious fanatic would be far-fetched. To present her as so many Negro
women are, dauntless, determined, who have ahealthy contempt for
people who live by race prejudice and who are quick to recognize
and extend awarm hand to other humans would be an honest, but
for radio, aradical approach.""
This "radical" approach was embodied in the stories not only of
Harriet Tubman and Mary McLeod Bethune but also of activists
like Ida B. Wells and Mary Church Terrell and artists like classical singer Marian Anderson and choreographer Katherine Dunham.
Both women and men were heard challenging the dual restrictions
of race and gender, but the women characters spoke with aspecial
passion. Terrell's character, for instance, spoke in acalm, determined
voice: "I'll devote my life to being 'out of place,' to convincing most
people that only when woman stands with man and demands full
rights for all is she really—in her place."" She also spoke directly to
white women about the racist actions of white men: "Women— since
when have we needed cowards in bedsheets and masks and shotguns to safeguard our person and our homes. The only protecting
women need is protection by equality under the law. Equality of opportunities and the right to share the benefits of this land, alongside
men. .. .In the right to vote and the right to work—will freedom be
found— for once awhite woman bows down before white masculinism — she is ready for slavery!""
More generally, episodes in the series repeatedly attacked race
prejudice, Jim Crow, and injustice. One broadcast literally put acharNew World A'Coming and Destination Freedom :265

acter named Race Prejudice on trial: "He's been found guilty in every
civilized court in the world. What is your verdict? Will it be to exterminate him?" Durham often used atechnique of giving objects and
concepts human personalities and voices. For example, in an awardwinning show about the two black surgeons who perfected human
heart suture procedures, the heart narrated the story, eerily punctuated by the sound of aheartbeat. A broadcast about poor housing
conditions featured Slums as asinister character proud of his origins
in racial covenants and other restrictive real estate practices. On the
lighter side, the story of Louis Armstrong was told in part by his
trumpet."
Not only did the series assail prejudice, but it repeatedly linked
segregation and economic profit. Poor housing conditions and residential segregation received special attention. One episode was devoted to the report of the National Commission against Segregation
in the Nation's Capital. In addition to advocating the need to make
"trade in racial prejudice as illegal as trade in opium and other habitforming drugs," the broadcast's narrator concluded that "segregation
of the Negro is planned as amatter of business."" On another show,
ablack Chicago alderman was dramatized as saying: "The slums are
the cemeteries of the living. Jim Crow is the undertaker. Both must
disappear from American li"
The words of Ida B. Wells were used to connect racial violence
with economic oppression: "The real motive behind all lynching was
not the 'moral' issue pretended—but underneath it was amatter of
murder for money and jobs. The base of all race terror ...[is] a
weapon to enslave apeople at the bottom of the economic scale —
and the 'moral' charges were just the envelope of the letter." 81 Similar sentiment was expressed in adrama about Walter White, who
explained lynching by saying that "segregation and Jim Crow encourage lawlessness." The actor portraying White's father observed that
"as long as there's segregation, and profit to be made outta prejudice,
it'll rise up again." The show also included ascene in which White's
dying father said to his son: "I didn't kill Jim Crow, and it's killing
me. It's not my chance any more, it's yours.""
The series sometimes framed its arguments for lifting racial restrictions and expanding black economic and political opportunities
in ways that appealed directly to white self-interest in freedom, the
national interest in economic progress, and the country's pride in
itself as an emerging world leader. An actor portraying Charles Cald266 :Airing the Race Question

well, the black Reconstruction era Mississippi state senator, quoted
Lincoln: "'Liberty is the heritage of all men. Destroy it, and you
plant the seeds of despotism at your own door. Get familiar with
hatred and put chains around others, and you prepare your own
limbs to wear chains.' "" In adramatized speech, Caldwell combined
an appeal to white ethnic groups with areminder that the world was
peopled mostly by nonwhites: "If they say these rights are not for
Negroes, what's to stop them from saying it's not for Catholics, Jews,
Irish, the foreign born? If the right to rule is for white men only,
what will you say to the majority of the world which is not white?""
The actor portraying William Lloyd Garrison spoke directly to the
national economic interests when he said, "I know that she [the
nation] can neither be truly happy nor prosperous while she continues to manacle and brutalize every sixth child born on her soil —
the Negro people.""
Durham's extraordinary talents and intellectual versatility were reflected in the canon of African American history that he broadcast
on Destination Freedom. But he still had less than absolute control over
the series. He battled frequently with WM AQ, which ultimately had
final approval over his scripts. He wanted to do shows on the lives
of Nat Turner and Paul Robeson, but both were rejected by WMAQ
as being too controversial. The political verve of some of his scripts
was diminished by the editing of station officials. In ascript on segregation in Washington, D.C., Durham equated segregation with a
‘`master race" philosophy, but this characterization was eliminated
from the show. Station officials probably had reason to be nervous.
Durham himself later recalled that the station received complaints
from the American Legion about several programs in the series."
Despite Durham's disagreements with WM AQ, the station remained committed to the series, no doubt because of the praise and
commendation Durham's work garnered. In 1949, the show won a
first-place award from the respected Institute for Education by Radio
for "its vital compelling use of radio technique in presenting contributions of Negroes to the development of democratic traditions and
the American way of life." On the first anniversary episode of the
series, Governor Adlai Stevenson commended the show for its work
in reducing racial intolerance and educating the public about African
American contributions."
As we have seen, his success and the local nature of his program
did not protect him from pressures to make his broadcasts conform
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Cast of Destination Freedom.
(Courteg of Clarice Durham)

to certain political expectations. Meanwhile, Durham's friend Langston Hughes continued his own confrontations with radio's ethos of
race at the network level. Hughes had been hired by NBC in 1948 to
rewrite aproposed black variety show titled Modern Minstrels whose
cancellation had been urged by Walter White of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. According to Arnold
Rampersad, Hughes was brought in "to lift its tone— although with
blacks involved, NBC did not want it lifted too high." Hughes took
on the well-paying job but criticized the entertainment industry for
"not doing anything with the racial taboos surrounding either Hollywood or the radio." Hughes eliminated the minstrel angle and recast
the show as Swing Time at the Savoy, which was broadcast for five shows
and enjoyed some success. But Hughes was never able to achieve his
full potential as aradio writer or secure more permanent radio work
because, as his biographer Arnold Rampersad notes, "the doors to
the radio networks were as tightly guarded as ever.""
In aletter to Hughes in November 1949, Durham described with
great prescience the Cold War political shifts that would eventually
doom his local show and his involvement with it:
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Destination Freedom is still going strong, although censorship
drops down on me rather unexpectedly at times. Recently Itook
the tactic of point-blank refusing to blue-pencil anything that I
felt was healthy for inspiring Negroes to amore militant struggle.
They threatened and cajoled but Iheld pat. Then they said I"must
be Red." Can you imagine that? White folks will call you "Red" in
aminute, won't they? Anyhow— Istill put words like this in the
mouths of some of my colored women characters (when they're
giving advice to white women): "any white woman who accepts
white supremacy is getting ready to sleep with fascism." ...However, Iadmit that I'm forced to throw in some neutral character
now and then."
In 1950, Durham's relationship with Destination Freedom ended
when, in the face of rising anti-Communist conservatism in radio
and the arts, WMAQ discontinued his series. Another show continued under the same title but was hosted by "Paul Revere," who
extolled white patriots like Nathan Hale and Dwight Eisenhower."
After leaving the show, Durham reported to Hughes that it "seems
like I've squeezed Chicago dry of anymore writing jobs, if you hear
of anything in New York, please let me know."' But Durham stayed
on in Chicago, where he secured work in the 1950s as national program director of the United Packinghouse Workers of America. His
tenure there was not without controversy, as he tried to move the
union toward making black advancement apriority, advocacy that
resulted in his resignation under pressure in 1957." Following that,
he edited Elijah Muhammad's publication Muhammad Speaks in the
196os, created and wrote scripts for the award-winning Chicago public television series Bird of the Iron Feather in the 1970s, and helped
Muhammad Ali write The Greatest, Al's life story, which was published in 1977."
Durham's Destination Freedom produced abody of intellectual work
that stands apart from all other attempts to bring black history
and culture to aradio audience. The strident, undisguised messages
in Durham's scripts would not have been acceptable on anational
broadcast. In many ways, Destination Freedom was the culmination
of efforts to use radio to teach African American history and to
use that history to make political arguments in favor of contemporary struggles for racial reform. In 1941, the Office of Education
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ent circumstances. The programs sponsored by the National Urban
League relied on asofter and much narrower political appeal and
only alluded to the extraordinary history of oppression and resistance that Durham so eloquently brought to the air. Only the local
New York City show New World A'Coming took as bold an approach
as Durham, but that show's focus soon shifted away from African
Americans to embrace abroader appeal against oppression at home
and abroad. Under Durham's hand, the focus of Destination Freedom
never blurred and remained crisply centered on black history and
black people.
The entertainment and communications industries were deeply
influenced by and embedded in American racism and had profited
from perpetuating racially restrictive portrayals. In the war era, afew
members of the radio industry acknowledged the medium's complicity in and responsibility for shaping public attitudes about African Americans and about their place in American history and culture. All of the programs discussed in earlier chapters reflect aslow
and subtle change in the way radio and the nation viewed race relations. These local shows in New York City and Chicago also offer a
glimpse of radio's enormous potential as amedium for cultural and
political education, as shown by the extraordinarily creative ways that
Durham molded black history into living political argument. The
tentative tone and content of the national broadcasts, whether produced by the federal government, the National Urban League, or the
networks themselves, are most clear when those shows are compared
with New World A'Coming and Destination Freedom, which were intended for black and liberal white audiences in northern cities. Black
writers Roi Ottley and Richard Durham helped craft powerful and
evocative programming with political and social messages that complemented and bolstered the arguments for racial equality that black
leaders and organizations were then advancing. This radio programming also expressed aconsolidation in black political discourse that
occurred in the war period and prepared the way for the campaign
against racial discrimination— through legal action, civil disobedience, and economic boycotts— that shook the nation in the 59505 and
196os. But at the end of the 59405, that new world had not come, and
freedom still remained adestination.
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CONCLUSION

Writing in 1944, L. D. Reddick urged "national Negro improvement
associations" to begin "drying up the stream of anti-Negro propaganda" by developing "concrete plans" to control the "instruments
of mass communication for the broad social purpose of bettering
Negro-white relations." Reddick chided African American organizations for holding on to strategies directed at "'converting individuals
to right thinking' "rather than developing methods to intervene with
the media, "which reach virtually every citizen and present their message to him so often and in such forms that he is powerless to escape
it." Radio was one of the forms of mass communication Reddick
had in mind. What distinguished this medium, he observed, was that
"radio programs come directly into the home. This gives them aconvenience and an intimacy that no other communication agency has."
It was his hope, he wrote, that "such apowerful instrument as radio
may be won to the cause of democracy in race relations." '
This book charts the efforts of African Americans in the 193os and
19405 to win national radio to that cause. At atime when the medium
denied them access, except in stereotypical and restricted roles, African American intellectuals, activists, federal officials, journalists, and
entertainers, actors, and musicians welcomed the introduction of
special programming about black history and culture. That programming allowed anew black voice to be heard on the radio, avoice that
challenged accepted portrayals of black abilities and placed African
American contributions and culture at the heart of American history.
Perhaps more important, these radio shows helped to redefine and
expand the concepts of Americanness and freedom in adecade that
ended with the banning of discrimination in federal employment, the
phasing out of segregation and discrimination in the armed forces,
and the delineation of alitany of rights that would serve as the map
of discovery for the new racial frontier pioneered in the modern civil
rights movement of the 195os and 196os.
By the late 193os, radio was the dominant and most pervasive form
of national mass communication. The federal government's own ambiguous authority over the public airwaves created an enigmatic relationship with the nascent radio broadcast industry that accorded
the state certain privileges of access. At the same time, the industry had made race and ethnicity "visible" on radio largely through

entertainment programs that depended on ashared need for stereotypical depictions. It is significant then that radio also was enlisted to
help with the project of creating anew national historical narrative
that included ethnic groups, Jews, and African Americans. That was
precisely the mission of Americans All, Immigrants All, which brought
the notion of intercultural education to national radio, only to see
it abandoned and thwarted by members of Congress who sought to
eliminate the vestiges of the New Deal cultural apparatus, including
its heavy reliance on radio.
Only the threat of war and internal domestic disturbance kept
federal officials in the business of producing radio programs about
race relations. Persistent black protests over existing racial policies —
especially in the federal government and the military— and the fear
of violence and disloyalty by African Americans convinced those
officials that they needed to speak to and about black citizens. A
show like Freedom's People benefited from the use by black intellectuals and federal officials of black culture and history to make broader
although somewhat truncated arguments for black political and economic rights, under the guise of providing "educational" materials
for blacks and whites. Franklin Roosevelt's tepid written remarks
read on that show marked the emergence of aconsensus view— for
fair play and equal opportunity for blacks — that was yet too tentative
and too weak to be given the weight of the voice of the president
most associated with radio's emotive and political powers.
The fragile nature of that newly articulated plea for racial tolerance
is best illustrated in struggles at the Office of War Information and
the War Department over the development of radio programming
suitable for lifting African American morale. Faced with the inherent
contradictions of federal acquiescence to segregation and discrimination, federal officials fought among themselves over what could
be said about "the Negro's" place and plight, who spoke or qualified as an expert on the race question, and, ultimately, the impossible
task of raising black morale without embracing African Americans'
clamors for equality. For all of these reasons, the amount of federal wartime radio programming on the issue of race was relatively
limited compared to the enormous amount of airtime the networks
devoted to federal messages about the war in general. The content
of the programs that did emerge reflected the nature of the compromises that were being made within the federal government among
acomplex set of actors that included "Negro" advisers inside the
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government and racial reform advocates outside it; New Deal holdovers now charged with doing the domestic cultural work of war;
and those charged with carrying on the project of war itself.
Just as the New Deal state represented anew level of federal infrastructure and intervention, the federal government in World War II
expanded its own authority and domain in order to wage awar of
massive scale. Black activists in the late 19305 were challenging lynching, the poll tax, and discriminatory practices in public places. The
war against fascism became asplendid symbol of American racial hypocrisy. A. Philip Randolph and many others highlighted that conflict incessantly with an eye toward the country's enemies and allies
abroad. They were aided in their cause by the U.S. government's
obsession with fears that Japanese and German propaganda would
exploit the country's obvious racial contradictions.
Southern conservatives in Congress tried to use the war as one
more excuse for delaying any changes in national racial policies.
With the power of the appropriations purse under their control, their
presence overshadowed attempts to construct radio programming
designed to create even the illusion of racial unity. That illusion would
have required anew imagining of race relations and rights for blacks,
aracial future that many whites in the South and elsewhere resisted
mightily.
The nationalization of the race question was an important byproduct of the war. Most often, this metaphorical migration of the
"Negro problem" is attributed to the migration of large numbers of
blacks out of the South during the war. That is not the whole story,
however, for something far more complex also was going on. Black
activists and the black press held the country's policies of discrimination and segregation up to shame in front of aworld engaged in awar
against aracial tyrant. The federal government and its armed forces
emerged as asite for the "nationalization" of the South's prescriptions on race. Under the glare of an international spotlight, federal
officials became uncomfortable with the notion that the South knew
best how to manage the race problem. The need to look elsewhere
for racial guidance became even more apparent after well-publicized
incidents of black soldiers being attacked and lynched occurred during the war and in the immediate postwar period. The race problem
became nationalized when federal officials no longer wanted acts
and policies that were morally indefensible and ultimately damaging
internationally attributed to them— and to the nation as awhole — as
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anew war, the Cold War, neared. It was only then that the national
deference shown the South on how to handle the "Negro problem"
began to be questioned.
The federal government served as astage for these internal disputes about race, as evidenced by decisions of officials about what to
air and what not to air. But throughout this period, radio programming from private sources also confronted the question of racial
inequality. Although the national radio networks remained cautious
about engaging the political issue of race for most of the 194os,
some exceptions at least permitted the introduction of that issue into
political discourse on the air. The race riots of 1943 provided the most
impetus for that change, as 1943 and 1944 brought the most radio
programming on race relations of the decade to the air, including
special broadcasts produced by the networks and the National Urban
League. Another round of programming grew out of the need to discuss the political disruptions that accompanied President Truman's
racial reform proposals in 1947 and 1948. That turmoil was embodied
in the 1948 presidential campaign, which was marked both by southern defection and by the emergence of anorthern urban black voting bloc.
Programs such as America's Town Meeting of the Air and the University
of Chicago Round Table struggled throughout this decade with the question of how to acknowledge and treat race as apolitical issue suitable
for open public discussion. These programs began with the belief
that the "nigger question" could not be discussed, but the political events of the decade demanded that the question be addressed.
By 1948, these shows had introduced anew white political discourse
about race relations in which the more moderate position on the
issue most often was expressed by the resident and guest intellectuals who shaped the broadcasts and the contrary view was expressed
by white southern politicians. But black voices on these influential
national radio forums were still few and far between, as white men
continued to treat the race issue as one they could solve alone. More
often than not, these broadcasts also revealed adiscourse of white
resistance as white listeners responded vociferously to the mere mention of the concept of ending segregation and discrimination.
Whites on these broadcasts who considered themselves moderates on racial issues stopped short of advocating remedies designed
to end segregation, as that issue continued to stand as the dividing
line between black and white agreement on astrategy for attackz74 :Conclusion

ing racial inequality. In these ways, whereas many African Americans
were advocating for racial equality by promoting an end to discrimination and segregation, many sympathetic white Americans were
simply hoping for an end to the dangers of race hatred. During the
war, those dangers included the threat of racial violence and national
disunity, and in the Cold War period, the danger also included a
weakened international position in the eyes of the rest of the world.
Whites engaged in apropaganda of unity in this period, whereas
African Americans engaged in apropaganda of equality, believing
that unity without equality was impossible. Many whites recognized
the necessity of having acommon cause with African Americans, but
whites and blacks nonetheless held quite conflicting political goals.
The spirit of black protest and militancy of the 194os was best
heard not on national radio but on two local radio shows whose titles
also captured aprevailing sense of optimism and hope: New World
A'Coming and Destination Freedom. On stations in New York City and
Chicago, black writers Roi Ottley and Richard Durham captured the
essence of what many African Americans hoped the war had brought:
aredefinition of who could live as truly free Americans and an assumption by the federal government of the responsibility to help
enforce that redefinition.
But even for those involved with these exceptional and progressive local shows, the idea persisted that radio was failing in its civic
responsibility to address racial issues and in employing black actors,
musicians, and technicians. Canada Lee, the veteran stage actor and
political activist who had appeared on New World A'Coming, gave a
scathing critique of radio's failures in a speech delivered in 1949.
"The plain fact is that avirtual 'Iron Curtain' exists against the entire
Negro people as far as radio is concerned," he said. Lee criticized
both the paucity of African Americans on national radio and the
nature of depictions of them, "for, with rare exceptions, it is the cannibal, the lazy gambler, the shiftless-thieving razor-wielding Negro,
that has come to represent the totality of Negro life." In acall to
arms against the broadcast industry, Lee concluded that "all the evidence of our lives bears testimony to the bitter seeds broadcast by the
day and the hour and the minute to sixty million American radios."'
More broadly then, this book underscores the widespread recognition among African American activists and intellectuals that the
mass media was essential to the fight for racial equality, abattle that
could not be won by litigation alone but required shifts in public
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opinion that in turn determined changes in legislated public policy.
On national radio, the emphasis on the spoken word limited what
could be said about racial injustice and, as we have seen, who could
say it. In the 195os and 196os, local radio stations, including those
with black audiences as their target, would come to power as national
radio's strength was diminished by television's coast-to-coast reach
(and its easy appeal for corporate advertisers). Local black-oriented
radio opened anew channel of communication within and between
black communities, establishing itself as anew political organizing
tool and ironically imperiling the livelihood of the black press.
Just as national radio was aforum in the political debates about
race in the 19405, national television functioned in asimilar way for
the civil rights struggles in the 195os and 196os. On television, African Americans could show the camera images of themselves engaged
in the heroic work of seeking the right to sit at the front of the bus,
waiting patiently in line to be denied once again the right to vote, or
being attacked by the full power of Bull Connor's dogs and hoses.
African Americans had no greater control over television than they
had over national radio, but these were the images that television
needed, and only they could provide them: images of themselves so
at odds with traditional media depictions of "the Negro" that the
images themselves were newsworthy. The codependency between the
national media, especially television, and the civil rights movement
of the 195os and 196os would have disadvantages, but the movement's
relationship with the media would be one of its defining characteristics. The awareness of the potential power of such an alliance is one
of the legacies of the exceptional programs highlighted in this book.
The ideological framing for that movement was already in place at
the end of the 194os. During the war, African Americans had used
democracy's rhetoric against itself. In the years to follow, they would
add to that aCold War rhetoric designed to hold the nation up to
international shame. The effectiveness of that strategy would require
compelling public demonstrations, sophisticated interventions with
the mass media, and coalitions with cooperative whites, patterns
already present by the 194os.
The political, cultural, and intellectual history of the twentieth
century is inextricably intertwined with the history of the modern
mass media, particularly the mass electronic media of radio and television. There is no better example of the relationship between media,
politics, and culture than in the history of race relations, anexus evi276 :Conclusion

denced in the politicized racial imagery of popular culture in both
the entertainment and the news industries (a distinction now blurring) in all of their forms. Certainly, if race is aconstruction, as some
have argued, then in the twentieth century, the mass media is its primary building site.
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Radio Programs Discussed in the Text
Network
Program

Dates

or Station

Sponsor

Americans All

Nov. 13, 1938—

CBS

Office of Education;

Immigrants All

Service Bureau for

Apr. 30, 1939

Intercultural Education; Carnegie
Foundation
"America's Negro

Aug. 12, 1941

NBC

War Department

Feb. zo, 1941

NBC

Town Meeting

May 24, 1945

ABC

Town Meeting

May 28, 1942

NBC

Prwn Meeting

Feb. 17, 1944

ABC

Town Meeting

Dec. 7, 1944

ABC

Town Meeting

May 18, 1944

ABC

Town Meeting

Oct. 20, 1942

NBC

Town Meeting

Mar. 23, 194 8

ABC

Town Meeting

Oct. 7, 1947

ABC

Town Meeting

Soldiers"
America's Town Meeting
of the Air
"Are We aUnited
People?"
"Are We Solving
America's Race
Problem?"
"Is There aBasis
for Spiritual
Unity in the
World Today?"
"Let's Face the
Race Question"
"Should Government Guarantee
Job Equality for
All Races?"
"Should the Anti—
Poll Tax Bill
Be Passed?"
"Should the
Poll Tax Be
Abolished?"
"Should the
President's
Civil Rights
Program Be
Adopted?"
"What Can
We Do to
Improve Race
and Religious

Network
Program

Dates

or Station

Sponsor

Nov. 8, 1948

ABC

Town Meeting

June 1948-1950

WMAQ—

Chicago Delinder; Chi-

Relationships
in America?"
"What Should
We Do about
Race Segregation?"
Destination Freedom

Chicago

cago Urban League;
WMAQ

Freedom's People

Sept. 21,

1941—

NBC

Apr. 19, 1942

Office of Education;
Rosenwald Fund;
Southern Education
Foundation

"Freedom's Plow"

Mar. 15, 1943

NBC

National Urban

"Heroines in

Mar. zo, 1943

CBS

National Urban

"Judgment Day"

Sept. 27, 1942

NBC

War Department

Minority Opinion

Oct. 22,

WJW—

Cleveland Urban

League
Bronze"

League

Mar.

1945—
1946

My People

Oct. II , 1942, Feb.

"The Negro

Mar. 30, 1941

Cleveland

League

Mutual

OWI; G. Lake Imes

CBS

National Urban

13—Mar. 6, 1943
and National

League

Defense"
New World A'Coming

WMCA—

1944 - 57

New
York
"Open Letter on

July 24, 1943

CBS

Race Hatred"

WMCA; City-Wide
Citizens Committee
on Harlem
Entertainment Industry Emergency
Committee; CBS

"Opportunity to

Mar.

20,

1943

Mutual

National Urban

Serve"

League

"Salute to Freedom"

Mar. 18, 1944

NBC

National Urban

These Are Americans

Jan. 29—Mar. 3,

CBS—Pacific

Hollywood Writers'

League
1944

Network

Mobilization; CBS
Department of
Education, Western
Division

"Too Long
America"
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Mar. 14, 1945

ABC

National Urban
League

Network
Program

Dates

or Station

Sponsor

Nov. 23, 1947

NBC

Round Table

1943

University of Chicago
Round Table
"Civil Rights and
Loyalty"
"Minorities"

Mar. 28,

NBC

Round Table

"Race Relations

Dec. 5, 1948

NBC

Round Table

"Race Tensions"

July 4, 1943

NBC

Round Table

"Should We

Feb. 6, 1949

NBC

Round Table

June 13, 1948

NBC

Round Table

Nov. 7, 1948

NBC

Round Table

May

1948

NBC

Round Table

1943

NBC

National Urban

around the
World"

Adopt President Truman's
Civil Rights
Program?"
"The South and
the Democratic
Convention"
"What Does the
Election
Mean?"
"What Do We

2,

Know about
Prejudice?"
"Victory through
Unity"

Oct. 2,

League
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NOTES

ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are used for frequently cited sources throughout the
notes.
ATMA Collection
America's Town Meeting of the Air Collection, New York Public Library, New
York, New York
Barnouw Papers
Erik Barnouw Papers, Mass Communications Research Center, State
Historical Society of Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wisconsin
Benton Papers
William Benton Papers, Records, Office of the Vice President, William
Benton, 1937-46, Special Collections, University of Chicago Library,
Chicago, Illinois
Caliver Papers
Ambrose Caliver Papers, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard
University, Washington, D.C.
FDRL
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New York
Hughes Papers
Langston Hughes Papers, James Weldon Johnson Collection, Beinecke Rare
Book Library, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
LC
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Locke Papers
Alain Locke Papers, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard
University, Washington, D.C.
MacLeish Papers
Archibald MacLeish Papers, Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.
MCRC
Mass Communications Research Center, State Historical Society of
Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
MSRC
Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Washington, D.C.
NAACP Papers
Papers of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
part i, Meetings of the Board of Directors, 1909-50, and part 9,
Discrimination in the United States Armed Forces, 1918-55, series A,
General Office Files on Armed Forces Affairs, Microfilm Collections,
Manuscripts and Archives, Sterling Library, Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut

NBC Collection
NBC Collection, Mass Communications Research Center, State Historical
Society of Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
NUL Papers
National Urban League Papers, Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.
PAL
Performing Arts Library at Lincoln Center, New York Public Library, New
York, New York
RBB
Records of the Bureau of the Budget, Record Group 51, National Archives,
Washington, D.C.
RCASW
Records of the Civilian Aide to the Secretary of War (William Hastie—Truman
Gibson Papers), Record Group 107, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
R. D. DuBois Papers
Rachel Davis DuBois Papers, Immigration History Research Center,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota
ROE
Records of the Office of Education, Record Group 12, National Archives,
Washington, D.C.
ROWI
Records of the Office of War Information, Record Group 208, National
Archives, Washington, D.C.
RSC
Radio Script Collection, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture,
New York Public Library, New York, New York
SCR
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New York Public Library,
New York, New York
Straus Papers
Nathan Straus Papers, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New York
W. E. B. Du Bois Papers
W. E. B. Du Bois Papers, Microfilm Collections, Manuscripts and Archives,
Sterling Library, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
Wright Papers
Richard Wright Papers, James Weldon Johnson Collection, Beinecke Rare
Book Library, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
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IAlthough few books treat the African American experience in the 193os and
the 194os as awhole, anumber of works address specific aspects of that
period. For example, on the war years, see Wynn, Afro-American and the Second World War, and Blum, V Was for Victory. On political developments, see
Dalfiume, Desegregation of the US. Armed Forces; Finkle, Forumfor Protest; Washburn, .Question of Sedition; Kesselman, Social Politics of FEPC; and Plummer,
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Rising Wind. The magnitude and implications of the wartime migration remain largely unaddressed, although some works illuminate important aspects
of that movement. See, for example, Lewis, In Their Own Interests, and LemkeSantangelo, Abiding Courage. More general histories that cover early parts of
this period include Weiss, Farewell to the Party of Lincoln, and Kirby, Black
Americans in the Roosevelt Era. On the development of the predecessor cases to
Brown, see Tushnet, NAACP's Legal Strategy, and on legal challenges to the
electoral process, see Hine, Black Victory.
2 Among these were books as varied and provocative as Anne Petrey's Street;
Richard Wright's Native Son, Black Boy, and Twelve Million Black Voices; W. E. B.
Du Bois's Dusk of Dawn and Color and Democracy; Horace Cayton and St.
Claire Drake's Black Metropolis; Gunnar Myrdal's American Dilemma; and Rayford Logan's What the Negro Wants, to name but afew.
3 See, for example, Payne, I've Got the Light of Freedom; Fairclough, Race and
Democracy; Reed, Simple Decency and Common Sense; and Norrell, Reaping the
Whirlwind.
4 Kelley, Hammer and Hoe and "
"We Are Not What We Seem' "; Sullivan, Days
of Hope; Von Eschen, Race against Empire; Denning, Cultural Front.
5This also applies to studies of media treatments of African Americans, in
which discussions of film and television also predominate. See, for example,
Cripps, Making Movies Black; Bogle, Toms, Coons, Mulattos; Snead, White Screens,
Black Images; Guerrero, Framing Blackness; MacDonald, Blacks and White IT/,
and Gray, Watching Race.
6 There are some exceptions. See, for example, MacDonald, Don't Touch That
Dial!, ageneral history of radio programming that also includes an important
chapter on the history of African Americans and radio, and Ely, Adventures
of Amos 'n' Andy. More recently, some historians have discussed radio in
their treatments of broader subjects, including Brinkley, Voices of Protest, and
Cohen, Making aNew Deal, which explores radio's impact on urban workingclass community formation. Rubin, Making of Middkbrow Culture, includes a
chapter on radio book-discussion shows. An important recent study of radio's
importance as anational cultural force is Hilmes, Radio Voices. The early history of radio has received considerable attention but not the period under
study here. See Douglas, InventingAmerican Broadcasting; Smulyan, Selling Radio;
McChesney, Telecommunications, Mass Media, and Democracy; and Bergreen, Look
Now, Pay Later. Broader treatments of mass media that include some discussion of radio include Czitrom, Media and the American Mind; Barnouw, Tower in
Babel and Golden Web; and Hilmes, Hollywood and Broadcasting.
7 See, for example, Morrison and Lacour, Birth of aNation 'hood, and Morrison,
Race-ingJustice, En-gendering Power.
8 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the
United States, 194o: Housing, vol. z, General Characteristics, table it), "Persons per
Room and Radio for Occupied Units, by Tenure and Color of Occupants, for
the United States, by Regions, Urban and Rural, 1940," 38-39; Sterling and
Kinross, Ste Tuned, 81, appendix C, table 8, "Ownership of Radio Receivers,
1922-1988," 656.
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9 Pens, Radical Visions and American Dreams, 41; MacDonald, Don't Touch That
Dial; 6o-61; Fortune 17 (January 1938): 88.
io Radio's arrival as asource of hard news reporting was delayed until the mid193os due to aconflict between the networks and newspaper publishers over
whether the wire services for newspapers should be allowed to offer their reports to radio stations. Czitrom, Media and the American Mind, 86-87. See also
Lott, "Press Radio War," 275-86, and Jackaway, Media at War.
u NBC beat out its competitor CBS by paying sioo,000 to air the show nationally for fifteen minutes every evening of the week except Sunday. The show
also had several marketing spin-offs, including afilm, adaily comic strip, and
phonograph records of the characters. MacDonald, Don't Touch That Dial!, 2628; Barnouw, Tower in Babel, 229; Bergreen, Look Now, Pay Later, 70, 73-74;
Czitrom, Media and the American Mind, 84. For detailed biographical information on Gosden and Correll, see Ely, Adventures of Amos 'n' Andy.
12 Ely, Adventures of Amos 'n' Andy, 63. For the most insightful treatment of the
racialized basis of this appeal, see Hilmes, Radio Voices, 85-9o. Media historian Erik Barnouw has characterized Amos 'n' Andy as "the ghetto-keeper's
fantasy picture of the inside of the ghetto." Barnouw, Tower in Babel, 276. Czitrom argues that Gosden and Correll, themselves the products of the minstrel
and carnival circuit, simply transformed and expanded the minstrel tradition
for radio. Czitrom, Media and the American Mind, 83-84.
13 Hilmes, "Invisible Men," 309-1o, 313, and Radio Voices, 89-9o. Indeed, blackface on the radio may have been the ultimate "ventriloquized cultural form,"
aterm used more generally in Lott, "Love and Theft," 38.
14 Two studies that point to the importance of Amos 'n' Andy in the lives of
working-class Americans make no mention of the show's racialized content.
In their exceptional study of southern cotton mill workers, Jacquelyn Dowd
Hall and her colleagues conclude that radio programming actually dictated
the reorganization of workers' recreational time, using Amos 'n' Andy as a
prime example. Hall et al., Like aFamily, 258. In her discussion of the importance of radio in bringing together white industrial workers in this period,
Lizabeth Cohen also relies on several examples of the popularity of Amos 'n'
Andy to help make that argument but again with no attention to the show's
racial content. Cohen, Making aNew Deal, 325, 328-29. Lawrence Levine's discussion of the show recognizes its roots in minstrelsy but credits its success to
its portrayal of an ethic of hard work and achievement that had universal appeal to listeners, rendering the racial aspect of the show less relevant. Levine,
Unpredictable Past, zzo.
15 Bishop W. J. Walls, quoted in "Handicap of Amos 'n' Andy Is Related," Pittsburgh Courier, May 23, 1931. For achronicle of the protests against the radio
show and its 19505 television successor, see Ely, Adventures of Amos 'n' Andy.
16 Reddick, "Educational Programs," 367-89. Nannie Burroughs claimed credit
for starting the fight against the show in 1929 and chided the Courier for not
helping her earlier. Nannie H. Burroughs, "Negroes Fighting All Over the
Place," Pittsburgh Courier, September 12, 1931.
17 Pittsburgh Courier, September 5, 1931. Walls also had commented on the por286 :Notes to Pages 6-8

trayal of black women: "If awoman is not atool she becomes asenseless,
bossy wife, or atyrannizing vampire." Walls, quoted in "Handicap of Amos 'n'
Andy Is Related." For other examples of concern about the portrayal of black
women, see Pittsburgh Courier, May 3o, June 13, 1931.
18 Pittsburgh Courier, May 3o, June 6, zo, 1931.
19 Ibid., June

20, 1931.

zo Ibid., June 6, 1931.
zi Ibid., October 24, 1931.
22 Ibid., May

23, 1931.

Ibid.
24 Ely, Adventures of Amos 'n' Andy, 171. According to Ely, "Ultimately, the Amos
23

'n' Andy controversy stirred new debate of an old but abiding issue: Which
aspects of black life and culture should Afro-Americans display in public and
which—if any— should they keep among themselves or abandon altogether."
25 Quoted in Bay, White Image in the Black Mind. For histories of the evolution of
the black press, see Suggs, P. B. Young, Newspaperman, Black Press in the South,
and Black Press in the Middle West.
26 For adiscussion of African American protests against the film, see Cripps,
Slow Fade to Black, 41-69.
27 MacDonald, Don't Touch That Dial!, 328-32, 27-28; Bergreen, Look Now, Pay
Later, 70, 73-74; Czitrom, Media and the American Mind, 84; L. S. Cottrell,
quoted in MacDonald, Don't Touch That Dial!, 328. Mimes also concludes that
representations of African Americans were "far more central to the overall
discourse created by broadcasting than standard histories, through omission,
have implied." Hilmes, Radio Voices, 33, 77-78.
28 MacDonald, Don't Touch That Dial!, 365-69.

29 See, for example, the attention given black consumers in Sponsor, a radio
trade magazine: "The Forgotten 15,000,000: Ten Billion aYear Negro Market
Is Largely Ignored by National Advertisers," Sponsor, October lo , 1949, and
"The Negro Market: 815,000,000,000 to Spend," Sponsor, July 28, 1952.
30 Both NBC and CBS and their trade association, the National Association
of Broadcasters (NAB), openly solicited the president's presence on the air.
The day after his inauguration, the networks and the NAB promised that
all broadcasting stations would grant him immediate access "on amoment's
notice." Roosevelt took them up on that offer, making fifty-one network
broadcasts in his first year of office. He soon learned firsthand the power of
the medium: his first "fireside chat" drew an estimated 6o million listeners.
The broadcast averted arun on the banks that had been anticipated the next
day. For adiscussion of the overall New Deal public relations operation, see
Winfield, FDR and the News Media, 79-102. Of special value on the relationship between Roosevelt and all media, including radio, see Steele, Propaganda
in an Open Society, 20; McChesney, Telecommunications, Mass Media, and Democracy,
182; Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal, 44 - 45; and Cantril
and Allport, Psychology of Radio, 32. On Eleanor Roosevelt, see Beasley, Eleanor
Roosevelt and the Media and White House Press Conferences of Eleanor Roosevelt.
31 For several examples of how federal officials took advantage of radio's availNotes to Pages 8-13 :287

ability, see Sayre, Analysis of the Radiobroadcasting Activities of Federal Agencies,
13-15, and Smulyan, Selling Radio,

21-22.

Louisiana governor Huey Long's re-

liance on radio also was an attempt to circumvent the press. The "lying
newspapers," as he referred to them, led him to make many of his appeals via
radio. Brinldey, Voices of Protest, 71, 79.
32 For example, in 1935 CBS broadcast atwo-hour program, "Of the People,
by the People, for the People," that commemorated the second anniversary
of the New Deal. The show, which the federal Office of Education recommended for classroom use, featured dramatizations of key administration
achievements, followed by discussions of the events by New Deal officials.
One widely circulated editorial blamed the broadcasters for having "succeeded in over-selling the administration on the advantages of radio advertising." Steele, Propaganda in an Open Society, 23.
33 When the president decided to use his 1936 State of the Union Address to
kick off his reelection campaign, he insisted that the address be given before
an evening session of Congress in order to draw alarge listening audience,
an unprecedented action that deeply angered the Republicans. Later, the 1936
Democratic National Convention adjusted its schedule and program to take
advantage of radio coverage, prompting one writer to refer to it as a"radio
convention." So extensive was the president's use of radio that on at least
one occasion during the campaign, his opponent, Alf Landon, was proudly
introduced as "the candidate who was no 'radio crooner.' "Schlesinger, Age of
Roosevelt, 503, 574, 588, 590, 612; Chester, Radio, Television, and American Politics,
38, 40; Nimmo, Political Persuaders, 133.
34 In addition to their outreach to black voters, the Democrats focused on a
dozen key cities and broadcast appeals in Italian, German, Polish, Hungarian,
and Greek. Chester, Radio, Television, and American Politics, 39. Roosevelt's radio
appeals to industrial workers also paid off in the 1936 election. Lizabeth
Cohen observes that "radio helped rally industrial workers for Roosevelt."
One Chicago steelworker reported that listening to the president on the radio
made it seem like "FDR was on our side, organizing with us." Cohen, Making
aNew Deal, 332.
35 Harold Ickes, "Readin', Ritin', and Radio," opening address at the First
National Conference on Educational Broadcasting, December 1936, in Marsh,
Educational Broadcasting, 8-9. The Office of Education, in conjunction with
an unusually broad coalition of government officials, network officials, educators, and civic groups, sponsored two national conferences on educational
broadcasting, the first in 1936 in Washington, D.C., and the second the next
year in Chicago. Over 700 people attended the 1936 conference, which also
attracted much coverage in the national, trade, and education press.
36 The Interior Department building constructed in 1938 included the first federal broadcasting studio. Entry 182, "Radio Education Project, Audience
Preparation Division, Office File of Ben Brodinsky, 1936-40," box 7, folder,
"Speeches," ROE; John W. Studebaker, U.S. commissioner of education,
"Radio in the Service of Education," speech, in Marsh, Educational Broadcasting,

28-29, 31.
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DuBois and Okorodudu, All This and Something More, 34-41.
2

Ibid., 47-48, 51-53, 59, 65-69, 81-83.

3 Interview with Rachel Davis DuBois, November 17, 1984, in Crispin, "Rachel
Davis DuBois." The idea of aradio program had been raised by members of
DuBois's Advisory Committee at the liberal Progressive Education Association, with which the Service Bureau was briefly affiliated. DuBois and Okorodudu, All This and Something More, 86; Crispin, "Rachel Davis DuBois," 29, 32.
4 DuBois and Okorodudu, All This and Something More, 86; Montalto, History of
the Intercultural Education Movement, 149-50.
5 William Boutwell to Rachel Davis DuBois, August 26, 1938, series V, box

22,

folder 8, "Correspondence, John W. Studebaker," R. D. DuBois Papers.
6 Illinois governor Henry Horner also brought the idea directly to the attention of RCA's (NBC's parent company) president, David Sarnoff, who was
himself the child of Jewish immigrants. Avinere Toigo to David Sarnoff,
October 14, 1938, box 54, folder 49, "Americans All, Immigrants All," NBC
Collection. Although Angell had no experience in radio, NBC considered
his association with the network apublic relations coup of great magnitude
and orchestrated an elaborate publicity campaign around his hiring. Prior to
his sixteen years as president of Yale, Angell had been on the faculty and
then the acting president of the University of Chicago. He also had headed
the Carnegie Corporation. John E Royal, vice president for programming,
to Lenox Lohr, NBC president, March 8, 1937; "Dr. Angell Takes Full-Time
Post as Radio Education Counselor; Retired Yale President, Vigorous at 68,
Sees Chance of Rendering aReal Public Service," New York Herald-Tribune,
June 28, 1937; "Dr. Angell to Receive sz5,000 Radio Salary; NBC President
Says He Will Have Free Hand to Devise Ways to Serve Listeners," New York
Times, June 29, 1937; and "The Place of Radio in Education," NBC publication commending Angell's appointment, box 92, folder 64, "Department
Files, Program Educational Counselor, J. R. Angell, 1937," NBC Collection.
7 Officials at NBC's Chicago affiliate WM AQ encouraged Angell to meet per-

sonally with Toigo in New York City to discuss what they called "the Melting
Pot program." James R. Angell, educational counselor, NBC, to John E
Royal, NBC, January 24, 1938; Judith Waller, NBC, Chicago, to Angell, February 8, 1938; Angell to Philips Carlin, NBC, February io, 1938; and Avinere
Toigo to Angell, February 21, 1938, box 58, folder 48, "Americans

Ag-

All, Immi-

grants
NBC Collection.
8 In the handbook for listeners published after the series was broadcast, the
Office of Education credited Toigo as "one of the most enthusiastic advocates
and supporters of acomprehensive radio presentation of the immigrants'
contribution to American life." Jones, Americans All. ..Immigrants All, iv.
9 William Boutwell to Franldin Dunham, educational director, NBC, March 7,
1938, and James R. Angell to Dunham, March II, 1938, box 58, folder 48,

"Americans All, Immigrants All," NBC Collection.
to Unfortunately, CBS corporate records for this period are unavailable, so it
is impossible to be more precise about internal decision making concerning
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this series and others covered in this book. Where such information is presented, it has been gleaned from other archival sources as noted.
Television broadcasting and the manufacture of television sets had begun in
the 193os, but availability was stalled first by the depression and then, more
significantly, by World War II. Smith, In All His Glory, 186-88. This period in
television history is referred to as its "false dawn." Sterling and Kittross, Stay
Tuned, 151.
12

DuBois also proposed aprogram of active listener follow-up through study
groups and local activities built around the concept of learning about different cultural values. Rachel Davis DuBois to John W. Studebaker, August 16,
September 26, 1938, series V, box
;9," R. D. DuBois Papers.

22,

folder 8, "John W. Studebaker, ca. 1938-

13 Seldes's 1936 book, Mainland, according to Richard Pells, captured well the
"love affair with the past" and with "the people" that Seldes and other Popular Front intellectuals embraced after 1935 when they abandoned their earlier
more radical visions. Pells, Radical Visions and American Dreams, 316-17. In
his biography of Seldes, Michael Kammen characterizes Seldes as the person
who "launched" the radio series, but that conclusion overstates his role and
ignores the indispensable work of DuBois and others at the Office of Education in creating and molding this series. Kammen, Lively Arts, 261.
14 Gilbert Seldes, "General Approach to Writing of Script for Immigrants AllAmericans All," n.d., entry 174, "Radio Education Project, Office of the Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs, 1935-41," box i, folder, "Prospecti, Americans All, Immigrants All," ROE.
15 Novick, That Noble Dream, 224-39.
16 Minutes, Advisory Committee meeting, September 28, 1938, entry 174, "Radio
Education Project, Office of the Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs, 1935-41," box
ROE.

folder, "Prospecti, Americans All, Immigrants

All,"

17 President Franklin Roosevelt, "All of Us, and You and IEspecially, Are Descended from Immigrants and Revolutionists," speech to Daughters of the
American Revolution, April 21 , 1938, Washington, D.C., in Rosenman, Public
Papers and Addresses of Franklin D Roosevelt, 258-6o; "Report of Trip to New
York, September 8th to Loth Inclusive, 1938," entry 174, "Radio Education
Project, Office of the Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs, 193541," box 1, folder, "Americans All, Planning," ROE; Rachel Davis DuBois to
Gilbert Seldes, John W. Studebaker, and William Boutwell, September 26,
1938, series V, box 22, folder 7, "Correspondence, Gilbert Seldes, ca. 1938;9," R. D. DuBois Papers.
18 Philip Cohen to William Boutwell, October 14, 1938, entry 17o, "Radio Education Project, Office of the Director, Subject File, 1936-40," box 5, folder,
"Cohen, Phil, Jan. I
, 1938-Dec. 31, 1938," ROE.
19 John W. Studebaker to William Boutwell, October 29, 1938, entry 174, "Radio
Education Project, Office of the Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs, 1935-41," box 1, folder, "Americans All, Planning," ROE. The recordings were an expensive innovation, costing at least sio,000 to produce. Funds
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for this purpose were provided by the Carnegie Corporation Foundation
Committee on Scientific Teaching Aids. Boutwell to Gilbert Seldes, January 13, 1939, entry 170, "Radio Education Project, Office of the Director,
Subject File, 1936-40," box 9, folder, "Gilbert Seldes," ROE.
zo Coverage of the Nazi takeover of Austria in the spring of 1938 was broadcast
via live CBS pickups. The Munich crisis in September 1938 precipitated aCBS
innovation of daily European "roundup" broadcasts, with radio correspondents reporting from Prague, London, Paris, Rome, Berlin, and Munich.
Edward R. Murrow and William Shirer came to fame because of their evocative coverage of these events. Moreover, public interest in war coverage rose
dramatically thanks to the recent development of portable radio sets. Hosley,
As Good As Any, 51, 53, 58-59; William Boutwell to Rachel Davis DuBois,
August 26, 1938, series V, box 22, folder 8, "Correspondence, John W. Studebaker," R. D. DuBois Papers. On Boutwell's entreaties to CBS, see Boutwell
to Sterling Fisher, education director, CBS, September 23, 1938; Boutwell
to Edward R. Murrow, CBS correspondent, September 24, 1938; Boutwell to
Harry C. Butcher, vice president, CBS, November 19, 1938; and Boutwell to
Fisher, November ai, 1938, entry 174, "Radio Education Project, Office of
the Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs, 1935-41," box 3, folder,
"Correspondence, William Boutwell, July—December 1938," ROE.
ai The number of national and racial groups to be highlighted in individual
shows was reduced to thirteen (from the thirty-one groups suggested by
DuBois). Another thirteen episodes interspersed the broader themes Seldes
promoted about immigration in the frontier and colonial eras and the contributions of many groups in the American Revolution and in crosscutting
fields such as science, industry, social progress, and the arts. Some groups
were eliminated altogether (e.g., Puerto Ricans, East Indians, and West Indians), and many others were combined (e.g., Latin Americans, Mexicans,
and Spanish into "Our Hispanic Heritage"). Instead of several shows featuring different eastern European nationalities, two episodes were devoted
to "Slavic peoples." In order of broadcast, separate episodes were dedicated
to the following national and racial groups: English, Hispanic, Scotch-Irish
and Welsh, "Negro," French-speaking, Irish, German-speaking, Scandinavian, Jewish, Slavic, Oriental, Italian, and Near Eastern. "Revised Outline
(Based on Suggestions of Committee on Sept. z8th), Immigrants All—Americans All, Columbia Broadcasting System, November 14—May 15, 1938 [sic],
Gilbert Seldes, Script Writer, Rachel Davis-DuBois, Consultant on Intercultural Education, Ruth E. Davis, Research, Radio Division, U.S. Office of
Education," entry 174, "Radio Education Project, Office of the Director,
Records Relating to Radio Programs, 1935-41," box 1, folder, "Prospecti,
Americans All, Immigrants All," ROE.
22

Rachel Davis DuBois to William Boutwell, December 21, 1938, series V, box
22, folder 4, "Correspondence, William D. Boutwell, 1937-39," R. D. DuBois
Papers. Seldes insisted that the show emphasize that "life in the United States
is the achievement of many kinds of people" and that any plea for tolerance "strikes me as exhortation" and should not be included. Memorandum,
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Boutwell to Phil Cohen, January 3, 1939; Gilbert Seldes to Boutwell, January 12, 1939; Boutwell to Seldes, January 13, 1939; Seldes to Cohen, January
1939; and Boutwell to John W. Studebaker, January zo, 1939, entry 170, "Radio
Education Project, Office of the Director, Subject File, 1936-40," box 9,
folder, "Gilbert Seldes," ROE. Scripts for Americans

Ag

Immigrants All are

located at PAL. Phonograph recordings of the broadcasts are available at the
National Archives, Audiovisual Collections, Washington, D.C., and in the
R. D. DuBois Papers.
23 The Office of Education attempted to exert some control over the project by
preparing adetailed written assignment of duties for the

2,000

hours of work

it estimated each half hour broadcast would require. Publicity and promotion
for the show would come from the Office of Education, the Service Bureau,
and CBS, each assuming responsibility for different audiences and outlets.
Listening aids would be prepared by DuBois, and audience mail was to be
handled by the federal government. The scripts would be subject to review by
the Office of Education, the Office of Immigration and Naturalization, and
CBS, as well as by the advisory committees suggested by DuBois. CBS would
transcribe the shows for public use; distribution of the transcriptions would
be handled by the Office of Education. Memorandum, "Three Partners,"
n.d., entry 174, "Radio Education Project, Office of the Director, Records
Relating to Radio Programs, 1935-41," box i
, folder, "Prospecti, Americans
All, Immigrants All," ROE.
24 In the series, the English were lauded for constructing all of the nation's
basic legal and political infrastructure. The episode about the French descendants was based on the premise that there was "not amoment in the life of
the United States in which their influence could not be traced." "Our English
Heritage," script 2, November zo, 1938, 6, and "The French and Netherlanders," script 7, December 25, 1938, 5, PAL; memorandum, Laura Vitray
to William Boutwell and Philip Green, December 9, 1938, entry 174, "Radio
Education Project, Office of the Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs, 1935-41," box 1, folder, "Americans All, Planning," ROE. In aweak
attempt to link the English to abroader group of Americans, the script argued unconvincingly that their inspiring notion of rebellion against tyranny
was taken up "by rich men and poor men, by landowners and bondsmen, by
gentlemen and by ex-convicts, by Episcopalians, Catholics, Protestants, and
Jews." This seemed avery taut stretch of the chain of immigrant connection
and collaboration. The series built amore prototypical immigrant experience
around the Scots, who were portrayed as invited workers and indentured servants who arrived seeking to practice their religion freely and then rose to
stability. "The Scots, Scotch-Irish, and Welsh," script 4, December 4, 1938,
PAL.
25 Rachel Davis DuBois to Gilbert Seldes, October 17, 1938, series V, box
zz, folder 7, "Correspondence, Gilbert Seldes, ca. 1938-39," R. D. DuBois
Papers.
z6 "The Slays: Russians, Ukrainians, Yugoslays," script 14, February 12 , 1939, 5,
and "The Slays: Poles, Czechs, and Slovaks," script 15, February 19, 1939, 28,
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PAL; Laura Vitray to Gilbert Seldes, January 28, 1939, entry 174, "Radio Education Project, Office of the Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs,
1935-41," box 1, folder, "Americans All, Planning," ROE.
27 "The Irish," script 9, January 8, 1939, 5, PAL.
28 George Fredrickson points to the existence of "romantic racialism" among
white liberals in the 1930s, although he does so specifically in reference to
the practice of arguing that African Americans contributed their "gifts" of
joy, expressiveness, music, and songs to the United States. Fredrickson, Black
Image in the White Mind, 328-29. See also Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White.
29 "The Italians," script 17, March 5, 1939, 10, 12, 16, PAL. In areview session
on ascript, one participant suggested to Office of Education official Philips
Carlin that many immigrants had amuch harder time than was depicted in
the script. Carlin dismissed the comment, defending the narrower focus on
achievement and success as amatter of selection. "Notes from March 9, 1939,
Reading of Script No. 19," "Other Groups," entry 174, "Radio Education
Project, Office of the Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs, 193541," box 1, folder, "Americans All, Planning," ROE.
30 "Our Hispanic Heritage," script 3, November 3, 1938, PAL.
31 "Orientals in America," script 16, February 26, 1939, 6-9, PAL; Laura Vitray
to Gilbert Seldes and Philip Green, February 14, 1939, entry 174, "Radio Education Project, Records Relating to Radio Programs, 1935-41," box i
, folder,
"Americans All, Planning," ROE.
32 "Orientals in America," 14, 25, 27-28.
33 Quoted in Seelye, "Broadcasting Tolerance," 54-55. Seelye's thesis is adetailed
analysis of asample of the mail. She also includes the results of aquestionnaire sent to asmall sample of listeners. Unfortunately, the actual letters and
cards on which Seelye relied in 1941 cannot be located in the textual holdings
about the series at the National Archives, Washington, D.C. However, her
thesis contains many detailed excerpts of the letters grouped by content. Her
references to the letters only include the state from which they came and do
not allow one to discern the gender of the writer. Furthermore, her analysis
does not provide abreakdown of the mail by the show to which it responded,
although that can often be surmised.
34 Ibid., 94, 8o-84.
35 Ibid., 7o-71, 85.
36 Ibid., 73-78.
37 Ibid., 53, 5
6.
38 Ibid., 67.
39 Ibid., 93.
40 On Birth of aNation, see Cripps, Slow Fade to Black. For adiscussion of the
NAACP's campaign against radio programming, including Amos 'n' Andy,
see Archer, Black Images in American Theater, 225-62. On the Pittsburgh Courier's
petition drive against Amos 'n' Andy, see Reddick, "Educational Programs,"
367-89. For details on recurring campaigns against Amos 'n' Andy, see Ely,
Adventures of Amos 'n' Andy.
41 Opportunity 7(July 1928): 218.
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42 Rachel Davis DuBois to Alain Locke, September 19, 1938; DuBois to John W.
Studebaker, October 26, 1938; Studebaker to DuBois, October 29, 1938; and
DuBois to Locke, November 1, 1938, box 164-23, file 43, "Davis-DuBois,
Rachel," Locke Papers.
43 Rachel DuBois admired Locke and had come to know him through acircle
of intellectuals and artists in Harlem. DuBois also had apersonal and professional relationship with W. E. B. Du Bois, as well as alively correspondence.
John W. Studebaker to Main Locke, November 17, 1938, box 1_4,-7
4
2 ,
file40,
"Studebaker, J. W.," Locke Papers; Studebaker to W. E. B. Du Bois, November I, 1938; Du Bois to Studebaker, November 4, 7, 1938; and Philip Green to
Du Bois, November 29, 1938, reel 49, W. E. B. Du Bois Papers; DuBois and
Okorodudu, All This and Something More, 48- 49.
44 Locke, New Negro; Meier and Rudwick, Black History and the Historical Profession,
8, 47, 79; Logan and Winston, Dictionary of American Negro Biography, 398-404;
Locke and Stern, When Peoples Meet.
45

Huggins, W E. B. Du Bois, 1297-99, 1063.

46 Rachel Davis DuBois to Main Locke, n.d., and Locke to DuBois, n.d.,
box 164-23, folder 43, "Davis-DuBois, Rachel," Locke Papers; Rachel Davis
DuBois to W. E. B. Du Bois, n.d., and Rachel Davis DuBois to W. E. B.
Du Bois, November 30, 1938, reel 48, W. E. B. Du Bois Papers. Rachel
DuBois also solicited comments on the script from New York City friends,
actor Alvin Childress and writer Marion Cuthbert. DuBois to Alvin Childress, November 29, 1938, and DuBois to Marion Cuthbert, November 29,
1938, series V, box

22,

folder 18, "Research and Resources, Program 6," R. D.

DuBois Papers. For example, Seldes's early writings elevated "white" jazz to
superior status, adistinction he later regretted. Kammen concludes that by
the 19305 Seldes was an "ardent advocate of African Americans" and "a cultural negrophile," although he offers little evidence to support those claims. It
appears more likely, however, that Seldes still harbored mixed feelings about
the place of African American culture in American culture. Kammen reports
that in 1939, the same period as this radio broadcast, Seldes lamented that the
United States had "no folk song," ruling out black spirituals "because they are
not the product of the dominant people." Kammen, Lively Arts, 58, 98, 303.
47 DuBois to Locke, December 6, 1938, box 164-23, folder 43, "Davis-DuBois,
Rachel," Locke Papers. Rachel DuBois also consulted W. E. B. Du Bois on
"The Upsurge of Democracy," script 8, passing his suggestions on the topics of slavery and Frederick Douglass to Seldes. W. E. B. Du Bois to Rachel
Davis DuBois, December iz, 1938, and DuBois to Seldes, December 19, 1938,
box

22,

folder 18, R. D. DuBois Papers.

48 W. E. B. Du Bois to Philip Cohen, November 30, 1938, with enclosure, "Criticism of Americans All-Immigrants All, Episode Six, `The Negro," reel 48,
W. E. B. Du Bois Papers.
49 Main Locke to Rachel Davis DuBois, November 30, 1938, box 164-23, folder
43, "Davis-DuBois, Rachel," Locke Papers.
50 Historical assessments of slavery and the Reconstruction period were under
some dispute at the time of this series, and the murkiness here may have
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reflected that, as well as political considerations. Novick, That Noble Dream,
224-39. The interpretation Du Bois had offered in his own Black Reconstruction
(1935) was not yet accepted by the historical profession, achange that would
take at least another half acentury.
51 Script, "Americans All-Immigrants All, Episode 6, 'The Negro,'" entry 187,
"Radio Education Project, Script Writers and Editors, Office Files, 1936-40,"
box 4, folder, "Americans All-Immigrants All," ROE. The previous version of
the script is in box 164-106, folder 6, "Americans All-Immigrants All Script,"
Locke Papers. The final version of the script and all others in the series are
at the PAL. Iwas unable to locate the earliest Seldes draft, to which specific
criticisms were submitted, in the National Archives, Washington, D.C.; the
Locke Papers; the R. D. DuBois Papers; or the W. E. B. Du Bois Papers. My
conclusions about that version of the script are based on reading backward
from the criticism and the subsequent drafts.
52 Memorandum, George G. Murphy Jr. and Roy Wilkins, NAACP, December 9, 1938, series V, box 22, folder 18, R. D. DuBois Papers. There is no
indication of who provided Murphy and Wilkins with the script. It also is
unclear which version of the script they worked from, but their general criticisms would have held for all versions, including the final one.
53 Rachel DuBois had informed Boutwell that White was "very eager" to publicize the show through local NAACP branches; he also had requested 600
copies of the program brochure to be distributed to black youth and college groups. Overall publicity for the episode was channeled through the
NAACP's local chapters and the black press. Rachel Davis DuBois to William
Boutwell, November 15, 1938, series V, box 22, folder 4, R. D. DuBois Papers.
54 Press release, "Nation to Hear Broadcast of Negro Contributions to American Life, Sunday;

JULES BLEDSOE TO SING,"

entry 182, "Radio Education

Project, Audience Preparation Division, Office File of Ben Brodinsky, 193640," box 7, folder, "Service Bureau for Intercultural Education," ROE.
55 Rachel DuBois also had organized script-reading sessions in New York City
to ferret out any material that might offend or be objectionable to African
Americans. Rachel Davis DuBois, invitation notes, December 6, 1938, and
undated handwritten notes, series V, box

22,

folder 18, R. D. DuBois Papers.

Ihave found no specific reactions to the draft scripts of this episode from
Office of Education officials; the script came relatively early in the series (it
was the sixth), and as such it preceded, for example, Chief Script Editor
Laura Vitray's involvement with the series.
56 Rachel Davis DuBois to Rudolph Schram, December 13, 1938, ibid.
57 Rachel Davis DuBois to Alain Locke, December 21, 1938, box 164-23, folder
43, "Davis-DuBois, Rachel," Locke Papers.
58 Alain Locke to Rachel Davis DuBois, December 19, 1938, box 164-21, folder
38, "Columbia Broadcasting Company," Locke Papers.
59 Alain Locke to Rachel Davis DuBois, December 19, 1938, box 164-2i, folder
38, "Columbia Broadcasting Company," and DuBois to Locke, December

21,

1938, box 164-23, folder 43, "Davis-DuBois, Rachel," Locke Papers.
6o Alain Locke to CBS, n.d., box 164-21, folder 38, "Columbia Broadcasting
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Company," Locke Papers. CBS vice president for broadcasting W. B. Lewis
responded to Locke, indicating that he was referring his letter to the Office of
Education, "under whose auspices the program was presented." Despite this
passing of the blame, officials at CBS also were disappointed by the broadcast, viewing it as further evidence that the overall series was weak. W. B.
Lewis to Locke, January 1o, 1939, ibid.
61 Main Locke to Rachel Davis DuBois, December 19, 1938, box 164-21, folder
38, "Columbia Broadcasting Company," Locke Papers.
62 Philip Cohen to William Boutwell, December 27, 1938, box 5, folder, "Cohen,
Phil, Jan. I, 1938-Dec. 31, 1938"; Cohen to Boutwell, January 9, 1939; Boutwell to Cohen, March 3, 1939; and Cohen to Boutwell, March 15, 1939, entry
170, "Radio Education Project, Office of the Director, Subject File, 1936-40,"
box 6, folder, "Cohen, Phil, Jan. I, 1939-Aug. 31, 1939," ROE.
63 Memorandum, William Boutwell to Philip Cohen, March 3, 1939, entry 170,
"Radio Education Project, Office of the Director, Subject File, 1936-40,"
box 6, folder, "Cohen, Phil, Jan. 1, 1939-Aug. 31, 1939," ROE. Caliver, who
held aPh.D. from Columbia University, had been appointed as a"senior
specialist in education of Negroes" at the Office of Education in 1930, the
first African American to hold aprofessional position there. Caliver created
an Office of Education radio series in 1941 that focused exclusively on African Americans. That show, Freedom's People, and Caliver are the subjects of
chapter 2. "Nomination for Distinguished Service Award: Ambrose Caliver,
Ph.D.," entry 17, "Records of the Office of the Commissioner, Office File of
Ambrose Caliver, 1946-62," box 3, folder, "Dr. Caliver, Biographic," ROE.
64 W. E. B. Du Bois to Rachel Davis DuBois, January 4,
Du Bois Papers.

1939,

reel 5o, W. E. B.

65 Script, "The Negro," 25, PAL; Rachel Davis DuBois to Gilbert Seldes, November 29, 1938, series V, box 22, folder 7, "Correspondence, Gilbert Seldes,
ca. 1938-39," R. D. DuBois Papers.
66 Walter White to John W. Studebaker, December 23, 1938, series V, box 26,
folder 2, R. D. DuBois Papers.
67 "Mail Tabulations: Americans All- Immigrants All," January 28, 1939, series V,
box 26, folder 2, R. D. DuBois Papers; Alain Locke to Rachel Davis DuBois,
December 19, 1938, box 164-21, folder 38, "Columbia Broadcasting Company," Locke Papers.
68 Quoted in Seelye, "Broadcasting Tolerance," 73-78.
69 Ibid., 71.
70 Ibid.,

71, g

-3.
R

71 DuBois and Okorodudu, All This and Something More, 72. DuBois had faced
similar questions from members of other ethnic groups. Ibid., 68. DuBois
and Schweppe, Jews in American Life. The book was one of two completed in
aplanned series called Building American Culture that was never realized for
lack of funding.
72 William Boutwell to Sidney Wallach, American Jewish Committee, June 24,
1938, series V, box zz, folder 4, "Correspondence, William D. Boutwell,
1937-39," R. D. DuBois Papers; "Report of Trip to New York, Septem296 :Notes to Pages 42-46

ber 8th to ioth Inclusive, 1938," entry 174, "Radio Education Project, Office
of Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs, 1936-41," box 1, folder,
"Americans All, Planning," ROE; Advisory Board of the Service Bureau to
John W. Studebaker, October 5, 1938, series V, box

22,

folder 8, R. D. DuBois

Papers; Montalto, History of the Intercultural Education Movement, 184; DuBois
and Okorodudu, All This and Something More, 72.
73 Montalto, History, of the Intercultural Education Movement, 156-57; minutes, Advisory Committee meeting, September 28, 1938, entry 174, "Radio Education
Project, Office of Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs, 1936-41,"
box 1, folder, "Americans All, Planning," ROE. On the refugee question, see
Wyman, Paper Walls, and Friedman, No Havenfor the Oppressed.
74 Minutes, Advisory Committee meeting, September 28, 1938, entry 174, "Radio
Education Project, Office of Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs,
1936-41," box i
, folder, "Americans

Ag Planning," ROE. DuBois recalls that

the matter was actually put to avote, although no vote was recorded in the
minutes of this particular meeting. DuBois and Okorodudu, All This and
Something More, 87.
75 Minutes, Advisory Committee meeting, September 28, 1938, entry 174, "Radio
Education Project, Office of Director, Records Relating to Radio Programs,
1936-41," box i, folder, "Americans All, Planning," ROE.
76 On Seldes's own views and the anti-Semitism directed at him, see Karnmen,
Lively Arts, 19.
77 Montalto, History of the Intercultural Education Movement, 211; Theresa Mayer
Durlach, vice chair, Service Bureau for Intercultural Education, to John W.
Studebaker, October 27, 1938, series V, box 22, folder 13, R. D. DuBois
Papers.
78 Entry 175, "Radio Education Project, Office of the Director, Supplemental
Material for Radio Programs, 1935-41," box 1, folder, "Teaching Tolerance a
Major Problem in 1939," ROE.
79 Derounian, who had escaped the Turkish massacre in Armenia as achild in
1915, had been astudent of DuBois's at New York University. Under an assumed name, he later infiltrated the American Nazi movement on behalf of
the federal government and wrote abook in 1943 detailing the extent of Nazi
influence in the United States. DuBois and Okorodudu, All This and Something
More, 83; Crispin, "Rachel Davis DuBois," 26. Derounian's book, Under Cover,
was published under his pseudonym, John Roy Carlson.
8o Derounian built on the bureau's lists of foreign-language newspapers, black
newspapers, religious news services, leading churches and denominations,
YMCAs and YWCAs, and awide range of other civic and social organizations. He also made personal appeals to prominent columnists, publishers,
and radio editors in key cities with large immigrant populations. He buttressed all of this activity with personalized mailings to group leaders and
newspapers serving the particular national or racial group to be highlighted
in the upcoming episode. Arthur Derounian to Philip Cohen, January 17,
1939, entry 187, "Radio Education Project, Script Writers and Editors, Office
Files, 1936-40," box 4, folder, "Plans for Promotion," ROE.
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81 Ben Brodinsky, head of the Office of Education's Audience Preparation
Division, essentially adapted Derounian's tactics when he instituted the use
of extensive mailings and contacts with Jewish news services and organizations with memberships totaling nearly imillion Jews. The targeted groups
included forty-three mostly national organizations, such as organizations
serving synagogues and rabbis, B'nai B'rith, Hadassah, and the Council of
Jewish Federations, to cite but afew. Ben Brodinsky to William Boutwell,
"Why We Should Get 50,000 Letters on the Feb. 5Program," n.d., entry 187,
"Radio Education Project, Script Writers and Editors, Office Files, 1936-40,"
box 4, folder, "Plans for Promotion," ROE. The Jewish War Veterans and
the National Council of Jewish Women were among many organizations that
sent the Office of Education letters of support prior to the broadcast. Entry
187, "Radio Education Project, Script Writers and Editors, Office Files, 193640," box 12, folder, "Jews," ROE.
8z Hadassah to Ben Brodinsky, Office of Education, January 14, 1939, entry 187,
"Radio Education Project, Script Writers and Editors, Office Files, 1936-40,"
box 12, folder, "Jews," ROE. The Office of Education also made direct contact with local branches of Jewish organizations in key cities. For instance,
the Washington, D.C., United Jewish Appeal made its mailing list of 4,500
names available to Brodinsky through his brother Joseph, aprominent Washington, D.C., lawyer. Rabbi Isadore Breslau to Joseph Brodinsky, January 3,
1938, ibid. The agency also sent special releases to the general press in thirteen
major cities and to Jewish news organizations such as the Jewish Telegraphic
Agency.
83 "Tolerance on the Air," Hebrew Union College Monthly 26 (January 1939), clipping in ibid.
84 Ibid.
85 "The Jews in the United States," script 13, February
25, 27, 29-32, PAL.

5
,1939,

5, 8-15, 17, 21, 23,

86 Ibid., 33-34.
87 In less than two weeks of the broadcast, the Office of Education had received over 9,000 letters and cards seeking more information. "Mail Report
for Americans All-Immigrants All," January 20, 1939, box 26, folder 2, R. D.
DuBois Papers; William Boutwell to Gilbert Seldes, February 18, 1939, entry
17o, "Radio Education Project, Office of the Director, Subject File, 1936-40,"
box 9, folder, "NBC, J. W. Studebaker, 1937," ROE.
88 Quoted in Seelye, "Broadcasting Tolerance," 72, 58.
89 Ibid., 63.
90 Philip Cohen wrote Boutwell the day after the broadcast that he and the New
York City staff "were all very much thrilled" by it and that it was "the best to
date." The next day, he reported that Commissioner Studebaker had "again
expressed his enthusiasm" for the broadcast. Philip Cohen to William Boutwell, February 6, 7, 1939, entry 17o, "Radio Education Project, Office of the
Director, Subject File, 1936-40," box 6, folder, "Cohen, Phil, Jan. f, 1939Aug. 31, 1939," ROE.
91 Edward Ashley Bayne, Service Bureau for Intercultural Education, to Jeanette
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Sayre, February 16, 1939, and Sayre to Bayne, February 18, 1939, series V, box
26, folder 2, R. D. DuBois Papers.
92 Socia/Justice, November 27, 1939, quoted in Seelye, "Broadcasting Tolerance," 4.
93 "Radio Mail Returns, Educational Sustaining Programs, December 1938" and
"Mail Tabulation, Americans All-Immigrants All," January 28, 1939, series V,
box 26, folder

2,

and William Boutwell to Edward Bayne, March 2, 1939,

series V, box zz, folder 4, R. D. DuBois Papers; John W. Studebaker to Senator Robert Reynolds, March 27, 1939, entry 170, "Radio Education Project,
Office of the Director, Subject File, 1936-40," box io, folder, "Studebaker
Letters, Sept. 1938-Aug. 1939," ROE; Boutwell to Keith Tyler, September 1,
1939, entry 170, "Radio Education Project, Office of the Director, Subject
File, 1936-40," box 4, folder, "1939 Corres., William Boutwell, June-Dec.,"
ROE.
94 Rachel DuBois also complained repeatedly about the delays, arguing that
"publicity is valueless unless there is an adequate follow-through." Entry
187, "Radio Education Project, Script Writers and Editors, 1936-40," box 4,
folder, "Requests," ROE; William Boutwell to Edward Bayne, March 14,
1939, and Rachel Davis DuBois to Boutwell, April 4, 1939, series V, box 22,
folder 4, R. D. DuBois Papers. Eventually, funds provided by the Carnegie Foundation enabled the office to make available the most comprehensive
work from the series: aglossy i20-page study guide booklet, Jones, Americans
All ...Immigrants All, that included narrative histories, bibliographies, and
suggested discussion questions for each of the groups covered in the series.
Rachel DuBois helped draft the booklet. Listeners who bought the phonograph recordings would also receive the booklet and a manual outlining
more than ioo ways to use the recording in classrooms, assemblies, night
schools, and adult education. Entry 187, "Radio Education Project, Script
Writers and Editors, 1936-40," box 4, folder, "Two Highest Awards," ROE;
Franklin Dunham to James Angell, November zo, 1939, box 66, folder 9,
"Americans All, Immigrants All, CBS, 1939," NBC Collection. (NBC officials
followed every aspect of this CBS series very closely.) There were few orders
from individuals for recordings; as expected, they were bought primarily
by schools, teachers, and educational groups. Entry 175, "Radio Education
Project, Office of the Director, Supplemental Material for Radio Programs,
1935-41," box i, folder, "Americans All Recordings," ROE. However, some
of the records were purchased by ethnic and civic organizations. For example, the International Workers Order of New York City, agroup selfdescribed as having 165,0oo members representing twelve nationalities, used
the recordings in "lodge broadcasts." Peter Chaunt, International Workers
Order, to Office of Education, September 14, 1939, entry 187, "Radio Education Project, Script Writers and Editors, 1936-40," box 3, folder, "Booklet,
Americans All, Correspondence," ROE. The Service Bureau, credited at the
end of each broadcast, was inundated with requests for additional information from all over the country; however, it was unable to meet the demand
from even New York City alone after the New York City Board of Education
responded to the series by requiring that all high schools teach "tolerance"
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as part of the curriculum. DuBois to John W. Studebaker, December 21,
1938, March 2,

22,

1939, and Louis Posner to Studebaker, January 3, 1939,

series V, box zz, folder 8; DuBois to Gordon Studebaker, Radio Script Exchange, March 24, z8, 1939, series V, box z6, folder 3; and Bayne to Boutwell,
n.d., and Boutwell to Stanley Walker, Service Bureau, April 4, 1939, series V,
box 22, folder 4, R. D. DuBois Papers. DuBois solicited funds from private
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CHAPTER FIVE
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CHAPTER SIX

A graduate of St. Bonaventure College, where he was atrack star, Ottley
also spent time at the University of Michigan and St. John's University Law
School. "Roi Ottley," in "News of Scribner Books and Authors," n.d.; "Roi
Ottley's Prizes Are the Least of His Joys," unnamed source, n.d.; and "Negro
Writer Wins Award for Tour," Black Dispatch, May z, 1943, folder, "Roi Ottley," Clipping Files, MSRC; "Roi Ottley Dies; Wrote on Negro," New York
Times, October 2, 1960. St. Bonaventure has some of Ottley's manuscripts,
but unfortunately no publicly available general collection of his papers appears to exist.
Ottley, New World A-Coming. The book has twenty-three short chapters spanning Ottley's wide interests in black culture, politics, and history. Many
chapters highlight special political concerns or historical moments, but most
focus on the paramount issues of the day, particularly discrimination in employment and housing.
3 Ibid., vi.
4

When forced to divest itself of one of its two networks, RCA sold one of
the networks to Edward Noble, who then created ABC. At the same time,
FCC rules forced Noble to sell his local New York City station, WMCA. Billboard, September 25, 1943, Scrapbooks, Straus Papers; Sterling and Kinross,
Stay Tuned, 210—II.
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housing until Straus resigned. Despite his stated personal regard for Straus,
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"Capitol Termites Ate Housing Plan," PM, January 30, 1942; "Straus to Resign in Housing Fight," New York Daily News, January 5, 1942; information
release, U.S. Housing Authority, "Letter to the President from Nathan Straus
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Authority," n.d.; and "Memorandum of Conversation with President Roosevelt, 11:15 A.m., Tuesday, January 13, 1942," Scrapbooks, Straus Papers. One
account placed racial considerations at the core of congressional opposition
to Straus's ideas for funding public housing. Some members of Congress may
have harbored lingering resentment against Straus's special assistant Robert
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Variety, January 19, 1944, ibid.
8 Author's telephone interview with Peter Straus, November 1994, New York
City. Peter Straus worked at WMCA with his parents during much of the
period when New World A'Coming was on the air.
9 "Report of Panel Discussion, City-Wide Harlem Week, May 28-June 2, 1945";
conference minutes, July 19, 1943; and "Statement of Program and Activities
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Citizens' Committee on Harlem, n.d., SCR.
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Reddick, "Educational Programs," 367-89.

12 Moreover, it appears that when Straus bought the rights to Otdey's book,
he donated them to the committee for use on the series. "WMCA Endows
Group for Negro-Life Project," Radio Daily, February 29, 1944, and "Books,
Authors," New York limes, February 29, 1944, Scrapbooks, Straus Papers.
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Reunited by Radio," New York limes, December 28, 1943, and "Local Stations
Still Have Far to Go to Meet Community Needs—Straus," Variety, January 19,
1944, ibid.
14 Scripts and tape cassettes through 1946 are available for the show in an unprocessed collection located in the Audiovisual Division at the SCR. A complete collection of the scripts from 1944 through 1953 and asample from
1954 through 1957 are available in the unprocessed WMCA Collection at the
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17 Script and cassette recording, New World A'Coming, March 12, 1944, SCR;
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18 Script, New World A'Coming, March 5, 1944, SCR.
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39 Script, New World A'Coming, December 24, 1944, SCR.
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Mass Meeting; Edward G. Robinson, M.C.," Los Angeles Sentinel, May 17, 1945,
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York Times, October
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58 Ibid., 25-26.
59 Ibid., z8.
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Round Table.
62 Cordier, "History and Analysis of Destination Freedom," 14; MacDonald, Richard Durham's "Destination Freedom," 3.
63 Scripts and cassette recordings, Destination Freedom, June 27, 1948-July 23, 1950,
Destination Freedom Collection, Audiovisual Division, SCR; Oscar Brown Jr.,
quoted in MacDonald, "Radio's Black Heritage," 69.
64 Scripts, Destination Freedom: "The Knock-Kneed Man," June 27, 1948 (Crispus
Attucks); "Railway to Freedom," July 4, 1948 (Harriet Tubman); "The Making
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1949 (Ida B. Wells); "The Long Road," August 7, 1949 (Mary Church Terrell);
"Black Hamlet," August 14, zi, 1949 (Henri Christophe); and "Father to Son,"
October 9, 1949 (Adam Clayton Powell Sr. and Jr.), Destination Freedom Collection, SCR.
65 For example, ibid., "Black Boy," March zo, 1949 (Richard Wright); "Poet in
Bronzeville," September 18, 1949 (Gwendolyn Brooks); "Poet of Pine Hill,"
September 5, 1948 (James Weldon Johnson); "Pagan Poet," April 3,

1949

(Countee Cullen); and "Before ISleep," April 17, 1949 (Paul Laurence Dunbar).
66 For example, ibid., "Dance Anthropologist," April 23, 1950 (Katherine Dunham); "Do Something, Be Somebody," March 6, 1948 (Canada Lee); "The
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1948 (Matthew Henson);

"The Boy Who Was Traded for aHorse," October 17, 1948 (George Washington Carver); and "Transfusion," March 27, 1949 (Charles Drew).
69 Ibid., "Tales of Stackalee," July 17, 1949, and "The John Henry Story," July 24,
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David," October lo, 1948 (Joe Louis); "The Rime of the Ancient Dodger,"
November ax, 1948 (Jackie Robinson); "The Ballad of Satchel Paige," May 15,
1949; and "Premonition of the Panther," March 12, 1950 (Sugar Ray Robinson).
70 Script and cassette recording, ibid., "Recorder of History," February iz, 1950
(Carter G. Woodson). See also MacDonald, "Radio's Black Heritage," 69.
71 Script and cassette recording, "Black Boy," Destination Freedom, March zo,
1949 (Richard Wright), Destination Freedom Collection, SCR. See also script,
ibid., "One of Seventeen," November 14, 1948 (Mary McLeod Bethune), on
how the "whole city came to the station to see her [off to school]. She was the
first freedman's girl to explore education outside the county." The show also
details Bethune's successful campaign to establish acollege for blacks. Ibid.,
"Investigator for Democracy," November z8, 1948 (Walter White).
72 Ibid., "One of Seventeen," November 14, 1948 (Mary McLeod Bethune). The
program concluded with alive speech by Bethune.
73 Script and cassette recording, ibid., "Recorder of History," February 12, 1950
(Carter G. Woodson).
74 Fictitious high school principal, quoted in ibid.
75 Richard Durham to Homer Heck, the show's director, June 27, 1948, quoted
in Cordier, "History and Analysis of Destination Freedom," 27. Durham wrote
the letter following the table reading of the script for the first show, "The
Knock-Kneed Man," on Crispus Attucks. Durham was angered by the director's attempt to mold the black characters into more subservient roles.
76 Script and cassette recording, "The Long Road," Destination Freedom, August 7, 1949 (Mary Church Terrell).
77 Ibid.
78 Scripts, ibid., "Execution Awaited: Prejudice, Part z," October 2, 1949; "The
Heart of George Cotton," August 8, 1948; "Anatomy of an Ordinance," June 5,
1949 (Rev. Archibald Carey); and "The Trumpet 'Wks," July 31, 1949 (Louis
Armstrong).
79 Ibid., "Segregation, Incorporated," August 28, 1949.
8o Ibid., "Anatomy of an Ordinance," June 5, 1949 (Rev. Archibald Carey).
81 Ibid., "Woman with aMission," April io, 1949 (Ida B. Wells).
8z Ibid., "Investigator for Democracy," November 28, 1948 (Walter White).
83 Ibid., "Story of 1875," August 29, 1948 (Senator Charles Caldwell). Remarks
from Booker T. Washington placed this view in amore immediate context:
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March 13, 1949 (Booker T. Washington). See also the remark from Ida B.
Wells: "[F]reedom that allowed the bigoted or the powerful to restrict the
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April o, 1949 (Ida B. Wells).
84 Ibid., "The Story of 1875," August z8, 1948 (Senator Charles Caldwell).
85 Ibid., "The Liberators I," March z6, 195o (William Lloyd Garrison).
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89 Richard Durham to Langston Hughes, November 17, 1949, box 5z, folder,
Dr-Dz, General Correspondence, Hughes Papers.
90 MacDonald, "Radio's Black Heritage," 70.
91 Richard Durham to Langston Hughes, October 8, 1951, box 52, folder, DrDz, General Correspondence, Hughes Papers.
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CONCLUSION
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